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Keynote
Successive government phases in Tanzania have made various attempts to promote investment in the country
by creating an enabling business environment through strategic reforms. Such reform initiatives, for example
Business Environment Strenthtning for Tanzania (BEST) and Big Results Now (BRN), have admittedly led to some
improvements in the realignment of the business regulatory regime and the government’s initiative in the provision
and delivery of services.
Despite the well-intended efforts to drive reforms with a view to achieving a vibrant economy, a number of policy
and regulatory challenges have persisted. The challenges partly emanate from changes in the dynamics of
economic, political, social, cultural and the business environments which have had a significant negative impact
on the growth of the private sector, weakening the very foundation of the present government’s industrialization
drive.
As a result, stakeholders have lamented of the apparently conflicting or duplicative policies and laws at the central
and local government levels relating to taxes, levies, licensing and other charges. The difference in charges
across the Local Government Authority (LGA)spectrum and the multiple regulatory agencies with seemingly
similar roles and functions has also raised concern from a cross section of stakeholders. From some stakeholders’
perspective, the prevalence of high costs in enforcing the implementation, both at the central and local levels
is a result of the licensing regime laying more emphasis on revenue generation at the expense of provision
and delivery of quality service to ensure high yields for both the government and the private sector. It has also
been observed that high costs and cumbersome procedures have resulted in informal operation of businesses
(occasionally though dubious means) and subsequent loss of revenue to the Government.
The 5th Phase Government has re-iterated its dedication to ensuring that regulatory hurdles are removed. While
maintaining its regulatory role, the Government has devised strategies aimed at bringing clarity in the regulatory
regime in order to ensure that the private sector operates in a friendly and predicable business environment.
To that end, the government has embarked upon a holistic approach to reviewing the policy and regulatory
framework governing institutions and agencies. It has done so in order to streamline and rationalize the licenses,
taxes, charges,fees and levies to ensure inclusive participation of the private sector, focusing on smallholder
farmers, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and large-scale businesses.
The government is aware that it must improve and strengthen the business enabling environment (BEE) in line
with its objective of moving towards industrialization for economic transformation and human development, as
set out in the Second Five Year Development Plan document (FYDP II). The government is also aware that BEE
is a prerequisite to ensuring that both local and foreign potential investors are attracted to enter and participate
in the different sectors of the economy at the scale required to accelerate and sustain industrial transformation.
This Blueprint provides a guide to achieving the industrialization dream of creating, in the shortest period possible,
the required business-enabling environment where the government and the private sector work hand in hand in
realizing the dream. It seeks to put in place a framework that enables the review of BEE for improved business
climate in Tanzania.
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The Blueprint comprehensively analyses the existing regulatory challenges taking into account best practices
internationally and proposes robust principles and guidelines for reforms. It articulates clearly general and specific
areas for reform and ways of implementing them with necessary adjustments to suit local conditions pertaining
to the country. It sets out a benchmark for undertaking a holistic approach to overcoming the challenges and
constraints affecting policy, regulations, delivery, and coordination, which retard the growth of the private sector.
The Blueprint also proposes a robust M&E framework in order to keep track of the progress in implementation at
national and sub-national levels.
I therefore calls upon all Ministry Departments and Agencies (MDAs), Regional Secretariats and LGAs as well as
business community to effectively implement the reforms presented in this Blueprint. My office commits itself to
oversee that, as much as it is possible, all regulations which are a hinderance to to the ease of doing business in
our country are amended accordingly. I also request all stakeholders to participate effectively in monitoring and
evaluating progress at national and sub-national levels as well as at the level of individual organizations.
If we all play our part to implement the reforms Tanzania shall have a regulatory framework which is more probusiness, yet effective in protecting the safety, livelihoods, health and well being of communities. Tanzania will
also be in a g
good p
position to ensure fair competition, sustainable environment management, national interest and
security.

Majaliwa(MP)
Hon. Kassim Majaliwa M
a aliwa(MP)
aj
;OL7YPTL4PUPZ[LYVM[OL<UP[LK9LW\ISPJVM;HUaHUPH
;OL7YPTL4PUPZ[LYVM[O
OL
L<UP[LK9L
April, 2018.
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The Statement from the Minister
Tanzania has resolved to pursue the industrialization course in order to hasten attainment of the aspirations of the
Development Vision 2025. We envision a nation with “a competitive industrial base that supports inclusive and
sustainable economic growth”. This vision will be achieved by promoting a competitive and sustainable industry
base with global supply base for trade that takes geographical advantage, and resource endowment, through
policies, strategies and plans for inclusive industrial transformation. The Blueprint is one of Tanzania’s strategic
munitions to that end.
The Blueprint provides Tanzania with a framework for enabling a holistic review of business-enabling environment
(BEE) in order to improve the business climate. If effectively implemented, the Blueprint reform proposals will
push Tanzania to the frontier of Ease of Doing Business. The proposed reforms aim to address the remaining
hurdles to doing business, including: (i) existence of high compliance costs in monetary terms and time in starting
and operating business; (ii) cumbersome pre-approval procedures, which create rent seeking opportunities. (iii)
presence of a multiplicity and duplicity of processes; (iv) loopholes in some of the laws and regulations that are
applied by regulatory authorities; and (v) high costs of compliance and enforcement to both the government and
private sector.
Effective implementation of the Blueprint reform proposals requires the regulatory agencies to review and enhance
internal and external transparency and communication, including strict adherence to performance management
culture. Tanzania’s regulatory authorities should adopt and follow world class Citizen’s Client Charter, Performance
Pledge and Customer Strategy, and Monitoring and Evaluation and guarantee feedback to private sector timely.
The Blueprint proposes mechanisms for robust monitoring and evaluation, such as Organizational Performance
Index (OPI) to compare similar and related regulatory authorities, and production of national Ease of Doing
Business Report to rank regions public and private organisations at Production, Supply and Consumption Stages.
The reforms on the Government side should be reciprocated by the private sector. It is expected that the private
sector will strengthen their capacity for quality representation and dialogue with the Government. As such, the
Government is expecting matched capacities among the private sector institutions to engage with the government
formally, thus eliminate the vacuum and loopholes which encourage illegal networking and creating avenues for
undeserved privileges, corruption, and mistrust.
If all parties involved in business adhere to the principles outlined in this Blueprint, Tanzania’s business environment
will be characterized by enhanced transparency, supportive rule based decisions, policy predictability, and
accountability. With these outcomes, there will be systematic partnership engagement and healthy dialogue
between the private sector and the Government, flourishing private sector, and industrial transformation.
We all have a role to play!

Hon. Charles John Mwijage (MP),
Minister for Industry, Trade and Investment.
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Preface
This Blueprint for regulatory reforms in Tanzania has been prepared to address the skepticism by a cross section
of private stakeholders who have occasionally argued their efficiencies are curtailed by presence of numerous and
uncoordinated regulations. The Blueprint addresses these concerns but without removing the government oversight.
The Blueprint proposes reforms which, when effectively implemented, will leave Tanzania with smart regulations. First
and foremost, it seeks to ensure fair allocation of resources to all citizens as well as to control the conduct and operations
of businesses in their endeavor to sustainable maxim profits. While promoting a business-enabling environment, the
Blueprint also seeks to protect the health, general well-being and social, environmental, cultural and economic statuses
of consumers from harm that may be occasioned by some devious economic players in the market.
The second goal is to control the emergence of monopolistic tendencies and the creation of cartels with attendant
negative side effects on the economy. In some incidences, the behavior of shrewd businesses has created political
instability as consumers protested against the outcomes of such tendencies. In this regard, the need to promote
effective competition and to support government’s initiative in creating an atmosphere for economic efficiency while at
the same time protecting the financial viability of efficient business entities cannot be overemphasized.
The Blueprint also takes cognizance of the fact that in the course of doing business disputes are likely to occur among
business entities themselves on the one hand and between business entities and consumers or government on the
other. Involvement of the government as regulator of conflict situations using mechanism and a well suited regulatory
system is therefore inevitable. Accordingly, as part of smart regulations, the Blueprint proposes reforms to strengthen
mechanisms to address these disputes in order to ensure that fairness to businesses and confidence among consumers
prevail in Tanzania.
The preparation of the Blueprint was coordinated by the Prime Minister’s Office in close collaboration with the Ministry of
Industry, Trade and Investment. The final document is one outcome of efforts from a number of people and institutions.
While it is not possible to mention all of them here, we wish to acknowledge financial support from the World Bank as
well as institutional support from Dr. Hamisi Mwinyimvua, former Permanent Secretary- Prime Minister’s Office; Prof.
Adolf Mkenda, former Permanent Secretary Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment; and Mr. Barney I. S. Laseko,
Senior Advisor Private Sector Development. The technical team was composed of Dr. John K. Mduma (Lead, Economist
from the University of Dar-es-Salaam), Prof. Hamudi Majamba (Legal Specialist from the University of Dar-es-Salaam),
Dr. Remidius Ruhinduka, Dr. Kenneth Mdadila (Economists from the University of Dar es Salaam), Mr. Edward M.
Sungula (former Director of Policy and Planning- Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment), Prof. Yusufu Q. Lawi
for his proofreading service, and Mr. Baraka Aligaesha (Project Coordinator from the Ministry of Industry, Trade and
Investment).
Stakeholders from regulatory agencies at the central and local government levels provided insightful inputs. We also
owe gratitude to members of the Inter-Ministerial Technical Committee (IMTC) for their critical comments at the initial
stages of development of this document. Comments and views of stakeholders from the private sector, which included
small, medium and large-scale entrepreneurs have enriched the Blueprint. The contributors from TPSF included; CTI,
TCCIA, JWT, TAFFA, VIBINDO, TATOA, TABOA, TACECA, ACCT, TCT, EU BG and APHFTA. World Bank Officials also
provided useful comments and insights from the initial stages in the course of developing the Blueprint. They were
always ready and willing to share experiences from other jurisdictions. Members of the Regulatory Licensing Reform
Committee and the Secretariat provided the much needed support in terms of logistical arrangements. We owe our
most sincere gratitude to them all.
Having been developed through a comprehensive and consultative process engaging all major stakeholders, this
Blueprint provides a solid foundation for the envisaged reforms. The Blueprint provides a brighter future for the country.
That is demand from each one of us is effective implementation,
plementation, monitoring
n and objective evaluation.

Prof. Faustin R.
Prof
R Kamuzora
Permanent Secretary (Policy & Coordination)
3ULPH0LQLVWHU·V2IILFH

Prof.
Prof Elisante Ole Gabriel
Permanent Secretary,
0LQLVWU\RI,QGXVWU\7UDGHDQG,QYHVWPHQW

© Prime Minister’s Office
Dodoma, 2018
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Executive Summary
1. 0U[YVK\J[PVU
This Blueprint provides the Government’s main framework for enabling a holistic review of business-enabling
environment (BEE) in order to improve the business climate in Tanzania. It presents key challenges affecting the
business environment in Tanzania along with a set of recommendations for reform to put in place a more business
friendly environment. The Blueprint’s findings are based on a set of requisite methodologies which range from
literature review, consultative meetings, focused group discussions and discussions with stakeholders drawn
from the private sector, local government authorities and regulatory agencies. Questionnaires completed by
representatives from local government authorities, regulatory agencies and the private sector were also used to
collect data.
The Blueprint covers regulatory issues across key sectors in both rural and urban areas. It should be pointed
out at the outset that the Blueprint recognizes the challenges emanating from the hard infrastructures (e.g.
roads, electricity, etc.) and “soft infrastructures” (i.e. the policies, laws and regulations, taxes, fees and charges,
procedures, etc.). The coverage and scope of the Blueprint would seem to be more inclined on the soft
infrastructure. It is however apparent that the recommendations also have implications on the hard infrastructures.

2. Rationale of the Assignment
Industrial development in any country requires a business friendly environment. Thus, as the government has prioritized
industrial transformation in its 2nd Five Year Development Plan (FYDP II), improving and strengthen the business
enabling environment (BEE) becomes paramount. However, despite several initiatives to improve business-enabling
environment (BEE) and promote investment (e.g. the Business Environment Strengthening Tanzania (BEST), BRN
Business Environment Lab, core reforms, and sector reforms), the conditions for doing business in the country have not
improved satisfactorily. Several business regulatory challenges remain. These include: (i) existence of high compliance
costs in monetary terms and time in starting and operating business; (ii) cumbersome pre-approval procedures, which
create rent seeking opportunities. (iii) presence of a multiplicity and duplicity of processes; (iv) detrimental loopholes in
some of the laws and Regulations that are applied by regulators during the conduct of inspections; (v) prevalence of
high costs in enforcing implementation of regulations, both at the central and local levels.
It therefore became imperative to carry out an assignment to prepare a Blueprint that lays down the foundation that
^V\SKWYV]PKLHÄYTNYV\UKMVYHZ\JJLZZM\S[HRLVќPUPTWSLTLU[PUN[OL-PM[O7OHZL.V]LYUTLU[»ZYLZVS]L[VHJOPL]PUN
a middle level economy based on industrial production. The key task in this regard is to cultivate a more conducive
business environment by carrying out holistic regulatory reforms. The Blueprint seeks to put in place a framework for
addressing regulatory hurdles and create a smart, functional and fair business regulatory regime in Tanzania.

 6IQLJ[P]LZVM9LMVYTZ
The main objective of the BP is to propose reforms to improve Business Environment in Tanzania through reduction of
the regulatory burdens and risks faced by businesses in complying with regulations. The proposed reforms will reduce
the regulatory burdens to businesses by:
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i.

(KVW[PUNHUKPTWSLTLU[PUNTLJOHUPZTZ[OH[^PSSWYVTV[LHUKLUZ\YLHULѝJPLU[YLN\SH[VY`WVSPJ`;OPZ^PSS
guarantee that the gains arising out of the reforms are not eroded by the introduction of new regulations of
low quality;

ii.

Simplifying the business-regulatory regime to avoid duplications and overlaps of mandates within the
regulatory agencies;

iii.

Promoting transparency of the regulatory regime by using Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
platforms that provide information on regulatory processes to the general public.

4. Methodologies
Preparation of the Blueprint employed methodologies ranging from review of documents, consultative discussions and
interviews and focus group discussions. Data was also collected by use of a structured questionnaire.
9L]PL^VMKVJ\TLU[Z!A cross-section of documents were reviewed, including studies addressing diverse issues
related to doing business in Tanzania Mainland and sectoral policies that directly impact on the process of conducting
I\ZPULZZ<UJSHZZPÄLKJVYYLZWVUKLUJLZMYVTZVTLTLTILYZVM[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VY[V[OL.V]LYUTLU[VUKPќLYLU[
matters relating to challenges experienced in conducting business were also reviewed.
In addition, legislation (principal and subsidiary), guidelines and government circulars that have a bearing on starting
and operating businesses in the country were sought and analyzed. Furthermore, about 3,000 by-laws from LGAs
in Tanzania Mainland enacted between 1984 and 2016 were obtained from PO-RALG. Out of these a sample of 120
were reviewed. In order to ensure representativeness, the sample covers all 26 regions, inclusive of rural and urban
LGAs and interior and border LGAs (see Annex 1).
*VUZ\S[H[PVUZ ^P[O .V]LYUTLU[ (NLUJPLZ HUK [OL 7YP]H[L :LJ[VY! Over 60 regulatory agencies/MDAs with
regulatory functions and key representatives of PO-RALG, the Ministry that coordinates LGAs, were consulted through
retreat working sessions (see Annex 2 & 3). During these sessions, representatives from related regulatory agencies
were grouped together and required to state their lines of responsibilities, identify areas of commonality, overlaps,
linkages and share the challenges they experienced when undertaking their respective roles. In addition members
of the technical team held one-on-one unstructured interviews and probed issues relating to the practical aspects
L_WLYPLUJLKI`VѝJPHSZPU[OLZLJ[VYZ
As for the private sector, consultative workshops and meetings were conducted through various umbrella organizations.
These included TPSF, CTI, TCCIA, JWT, TAFFA, TATOA, TABOA, TACECA, EU BG, APHFTA, ACCT, ACT, etc. (See
Annex 4)
8\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ! Questionnaires were used to collect data from LGAs, MDAs and the private sector. The information
sought through the questionnaires included: types of permits/licenses, their validity and purpose; the time taken in
processing permits; the challenges encountered in enforcing the conditions spelt out in the permits; renewal processes
and whether the permits/licenses are accessible on-line. Another information sought was proposals on measures that
need to be taken to reduce the burden imposed by the permit- seeking/licensing with a view to simplifying the process
of doing business in the country (see Annex 5 & 6).
(UHS`ZPZHUK+YHM[PUN!Drafting of the Blueprint was guided by an annotated outline, and was facilitated by inputs
emanating from the outputs outlined above. The analysis clusters the challenges in doing business in Tanzania into
MV\YTHPUJH[LNVYPLZ!PK\WSPJH[PVUVMTHUKH[LZ"PPJVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZ"PPPVWLYH[PVUHSPULѝJPLUJPLZLN[PTL[HRLU
to issue a particular permit/license) and ad hoc procedures (e.g. multiple and duplicating inspections, etc.); and iv)
unreasonable levels of various fees and charges.
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 2L`-PUKPUNZHUK9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
 7YPUJPWSLZVM[OL9LMVYTZ
The review has revealed that the current Tanzania’s business regulatory regime is characterized by high compliance
costs in monetary terms and time in starting and operating businesses. There is also a multiplicity of often overlapping
HUKJ\TILYZVTLWYLHWWYV]HSWYVJLK\YLZHUKOPNOLUMVYJLTLU[JVZ[Z(SZVUV[HISLHYLSVVWOVSLZHUKJVUÅPJ[PUN
mandates in some Laws and Regulations. To address all these challenges, it is proposed that BEE reforms be guided
by the following principles:
L

6HSDUDWHUHYHQXHPRWLYHVIURPWKHUHJXODWRU\UDWLRQDOHRIUHJXODWRU\DJHQFLHV: The main objective
of License fees and charges should not be revenue collection. They should instead be charged to cater for
the cost of providing services or administration.

LL 6PDUW UHYHQXH PRWLYHV VKRXOG XVH VPDUW LQVWUXPHQWV: Where the revenue motive is justifiable, the
administration of the revenue measures should not be excessively costly and inconvenient to the private
sector. Wherever possible, payment should be through a single-window payments systems.
LLL &RQVROLGDWH VLPLODU UHJXODWLRQV DQG UHPRYH RYHUODSV: Related aspects/areas for regulation should
be mandated to a single regulatory agency or administered through one-stop service centers in order to
enhance coordination and minimize transaction costs/regulatory burden on the part of the private sector (it
will also minimize costs on the side of the government).
LY 7UHDWUHJXODWLRQVDVDQLQWHJUDOSDUWRIWUDGHSROLF\FRPSHWLWLYHQHVVSURWHFWLRQRIFRQVXPHUV
DQG VDIHJXDUGLQJ WKH SXEOLF JRRGV In as much as applicable, the regulatory framework should be
engineered to serve as an instrument of trade policy.
Y

5HJXODWRU\ PRWLYH YV VHFWRUSURGXFW SURPRWLRQ In case the general/central regulatory agencies
overlap with sector specific regulatory agency that is also mandated to promote the sector/product, the
sector specific agencies should be assigned to the sector specific agency in order to minimize overlaps.

YL 3URPRWH IDLU DQG VWUDWHJLF FRPSHWLWLRQ SURGXFWLYLW\ DQG LQQRYDWLRQV: Where applicable reform
should aim at minimizing regulatory burdens and costs that can potentially stifle productivity, innovation and
competition.
YLL (QVXUHFHUWDLQW\FRQVLVWHQF\DQGSUHGLFWDELOLW\LQDSSOLFDWLRQ Ensuring that the regulatory framework
is clearly understood by both administrators and the business community and applied consistently (across
geographic areas/sectors, etc.). It should also be standardized as far as possible so that industry has the
requisite certainty to secure future investment.
YLLL &DUU\ RXW 5HJXODWRU\ ,PSDFW$VVHVVPHQW 5,$  IRU DOO IXWXUH UHJXODWLRQ SURSRVDOV It should be
mandatory for all regulations and LGA by-laws which are likely to impact upon a substantial part of the
business community to undergo a detailed Regulatory Impact Assessment.
L[ 'HUHJXODWLRQGRHVQRWPHDQDEVHQFHRIUHJXODWLRQVThe implementation of the proposed reforms
should lead to a smart regulatory framework, which is more effective in protecting the well being and
livelihoods of members of the community. It should also enhance fair competition, provide for sustainable
environment and guarantee national interest and security.
[ $GGUHVV2SHUDWLRQDO,QHIILFLHQF\ZLWKLQDQGDFURVVUHJXODWRU\DJHQFLHV: Regulatory agencies should
review and enhance internal and external transparency and communication, including strict adherence to
performance management culture, e.g. the Citizen’s Client Charter, Performance Pledge and Customer
Strategy, and guarantee feedback to private sector timely as enshrined in the approved Client Charter.
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These principles will enhance transparency of government operations, support-rule based decisions and promote
accountability in the public sector. They will moreover enhance systematic partnership engagement and dialogue
with the private sector; and will allow the application of risk-based approaches to licensing and inspection functions of
various regulatory authorities.

 9LJVTTLUKLK)\ZPULZZ9LN\SH[VY`9LMVYT(YLHZ
The recommended Business Regulatory Reforms are presented in two broad categories or areas, namely, 8\PJR>PU
(QW) and Medium Term (MT) YLMVYTZMVYNLULYHSJYVZZJ\[[PUNHUKZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJPZZ\LZ

:L[!0U]VRLHUK,]VRL[OL:[H[\[VY`7V^LYZVM4PUPZ[LYZ[V*VU[YVS9LN\SH[VY`
(NLUJPLZ)VHYKZ
8\PJR>PU8>
This set includes reforms relating to doing business, which could be addressed by Ministers who have powers under
the law establishing their respective regulatory agencies. The Blueprint notes that these are quick win areas which
address the challenges in the short term while long term solutions are being sought.
i.

The Standards Act: Section 31 of this Act empowers the Minister to issue directives on a general or specific
nature to the Tanzania Bureau of Standards Board. This provision further requires the Board to give effect to every
direction given by the Minister. This provision could be employed by the Minister by directing the Board to give
effect to the recommendations of this Blueprint that have a bearing on the TBS.

ii.

Section 36 of the Standards Act empowers the Minister (after consultation with the Minister responsible for LGAs)
to make by-laws/regulations for the implementation of the Standards Act at the LGA level. This provision can be
used by the Minister to address some of the identified challenges of implementing the Standards Act at the
LGA level.

iii.

Weights and Measures Act: Section 17 of this law empowers the Minister to appoint members of the Weights and
Measures Committee. This Committee is required to advise the Minister on any matter arising out of the operation
of the Act. This provision can be used by the Minister to enable effective achievement of the objective for
which the Law was enacted as well as promote efficiency and effectiveness in the business environment.
The Minister can re-organize the composition of the Committee to include members drawn from Authorities/
Boards with seemingly conflicting mandates to ensure such conflicts are eliminated.

iv.

Occupational Health and Safety Act: Section 2 of this law gives mandate to the Minister to exempt certain work
places and factories from the requirement to comply to the Act. Stakeholders who feel that the application of the
OSHA Act to their business is unwarranted have the option of making a strong case and apply for exemption from
the Minister under this provision.

v.

In view of the challenges faced by OSHA in covering the expansive area of the country due to lack of
personnel, the Minister is empowered by section 105 to designate OSHA’s functions under the Act to be
performed by any local government authority. This provision has indeed been used in some cases as noted in
the Blueprint.

vi.

The Diary Industry Act: In the Diary Industry the power of Ministers to review the recommendations of the Board
in relation to terms and conditions for registration provided for in section 20 (2) of the Act can also be deployed
to ensure a tranquil atmosphere for doing business in the Diary Industry sub-sector. Also, the Minister’s power
to exempt any class of persons from all or any provisions of the Act under section 34 is critical. This provision
may also be used to address some of the identified challenges and complaints from a cross section of
stakeholders in this sub sector.
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vii. EWURA Act: For sectors regulated under EWURA, Section 7 (4) of the law establishing EWURA gives power to
the Minister to give the Authority directives of a specific or general nature other than those made in relation to its
regulatory functions.
viii. Tanzania Food and Drug Authority Act: Section 42 of this Act requires the Minister responsible for Health (on the
advice of the Director of TFDA and after consultation with the Minister responsible for livestock development) to
make Regulations relating to premises for slaughter of animals or birds and sale of meat for human consumption
as well as inspection. This provides an opportunity to reform the apparent conflicts that have been noted
between TFDA and the Meat Board.
ix.

SUMATRA Act: The Minister responsible for SUMATRA is empowered under section 6 (4) to give to the Authority
direction of a specific or general nature for the purpose of securing effective performance. This provision could
be used by the Minister to address apparent conflicts that have been identified in the transport sector.

Set 2: Reforms which entail Legal Review
The review has noted significant overlaps and conflicting mandates. These are more pronounced at the operational
level. There are cases, moreover, where these challenges are very acute in terms of the legal mandates of the
Agencies/Authorities/Boards, making it necessary to review some laws. Reform Matrix A1 provides a summary of
issues from the sector laws that were reviewed and for which reform recommendations are given.

Tax Laws and Tax Administration
Frequent amendments in tax legislation: Stakeholders are of the view that frequent amendments have introduced
substantial weaknesses in the tax laws and tax administration leading to inconsistency in policy application and
interpretation, intent and applications.
It has been noted that raw materials for animal feed production are subject to VAT whereas small scale domestic
processors do not have input VAT because they buy from small-scale farmers, who do not charge VAT.
Recommendation - QW
•

Amend Regulations to enable TRA to rationalize VAT treatment for raw materials with a view to promoting domestic
industries and enhanced industrial inter-linkage and value addition.

Application of Indicative Prices for Imports:
The application of indicative price for imports has been a bone of contention from amongst stakeholders. It is clear
[OH[ PU VYKLY [V LUZ\YL LќLJ[P]L [H_ HKTPUPZ[YH[PVU PUKPJH[P]L PTWVY[ WYPJLZ HYL \Z\HSS` PZZ\LK PU VYKLY [V LUOHUJL
predictability of the amount of taxes the importers pay and revenue accruing to the Government. One of the challenges
OV^L]LYPZ[OLYPNPKP[`VM[OLPUKPJH[P]LWYPJLZ^OPJOTHRLZ[OLTMHPS[VYLÅLJ[WYPJL[YLUKZPU[OL^VYSKTHYRL[
Recommendation - QW
•
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TRA should find a flexible, realistic and operational approach in determining indicative prices in order to arrive at
a dutiable value, which makes domestic industries competitive.
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Immigration and Labor Sectors
i.

Temporary Work Permits: The review has established that the Immigration Department issues temporary
work permits to foreigners who stay in the country for a period not exceeding three months. However the
Labour Commissioner does not recognize these permits. This has caused significant disturbances (and in
some cases chaos) as labor officers arrest foreign workers and investors who have these permits.

Recommendation - QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the Immigration and Employment and Labour Relations Acts to
remove the conflict so that the Permit would be recognized by labour officers.

ii.

Duration of Issuing Work Permits and Clarity for Renewal Applications: It has been noted that the
Non-Citizens (Employment Regulations) Act does not place a ceiling on the duration it should take to issue
permits from the date an application is submitted. On the other hand, it is not clear whether applicants who
seek renewal of their permits should remain or leave the country as they wait for the decision.

Recommendations - QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the Non-Citizens (Employment Regulations) Act to specify the
amount of time a Work Permit application will ordinarily take to process and issue. Also, the amendment should
state that renewal applications be made from within Tanzania as well as provide a clarification on the legal status
of applicants whose applications for renewal are pending.

iii. Inspection of Work Permits: It has been observed that the Non - Citizens (Employment Regulation)
Act empowers immigration officers, police officers and labour officers to inspect work permits of foreign
employees. However, it does not stipulate any boundaries regarding the circumstances under which either
of the officers should go to inspect. As a result all these agents end up going at different points in time to the
same business entity to carry out the same exercise without any coordination.
Recommendation - QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the Non - Citizens (Employment Regulation) Act to give the
routine inspection mandate to only one agency (preferably the labor officer) and whenever there is lack of
sufficient personnel from the labor office to administer the inspection. the provision envisaged should allow either
immigration officers or police officers to be used for such purpose, but not both.

iv.

Fees for Processing Residence and Work Permits: The total amount of fees required to process both
residence and work permits have increased from USD 2,000 to a range of USD 2500-3000 per head for two
years, depending on the type of permit. This has led to a significant increase in the cost for securing permits
especially for businesses with many foreign employees.

Recommendation - MT
•

Review law to rationalize and harmonize fees for Work/Residence Permits to ultimately reduce the cost of doing
business.

•

It has also been noted that while residence permits issued to foreign workers restrict their movements to prespecLILHGUHJLRQVZLWKLQWKHFRXQWU\ ZKHUHWKHPDLQEXVLQHVVDFWLYLW\UHVLGHV ZRUNSHUPLWVDOORZ
them to work in any region in Tanzania.

Recommendation - MT
•

Amend the Immigration Act and Non - Citizens (Employment Regulation) Act so as to harmonize the conditions
for the two permits and consider provisions to allow their validity throughout the country.
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:VJPHS:LJ\YP[`HUK3HIVY0ZZ\LZ
i.

Coordination of Social Security Schemes: It has been established that the Social Security sector in the
country lacks co-ordination at the national level. Each Pension Fund reports to a different Ministry with
different rules of operation and procedures and, as a result, coordination among them is virtually absent.
This results in high compliance cost on the part of the private sector.

Recommendations MT
•

Amend the Social Security Laws to provide for coordination of all Social Security Schemes under one parent
Ministry with the exception of NHIF, which should remain under the Ministry of Health.

•

Revise laws with a view to combining the existing Social Security Schemes into two main Funds: one for the
Private Sector and another for the Public Sector.

ii.

Remittance of Funds to Pension Schemes: There is no centralized payment system leading to employers
being required to remit different statutory contributions to multiple schemes in accordance with the law. This
results in high compliance cost on the part of the private sector.

Recommendations - MT
•

Amend the law to centralize and automate employers’ registration and remittance of contribution collections and
harmonize deduction rates among all the Social Security Schemes to be retained after the review.

iii. Exclusion of Informal Sector in Schemes: It has been noted that the key challenge faced by the SSRA in
the course of executing its functions is identification of business persons given the size of the informal sector
in the country, which currently has a labor force of more than 20 million people. This is a potential area for
revenue generation by the government.
Recommendations - MT
•

Amend Sect 31 of SSRA Act, 2008, Cap. 135, R.E. 2015 to allow entry of the Informal Sector into schemes and
establish centralized payment systems for informal sector groups.

5H[PVUHS,U]PYVUTLU[4HUHNLTLU[*V\UJPS5,4*
+\YH[PVUVM,0(!0[OHZILLUVIZLY]LK[OH[ZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJLU]PYVUTLU[YLX\PYLTLU[ZV]LYSHW^P[O5,4*YLX\PYLTLU[Z
Stakeholders are also concerned that the EIA process takes unnecessarily long time to complete and the fees are
\UQ\Z[PÄHIS`OPNOJV\WSLK^P[OOPNOÄULZMVYUVUJVTWSPHUJL
Recommendations - MT
•

NEMC should assign some of its regulatory mandates and responsibilities to sector regulatory agencies, such as
the mining sector, which also impose environmental requirements. This will help reduce overlaps and duplicity;

•

Introduce a cap on the fees charged in order to cut down on the excessive burden currently shouldered by
relatively large projects; and

•

Provide a time frame in the law within which the EIA process should be completed.

Land and Human Settlement Issues
Ownership of Land: It has been noted that stakeholders view the land tenure regime as discriminatory as noncitizens are not allowed to own land except through the TIC.
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Recommendations MT
•

There is a need for the government to engage the private sector to re-iterate the spirit, and the policy and
legislative framework behind the land law reforms that led to the present land tenure system.

Tourism Sector
Payment of TTLB for Separate Facilities and for Professional Hunters (PHs): The law requires PHs to pay for
TTLB licenses. The PHs are usually employees and their licenses are paid for by the employer.
Recommendation - QW
•

Review the Hunting Regulations and remove the double licensing element in hunting tourism.

(NYPJ\S[\YL:LJ[VY
i.

Tax Exemption for Horticultural Inputs and Equipment: It has been noted that the VAT Act does not
accommodate a range of modern horticultural inputs and equipment. These therefore do not qualify for
exemptions under the Act. This exclusion reduces the competitiveness of the sub-sector at the international
markets.

Recommendation – QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the VAT Act to accommodate a range of modern horticultural
inputs and equipment in its list of exemptions. The list should include dam liners for irrigation technology, spare
parts for greenhouses, biological control agents, agro-nets, plant protection substances and storage and postharvest and cooling equipment.

ii.

Overlaps in Registration of Animal Feeds: There is duplicity in the registration of manufacturer and supplier/
distributor of animal feeds under the Grazing – Land and Animal Feed Resources Act and its Regulations
and the Dairy Industry Act of 2004 Section 32(b)). Overlaps are also evident in charges relating to the control
of the import and export of animal feeds under the Animal Diseases Act of 2003 & its Regulations 2007 and
the Department of Plant Protection –Phytosanitary.

Also importation and exportation of milk and milk products is regulated by the Tanzania Dairy Board (TDB) and
Directorate of Veterinary Services (DVS). Whereas TDB charges an FOB Value of 1%, DVS charges are done based
on weight. It has been noted that there is also an overlap with respect to the registration of acaricides. In practice,
registration is done by the Directorate of Veterinary Services (DVS) through the Animal Diseases Act of 2003 & its
Regulations 2007. At the same time, the Tropical Pesticides Research Institute also registers the acaricides.
Recommendations - MT
•

Amend the law to ensure that DPM handles registration of manufacturers and suppliers/distributors of animal
feeds and DVS to regulate the control of importation & exportation of animal feeds. Where necessary this could
be done in collaboration with the Department of Plant Protection.

•

Amend the law to ensure that DVS/TDB charges on import/export of milk and milk products are based on
consignment. To support the promotion of export, possibility for DVS to refrain from charging consignments for
the export market should be explored.

iii. Duplication of Roles in Issuing Import Permits: The Tanzania Dairy Board also issues one-month Import
Permits with the objective of controlling the importation of dairy products into Tanzania. These Permits are
also subjected to approval by the Division of Veterinary Services and TFDA.
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Recommendation - QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the law such that TDA is responsible for the coordination of the
registration of premises/ business name(s)/ processors or manufacturers.

iv.

VAT exemption or zero-rated VAT for Protection of Domestic Processors of UHT: Lack of clarity in
the definition of ‘processed’ and ‘unprocessed milk’ in the VAT Act has caused conflicts between tax
administrators and processors. Currently, UHT is imported without being charged VAT. This situation does
not protect domestic processors. The government could recover the lost revenue if the imported fresh milk
(UHT) is considered as processed milk and therefore liable to VAT.

Recommendation: QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the VAT Act to revert to zero rating the sub-sector inputs and
charge VAT on processed milk.

v.

Conflicts in the line of Reporting: It is noted that the Tanzania Fertilizer Regulatory Agency (TFRA) reports to
the Agricultural Inputs Section of the Ministry responsible for Agriculture. However, there are other regulatory
agencies with completely different lines of reporting. This leads to confusion in the TFRA regarding charges
for licenses, certificates and permits for fertilizers. The confusion relates to the roles of key players - TFRA,
TBS, WMA, TAEC and SUMMATRA.

Recommendations - MT
•

Review the legal framework establishing the roles of key players to remove the conflicting and overlapping
mandates between TFRA and other regulatory agencies.

Transportation and Logistics Sector
i.

Inconsistency in LGA By-Laws: LGA by-laws do not state the procedures and fees associated with a
particular permit. In cases where these are provided, procedures and fees for the same permit/license vary
across the LGAs. The inconsistency causes significant disturbances and costs to truck and bus drivers
operating across various LGAs. Also, truck operators passing through different LGAs experience different
treatments in relation to the permits to use roads under the jurisdictions of the LGAs (not that of TANROADS).
In many LGA, the by-laws do not provide for the amount to be paid for the permit nor the procedure to be
followed.

Recommendations - MT

ii.

•

The Minister in charge of LGAs should issue Regulations directing LGAs by-laws to specify the exact amount
of fee associated with Permits and provide for a fee range within which all LGAs’ fees will fall.

•

Review the law to establish a one-window Facility to deal with issuance of single permits to be used across
the LGAs. Truck owners should be able to apply for a single permit which states that all LGAs are covered
by the route. The relevant LGAs can then share the fee as per their respective by-laws.

Hours of Operation for Transportation of Forest Products: Findings have revealed that TFS issues permit
to transport forestry products (i.e. Transit passes for forest produce from harvesting areas to the markets;
and Export certificate permits given to a dealer who intends to export forest produce) with a condition which
prohibits transportation of the forest products past 18:00 hrs. At the same time TRA Regulations provide that
transit goods trucks should report at every earmarked station on the stipulated time (which could go beyond
18:00hrs). In the course of trying to comply with the TFS requirements truck drivers end up breaching the
TRA requirement leading to payment of penalties.
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Recommendation - QW
•

Harmonize the TRA and TFS Regulations to remove such controversies: Either TRA should relax its regulatory
condition for such types of cargo (forestry products) or TFS should relax the requirement not to transport forest
products beyond 18:00 hrs.

iii. Regulating Left Hand Drive (LHD) Motor Vehicles: TRA allows importation of the vehicles and collects
relevant taxes and fees owners of these buses. However, TBS and SUMATRA Technical Safety Standards
require that the driving wheel of the vehicle be on the right hand side for it to be eligible for licence for service
provision in the country. Consequently, investors who have already purchased the LHD buses and adhered
to TRA requirements face challenges when they arrive at TBS and SUMATRA.
Recommendation - QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the relevant laws to harmonize the safety and quality standards
by TBS, TRA and SUMATRA such that the requirements for importation and operation of commercial public
transport vehicles are consistent across the three Regulators.

iv.

Trans-boundary Transportation: Regulations relating to trans-border transportation in terms of technical
and safety rules for buses and restrictions of travel during the night are in conflict with those of other countries.
This has negative impacts on the transportation business.

Recommendation - MT
•

Review laws to harmonize the country’s domestic transport Regulations with those of other countries in the
region.

v.

Variation of LGA fees: Bus owners are required by LGA by-laws to pay fees for using a particular bus stand/
stop/parking as well as for the use of roads managed by LGAs at every LGA and of varying amounts in terms
of fees and other charges.

Recommendation - QW
•

The Minister responsible for LGAs should institute Regulations to put in place a coordinated fee payment system
such that bus owner can pay the entire amount of fee at the starting point of the journey to receive a stand/stop
usage permit that stipulates all the stops that the bus is eligible to use along the route. The fees can then be
divided across the relevant LGAs.

vi. Prohibition of Carrying Dangerous Items/Persons in Buses: The Transport Licensing (Road Passenger
Vehicles) Regulations [2007] issued by SUMATRA prohibit buses from carrying dangerous items such as
weapons and undocumented immigrants. Bus operators have been held liable in instances where passengers
violate the Regulations.
Recommendation - MT
•

Amend the Regulations such that the penalty/legal charges are incurred by the passenger found to have violated
the Regulations.
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Construction Sector
Multiple and Uncoordinated Regulatory Agencies! The private sector has to go through a number of sector
regulatory agencies, including CRB, ERB, and AQRB which impose multiple charges for registration of individuals,
businesses, and projects. The compliance process is costly to the private sector because there are few branches of
the Regulatory agencies across the country and a relatively weak ICT system.
Recommendations – MT
i.

Introduce one regulatory body – the Construction Industry Development Board –, which will host CRB, ERB,
and AQRB as departments in order to enhance coordination and improve efficiency.

ii.

Revisit the rationale for the amount of fees charged with a view to reviewing them in order to enhance
competitiveness;

iii.

Enhance the use of ICT and streamline the requirement for physical appearance to agencies’ branch offices
or headquarter.

iv.

Review and implementation of the Construction Industry Policy, including rationale for establishment of the
Construction Industry Development Fund

Duration of Registration of Quantity Surveyors and Architects: The number of days taken to register individual
WYVMLZZPVUHSZVYÄYTZPU[OLZ\IZLJ[VYPZ\UULJLZZHYPS`SVUN=HSPKP[`VMJLY[PÄJH[LZSPJLUZLZHUKWLYTP[ZMVY,UNPULLYZ
is also relatively short and causes unnecessary challenges.
Recommendations – QW
•

Amend(by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the Architects and Quantity Surveyors (Registration) Act, 2010 to
address the concerns;

•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the Engineers Registration Act, No. 15 of 1997 (Cap 63) to
address the concern of Engineers.

Tax administration!;OLKLZPNUVM;HUaHUPH[H_HKTPUPZ[YH[PVUKVLZUV[JVUZPKLYZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJULLKZ-VYPUZ[HUJL
JVU[YHJ[VYZHYLYLX\PYLK[VWH`=(;H[[OLWVPU[VMPZZ\PUN[OLPU]VPJLJLY[PÄJH[LILMVYLYLHSPaPUN[OLWH`TLU["PUJVTL
[H_LZ^P[OOVSKPUN[H_L[J(KTPUPZ[YH[PVUVM[OL[H_HWWLHSZ`Z[LTZJYLH[LZHÄUHUJPHSI\YKLUHUKP[PZHSZVJ\TILYZVTL
and lengthy. The administration of VAT is plagued with challenges. VAT credit clearance in the Mainland allows for six
TVU[OZ^OPSLPUAHUaPIHYP[PZVULTVU[OVUS`(SZVVU[OL4HPUSHUK[OLWLUHS[`MVY\UKLYZ[H[LKWYV]PZPVUHSWYVÄ[ZPZ
JOHYNLKVU[OL[V[HSWYVÄ[^OLYLHZPUAHUaPIHY[OLWLUHS[`PZIHZLKVUL_JLZZWYVÄ[
Recommendations – QW

XXI

i.

On corporate tax, allow loss to be carried forward to more than3 years, as is the case in the agriculture
sector;

ii.

On VAT and tax administration, harmonize VAT administration and credit clearance between Mainland and
Zanzibar as they have the same administrative procedures.

iii.

Review Tax appeal requirement for which the appellant is required to deposit 1/3rd of total tax in dispute. This
is because in the construction industry huge sums of money are involved, hence deposit will also be huge
thereby constraining operation of the industry; and

iv.

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendments) the Income Tax Act, 2014 and VAT Act, 1997 to address
the concerns.
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Mining Sector
Variation of Fees at the LGA Level: Businesspersons in the sand extraction sub-sector are required to pay for
a license, royalty to the MEM and other fees charged by LGAs. Like in other sectors, e.g. agriculture, the issue of
JVUJLYUPU[OLTPUPUNZLJ[VYPZVU[OL]HYPH[PVUZPU[OL3.(MLLZWYV]PKLKMVYPU[OL3.(ZWLJPÄJI`SH^Z(SZV[OLMLLZ
paid by exporters of Clinker for cement production erodes competitiveness of domestic producers. This jeopardizes
the exportation of the material.
Recommendation - MT
•

The Minister for LGAs to enact Regulations to standardize LGA payments and fees concerning activities in
the mineral sector and address the concern on fees.

Health Sector
Procedures for Securing Licenses to Operate Health Facilities: The procedures given for obtaining the relevant
permits/licenses to operate health facilities are considered cumbersome by stakeholders in this sub-sector, e.g. the
requirement to have to hire professionals before granted the permit to operate.
Recommendations - MT
•

Review the legal framework to allow temporary permits/licenses and decentralize decision making to minimize
time and related costs relating to applications for permits to operate health facilities.

Creative Industry
Amending relevant laws in the Industry: The current review has revealed that the process of amending the Act
^OPJOOHZJH\ZLKJVUÅPJ[PUNHUKV]LYSHWWPUNTHUKH[LZOHZILLU\UULJLZZHYPS`WYVSVUNLKHUK[OH[[OLHIZLUJLVM
Regulations also complicates matters.
Recommendations - QW
•

MITI in collaboration with the Attorney General should fast track the process of amending the relevant laws to
remove conflicting and overlapping mandates

Capacity Issues Affecting Regulatory Framework and Outcomes
*HWHJP[`NHWZ!0[OHZHSZVILLUUV[LK[OH[[OLYLPZHZPNUPÄJHU[JHWHJP[`ZOVY[HNLPUIV[O[OLYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZ
HUKWYP]H[LZLJ[VYVYNHUPaH[PVUZ^OPJOOPUKLYLѝJPLUJ`PULUNHNPUNNV]LYUTLU[PUZOHWPUN[OLWVSPJ`HUKYLN\SH[VY`
framework.
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*HWHJP[`.HWZPU9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZ
Recommendations – MT
i.

Government should carry out detailed needs assessment in MDAs with regulatory roles to establish existing
gaps in the needed resources, skills and expertise, so as to prepare the basis for embarking on capacity building
efforts and thus ensure that the proposed reforms are matched with requisite capacity in the respective regulatory
agencies and in line with their Client Service Charters.

ii.

Government should review the legal and operational status of regulatory agencies and create robust entities
capable of operationalizing the regulatory roles comprehensively in order to minimize the need multiplicity of
agencies.

iii.

Government should implement ICT capacity development strategies for convenience and compliance payments.

iv.

Government should implement a comprehensive, time-bound strategy to shift to e-governance in managing all its
revenue sources and ensure there is effective online sharing of data for learning and cross-validation.

v.

The provision of regulatory services through one-stop centers and payments through single-window systems
should be scaled up.

*HWHJP[`.HWZPU7YP]H[L:LJ[VY6YNHUPaH[PVUZ
Recommendations – MT
The Private sector should be supported to:
i.
ii.

Strengthen their capacity for quality representation and and dialogue with the public sector.
Increase the capacity of private sector organizations to effectively manage diversity in their interests, values, as
well as views of different constituencies of businesses and individuals;

iii.

Strengthen analytical capacity to build up a reservoir of experience, expertise, and practice for effective
engagement in the P-P dialogue; and

iv.

Strengthen capacity for private sector institutions to engage with the government formally and thus eliminate the
vacuum and loopholes which encourage informal networking that create avenues for undeserved privileges and
corruption.
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)HJRNYV\UK[V[OL(ZZPNUTLU[
;OLVYPNPUVM[OLJ\YYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]LHUKLќVY[Z[VPTWYV]L[OLI\ZPULZZLUHISPUNLU]PYVUTLU[),,HUKWYVTV[L
investment in Tanzania can be traced back to broad reforms undertaken since 1990. The reforms aimed at providing
space to enable a liberalized market economy with the private sector acting at the forefront as the engine of economic
NYV^[O 0U LHYS`  [OLZL LќVY[Z ^LYL MYHTLK HUK JVVYKPUH[LK \UKLY [OL )\ZPULZZ ,U]PYVUTLU[ :[YLUN[OLUPUN
;HUaHUPH),:;7YVNYHT>OPSLP[PZHJRUV^SLKNLK[OH[WYL]PV\ZLќVY[Z\UKLY),:;SLK[VZVTLPTWYV]LTLU[PU
BEE, more still needed to be done especially when it comes to the easiness of establishing and doing business in the
country.
;VI\PSKVU[OLWYL]PV\ZLќVY[Z[OL-V\Y[O7OHZL.V]LYUTLU[HKVW[LK[OL)\ZPULZZ,U]PYVUTLU[YLMVYTHNLUKHHZ
one of the National Key Results Areas (NKRA) in the Big Result Now (BRN) initiative. One of the focus areas for the
BRN was the realignment of Regulations and Institutions to speed up reform and ensure improved service delivery
by the government. However, the methodologies chosen delayed implementation due to the intricate bureaucratic
reforms it entailed.
Unlike in the past attempts, the Fifth Phase Government has committed itself to taking a holistic approach in creating a
conducive business environment by undertaking comprehensive regulatory reforms as reiterated by the Head of State
at several occasions. Concerns by stakeholders in the private sector regarding duplicative and distortionary charges
imposed by regulatory agencies have been echoed at the highest level of government administration and recently the
President of United Republic of Tanzania called upon abolition of all the charges and levies that unnecessarily hinder
development of the private sector.
It is widely known that the main aspiration of the 5th Phase Government is to carry forward the country to the middle
income level through industrialization. However, the 5th Phase Government acknowledges that Tanzania still faces a
number of policy and regulatory challenges which slow down the growth of the private sector and the industrialization
WYVJLZZH[SHYNL;OLL_PZ[LUJLVMJVUÅPJ[PUNVYK\WSPJH[P]LWVSPJPLZHUKSH^ZH[[OLJLU[YHSHUKSVJHSNV]LYUTLU[SL]LSZ
is among such challenges. For instance, there is continued misinterpretation and lack of clarity on the 1982 Local
.V]LYUTLU[-PUHUJL(J[HUK[OLSH^ZNV]LYUPUN[OLHNYPJ\S[\YLZLJ[VYYLZ\S[PUNPUK\WSPJH[PVUVMYLN\SH[VY`LќVY[ZHUK
multiplicity of taxes and charges.
0UZVTLJHZLZ[OLYLHYLKPќLYLUJLZPUWYHJ[PJLHJYVZZULPNOIVYPUN3.(ZLNPUYLSH[PVU[Vcess rates on the same
WYVK\J[  ;OLZL Q\YPKPJHS ]HYPH[PVUZ HYL JV\WSLK ^P[O [OL L_PZ[LUJL VM THU` HUK ZVTL[PTLZ JVUÅPJ[PUN YLN\SH[PUN
HNLUJPLZ^P[OV]LYSHWWPUNHUKJVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZT\S[PWSPJP[`VMWLYTP[ZSL]PLZ[H_LZHUKÄULZ;OPZJVUZ[P[\[LZ
KPZPUJLU[P]LZVU[OLWHY[VM[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VY:PTPSHYO\YKSLZHYLJVTTVU^P[OPUHUKHJYVZZV[OLYZLJ[VYZHZYLÅLJ[LK
in the outcry of the private sector aired during stakeholders’ consultations in the course of preparing this Blueprint.
The 5th Phase Government is assertive that regulatory hurdles are addressed by bringing clarity in the regulatory regime
in Tanzania in order to ensure that the private sector – be it small/medium entrepreneurs or large-scale producers operate in a friendly and predictable business environment. Unless there is strategic reform on the current regulatory
framework, the private sector will continue to face the challenges of long business licensing/permit processes, delays
and red tapes opening up room for corruption. Ultimately, Tanzania as a nation will not achieve its aspiration of nurturing
HUPUK\Z[YPHSLJVUVT`^P[OZOHYLKWYVZWLYP[`HZZ[PW\SH[LKPU[OL-@+7000[MVSSV^Z[OH[PUVYKLY[VLќLJ[P]LS`LUNHNL
the private sector in transforming the economy through industrialization, the enabling environment, particularly the
soft part (i.e. the regulatory framework) must be holistically and strategically reviewed. The holistic approach includes
a review of the policy and regulatory agencies as well as streamlining and rationalizing taxes and levies to ensure
inclusive participation of the private sector, including smallholder farmers, SMEs, and large scale businesses.
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In view of this imperative, a Team was commissioned by the Government to provide concrete proposals for the way
forward based on, among other things, past studies. The Team was tasked to provide a guiding document that
would clearly articulate existing challenges and provide detailed principles and guidelines on how to implement the
recommendations put forward. An extract of the Team’s Terms of Reference is appended (Attachment A1).

9 H[PVUHSLHUK6IQLJ[P]LZVM[OL(ZZPNUTLU[
As noted above, Tanzania has not been doing well in the area of “Doing Business” over the years. In response to
shortcoming, the Government has been taking measures to implement recommendations through various initiatives
Z\JOHZ),:;HTVUNV[OLYYLMVYTLќVY[Z5VUL[OLSLZZYLN\SH[VY`JOHSSLUNLZMHJPUNWYP]H[LZLJ[VYZ[PSSYLTHPU;OLZL
include:
i.

Existence of high compliance costs in monetary terms and time in starting and operating business. This is
partly due to lack of information on the part of users;

ii.

Presence of cumbersome pre-approval procedures, which create rent seeking opportunities. Also notable
is the presence of multiplicity and duplicity of processes;

iii.

Existence of loopholes in Laws and Regulations which are retrogressively used by regulators during the
conduct of inspections;

iv.

Prevalence of high costs in enforcing the implementation, both at the central and local levels. This explains
why licensing in most cases is linked to revenue generation; and

v.

Existence of high costs and cumbersome procedures resulting in informal operation of businesses and
hence loss of Government revenue.

As the country emphasizes the role of industrialization for economic transformation and human development in its 2nd
Five Year Development Plan (FYDP II), improvement and strengthening of the business enabling environment (BEE)
ILJVTLZJY\JPHS),,PZHRL`WYLYLX\PZP[LMVY[OL]P[HSWHY[PJPWH[PVUVMSVJHSHUKMVYLPNUPU]LZ[VYZPU[OLKPќLYLU[ZLJ[VYZ
of the economy at the scale required to accelerate and sustain industrial transformation.
Tanzania therefore needs this guiding document; a Blueprint which will guide the process of creating, in the shortest
period possible, the required business-enabling environment for industrialization. This Blueprint provides a framework
for reviewing the business-enabling environment (BEE) in Tanzania with a view to improving the business climate
in Tanzania. The Blueprint comprehensively analyses the existing regulatory challenges in light of the best global
practices. On the basis of the analysis, the Blueprint proposes robust principles and guidelines for reforms and clearly
HY[PJ\SH[LZNLULYHSHUKZWLJPÄJHYLHZMVYYLMVYTHUK^H`ZVMPTWSLTLU[PUN[OLYLMVYTZ0[ZL[ZV\[HILUJOTHYRMVY
the government to undertake a holistic approach to challenges and constraints emanating from weaknesses in policy,
YLN\SH[PVUZKLSP]LY`WYVJLZZLZHUKJVVYKPUH[PVU^OPJOPU[OLÄUHSHUHS`ZPZYL[HYK[OLNYV^[OVM[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VY
It provides an outlook for the robust growth of the private sector and a requisite regulatory regime with a view to (i)
promoting fair and open competition where applicable; (ii) minimizing regulatory burdens and costs that can potentially
Z[PÅLWYVK\J[P]P[`HUKPUUV]H[PVU"PPPWYV]PKPUN[OLULJLZZHY`ÅL_PIPSP[`MVY[OLYLN\SH[LKPUK\Z[Y`[VHKHW[[V[OLYHWPK
pace of technological change and on-going development of business models; and (iv) ensuring that the regulatory
framework is clearly understood by both administrators and industry and is applied consistently so that industry has
the requisite certainty to secure future investment
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6 IQLJ[P]LZHUK7YPUJPWSLZVM[OL9LMVYTZ
6 IQLJ[P]LZ
Generally, countries impose economic regulatory regimes with a number of objectives in mind. Among these are the
need to protect the well being and livelihoods of human communities as well as the sustainability of businesses and
the environment. This Blueprint is geared to the achievement of these generic objectives in the reform it proposes.
In addition, the main objective of the BP is to propose reforms to improve Business Environment in Tanzania through
reduction of the regulatory burdens and risks faced by businesses in complying with regulations. The reforms proposed
will reduce the regulatory burden to businesses by:
•

Adopting and implementing mechanisms that will promote and ensure an efficient regulatory policy. This will
guarantee that the gains arising out of the reforms are not eroded by the introduction of new regulations of low
quality;

•

Simplifying the business-regulatory regime, including use of one-stop centers and single-window payment
systems to avoid duplications and overlaps of mandates within the regulatory agencies;

•

Promoting transparency of the regulatory regime by using Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
platforms that provide information on regulatory processes to the general public.

7 YPUJPWSLZVM9LMVYTZ
The Government considers this Blueprint as its key document to implementing the FYDP II components of BEE reforms.
To this end, the Blueprint provides a framework for reviewing the business-enabling environment (BEE) in Tanzania with
the view to achieving major improvements in the country’s business climate. To achieve this, the Blueprint provides
Guiding Principles on how to undertake a holistic approach to review policy and regulations, including providing a
guide on how to enhance coordination among regulatory agencies. The Guiding Principles are also meant to steer
management of the process of instituting new regulations.
The Guiding Principles for reforms in the Blueprint draw and improve upon the principles of a good regulatory regime.
;OL7YPUJPWSLZVMJYLH[PUNHNVVKYLN\SH[VY`YLNPTLLU[HPSLUZ\YPUN[YHUZWHYLUJ`LѝJPLUJ`ÅL_PIPSP[`JLY[HPU[`HUK
simplicity. Based on the experiences of the regulatory regime in Tanzania and best global practices, the reform
proposals presented in this Blueprint (and new regulations that will be introduced in the future) are based on the
following principles:
L

6HSDUDWLQJUHYHQXHPRWLYHVIURPWKHUHJXODWRU\UDWLRQDOHRIUHJXODWRU\DJHQFLHV: Charges and fees
should clearly target those regulatory aspects that are, by their nature, service oriented (e.g. warehouse charges
in the Warehouse Receipt Regulatory Board). The fees charged for licenses should not be considered as a major
means of revenue generation but should be charged to cater for the cost of providing services or administration.
The central and local governments ought to enact regulations that are not entirely directed at revenue generation
but should also focus on protecting the livelihoods and well being of community members and ensuring a
sustainable environment. Issues of national security and national cohesion should also not be lost sight of.

LL 8VLQJVPDUWLQVWUXPHQWVIRU6PDUWUHYHQXHPRWLYHV: In cases where the revenue motive is justifiable, the
administration of the revenue measures should not be too costly and excessively inconvenient to the private
sector. The regulating agencies should weigh between the revenue yields against the costs incurred by the
private sector in the course of collecting revenue. Single-window payment systems should be scaled up. Where
relevant and applicable, market based regulatory instruments should be applied by setting changing prices;
specifying the new rights /obligations (amount or type); and making existing private markets work better (e.g. in
hunting blocks).
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LLL &RQVROLGDWLQJ VLPLODU UHJXODWLRQV DQG UHPRYLQJ RYHUODSV: Related aspects/areas for regulation should
be mandated to a single regulatory agency in order to enhance coordination and minimize transaction costs/
regulatory burden on the part of the private sector and on the side of the government. Relatedly, the reform
should consider consolidation of existing related regulations or use of one-stop centers.
LY 7UHDWLQJ UHJXODWLRQV DV DQ LQWHJUDO SDUW RI WUDGH SROLF\ FRPSHWLWLYHQHVV SURWHFWLRQ RI FRQVXPHUV
DQGVDIHJXDUGLQJWKHSXEOLFJRRGV: Like in many other countries, the regulatory framework should be so
engineered as to serve as an instrument of trade policy. Regulations should be enacted with the intent of
promoting both domestic industries and export trade.
Y

3D\LQJKHHGWRWKHRYHUODSEHWZHHQWKHUHJXODWRU\PRWLYHDQGVHFWRUSURGXFWSURPRWLRQ In case the
general/central regulatory agencies overlap with a sector specific regulatory agency that is also mandated to
promote the sector/product, the sector specific agencies should be assigned to the sector specific agency in
order to minimize overlaps.

YL 3URPRWLQJIDLUDQGVWUDWHJLFFRPSHWLWLRQSURGXFWLYLW\DQGLQQRYDWLRQV: Where applicable, reform should
aim at minimizing regulatory burdens and costs that can potentially stifle productivity, innovation and competition.
The Regulatory framework should aim at providing the necessary flexibility for the regulated industry to adapt to
the rapid pace of technological change and on-going development of business models.
YLL (QVXULQJSUHGLFWDELOLW\FHUWDLQW\DQGFRQVLVWHQF\LQDSSOLFDWLRQ This entails ensuring that the regulatory
framework is clearly understood by both administrators and the business community and is applied consistently
(across geographic areas/sectors, etc.) and standardized as far as possible so that industry has the requisite
certainty to secure future investment. Should there be a need for a policy change, a reasonable timeframe should
be given to the business community to adjust accordingly.
YLLL &DUU\LQJRXW5HJXODWRU\,PSDFW$VVHVVPHQW 5,$ IRUDOOIXWXUHUHJXODWLRQSURSRVDOV The Guideline
for the preparation of Cabinet Papers includes RIA as one of the requirements in all policy/regulatory proposals.
This Blueprint thus serves as a reminder and calls for strict observance of the RIA requirement for all regulations
proposed by MDAs and LGA by-laws. It should be made a mandatory requirement for all regulations and LGA
by-laws which are likely to impact on business community to undergo a thorough and detailed Regulatory Impact
Assessment.
L[ 8SKROGLQJ WKH *RYHUQPHQW UHJXODWRU\ UROH 'H UHJXODWLRQ GRHV QRW PHDQ ODFN RI UHJXODWLRQ  The
Blueprint proposals are meant to remove redundancies and superfluous regulatory requirements in order
to enhance ease in doing business in Tanzania. Implementation of the proposed reforms should leave the
Government with regulatory framework which is more effective in protecting the well being and livelihoods of
community members. It should also ensure fair competition, sustainable environment and not compromise
national interest or national security.
[ $GGUHVVLQJ2SHUDWLRQDO,QHIILFLHQF\ZLWKLQDQGDFURVVUHJXODWRU\DJHQFLHV: Regulatory agencies should
review and enhance internal and external transparency and communication, including strict adherence to the
performance management culture, e.g. the Citizen’s Client Charter, Performance Pledge and Customer Strategy,
and guarantee timely feedback to the private sector as enshrined in the approved Client Charter.
It is hoped that reforms guided by these principles will make Tanzania a place where business licensing serves a
legitimate regulatory role rather than being primarily a revenue collection device. Its legitimate regulatory purpose
is protection of the environment, public safety, public security, consumer protection, completion, and fair trade.
>OLYLYL]LU\LZHYLJVSSLJ[LK[OLZLWYPUJPWSLZN\HYHU[LLLѝJPLU[TVKLZVMYL]LU\LJVSSLJ[PVU[OYV\NOLSPTPUH[PVUVM
unnecessary administrative processes in license application and issuance processes.
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Furthermore, the principles call for amalgamation of overlapping mandates and elimination of duplication of information
YLX\PYLTLU[Z[OYV\NOPTWYV]LKJVVYKPUH[PVU^P[OPU[OLKPќLYLU[YLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZPU[OLI\ZPULZZSPJLUZPUNWYVJLZZ
;OLWYVWVZLKYLMVYTZHPTH[WYVTV[PUNHULѝJPLU[I\ZPULZZSPJLUZPUNYLNPTL[OH[TPUPTPaLZ[OLJVZ[ZPUJ\YYLKI`
businesses in complying with licensing requirements. This will promote transparency and raise compliance by the
private sector.
These principles will also enhance transparency in government operations, support rule-based decisions and promote
accountability in the public sector. They will also enhance partnership and dialogue with the private sector. These will
also allow the application of risk-based approaches to licensing and inspection functions performed by the various
regulatory authorities.

1.4. Methodology
This Blueprint has been undertaken by using a combination of requisite methodologies. They ranged from review
of documents, consultative discussions and interviews (i.e. interviews and focus group discussions) as well as
administering data collection tools.

 +VJ\TLU[HY`9L]PL^
4LTILYZVM[OL;LJOUPJHS;LHTPKLU[PÄLKHUKJYP[PJHSS`YL]PL^LKSP[LYH[\YLHUKZ[\KPLZ[OH[OH]LHKKYLZZLKKP]LYZL
issues on doing business in Tanzania Mainland. Thus, Government reports, World Bank Reports and studies undertaken
I`]HYPV\ZZ[HRLOVSKLYZPUIV[O[OLW\ISPJHUKWYP]H[LZLJ[VYZPU[OLÄLSKVMI\ZPULZZLU]PYVUTLU[Z^LYLYL]PL^LKHUK
analysed.

 7VSPJPLZHUK3LNPZSH[PVU
Government policies on various sectors and Ministries that have a direct impact on the process of conducting business
PU[OLJV\U[Y`^LYLPKLU[PÄLKHUKZJY\[PUPaLK<UJSHZZPÄLKJVYYLZWVUKLUJLZMYVTZVTLVM[OLZ[HRLOVSKLYZMYVT[OL
WYP]H[LZLJ[VYHKKYLZZLK[V[OL.V]LYUTLU[VUKPќLYLU[TH[[LYZYLSH[PUN[V[OLJOHSSLUNLZL_WLYPLUJLKPUJVUK\J[PUN
business were accessed by the Team and reviewed thoroughly.
Legislation (principal and subsidiary), guidelines and government circulars that have a bearing on starting and operating
businesses in the country were also located and analyzed. About 2,000 by-laws from select LGAs on Tanzania Mainland
enacted between 1984 and 2016 were obtained from PO-RALG. These were subjected to a thorough pre-review
assessment to capture relevant themes for the Blueprint. The by-laws were then sampled to ensure a wider coverage
of all geographical regions.
In the course of sampling the by-laws, emphasis was placed on capturing the most current by-laws and those which
had provisions covering sectors considered by stakeholders to be critical to doing business in the country. Particular
attention was paid on by-laws which sought to regulate, among other activities, revenue collection in the agriculture,
tourism, transportation, mining, communication, and construction sectors. LGA by-laws with provisions covering the
regulation of utilities, such as electricity and water, were also analyzed. Crosscutting issues, for example those relating
to ICT and Health, were also taken into account.
It transpired that some of the LGA by-laws obtained did not have the requisite Government Notice Numbers which are
necessary to prove their authenticity. Others covered issues which are too general and not relevant to the theme of
the Blueprint. These were omitted from the analysis. Ultimately a total of 120 by-laws of LGAs spread over 26 regions,
representing each geographical area in the country, were subjected to critical analysis.
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Although the Team could not ascertain whether or not the by-laws analyzed were still in force, the analysis has revealed
a lot on the approach of the by-law making regime and the impact these have had on doing business in the Country.
Some by-laws do not state whether they repealed or amended the by-laws that preceded them.
The Team also critically analyzed 50 Regulations made under the principal legislation considered critical to doing
I\ZPULZZPU;HUaHUPH;OPZZHTWSLPUV\Y]PL^YLWYLZLU[Z[OLZ[H[LVMHќHPYZPUYLSH[PVU[V[OLPTWHJ[[OL`OH]LOHKVU
doing business across the spectrum.

1.4.3 Consultations with MDA’s and LGAs
The Technical Team consulted representatives from over 60 MDAs with regulatory functions and representatives of
LGAs in a retreat working session mode. The 2-3 day retreats were structured in a manner that brought together
9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZMYVTKPќLYLU[NV]LYUTLU[ZLJ[VYZ+\YPUN[OL^VYRZOVWZVѝJPHSZVM[OLZLZLJ[VYZPU[LYHJ[LKHUK
discussed amongst themselves issues pertaining to their experiences in enforcing legislation governing their Agencies.
;OL`PU[LYHJ[LKPUHNLULYHSS`YLSH_LKH[TVZWOLYL^OLYL[OL`OHKHUVWWVY[\UP[`[VTLL[WO`ZPJHSS`ZVTLMVY[OLÄYZ[
time.
Representatives from regulatory agencies were later divided into groups and required to state their lines of responsibilities,
identify areas of commonality, overlaps, linkages and share the challenges experienced in the course of undertaking
their respective roles. Groups were tasked with issues to address relating to their institutions. The issues ranged from
cross-sector or institutional challenges experienced in the course of enforcing legislation in their sectors, in dealing
with business owners and in collecting revenue. The groups later reported their deliberations in plenary sessions where
HSSWHY[PJPWHU[ZWYV]PKLKM\Y[OLYPUW\[ZHUKPUZPNO[ZVU[OLWYLZLU[H[PVUZTHKL,]LY`LќVY[^HZTHKL[VHYYP]LH[H
consensus in the course of making recommendations aimed at ironing out bottlenecks with a view to improving the
I\ZPULZZLU]PYVUTLU[PU[OLJV\U[Y`MVYIV[O[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYHUKNV]LYUTLU[VѝJPHSZ
In depth discussions were held during retreats with stakeholders from the Government and the private sector.
;OL YL[YLH[Z ^LYL ]LY` LќLJ[P]L 4LTILYZ VM [OL YLZLHYJO ;LHT [VVR [PTL [V PU[LYHJ[ ^P[O WHY[PJPWHU[Z K\YPUN [OL
retreat sessions. They held one-on-one unstructured interviews and probed issues relating to the practical aspects
L_WLYPLUJLKI`VѝJPHSZPU[OLZLJ[VYZ0UZVTLJHZLZ[OLPU[LYHJ[PVUZ^P[OVѝJPHSZLUHISLK[LHTTLTILYZ[VHJJLZZ
TVYLSP[LYH[\YLYLWVY[ZHUKSLNPZSH[PVULZWLJPHSS`Z\IZPKPHY`SLNPZSH[PVU:\IZPKPHY`SLNPZSH[PVUHYL\Z\HSS`]LY`KPѝJ\S[[V
come by, even by seasoned researchers and lawyers.
It is important to emphasize here that the retreats provided additional and critical data that was conspicuously absent
in the reports and other literature that the team reviewed. The retreats also proved to be comparable to the Focused
.YV\WZ+PZJ\ZZPVUZTL[OVKVSVN`LTWSV`LK[VJVSSLJ[KH[HPUÄLSKYLZLHYJO-\Y[OLYTVYLPU[OLJV\YZLVMPU[LYHJ[PUN
^P[OVѝJPHSZMYVT[OL9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZHUKV[OLYZ[HRLOVSKLYZTLTILYZVM[OLYLZLHYJO[LHT^LYLIL[[LYWSHJLK
to make observations and draw conclusions from such observations, which would otherwise not have been possible.
For example, in some instances, although there may have appeared that there was consensus on certain matters; the
VIZLY]H[PVUZVM[OLYLHJ[PVUZVMZVTLWHY[PJPWHU[ZNH]LHKPќLYLU[PTWYLZZPVU
The retreats also enabled members of the team to participate by probing issues that emerged in the plenary sessions
after group presentations. The opportunity to assist in responding to queries in the sessions also enabled the team
TLTILYZ[VJHW[\YLKPќLYLU[WLYZWLJ[P]LZ]PL^ZHUKPKLHZ
In relation to the LGAs, a three-day retreat was convened in December 2016. The retreat was fully dedicated to
HKKYLZZPUNKP]LYZLPZZ\LZPUKVPUNI\ZPULZZPU;HUaHUPHMYVT[OLWLYZWLJ[P]LZVM[OL3.(Z;OYLLVѝJPHSZMYVT[OL
PO-RALG, the main Ministry that represents LGAs, represented the LGAs and contacted the respective LGA whenever
JSHYPÄJH[PVU^HZULLKLK0U-LIY\HY`[OLZHTL[OYLLVѝJPHSZMYVT769(3.QVPULK[OL;LHTPUKYHM[PUN[OL
Blueprint. The session provided them with an opportunity to review the sections of the Blueprint that are particularly
relevant to LGAs and PO-RALG in general.
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7 YP]H[LZLJ[VYKPZJ\ZZPVUZ
Consultative workshops and meetings were conducted with the private sector through various umbrella organizations.
These included TPSF, CTI, TCCIA, JWT, TAFFA, TATOA, TABOA, TACECA, EU BG, APHFTA, TCT, ACT, ACCT, etc.
Annex 3 provides a list of private sector organizations and members that took part in various meetings, discussions
and consultative workshops.

 +H[H*VSSLJ[PVU-VYT8\LZ[PVUUHPYL
The Team developed questionnaires and used them to collect data from LGAs, MDAs and private sector (Annex 5&6).
The data required by the Form included types of permits/licenses, their validity and purpose. Other issues that the
Forms required included data on the time duration a permit takes to be processed and issued; challenges encountered
in enforcing the pertinent permit conditions; renewal processes and whether or not the permits/license application
KVJ\TLU[ZHYLHJJLZZPISLVUSPUL;OL-VYTZHSZVYLX\PYLK[OLVѝJPHS[VWYVWVZLTLHZ\YLZ[OH[JV\SKILHWWSPLK
to reduce the burden that has been imposed by the permits/license application process with the view to easing the
process of doing business in the country.
;OL-VYTZ^LYLKPZ[YPI\[LKPUHK]HUJL[VVѝJPHSZMYVT[OLVYNHUPaH[PVUZ^OV[VVRWHY[PU[OLYL[YLH[ZHUKKPZJ\ZZPVU
ZLZZPVUZ(VULKH`[YHPUPUNZLZZPVU^HZJVUK\J[LK^OLYL[OLYLWYLZLU[H[P]LZHUKSPHPZVUVѝJLYZ^OVHYLHSZV
TLTILYZVM[LJOUPJHSJVTTP[[LLMYVTKPќLYLU[YLN\SH[VY`IVKPLZ^LYLN\PKLK[OYV\NO[OLMVYTZI`[OL[LJOUPJHS[LHT
[VLUZ\YLJSHYP[`WYPVY[VÄSSPUN[OLT
0UHKKP[PVU[V[OLMVYTZVѝJPHSZ^LYLYLX\PYLK[VZ\ITP[YLSL]HU[H[[HJOTLU[ZHZYLX\PYLKI`]HYPV\ZX\LZ[PVUZPU
the data collection instrument. These attachments included the by-laws, regulations and documents relating to fees,
levies and charges connected to particular permits.
;OL[LHTYLJLP]LKHIV\[ÄSSLKMVYTZMYVT[OLYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZ3.(ZHUKWYP]H[LZLJ[VY;OLYL^LYLOV^L]LY
delays in the submission of the forms by some agencies and the private sector.
The data collected from the Forms was coded using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software and
was later transferred to the Stata program for analysis. The results were thereafter tabulated, synthesized and analyzed
to provide statistics to back up the reform proposals.

1.4.6. Analysis and Drafting
Drafting of the Blueprint was guided by an annotated outline, which was shared with MITI. The team analyzed all
relevant data and then drafted the Blueprint. The analysis process helped to cluster the challenges in doing business
in Tanzania in four main categories:
i.

Duplication of mandates;

ii.

Conflicting mandates;

iii.

Operational inefficiencies (e.g. time taken to issue a particular permit/license) and ad hoc procedures (e.g.
multiple and duplicating inspections, etc.); and

iv.

Unreasonable amounts of fees or charges.
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;OLKH[HJVSSLJ[PVU[VVSZOLSWLKPUHY[PJ\SH[PUNZWLJPÄJWLYTP[ZSPJLUZLZWYVJLK\YLMLLZ[OH[HYLPU]VS]LKPUZWLJPÄLK
challenge categories. Recommendations on possible reforms were then made taking into account implications on
]HYPV\ZPZZ\LZPUJS\KPUN[PTLMYHTLMVYYLMVYTZHUKÄZJHSJVUZPKLYH[PVUZ
Based on economic analysis, Guiding Principles were formulated (Section 1.3 above). The Principles are meant to
guide reforms of the existing regulatory regime and/or introduction of any major regulations in the future.
With regard to legal issues, provisions of principal legislation, Regulations and LGA By-laws were critically analyzed
and the emerging challenges pointed out. The analysis focused predominately on select strategic sectors. These are
agriculture, tourism, transport, construction, communication, mining, environment and natural resources and health.
;OLWYPTHY`MVJ\ZVM3.(ZPU[OPZJVU[L_[PZ[VHZZLZZ[OLPYPTWHJ[VU.V]LYUTLU[»ZLќVY[[VYLMVYT[OLPYYVSLZPUPZZ\LZ
relating to issuance of permits, licenses and collection of revenue in the course of executing their statutory functions.

1.5.

Scope of the Blueprint

This Blueprint focuses primarily on the review of and recommendations to reform the business regulatory framework
in Tanzania. To the extent possible, each stage of the business chain was assessed to bring up key challenges
pertaining to starting a new business as well as those related to a day-to-day operation of businesses. To better
uncover all possible channels through which the business challenges may emerge, the analysis reviewed policies,
laws, regulations, procedures, licenses, levies, taxes, fees, inspections, and other related issues relating to the business
environment, as administered by all the MDAs and LGAs in Tanzania. As opposed to related previous studies, a much
deeper assessment of business challenges emanating from the LGAs was undertaken.
The Team however acknowledges that the scope of business environment includes other aspects such as infrastructure,
stock of skills, cultural dimensions, among others. It further recognizes that policies, laws, regulations, procedures,
SPJLUZLZSL]PLZ[H_LZMLLZHUKPUZWLJ[PVUZKVUV[VWLYH[LPUH]HJ\\T0U[OPZSPNO[LќLJ[P]LPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OL
recommendations given in this document requires improvement in other areas within the broader scope of business
environment as well as administrative arrangements and measures such as sensitization of stakeholders, monitoring
and evaluation and enforcement.
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2.1.

Introduction

This Chapter provides highlights on the studies, reports and documents that have addressed issues relating to
improving the business environment in Tanzania. It focuses on a number of challenges in this regard and the proposed
TL[OVKZ VM HKKYLZZPUN [OL PKLU[PÄLK JOHSSLUNLZ ;OL Z[\KPLZ YLWVY[Z HUK KVJ\TLU[Z OH]L IHZPJHSS` YLÅLJ[LK HUK
adopted the World Bank’s doing business indicators which cover areas such as starting and registering business
entities, operating business entities, regulation of labour and cross border trade. Other indicators given by the Bank
include registering property, enforcing contracts, resolving insolvency and enabling policy and legislative framework for
regulating businesses. Review of the studies, reports and documents provides some highlights on the current state
VMHќHPYZYLNHYKPUNI\ZPULZZKVPUNPU;HUaHUPH;OLZLZ[\KPLZOH]LWYV]PKLKPTWVY[HU[PUZPNO[ZPUJOHY[PUN[OL^H`
forward for this Blue Print.
(KTP[[LKS`[OLPUKPJH[VYZPKLU[PÄLKPU[OL>VYSK)HUR9LWVY[HYLJYP[PJHSPUPTWYV]PUNI\ZPULZZLU]PYVUTLU[;OL`T\Z[
however be viewed and construed in the light of other parameters, local circumstances and demands relating to issues
[OH[HќLJ[KVPUNI\ZPULZZPUZWLJPÄJQ\YPZKPJ[PVUZ0[PZPU[OPZYLNHYK[OH[[OPZ)S\LWYPU[]PL^Z[OLMHJ[VYZHќLJ[PUN[OL
businesses enabling environment in the country by focusing on select sectors of the economy. Highlights on some of
the indicators developed by the World Bank in the context of the situation in Tanzania are henceforth presented.

2.2.

Starting and Registering Businesses

Studies on the state of business environment conducted in Tanzania have addressed the challenges of starting and
registering businesses in the country in the context of procedural requirement and related costs. In doing so, the
studies provide useful insights on the inherent challenges. The studies also provide useful tips on ways governments
^P[O V[OLY Z[HRLOVSKLYZ JHU HKKYLZZ ZVTL VM [OL PKLU[PÄLK JVUZ[YHPU[Z ;OL >VYSK )HUR +VPUN )\ZPULZZ *V\U[Y`
Report articulates the number of procedures, time taken and monetary cost incurred to establish a new business in
;HUaHUPHHSILP[^P[OKH[HVUS`MYVT+HYLZ:HSHHT>VYSK)HUR6[OLYZ[\KPLZOH]LHKKYLZZLKZWLJPÄJZLJ[VYZ
HUK[OLJOHSSLUNLZPKLU[PÄLKHUK[OLYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZKYH^UHYLHJJVYKPUNS`ZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJJM;HUaHUPH*OHTILY
of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture, TCCIA. March 2016).
The TCCIA Report points out that the procedures and costs of establishing a business is complicated by, among
other things, the multiplicity of Regulatory Agencies with attendant tax revenue collection procedures. The National
Environment Council (NEMC), OSHA, TFDA, TBS, FIRE Department, WMA and EWURA are some of the authorities
that have been pointed out as one of the agencies that are sources for a multitude of procedures with the consequence
of increasing cost to the business operators. Local Government Authorities (LGAs) have also been blamed for causing
unnecessary hurdles in starting and registering businesses through provisions in their by-laws.
Like other studies, the TCCIA Report underscores the need for re-aligning the various roles and functions of the
Agencies to remove duplicity and multiplicity and consequently cut start-up costs through amending the relevant
legislative enactments. Other studies (e.g. World Bank, 2015) have recommended establishing a one-stop shop – a
single point of contact - for streamlining information on starting business in Tanzania as a solution.
Issues relating to unexpected and huge annual compliance costs due to the multiplicity of taxes and levies, which
escalates operational costs of doing business, have also been documented. Another TCCIA Report captures the
general perceptions of the views of stakeholders in various industries relating to the costs of doing business in the
country.
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2.3 Operating Businesses
0[OHZILLUVIZLY]LK[OH[VWLYH[PUNI\ZPULZZPU;HUaHUPHHSZVMHJLZYLN\SH[VY`JOHSSLUNLZYLSH[PUN[VJVUÅPJ[PUNHUK
overriding mandates of some of the regulatory agencies. Some of the challenges are generic and some are sectorZWLJPÄJ
Correspondences from the private sector suggest that the existing regulatory regime is characterized by overriding
or unclear lines of authority in the decision making procedures. Furthermore, issues of discretionary (and therefore
potential for abuse of) powers granted to those in decision-making positions as regards to renewal of permits or
licenses have also been pointed out as a constraint to operating business. The private sector, for example, has pointed
HYLHZVMJVU[YV]LYZ`Z\JOHZZ\YWYPZL]PZP[ZI`PUZWLJ[VYZMYVT5,4*HUK6:/(^OVPTWVZLZVTLK\IPV\ZÄULZ
thereby leaving room for corrupt practices. Likewise, fees and levies charged by TFDA, TBS, WMA, Fire and Rescue
Operation are considered unreasonable and exorbitant. Another concern is with bureaucratic procedures that cause
undue delays in operating businesses in the country.
As is the case with starting business, LGAs have also been blamed of intervening in many processes at the operation
stage by way unpredicted inspection visits, fees and charges, etc. Their interventions have been a source of some of
the complaints from the private sector. Some LGA by-laws are silent on the key aspects of regulatory and revenue
administration. A good example pointed out is the anticipated number of days a particular business permit/license
would take. This creates a loophole for unnecessary delays and bureaucratic bottlenecks.

2.4 Regulating the Labor Market
Studies have emphasized the fact that an enabling environment for doing business requires clear guidelines and a
regulatory regime that permits free movement of labor and a well-regulated employer and employee system. Tanzania’s
regulatory regime governing labor and employment relations addresses matters pertaining to work-permits for expatriate
Z[HќLTWSV`TLU[KPZW\[LZOLHS[OZHML[`HUK^LSMHYLVMLTWSV`LLZ0ZZ\LZYLSH[PUN[V[OLYLN\SH[PVUVMLTWSV`TLU[
and labor relations in Tanzania have raised some concerns from a cross-section of members from the private sector.
Generally, there is a feeling that compliance and administrative mechanisms of such regulations are costly to the private
sector. As a result, due to the inability to keep up with the burden many businesses reduce their workforce and limit
[OLPYL_WHUZPVU0[OHZHSZVILLUWVPU[LKV\[[OH[YLZ[YPJ[P]LSHIVYSH^ZVUL_WH[YPH[LZ[HќJVTWSPJH[LÄSSPUN[OLZRPSSZ
gap in critical positions of businesses.
Complaints have also been raised relating to labor law provisions tend to be biased towards the rights of employees.
;OPZTHRLZP[KPѝJ\S[MVYLTWSV`LYZ[VÄYLPUJVTWL[LU[HUK\UKLYWLYMVYTPUNZ[Hќ0[OHZILLUVIZLY]LK[OH[TH[[LYZ
are complicated further by the challenges of complying with immigration requirements in the course of recruiting
competent employees from outside the country, including experts within the East African region.

2.5 Cross-Border Trade
Trade across country boundaries has evolved with regulatory regimes for the control of cross border exchange.
Customs and Immigration departments have been equipped with technology to detect goods and products that are
ferried across exit and entry points. According to the World Bank Report, Tanzania ranks poorly, among other things, in
the area of custom procedures pertaining to cross-border trade. Apart from the Bank’s report, there are other studies
that provide more insights on the issue. Haulage Trucks that use the Dar es Salaam Port to ferry goods on transit to
other countries in the region have raised complains on unnecessary logistical delays and bureaucracy in clearance
services. Stakeholders in the clearing and forwarding sector have raised similar complaints.
Credible evidence obtained from correspondences availed by the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment (MITI)
YL]LHSZ[OH[[OLYLPZJYVZZIVYKLYÄS[YH[PVUI`^H`VM\UKLYKLJSHYLK]HS\LVMNVVKZÄUKPUN[OLPY^H`PU[V4HPUSHUK
;HUaHUPHHUKTHRPUNP[KPѝJ\S[MVYYLSL]HU[PUK\Z[YPLZPU[OLJV\U[Y`[VJVTWL[LLќLJ[P]LS`PU[OLTHYRL[:LLSL[[LY
dated 1 November 2016 with Ref. No. TOSMA/12/2016 from the Tanzania Association of Oil and Soap Manufacturers
Association.) The importation of oil and soap from Kenya and Uganda without payment of the requisite import duty
 MVYÄUPZOLKNVVKZOHZHSZVSLK[VJVTWSHPU[ZMYVT[OL;HUaHUPH6PSHUK:VHW4HU\MHJ[\YLYZ(ZZVJPH[PVU;OL
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(ZZVJPH[PVUOHZUV[LK[OH[K\TWPUNVM[OLZL\UKLYKLJSHYLKWYVK\J[ZOHZTHKLP[KPѝJ\S[MVYTLTILYZ[VJVTWL[LVU
the market due to loss of revenue. The dumping has, according to the Association, also led to loss of 2,000 employees
within a week! (See letter bearing Ref. No. TODMA 11/SOAP/2016 dated 21 October 2016).
The anecdotal evidence highlighted above on cross-border implications for conducting business indicates only a tip of
the ice-berg. A number of complaints have been raised in the country from a cross-section of other business entities
relating to cross-border issues. Truck and bus owners have been on the media outlets with complaints relating to this
theme. This clearly shows the need to compile more data on the matter.

2.6 Registration of Property
According to the World Bank Report, the concept of property in the context of registration is in relation to tenure rights.
It has been noted that in some jurisdictions land speculation, often by businesspersons, is a very common practice and
OHZWVZLKHZPNUPÄJHU[JOHSSLUNL[VNV]LYUTLU[0U]LZ[VYZOH]LILLUNP]LUSHUK[V\UKLY[HRL]HYPV\ZHJ[P]P[PLZ[OL`
OHKHWWSPLKMVYI\[OH]LMHPSLK[VKVZV:VTLOH]LVI[HPULKSVHUZMYVTIHURPUNHUKÄUHUJPHSPUZ[P[\[PVUZMVY^OPJO
[OL`OH]LVќLYLK[P[SLKLLKZHZJVSSH[LYHSMVY[OLSVHUZHUKJVUZLX\LU[S`LUK\WILPUNLUNHNLKPUHJ[P]P[PLZUV[PUP[PHSS`
planned when applying for the land/property.
Reports also show that the duration it takes to register a property for purposes of registering and starting businesses
is often as long as 67 days, and is protracted and riled with challenges emanating from the regulatory regime. The
process of transferring land from one person or entity to another, it has been noted, is also challenging and this
OHZHZPNUPÄJHU[LќLJ[VUKVPUNI\ZPULZZ0U;HUaHUPHV^ULYZOPWVMSHUKPZYLZ[YPJ[LK[VVUS`JP[PaLUZVM;HUaHUPH
Foreigners can only have access to land through the Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC), by way of derivative rights.
Some stakeholders have lamented that this process and the above challenges have a negative bearing on setting up
and conducting business in the country.

2.7 Enforcing Contracts
(ULUHISPUNI\ZPULZZLU]PYVUTLU[YLX\PYLZH[YHUZWHYLU[LќLJ[P]LHUKLѝJPLU[Z`Z[LTVMZL[[SPUNJVTTLYJPHSKPZW\[LZ
The removal of stringent procedural process in courts of law can have a negative impact on business. The World Bank
Report ranks Tanzania very well in the area of enforcing business related contracts in courts of law.

2.8 Resolving Insolvency
0UZVS]LUJ` PU I\ZPULZZ VWLYH[PVUZ YLMLYZ [V H ZP[\H[PVU ^OLYLI` H I\ZPULZZ LU[P[` JHUUV[ YHPZL Z\ѝJPLU[ M\UKZ [V
continue operations and meet its obligations to pay debts and consequently becoming bankrupt. It is in this regard that
the procedures in setting up and operating businesses must provide an atmosphere to ensure that businesses are run
ZTVV[OS`HUKLѝJPLU[S`;OL>VYSK)HUR9LWVY[HSZVYHURZ;HUaHUPH]LY`^LSSPU[OPZ[OLTL

2.9 Special Enabling Policy and Legislative Frameworks
Tanzania has several policy and legal frameworks aimed at reducing bureaucratic costs and facilitate business. A
ZWLJPHSMHJL[VM[OLZLMYHTL^VYRZPZ[OLJVUJLW[PVUVMVULZ[VWJLU[LY^OLYLI\ZPULZZJV\SKÄUKTVZ[VM[OLYLN\SH[VY`
authorities lined up in order to serve the investors and business in general. The Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) and
Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA) are a case in point.
The EPZA is responsible for steering and implementing government policy on promotion of Special Economic Zones
(SEZs), including development of infrastructure for Export Processing Zone (EPZ) and Special Economic Zones (SEZ),
provision of business services to EPZ and SEZ investors. The Authority performs these functions as a One Stop
Service Centre for all prospective and existing investors. The services include obtaining factory space or serviced land
in or outside the existing industrial / commercial parks, company licensing and registration process, administrative
procedures in getting tax incentive and in obtaining visas and work permits. EPZA also assists investors in logistics for
clearing and forwarding of merchandise at the port, provision of useful contacts of key public and private organization,
PKLU[PÄJH[PVUVMWV[LU[PHSZ\WWSPLYZHUKWHY[ULYZMVYQVPU[]LU[\YLZHZ^LSSHZPUWVZ[PU]LZ[TLU[Z\WWVY[
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The Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) was established in 1997 by the Tanzania Investment Act. The TIC is mandated
to coordinate, encourage, promote and facilitate investment in Tanzania. TIC deals with all enterprises whose minimum
capital investment is not less than US $ 500,000 if foreign owned or US $ 100,000 if locally owned. TIC operates
as a One-Stop-Shop investment facilitator in assisting investors to obtain all permits, licenses and visas; grant land
derivative rights to investors; navigate administrative and regulatory hurdles; and provide aftercare’ service to TIC
registered investors. The Tanzania Investment Centre (TIC) launched its upgraded one-stop centre in 2016 by bringing
under one roof ten ministries and regulatory agencies.
The lessons from the implementation of one-stop government service centers such as TIC and EPZA, shows that
YVVTL_PZ[ZMVYZJHSPUN\W[OLHWWYVHJOZWLJPÄJHSS`I`H]VPKPUN[OL^LHRULZZLZMV\UK[VILPUOLYLU[PU[OLKLZPNU
of EPZA and TIC. For example, TIC is designed to serve only a small group of business community satisfying the
TIC’s customers’ eligibility criteria. By design, local business community either with less than USD 100,000 capital or
SVJH[LKPUKPќLYLU[YLNPVUZVM[OLJV\U[Y`VYIV[O^OPJOJVUZ[P[\[LZ[OLSHYNLZ[ZOHYLVM[OLPU]LZ[VYZPU[OLJV\U[Y`
JHUUV[VW[PTHSS`ILULÄ[MYVT[OLL_PZ[PUNJLU[LY;OLJ\YYLU[ZL[\WVMVULZ[VWJLU[LYZHSZVZ\ќLYZMYVTPUZ[P[\[PVUHS
fragmentation; whereby enterprises engaged in mining and petroleum follow additional approval process outside TIC.

2.10 The Role of ICT in Business Enabling Policy and Legislative Framework
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has immense contribution to reducing the regulatory burden though
on-line procedures, integration of agencies’ databases, etc. It is however noted that, despite remarkable global
advances in Information and Communication Technology (ICT), Tanzania BEE regulators have yet to realize the full
WV[LU[PHSVMPU[LNYH[LKPUMVYTH[PVUZ`Z[LTZ[OH[Z[VYLHUKZOHYLZ\ѝJPLU[KH[HVUPUKP]PK\HSZHUKI\ZPULZZLZ:OHYPUN
of information amongst institutions enables enhanced service delivery not only through increased transparency and
LѝJPLUJ`PUPUMVYTH[PVUÅV^ZI\[HSZV[OYV\NOYLK\JLK[YHUZHJ[PVUJVZ[ZMVY[OLJP[PaLUVYI\ZPULZZV^ULY:OHYLK
data provides room for better analysis to inform policies that address the critical challenges faced in promoting private
sector growth. ICT alone, however, cannot overcome limitations faced in servicing the private sector; therefore reforms
in terms of legal review are required.

2.11. Summary of the review
An enabling policy and legislative framework is fundamental and a prerequisite for ensuring an enabling business
environment. Many studies on this area have critically analyzed various sector policies and provisions of laws that
ULNH[P]LS` HќLJ[ I\ZPULZZ [YHUZHJ[PVUZ HUK THRL YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ MVY YLMVYT 4VZ[ VM [OL Z[\KPLZ VU [OPZ [OLTL
have, however, been too general, focusing on select pieces of laws, essentially principle laws. Only a few have delved
on subsidiary legislation (regulations, by-laws, proclamations, orders, notices, etc.). Furthermore, challenges in
conducting business attributed to LGA by-laws, which have a direct impact on operations of businesses in the country,
OH]LUV[ILLUZ\ѝJPLU[S`Z[\KPLK*VUZLX\LU[S`WYVWVZHSZMVYYLMVYTZOH]LMVJ\ZLKWYPTHYPS`VUWYPUJPWHSSLNPZSH[PVU
thus neglecting the need to also focus on subsidiary legislation, especially LGA by-laws.
;OL)S\LWYPU[HKKYLZZLZ[OLHMVYLTLU[PVULK^LHRULZZHUKPKLU[PÄLZRL`ZLJ[VYZVM[OLLJVUVT`[VMVYT[OLMVJHS
point for the proposed reforms. These are the agriculture and agro-processing; natural resources and tourism; mining
and minerals; communication; construction; health; transportation; energy; and logistics sectors. The sectors have
been purposefully selected due to their importance in transforming the economy through industrialization of the country
as well as by virtue of their prioritization in the government’s FYDP II. The other compelling reason for focusing on
[OLPKLU[PÄLKZLJ[VYZPZ[OLJVUZ[HU[V\[JYPLZMYVT]HYPV\ZZ[HRLOVSKLYZYLNHYKPUNI\ZPULZZIV[[SLULJRZPU[OLZLSLJ[
sectors.
To a great extent, the process and approach used in the analysis of the select sectors to lay down the basis for the
WYVWVZHSZTHKLPU[OPZ)S\LWYPU[YLÅLJ[Z[OLPUKPJH[VYZWYVT\SNH[LKI`[OL>VYSK)HUR(ZWVPU[LKV\[LHYSPLY[OL
deviations from the World Bank indicators in isolated cases are mainly due to the peculiarity of the circumstances in
Tanzania. Analysis of the select sectors with this hindsight is the focus of the next chapter.
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ANALYSIS, FINDINGS
AND REFORM
PROPOSALS
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3.1. Introduction
This Chapter presents the national and sectoral level regulatory issues and recommendations for reform of policies, laws,
regulations, levies, taxes and other issues related to the business-enabling environment. The Chapter focuses on the
PKLU[PÄLKTHPUZLJ[VYZVM[OLLJVUVT`MVYHUHS`ZPZPUJS\KPUNHNYPJ\S[\YLUH[\YHSYLZV\YJLZHUK[V\YPZTJVUZ[Y\J[PVU
health, energy and minerals and transportation sectors. As noted above, the sectors have been purposefully selected
due to, among other things, their having been prioritized in the Government’s FYDP II and the constant outcries from
various stakeholders in the business sector concerning the bottlenecks they experience. The chapter also covers
JYVZZJ\[[PUNHNLUJPLZZ\JOHZ;):;-+(HUK6:/([OH[HќLJ[I\ZPULZZHJ[P]P[PLZHJYVZZHSS[OLZLJ[VYZ
;OLHUHS`ZPZPZPUMVYTLKI`[OLTHQVYÄUKPUNZMYVTSP[LYH[\YLJVUZ\S[H[PVUZHUKUL^S`JVSSLJ[LKKH[HVUPZZ\LZYLSH[PUN
to policy, legislative, licensing, and levy and taxation regimes in the country. The approach adopted in this chapter
recognizes the fact that, on the one hand, there are major regulatory agencies that cut across all sectors and those
^OPJOHYLZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJ6U[OLV[OLYOHUKJOHSSLUNLZMHJLKK\YPUN[OLPUP[PHSZ[HNLZVMLZ[HISPZOPUNHI\ZPULZZPL
I\ZPULZZSPJLUZPUNJV\SKILKPќLYLU[MYVT[OVZLL_WLYPLUJLKK\YPUNKH`[VKH`VWLYH[PVUZVM[OLHSYLHK`LZ[HISPZOLK
businesses. It is also important to note that the national and sectoral layers co-exist with LGA issues.
In the course of reviewing the sectors, reference is made to the indicators provided for in the World Bank Report,
which include starting and operating businesses, regulating markets, cross-border trade (in relation to immigration,
transportation and the health sectors) and the enabling policy and legal framework. General challenges related to
starting business in the context of the selected sectors are presented taking into account those regulatory issues that
are cross-cutting.
Analysis of the sectors is preceded by a general overview of issues in the regulatory regime that are of a cross-cutting
nature. In this sub-section focus is on the challenges relating to starting business and beyond licensing issues which
are within the mandates of regulatory agencies such as TBS, TDFA, WMA, OSHA, Immigration and, labor, NEMC,
L[J(UV]LY]PL^VMZWLJPÄJZLJ[VYHSPZZ\LZMVJ\ZPUNVU[V\YPZTHNYPJ\S[\YL[YHUZWVY[HUKSVNPZ[PJZJVUZ[Y\J[PVUHUK
health are presented as well.
0[ PZ ^VY[O UV[PUN \WMYVU[ [OH[ HUHS`ZPZ PU [OPZ *OHW[LY PZ W\YWVZLM\SS` JVUÄULK [V PZZ\LZ JVUJLYUPUN Z[HY[PUN HUK
registering businesses (permits, licenses, procedures and costs), operating businesses (paying taxes, registering
products and inspections) and the dynamics of regulating the labor market.

3.2. General and Crosscutting Regulatory Issues
This section presents general and crosscutting regulatory issues/roles. The presentation focuses on the roles of
JYVZZJ\[[PUNYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZHZ^LSSHZVMZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZ
A general note for the crosscutting and sectorial regulatory agencies is that other countries also do have these organs/
bodies. However, the main issue is that the business environment is friendlier in most of other countries compared
to Tanzania (see World Bank Doing Business Report, 2017). The analyses presented in the subsequent subsections
partly explain why Tanzania is ranked relatively low in this area.

 :[HY[PUN)\ZPULZZ¶.LULYHS)\ZPULZZ3PJLUZPUN
6UL VM [OL HYLHZ [OH[ ULNH[P]LS` HќLJ[ [OL I\ZPULZZ LU]PYVUTLU[ PU ;HUaHUPH JVUJLYUZ KPѝJ\S[PLZ HUK JOHSSLUNLZ
associated with starting a new business. By starting business we mean all procedures and requirements associated
with registering and eventually obtaining a formal license to run business in the country. Depending on the nature
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HUK JSHZZPÄJH[PVU VM [OL I\ZPULZZ P[Z YLNPZ[YH[PVU HUK SPJLUZPUN TH` PU]VS]L [OL ;HUaHUPH 9L]LU\L (\[OVYP[` ;9(
)9,3(4PUPZ[Y`VM0UK\Z[Y`;YHKLHUK0U]LZ[TLU[HUKZWLJPÄJZLJ[VYYLN\SH[VYZVY3VJHS.V]LYUTLU[(\[OVYP[PLZ
Regardless of where the registration/licensing takes place, a number of challenges have been raised in relation to
procedures, fees and time taken to complete the process. The major challenges experienced by applicants and their
legal origins are discussed in the next paragraphs.
(UHS`ZPZ ZOV^Z [OH[ [OLYL HYL ZL]LYHS ZLJ[VY ZWLJPÄJ YLN\SH[VY` SPJLUZLZ NV]LYULK I` H T\S[P[\KL VM SLNPZSH[P]L
enactments regulating agricultural, agro-processing, agri-business, tourism, construction, health, energy, minerals and
transport sectors. In an attempt to streamline the licensing regime in Tanzania, the Parliament enacted a Business
(J[P]P[PLZ9LNPZ[YH[PVU(J[)(9(PU;OLJVUZLX\LU[PHSLќLJ[VM[OPZ(J[^HZ[VYLWLHS[OL)\ZPULZZ3PJLUZPUN
Act 1972. The purposes of BARA were to: (i) regulate businesses; (ii) keep the records; and (iii) simplify the business
registration procedures. BARA aimed at simplifying the business registration procedures by:
•

Cutting down the time consuming prerequisites such as permits. It provided a list of relatively simple
requirements that the applicant had to meet for the sake of registering a particular business activity. However,
after getting a certificate of business activity, the businesses were required to make sure that in conducting
their activities they complied with the requirements stated in other laws. (Section 16 of BARA).

•

The certificate of registration of the business activity was to be valid infinitely. (Once registered, always
registered). Section 15 of BARA.

•

Registration of the business activity was not to be charged any fee.

•

Registration centers were to be established in each local government authority at the district level, in
accordance with Section 7 (1) of BARA

•

Issuance/ granting of the certificate of registration was to be done immediately after the application,
according to Section 14 (1) of BARA.

However, BARA 2007 was short lived and never came into operation mainly due to the following challenges:
•

The Government realized that business licenses are a good source of revenue and therefore BARA could
cause the government to lose revenue.

•

Apart from loosing revenue, BARA would have caused the government to lose annual business information
since once registered a business did not require to undergo the renewal process.

•

It was considered not ideal to drop the prerequisites because the business community presupposes that
they had to comply with the requirements of other laws before the start of any business.

•

The Government, through the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment, was in the process of establishing
a national business portal through which issuance of business licenses would be on line.

•

Institutional arrangement under BARA would have created difficulties in the implementation. For instance,
there were to be two Ministries responsible for BARA implementation: the Ministry responsible for Trade
and the Ministry responsible for local government (refer to section 3 and 9 of BARA). The Chief Registrar of
business activities was to be BRELA (under the Ministry for trade) while the Registrar was under the Ministry
responsible for local government. The Registrar is answerable to the Chief Registrar, but these two positions
belong to separate chains of command.
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3.2.2. Standards, Safety, Quality, Weights and Measurements
(WHY[MYVT[OLWYLZLUJLVMV]LYSHWZH[[OLI\ZPULZZSPJLUZPUNHUKYLNPZ[YH[PVUZ[HNLV]LYSHWZHUKJVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZ
have also been noted among national level regulatory agencies that deal with standards, safety, quality, weights and
measures. These regulatory agencies include the Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS), Weights and Measures Agency
(WMA) and Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority (TFDA). While the overlaps are more pronounced at the operational
level of these agencies, the problem is not very acute in terms of their legal mandates.
TBS, TFDA, and WMA mandates cut across many sectors when it comes to regulating business activities in the
country. There is certainly a need to improve coordination to solve the challenges. An overview of the legislation of
select agencies, viz. TBS, WMA and TFDA brings the challenges to the fore.

;OL>LPNO[HUK4LHZ\YLZ(NLUJ`>4(
The WMA is established by the Weights and Measures Act Cap. 340 Executive Agencies Act, (Cap. 245). The WMA
Act makes provisions for issues concerning weights and measures and provides for the International System of Units
(SI) in Tanzania. Section 15 of this Act vests in the Commissioner for Weights and Measures the mandate of setting
Z[HUKHYKZ;OL*VTTPZZPVULYPZHSZVYLZWVUZPISLMVY[OL]LYPÄJH[PVUVYYL]LYPÄJH[PVUVMHSS^LPNO[ZTLHZ\YLZ^LPNOPUN
VYTLHZ\YPUNPUZ[Y\TLU[Z\ZLKVYPU[LUKLK[VIL\ZLKMVY[YHKLPU[OL<UP[LK9LW\ISPJ*LY[PÄJH[PVUPZKVULI`^H`
VMPUZWLJ[PVUJHSPIYH[PVUHUK]LYPÄJH[PVU;OL(NLUJ`HSZVHK]PZLZTHU\MHJ[\YLYZHUKV[OLYJSPLU[ZVU[OLWYVWLY\ZL
care and custody of weights and measures. The law permits the WMA to delegate its functions to other institutions.
The WMA’s main function is to protect consumers by putting in place systems to regulate legal metrological control
which includes legal control of measuring instruments, metrological supervision and metrological expertise in trade,
OLHS[OZHML[`HUK[OLLU]PYVUTLU[0[ZZWLJPÄJYVSLZHYLWYV]PKLKMVYPU>LPNO[ZHUK4LHZ\YLZ(J[*HWHUK[OL
Executive Agencies Act (Cap.245). WMA is accordingly charged with:
%

Protecting consumers in the course of transactions against consequences arising from trade, safety, health and
environment in relation to legal metrology;

%

Approving measuring instruments to be used in public or private transactions in trade, safety, health and
environment sectors;

%

Controlling the use of measuring instruments in public and private transactions, including pre-packaging of
products; and

%

Providing information on Legal Metrology in general and ensuring that legal metrology measurement standards are
traceable to national and International measurement standards.

In the course of undertaking its roles, the WMA is also required to liaise with regional and international organizations
with similar objectives.

;HUaHUPH)\YLH\VM:[HUKHYKZ;):
The TBS is established under the Standards Act No. 2 of 2009. The Act provides for the promotion of the standardization
VMZWLJPÄJH[PVUZVMJVTTVKP[PLZHUKZLY]PJLZ0[YLJVNUPaLZ[OH[;):PZ[OLJ\Z[VKPHUHUKHUV]LYZLLYVMVIZLY]HUJLVM
standards in Tanzania.Under section 4 of the Act TBS is mandated to perform, among other functions, the promotion
of standardization in industry and trade, assisting the Government or any other person in the preparation and framing
of standards, co-operating with other government agencies, representatives of any industry or any other statutory
corporation or person with the view to securing the adoption and practical application of standards. It is also required
to conduct inspection, sampling and testing of locally manufactured and imported commodities in order to determine
compliance with the Standards Act or any law dealing with standards relating to those commodities. TBS also has
power to grant, renew, suspend, vary or cancel any license issued for the use of any standard marks.
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Section 4(2) requires TBS to maintain a system of consultation and cooperation with any body established by or under
any written law and having functions similar to those vested on it or relating to industrial or commercial standards. It is
important to note that section 4 (3) of the Act provides that the standards set by the TBS and declared by the Minister
responsible for industry and trade, prevail over any other existing standards.
The law further provides for powers of making Regulations whereby the Minister responsible for local government
authorities in consultation with the Minister responsible for industry and trade are empowered to make regulations.
Regulations can be made on matters in respect of payable fees, levies and other charges; their amounts; and the
persons who shall be liable for their payment. Some of the main regulations include:-

;OL:[HUKHYKZ;LZ[LK7YVK\J[Z9LN\SH[PVUZ
;OLZL 9LN\SH[PVUZ 9LN\SH[PVU  WYV]PKL [OH[ [OL ;): OHZ [OL THUKH[L [V PZZ\L H [LZ[LK WYVK\J[ JLY[PÄJH[L PU
YLZWLJ[VMHWYVK\J[^OPJOJVTWSPLZ^P[O[OLHWWYVWYPH[LYLX\PYLTLU[HZKLÄULKI`[OL)\YLH\9LN\SH[PVUYLX\PYLZ
THU\MHJ[\YLZHUKKLHSLYZVMHWYVK\J[[VHWWS`MVY[OLJLY[PÄJH[L;OLHWWSPJH[PVUT\Z[ILHJJVTWHUPLKI`HMLL
and inspection charges. Regulation 7 requires TBS to make inspections regularly without giving notice to ensure that
JVUKP[PVUZVM[OLJLY[PÄJH[LHYLILPUNJVTWSPLK^P[O

;OL:[HUKHYKZ*LY[PMPJH[PVU9LN\SH[PVU 
These Regulations provide for regulating the licenses granted to applicants. They require applicants to apply for
a standard mark or marks for commodity or process manufactured or treatment of any commodity. Regulation 3
prohibits application of a standard mark to any commodity or process unless the holder has been granted a license.
Regulation 4 requires that license applications be accompanied with the prescribed fee. Inspection is done before and
after issuance of the license.

;HUaHUPH-VVKHUK+Y\NZ(\[OVYP[`;-+(
;-+( PZ LZ[HISPZOLK I` [OL ;HUaHUPH -VVK HUK +Y\NZ (\[OVYP[` (J[ *HW   ;OL (J[ WYV]PKLZ MVY LѝJPLU[ HUK
comprehensive regulation and control of food, drugs, medical devices, cosmetics, herbal drugs and poisons. This
Act establishes the Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority (TFDA). Section 5 of the this Act empowers TFDA to regulate
all matters relating to quality and safety of food, drugs, herbal drugs, medical devices, poisons and cosmetics, to
ensure clinical trials on drugs, medical devices and herbal drugs are being conducted in accordance with prescribed
standards, foster co-operation with other institutions or organization and other stakeholders, examine, grant, issue,
suspend, cancel and revoke any licenses or permit, appoint inspectors and order inspection of any premises, prescribe
standards of quality in respect of products regulated under the law, manufactured or intended to be manufactured or
imported into or exported from the United Republic.
In discharging its functions TFDA is required under section 5 (2) to maintain a system of consultation and cooperation
with various institutions which deal with atomic energy, Fisheries and Forests and Bee keeping, TBS, Directorate of
Veterinary Services or anybody or Institution established by or under any other written law or having functions which
relate to food, drugs, medical devices and herbal drugs.
Section 9 establishes a Board of directors to govern TFDA. The Board comprises of a Chairman who is the Permanent
:LJYL[HY` PU [OL 4PUPZ[Y` YLZWVUZPISL MVY /LHS[O YLWYLZLU[H[P]L MYVT ([[VYUL` .LULYHS 6ѝJL *OPLM 4LKPJHS 6ѝJLY
Director of Veterinary Services, Director of National Food Security, Chief Government Chemist, Director of TBS and a
representative from the Local Government, Director of the Tanzania Food and Nutrition Center and Director General
of Medical Services in the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar. The board tries to involve necessary stakeholders
in various sectors such as standards, drugs, food, and legal. It is clear therefore that the composition of the Board
suggests an avenue/platform that could have been used to minimize operation overlaps. However, the experience and
JVTWSHPU[ZYLJLP]LKMYVT[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYKVLZZ\NNLZ[[OH[[OLWSH[MVYT^HZUV[ILPUN\[PSPaLKLќLJ[P]LS`
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Section 14 establishes the TFDA laboratory which has a duty to perform all functions relating to the quality of products
regulated by the law. However, the law under section 14 (5) requires TFDA to take cognizance of the existence of the
Government Chemical Laboratory Agency (GCLA) for analysis of food, drugs, cosmetics and medical devices and also
where necessary to seek assistance of GCLA Laboratory.
TFDA issues various licenses and permits. Section 20 provides that an application for a license or permit must be
accompanied by the fee prescribed in the Regulations. Section 121 of the Act empowers the Minister responsible for
health upon consultation with TFDA to delegate some functions or powers of TFDA to any other institution or body of
persons.

Tanzania Food, Drug and Cosmetics (Transport of Meat) Regulations, 2006
These Regulations cover all matters related to transportation of meat. The transportation of meat is also regulated by
some LGAs through by-laws. The Regulations require applicants to apply and pay the prescribed fee to TFDA for a
SPJLUZL[V[YHUZWVY[TLH[9LN\SH[PVUZL[ZZ[HUKHYKZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ[VILJVTWSPLK^P[OI`JHYYPLYZHUKYLX\PYLZ[OL
carriers to obtain a meat movement permit signed by the meat inspector in charge. Regulation 6 empowers inspectors
to inspect carriers or containers used to transport meat.

The Tanzania Food, Drugs and Cosmetics (Food Hygiene) Regulations, 2006
Regulation 4 (1) prohibits the use of any premises for the purpose of manufacturing, selling, preparing, packaging,
storing or displaying for sale of food without possession of a license issued by TFDA. TFDA is required, under Regulation
4 (2), to inspect and register premises before issuing licenses.
9LN\SH[PVU  YLX\PYLZ V^ULYZ VWLYH[VYZ VY [OVZL PU JOHYNL VM NYV^PUN OHY]LZ[PUN ZSH\NO[LY TPSRPUN HUK ÄZOPUN
operations to ensure such premises are clean so that they do not pose threat to the safety of food, or contaminate
food or water supply. It sets standards of sanitary facilities that have bearing on the quality of food premises such as
the presence of adequate sanitary conveniences, availability of water supply from adequate sources and adequate
sewerage systems.
-VY[OLW\YWVZLVMLUZ\YPUN[OH[HSSZ[HUKHYKZHUKZWLJPÄJH[PVUZZL[V\[I`[OLSH^HYLVIZLY]LK[OL;-+((J[\UKLY
:LJ[PVUTHUKH[LZ[OL(\[OVYP[`[VHWWVPU[HUKH\[OVYPaLPUZWLJ[VYZVYVѝJLYZHWWVPU[LK\UKLYHU`SH^^OVZL
M\UJ[PVUZYLSH[L[V[OLM\UJ[PVUZVM[OL(\[OVYP[`[VWLYMVYTZWLJPÄJM\UJ[PVUZHZPUZWLJ[VYZ0U[OPZSPUL;-+(PZHSSV^LK
[V\ZLOLHS[OVѝJLYZ^VYRPUN^P[O[OLSVJHSNV]LYUTLU[H\[OVYP[PLZ[VWLYMVYTM\UJ[PVUZHUKWV^LYZ]LZ[LK[VP[I`
the law. In this context, the provisions of the LGA by-laws that seek to address issues covered by the TFDA Act must
be read together with this Act.
;-+( JV]LYZ H SV[ VM NYV\UK HUK P[Z M\UJ[PVUZ J\[ HJYVZZ THU` V[OLY ÄLSKZ HUK KPZJPWSPULZ [OH[ ^LYL LP[OLY UV[
contemplated at its inception or have emerged since it was established. In this regard, the representation in the
(K]PZVY`)VHYKKVLZUV[YLÅLJ[UL^KL]LSVWTLU[ZWSH`LYZPU[OLYLNPTL^OPJOOH]LLTLYNLKK\L[VUL^SLNPZSH[P]L
enactments.
The drawback of the Regulations made by institutions that have similar roles with TFDA is that they do not make crossreference to the law establishing TDFA (except is in a few isolated cases). The Regulations made under the TDFA Act
also do not make cross-reference to all the relevant laws establishing other Regulatory Authorities.
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Regulatory issues
i.

6]LYSHWZPU[OLM\UJ[PVUZVM;):HUK;-+(

;OLYLHYLJVUJLYUZMYVTHJYVZZZLJ[PVUVMZ[HRLOVSKLYZPU[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYVU[OLHWWHYLU[JVUÅPJ[PUNV]LYSHWZPU
relation to the issue of regulation of food safety control between TBS and TFDA. As noted in the analysis of the law
above, TFDA is responsible for regulating food safety and quality. The directorate of Food Safety in TFDA conducts
SHIVYH[VY` [LZ[PUN ZLY]PJLZ HUK THYRL[ Z\Y]LPSSHUJL VU WYLWHJRLK WYVK\J[Z ;OPZ [HZR PZ SPRLS` [V IYPUN JVUÅPJ[PUN
overlaps with the TBS, which is also mandated to conduct lab test for products, including food products. Although it
has been argued that TFDA tests are only limited to food safety, TBS tests focus only on quality. In practice there is
UVM\UKHTLU[HSKPќLYLUJLIL[^LLU[OLZL[LZ[ZHUK[OPZV]LYSHWPZIV\UK[VJH\ZLULNH[P]LLќLJ[ZVU[OLI\ZPULZZ
environment.
The other concern is with regard to the registration of a product. Permits for registering products are issued by TFDA
^OPSLJLY[PÄJH[LZVMX\HSP[`HYLPZZ\LKI`;):(S[OV\NO[OLZLYLX\PYLTLU[ZHYLTLHU[[VZLY]LKPќLYLU[W\YWVZLZ[OL`
both require the authorities to take the same sample to the same laboratory. It is in this respect that complaints have
been raised that this procedure is unnecessary as it is duplicative.
When it comes to import and export permits, both TBS and TFDA take samples to the laboratory for testing before
issuing permits. Such process could be undertaken by one of the two agencies. According to the Standards
*VTW\SZVY`)H[JO*LY[PÄJH[PVUVM0TWVY[Z9LN\SH[PVUZ [OLPTWVY[LYZVMWYVK\J[ZJV]LYLKI`[OLJVTW\SZVY`
;HUaHUPH:[HUKHYKZZOHSSHWWS`MVYHU0TWVY[)H[JO*LY[PÄJH[L0MZ\JOPTWVY[ZMHSS\UKLYMVVKZKY\NZHUKJVZTL[PJZ
groups, an additional permit certifying safety and quality of such items is needed. This is issued by TFDA.
ii.

6]LYSHWZVM;):HUK;-+(M\UJ[PVUPU[OLPUZWLJ[PVUVMI\ZPULZZWYLTPZLZ

TFDA is mandated to inspect and license business premises. It monitors warehouses and supermarkets dealing with
staple crops. The same function is performed by TBS through its regular inspections as mandated by the Standard
Act, 2008. As noted above, under the Standards (Tested Products) Regulations, TBS issues the Tested Product
*LY[PÄJH[LHM[LYHZZLZZPUNWYLTPZLHUKJVSSLJ[PUNZHTWSLZMVY[LZ[PUNIHZLKVUWYVK\J[ZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ;OL)\YLH\
is also mandated to conduct regular inspections and to determine additional fees for inspection and testing where
appropriate. This procedure has been decried by business entities arguing that it causes arbitrariness and harassment.
It should also be noted that Tanzania Warehouse Licensing Authority also comes in to regulate warehouses adding
regulatory requirements to businesses, which are also attached with some costs of compliance including fees.
TFDA issues licenses and premise permits to manufacturers regulated under its Act. The substances to be used in
the production process are checked for quality to ensure conformity to standards prescribed by the Authority. On the
V[OLYOHUK;):LUJV\YHNLZJLY[PÄJH[PVUVMWYVK\J[ZHUK[LZ[Z[OLZ[HUKHYKVMHWYVK\J[>OPSL;-+(YLNPZ[LYZMVVK
WYVK\J[Z;):JVUK\J[ZSHIVYH[VY`[LZ[ZILMVYLPZZ\HUJLVMJLY[PÄJH[LVM:[HUKHYKZ^OPJOIYPUNZPUHULSLTLU[VM
duplication.
iii.

/\THUHUK0UMYHZ[Y\J[\YL*HWHJP[`H[;-+(HUK;):

A number of stakeholder’s complaints were directed at the capacity of TBS and TFDA to perform their duties properly
HUKPU[PTLS`THUULY0[OHZILLUVIZLY]LK[OH[IV[OWO`ZPJHSHUKO\THUMHJPSP[PLZH[[OLZLHNLUJPLZHYLUV[Z\ѝJPLU[
to provide timely service to the entire business community in the country. The Confederation of Tanzania Industries
(CTI), for example, observed that a local beer company attempted to reach the export market and submitted its
JVUZPNUTLU[MVYHSHIVYH[VY`[LZ[PUVYKLY[VVI[HPUHIH[JOJLY[PÄJH[LILMVYLL_WVY[WLYTP[PZPZZ\LK;OL*VTWHU`
had to wait for over two weeks for the laboratory test results from TBS. The delay led to the expiration of the shelf life
of the consignment to, and the consignment could not be sold domestically since it had already been declared as an
export commodity. This led to a huge loss on the part of the beer producer who wanted to export the commodity.
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There is therefore a need to explore the possibility of TBS delegating testing activities to other related agencies such
as TFDA, which have the infrastructure and personnel to do this.
Another concern from the business community relating to TBS and TFDA is in respect of inspection of samples of
water for human consumption. It has been noted that TFDA inspects water based on domestic standards set by TBS
and yet TBS goes to the same producer to test and enforce the same standards.
0UJPKLU[HSS`IV[O;):HUK;-+(VѝJPHSZRUV^[OLZLV]LYSHWZHUKV[OLYJOHSSLUNLZ0[PZVU[OPZNYV\UK[OH[ZVTL
LќVY[Z[VYLZVS]L[OLPZZ\LZOH]LJVTTLUJLK-VYL_HTWSL[OL[^VHNLUJPLZOH]LZPNULKHU4V<[OH[YLX\PYLZZVTL
[LZ[PUNHUKJLY[PÄJH[PVUKVULI`LP[OLYVM[OLHNLUJPLZ[VILYLJVNUPaLKI`[OLV[OLY;OPZ^V\SKTPUPTPaL[OLV]LYSHWZ
However, the MoU is a short-term measure and a much more comprehensive and sustainable solution and framework
is required.
iv.

+\WSPJH[P]L4HUKH[LZ!;):HUK:LJ[VY:WLJPMPJ9LN\SH[VYZ

;OLYLHYLJVUJLYUZ[OH[[OLYVSLZHUKM\UJ[PVUZVM;):HYL\UKLY[HRLUI`V[OLYZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VY`H\[OVYP[PLZ
THRPUNP[KPѝJ\S[MVY[OLI\ZPULZZLU[P[PLZ[VVWLYH[L,_HTWSLZNP]LUPU[OPZYLNHYKJVUJLYUZ;):HUK[OL;HUaHUPH
Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA), established under the Electronic and Postal Communications Act, 2010
(EPOCA). EPOCA mandates TCRA to regulate standards of communications equipment. At the same time section 4
(1) of the Standard Act, 2009 gives Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) the role to set and regulate all standards of all
JVTTVKP[PLZ;VHI\ZPULZZLU[P[`VWLYH[PUNPU[OLJVTT\UPJH[PVUPUK\Z[Y`[OPZHWWLHYZ[VILHJH\ZLVMPULѝJPLUJ`
HJJVTWHUPLK^P[OZPNUPÄJHU[[PTLHUKÄUHUJPHSSVZZ/V^L]LY[OLMHJ[VM[OLTH[[LYPZ[OH[[OL[^VWPLJLZVMSLNPZSH[PVU
THRL JYVZZYLMLYLUJL [V LHJO V[OLY ^P[O [OL ZWLJPÄJ HPT VM H]VPKPUN JVUÅPJ[Z ;*9( PZ HSZV SLNHSS` THUKH[LK [V
consult other sector regulators in the course of enforcing its mandates. Institutional coordination is key in this respect
in order agree on operating or guiding frameworks.
It is important to point out here that the Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority Act, No. 12/ 2003, which
established the Tanzania Communications Regulatory Authority (TCRA) provides that where there is any inconsistency
between TCRA Act and sector legislation, TCRA Act shall prevail over sector law to the extent of the inconsistency.
However where a sector law expressly provides that its provision will supersede or prevail that of the TCRA Act, then
the TCRA Act shall not apply to the extent of the inconsistency. Where the inconsistency relates to the Fair Competition
Act or the Standards Act, Section 44 provides that the TCRA Act will prevail. In this respect, an element of contradiction
in the mandates is noted.
*VUJLYUZOH]LHSZVILLUYHPZLKYLNHYKPUN[OLZLLTPUNS`JVUÅPJ[PUNHUKK\WSPJH[P]LTHUKH[LZIL[^LLU[OL,ULYN`
and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority (EWURA) and TBS. The concerns relate to monitoring of standards and quality
of petroleum products and equipment in the country. This has led to EWURA and TBS signing an MoU concerning
the matter.
The Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Act, which establishes the Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory (EWURA)
[HRLZPU[VHJJV\U[[OLSPRLSPOVVKVMV]LYSHWZ^OPJOTH`JH\ZLJVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZ^P[OV[OLYZLJ[VYZ(JJVYKPUNS`
section 37 of the Act provides that where there is inconsistency with sector legislation, the sector law shall prevail and
the EWURA Act shall be read down to the extent of the inconsistency. This is also the case when a sector law has been
passed and it expressly provides that its provision will supersede or prevail over the EWURA Act. In this case, EWURA
Act shall also be read down to the extent of the inconsistency. Where the inconsistency relates to the Fair Competition
Act or the Standards Act, section 38 provides that the EWURA Act shall prevail.
0U H TV]L HPTLK H[ LUZ\YPUN JVUÅPJ[Z HYL H]VPKLK K\YPUN PUZWLJ[PVU ,><9( (J[ WYV]PKLZ [OH[ ,><9( 5,4*
OSHA and Fire and Rescue Units shall consult each other.. It should be noted that EWURA inspects utilities to satisfy
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P[ZLSM ^OL[OLY [OL` HYL ^P[OPU [OL Z[HUKHYKZ P[ ZL[Z  /V^L]LY K\YPUN PUZWLJ[PVU ,><9( ]LYPÄLZ V[OLY PUZ[P[\[PVUZ»
JLY[PÄJH[LZHUKP[^PSSJVUZ\S[V[OLYPUZ[P[\[PVUZPMHU`ZOVY[MHSSPZPKLU[PÄLK9LN\SH[PVUZTHKL\UKLY[OL(J[HSZVOH]L
PTWSPJH[PVUZMVYKVPUNI\ZPULZZHUKYLX\PYLJVUZ\S[H[PVU9LN\SH[PVUVM[OL7L[YVSL\T3PX\LÄLK7L[YVSL\T.HZ
9\SLZ.5MVYL_HTWSLWYV]PKLZ[OH[PUYLZWLJ[[VPUZWLJ[PVUVM37.,<>9(ZOHSSJVUÄULP[ZLSM[VX\HSP[`
and WMA will deal with quantity issue only.
It is apparent that the drafting style of the EUWRA Act is an innovation that seeks to ensure overlaps that have an
HK]LYZLULNH[P]LLќLJ[VUKVPUNI\ZPULZZPU[OLJV\U[Y`HYLV]LYJVTL0U[OPZYLZWLJ[[OPZ(J[WYV]PKLZHNVVK
example that should be emulated in drafting legislation for other Regulatory Agencies.
On inspection issues, TBS not only has the power to set standards but it also has the power to inspect compliance
of standards it has set (Sections 4(1) (k) and 24). Similarly some sector regulatory Authorities have been empowered
by their establishing Acts to monitor quality and standards of products and services. For example section 5(1) (h) of
Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority Act Cap. 219 empower the TFDA to inspect standards.
The practice of making cross-reference to other laws seems not to be clearly understood by enforcers and the
JVVYKPUH[PVULU]PZHNLKI`[OLSH^ZLZ[HISPZOPUN;):HUKV[OLYZLJ[VYZYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZPZUV[KVULLќLJ[P]LS`;OPZ
SLH]LZYVVTMVYWV[LU[PHSHI\ZLHUKKPZJYL[PVUHY`WYHJ[PJLI`ZVTLVѝJPHSZHUKKVLZUV[H\N\Y^LSSMVYHULUHISPUN
business environment.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

TBS, in collaboration with other regulators, should set all standards (as it is currently done). While TBS maintains
its supremacy in standards and could invoke inspections under special circumstances, TBS should recognize
compliance enforcement of the set standards by other regulators such as WMA, EWURA, TFDA, etc. in order to
avoid overlaps. That is, TBS should set all standards and other regulators should regulate the compliance of those
standards in areas where they have mandate under their respective laws to implement this recommendation
requires time as other agencies build capacity parallel to that of TBS.

•

Improve coordination amongst licensing agencies so as to have a unified inspections and avoid conflicting
recommendations from the regulators. For effective implementation, there should be a legally accepted modality
whereby the outcomes of one agency’s inspection results are acknowledged and accepted by other agencies,
unless for high risk cases and where further confirmation of the results is necessary.

•

Use of single window in making payments: In case multiple visits are required then fees could be charged by only
one agency and shared by the rest as per agreement. It is feasible in some cases that one regulator could charge
on behalf of others and revenues be shared accordingly. This could be done by submitting a single invoice to
the business units. The current practice, for instance in oil importation, is that EWURA, TBS and other regulators
involved submitting separate invoices to the businesses thereby causing problems and time wasting.

•

TBS Board to use its power granted under section 23 of the Standard Act to appoint officers of regulatory
authorities as inspectors for the purpose of the Standards Act. The use of regulatory Authorities inspectors will
eliminate complains from business community concerning multiple inspections.

3.2.5. Migration and Labor Regulations
Other area of cross-cutting regulatory issues that has raised concerns are those emanating from the immigration and
labor sectors. There have been complaints from a cross-section of investors that the provisions of the Immigration
Act and those of laws regulating labor and employment have overlaps which pose challenges to doing business in
the country. Some highlights on the law regulating immigration and labor matters are presented below to illustrate the
case.
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Immigration Act, No.7/1995 (as amended by the Immigration
(Amendment) Act No. 8/2005
The provisions of the Immigration Act are relevant to doing business in relation to foreigners who seek work and
residence permits. The Act provides for the control of immigration in the United Republic of Tanzania. It applies to
Tanzania Zanzibar and Mainland Tanzania. The Act applies to Non-citizens (in relation to any category or descriptions).
But these may also be exempted from all or any of the provisions of the Act by Regulations made by the Minister (See
ZLJ[PVU0TTPNYH[PVUVѝJLYZOH]LILLUNP]LUWV^LYZ[VHTVUNV[OLY[OPUNZTVUP[VYLU[Y`HUKL_P[VMTPNYHU[ZHUK
facilitate and manage movement of foreigners wishing to enter, stay and reside in the country. They have also been
vested with powers of arresting without warrant, detaining, search, seize of any person or anything.

One of the conditions for entry and residence for foreigners intending to reside in the United Republic of Tanzania for
investment, business, employment or any other legal activity is a Residence Permit (Sections 28 - 40). Accordingly,
there are 3 classes of residence permits issued for any period not exceeding 3 years renewable for any period not
exceeding two years.

Any person who wishes to employ or engage a non-citizen in any occupation in Tanzania should apply for a work permit
to the Labor Commissioner prior to the entry. Work Permits are issued at the Labor Division of the Ministry responsible
MVY3HIVYHUK,TWSV`TLU[;OL+P]PZPVUPZTHUKH[LK[VVќLY[OLWLYTP[I`[OL5VU*P[PaLUZ,TWSV`TLU[9LN\SH[PVU
Act (2015). After obtaining a Work Permit a non-citizen is required to apply for a resident permit from the Directorate
of Immigration Services.

Non-Citizen (Employment Regulation) Act No.1/2015
This Act seeks to regulate employment and engagement of non-citizens in Mainland Tanzania. Its underlying objective
PZ[VLZ[HISPZOHVUL:[VW*LU[LYMVYPZZ\HUJLVM^VYRWLYTP[Z)LMVYL[OLLUHJ[TLU[VM[OPZSH^KPќLYLU[SH^ZNH]L
WV^LYZ[VKPќLYLU[(\[OVYP[PLZ[VNYHU[^VYRWLYTP[ZHUK[OPZ^HZ[OLJH\ZLVMJVUJLYUMVYI\ZPULZZLU[P[PLZ,_HTWSLZ
of laws whose provisions overlapped were the Immigration Act no. 7 of 1995, Education Act, Tanzania Investment Act,
Business and License Act and The Refugee Act. Initially Residence permits were used as work permits as there was
no document called Work Permit. The Act vests powers to the Labor Commissioner to issue and cancel work permits
HUKWYVJLZZL_LTW[PVUZMVY[OLZHTL:LJ[PVU:LJ[PVUVM[OPZ(J[WYV]PKLZMVYºH\[OVYPaLKVѝJLYZ»;OLZLPUJS\KL
SHIVYVѝJLYZWVSPJLVѝJLYZPTTPNYH[PVUVѝJLYZ^OVHYLMVY[OLW\YWVZLZVM[OPZ(J[HYL[VL_LYJPZLWV^LYZHUK
KPZJOHYNLK\[PLZJVUMLYYLK[VH\[OVYPaLKVѝJLYZPU[OL(J[3HIV\Y6ѝJLYZPUJVSSHIVYH[PVU^P[OV[OLY7\ISPJ6ѝJLYZ
as the case may be, may enter and inspect any places of employment on matters related to work Permit. Under
the current Act, investors’ work permits is for a period of 10 years and may be extended if proved the investment is
contributing to the economy and well being of Tanzanians. The criteria for assessing performance of the investment
are however not clearly set.
-\Y[OLY[V[OH[HU\TILYVMJVUJLYUZYLSH[PUN[V[OLWV^LYZVMH\[OVYPaLKVѝJLYZOH]LILLUYHPZLKI`ZVTLYLN\SH[VY`
HNLUJPLZHZ^LSSHZ[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VY/V^L]LY]PL^ZVMYLWYLZLU[H[P]LZMYVT[OL[^VVѝJLZPLPTTPNYH[PVUHUK
labor departments) indicate a considerable degree of consistency. This is contrary to some of concerns as perceived
by both the regulators and business community. The main concerns are:
i.

+\WSPJH[P]L9VSLZPU0UZWLJ[PVUVM>VYR7LYTP[Z

(ZUV[LKHIV]L[OL5VU*P[PaLUZ,TWSV`TLU[9LN\SH[PVU(J[LTWV^LYZPTTPNYH[PVUVѝJLYZWVSPJLVѝJLYZHUK
SHIVYVѝJLYZ[VPUZWLJ[[OL^VYRWLYTP[Z»Z[H[\ZVM[OLMVYLPNU^VYRLYZ/V^L]LYP[KVLZUV[Z[PW\SH[LHU`IV\UKHYPLZ
YLNHYKPUN[OLJPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ\UKLY^OPJOLHJOVULVM[OLZLVѝJLYZZOV\SKNV[VPUZWLJ[(ZHYLZ\S[LHJOPUZ[P[\[PVU
goes to business premises to inspect at the time and day of its choice. This practice, according to stakeholders,
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leads to wastage of time and disturbance to the workers and the employer. Although the Act provides that, the
¸3HIVY6ѝJLYZ¹PUJVSSHIVYH[PVU^P[OV[OLY7\ISPJ6ѝJLYZHZ[OLJHZLTH`ILTH`LU[LYHUKPUZWLJ[HU`WSHJLZVM
employment on matters related to work Permit”, it has been argued that in practice there is no coordination.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Amend the law to give the routine work permit inspection mandate to only one agency (the labor officer) and
whenever there is lack of personnel from the labor office to administer the inspection, the regulation should (in
such circumstance) allow either immigration officers or police officers to be used for such purpose, but not both.
Emergency inspection needs strengthened coordination of the three enforcers – the Police force, Immigration
office and Labor office.

ii.

:PNUPMPJHU[PUJYLHZLPU[OLMLLZHZZVJPH[LK^P[OYLZPKLUJLHUK^VYRWLYTP[ZHZHYLZ\S[VMZWSP[[PUN[OL
[^VHWWSPJH[PVUZ

The total amount of fees required to process both residence and work permits have increased from USD 2,000 to a
range of USD 2500-3000 per head for two years, depending on the type of permit. This is an outcome of splitting,
as both residence and work permits were previously applied and paid jointly at one window at the rate of only USD
2000. The concerns raised by stakeholders in this area include a major increase in the costs of permits, especially
for businesses with a sizable number of foreign employees. It has been noted that this high permit cost is evident
when compared to the rates applicable in neighboring countries such as Kenya and Rwanda, where acquiring both a
residence and a work permit similar to that of class C in Tanzania costs KSHS 200,000 only (i.e. USD 1932) per person
for two years and FRW 100,000 (i.e. USD 121.3) per person for 3 years, respectively.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
%
iii.

Rationalize and harmonizethe Work/Residence permit fees in order to reduce the cost of doing business.
*VUMSPJ[PUNNLVNYHWOPJHSYLZ[YPJ[PVUZIL[^LLU^VYRWLYTP[ZHUKYLZPKLUJLWLYTP[Z

Complaints in this area relate to the apparent restrictions contained in work and residence permits. It has been noted
[OH[ ^OPSL YLZPKLUJL WLYTP[Z PZZ\LK [V MVYLPNU ^VYRLYZ YLZ[YPJ[ [OLPY TV]LTLU[Z [V WYLZWLJPÄLK YLNPVUZ ^P[OPU [OL
country (where the main business activity resides), work permits allow them to work in any region in Tanzania. The
current arrangement implies that an employee working for a company with several branches across regions may need
KPќLYLU[YLZPKLUJLWLYTP[Z[VTV]LMYVTVUL[VHUV[OLYIYHUJOVM[OLZHTLI\ZPULZZ
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Harmonize the conditions for the two permits so as to allow their validity throughout the country.

•

Introduce an E-migration system to centrally capture migration registrations.

iv.

;OL\ZLHUKSLNP[PTHJ`VM[OL)\ZPULZZ7HZZ=PZH[LTWVYHY`^VYRWLYTP[Z

The Immigration Department issues temporary work permits to foreigners who will stay in the country for a period not
exceeding three months. However, while the Labor Division holds that it recognizes the permit, there are complaints
MYVTI\ZPULZZJVTT\UP[`[OH[[OL+P]PZPVUKVLZUV[;OPZOHZJH\ZLKZPNUPÄJHU[KPZ[\YIHUJLZHUKPUZVTLJHZLZ
JOHVZHZSHIVYVѝJLYZHYYLZ[LKMVYLPNU^VYRLYZHUKPU]LZ[VYZ^OVWVZZLZZ[OLZLWLYTP[Z
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
%

Amend the legislation to remove the conflict so that the permit is legally recognized by the labor office.
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v.

+LSH`ZPU7YVJLZZPUN>VYRHUK9LZPKLUJL7LYTP[Z

There is a general concern among a cross section of foreign investors (see the European Union Business Group,
EUBG, 2017) that it usually takes a relatively longer period between the application of a work permit and its issuance
(up to two months). The situation is even worse when it comes to the renewal of the permits when the relevant
employees are still within the country. The Non-Citizens (Employment Regulations) Act does not place a ceiling on the
duration it should take to issue permits from the date an application is made. It has been pointed out that the process
of amending the Regulations is on- going where non-citizens will be allowed to apply for renewal of work permits 60
days before the expiry date and permit be issued within 14 days of the submission of application.
On the other hand, it is unclear to the applicants whether those who seek renewal of their permits should remain in or
leave the country as they wait for response. This certainly causes great inconveniences on the part of foreign workers
when they meet permit inspectors. It was also observed that under the current set-up of the law, an applicant could be
issued with a work permit but denied a residence permit (by invoking the public interest criteria). Consequently, there
is no guarantee for getting a residence permit even after an applicant hasbeen issued a work permit.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
%

The legislation should be amended to clarify on the time it should take to issue permits upon submission of an
application form. The amendment should also allow renewal applications to be submitted from within Tanzania and
a clarification be made on the legal status of applicants whose applications for renewal are pending.

 :VJPHS:LJ\YP[`HUK3HIVY0ZZ\LZ
Issues relating to Social Security Schemes and related labor have also been a concern from stakeholders in the
business sector in Tanzania, especially the private sector. PMO-LYED (Social Security Division) and Social Security
Regulatory Authority (SSRA) are the main units in charge of regulating social security issues in Tanzania. Employers
and employees are required to be registered with the Pension Fund Scheme according to the SSRA Act, 2008 (as
amended). The Act provides that it is the right of employees to choose the mandatory Scheme under which they shall
be registered. At the time we started to draft this Blueprint, there were six pension Schemes operating in Tanzania.
These are: LAPF; National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF); National Social Security Fund (NSSF); PPF Pension Fund;
7\ISPJ:LY]PJL7LUZPVU-\UK7:7-".,7-9L[PYLTLU[)LULÄ[Z-\UK;OL:JOLTLZHYLLZ[HISPZOLKI`KPќLYLU[SH^Z
with independent mandates. The social security regime is regulated by the following main legislation:
1. Social Security (Regulatory Authority) Act, 2008;
2. Social Security Regulations, 2009;
3. PPF Pensions Fund Act, 1978;
4. National Social Security Fund Act, 1997;
5. Public Service Pensions Fund Act, 1999;
6. GEPF Retirement Benefits Fund Act, 2013;
7. LAPF Pension Fund Act, 2006; and
8. National Health Insurance Act, 1999.
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Regulatory Challenges
i.

4\S[PWSPJP[`VM7LUZPVU:JOLTLZ

It was been noted that the Social Security sector of Tanzania was multiplicity of the schemes, uncoordinated visitations
PUZWLJ[VYZHUKÄSPUNYLTP[HUJLZ
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
%

Coordinate all Social Security Schemes under one Ministry with the exception of NHIF, which should remain under
the Ministry responsible for Health.

%

Review the Social Security Policies and Laws.

%

Merge the Schemes to two main Funds: one for the Private Sector and another for the Public sector.

%

Centralize and automate employers’ registration and remittance of contribution collections.

%

Harmonize deduction rates among all social security schemes (if all schemes have to exist).

:PNUPÄJHU[WYVNYLZZOHZILLUTHKLPUSPUL^P[O[OLZLYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ;OL7\ISPJ:LY]PJL:VJPHS:LJ\YP[`(J[
has been enacted. The new Act seeks to merge all pension funds to have only two, namely the Public Service Social
Security Fund (PSSSF) and the National Social Security Fund (NSSF), to cater for the public and private sectors
ii.

+\WSPJH[PVU VM 9LNPZ[YH[PVU 9LX\PYLTLU[Z! ::9( HUK )9,3( HUK ;HUaHUPH ,TWSV`TLU[ :LY]PJLZ
(NLUJ`;(,:(HUK)9,3(

By the time of drafting the Blueprint, it was noted that the Data systems of the two agencies are not synchronized/
do not interface causing duplications to businessmen. The SSRA requirements needed for registering a company/
employer are almost the same as those of BRELA. Since BRELA, by construction, has better access to company’s
information, and given that all companies must be registered by BRELA, there is a possibility for SSRA to obtain
relevant information from the BRELA database thereby reducing costs to the private sector.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
%

Synchronize/allow interface between the data systems of the two agencies (SSRA and BRELA) to reduce
duplications in documentation requirements

%

Harmonize the procedure so that company registration is done by a single agency and the Labor Division is
provided with relevant information for regulation purposes.

By the time of the Blueprint gets approved, important steps have been taken in line with these recommendations.
The Government has established the BRELA Online Business Name Registration System (OBRS), which allows
registration of Business Names using computer or mobile phones or tablets connected to the Internet. The
system allows integration of databases with other regulators, e.g. TRA and NIDA.
iii.

,_JS\ZPVUVM0UMVYTHS:LJ[VYPU:JOLTLZ

;OLRL`JOHSSLUNLMHJLKI`[OL::9(PU[OLJV\YZLVML_LJ\[PUNP[ZM\UJ[PVUZPZPKLU[PÄJH[PVUVM[OLI\ZPULZZWLYZVUZ
given the size of informal sector of the country, which currently has a labor force of more than 20 million people.
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SSRA must create a conducive environment to enable those employed in the informal sector to join mandatory
Schemes. This can be done by, among other ways, amending the law and establishing a centralized payment system
that will take care of the needs of this sector. For example, registration cards and contributions remittances (statements)
from Social Security Funds could be used during renewing of business licenses.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
%

Create a conducive environment to encourage employees in the informal sector to join the Schemes.

%

Amend Sect 31 of SSRA Act, 2008, Cap. 135, R.E. 2015 to allow Informal Sector into Schemes.

%

Establish a centralized payments system to engage informal sector groups.

iv.

Labor and Employment Issues

(S[OV\NOJVUJLY[LKLќVY[ZOH]LILLUTHKL[VLUHISL[OLSHIVYHUKLTWSV`TLU[YLN\SH[VY`YLNPTLVM;HUaHUPHJVTWS`
with international standards such as those of the International Labor Organization (ILO), concerns have been raised by
the private sector in some areas. A good example is the requirement that employers pay employees who have been
nominated to represent others in the Workers Unions. Issues relating to payment of workers’ insurance and social
security have also been raised. The private sector views the Workers Compensation Fund (WCF) as a mechanism for
providing insurance cover for work related accidents for government and private sector employees. The concern here
is that some of the compulsory contributory Schemes have similar packages.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
%
v.

Amend the relevant laws to put in place a system which aligns WCF with other workers’ contributions.
7YP]H[L,TWSV`TLU[(NLUJPLZ

Agencies dealing with employment services have also raised concerns on the multiple charges they face when it
comes to registration of companies. While they are required to obtain BRELA business licenses they are also supposed
to obtain licenses from the Labor Division. To this group, this procedure is duplicative and costly.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
%

Harmonize the procedure. BRELA should issue the licenses and the Labor Division should then identify the
registered agencies at no charge.

 6JJ\WH[PVUHS:HML[`HUK/LHS[O(NLUJ`6:/(
Health and safety of all workers in any country are key factors for their well being and are necessary for improving
productivity. It is therefore the responsibility of the government, employers and workers to ensure that all workspaces
are safe and in healthy state. To ensure that this happens, governments puts in place regulations to ensure that
workers are protected from well-known traditional work hazards as well as new hazards associated with modern
technology, nano-technology, and manufactured nano-materials, biological risks and biotechnology, chemical risks,
new organization of work and psychological stress. In Tanzania, the regulatory role in respect of these hazards is the
Occupational Health and Safety Agency (OSHA), which is established by the Occupational Health and Safety Act Cap.
297. A brief highlight of some of the provisions of this Act helps to provide a useful background to the discussion that
follows.
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Occupational Health and Safety Act, Cap. 297
This Act mandates OSHA with the task of overseeing and improving occupational health and safety practices for the
well being of workers at factories and other work places in order to reduce accidents and occupational diseases. It
covers workers in all sectors, including those in the public sector and in local government authorities. It is in this regard
that the functions of OSHA have a direct bearing on doing business in the country.
Sections 4 to 14 of the Act specify the powers and functions of OSHA. These are overseen by the Chief Inspector and
V[OLYVѝJPHSZHWWVPU[LKPUHJJVYKHUJL^P[O[OL provisions of the Act. The functions include:
%

Keeping record of publications on health and safety standards which are incorporated in the Regulations, Rules
or Orders,

%

Keeping record of amendments or substitution of any health and safety standard so published; and

%

Inspecting health and safety in workplaces.

;OL*OPLM0UZWLJ[VYTH`KLSLNH[LHU`WV^LYJVUMLYYLK\WVUOPTI`[OL(J[[VHU`VѝJLYVYH\[OVYPaLHU`Z\JOVѝJLY
to perform any duty assigned to him by the Act. The Chief inspector may also designate any person as an inspector to
perform, subject to the control and directions of the Chief Inspector, any or all of the functions assigned to an inspector
by the Act.

Due to the nature of its activities, the functions of OSHA inevitably overlap with those of other Regulatory Agencies
especially since health and welfare issues transcend a number of sectors, including those dealing with construction,
commerce, agriculture, hazardous materials and chemicals. Overlaps with authorities such as TBS, NEMC, TPRI, Fire
and Rescue, AEA and TFDA are inevitable.
(SZV[OLHIPSP[`[VLќLJ[P]LS`WLYMVYTP[ZM\UJ[PVUZ[OYV\NOV\[[OLLU[PYLJV\U[Y`PZSPTP[LKI`PUHKLX\H[LPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL
MHJPSP[PLZHUKPUZ\ѝJPLU[O\THUHUKÄUHUJPHSYLZV\YJLZ0[PZPU[OPZJVU[L_[[OLYLMVYL[OH[ZLJ[PVUVM[OL(J[THRLZ
HWYV]PZPVUMVY[OL4PUPZ[LY[VKLSLNH[L[OLM\UJ[PVUZVM6:/([VHU`VѝJLYVY3.(
A number of Regulations have been promulgated under the law establishing OSHA. These include the Occupational
Safety and Health Services (Vehicles Under Pressure) Regulations, GN 274/2016; Occupational Safety and Health
5V[PÄJH[PVUVM6JJ\WH[PVUHS+PZLHZLZ0UQ\YPLZHUK+HUNLYV\Z6JJ\YYLUJLZ9\SLZ.5HUK[OL6JJ\WH[PVUHS
Safety and Health (General Administrative) Rules GN 149/2015.
Legislative provisions and Regulations in other sectors/Ministries also have made reference to OSHA directly or
indirectly. These include the following:
;OL;YVWPJHS7LZ[PJPKLZ9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L;790(J[
The Tropical Pesticides Research Institute (TPRI) established under the above Act are overseen by the Ministry of
responsible for agriculture. The Act empowers TPRI to:
%

Regulate/control all pesticides related activities such as registration, importation, formulation, distribution /
transportation, labeling, packaging, safe handling, use storage and disposal;

%

Conduct pesticides residues analysis in foods, animal feed and in the environment; and

%

Certify pest controllers, pesticide retailers, fumigators and formulators.
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;OL([VTPJ,ULYN`(J[
The Atomic Energy Act is administered by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology. The Act makes provision
for the control of radioactive materials, radiation devices and for other matters related to the protection of persons from
harm resulting from ionizing radiation. It empowers the Radiation Commission to:
%

Advise or provide information to the government on the proper use of ionizing radiation in the light of current
available knowledge, its possible hazardous effects and methods necessary for enhancing protection of the public;

%

Control the importation, movement and use of radiation plants, installations and materials;

%

Consider applications for and grant licenses to persons intending to import or use atomic or other radioactive
plants, installations or materials; and

%

Maintain a register or registers of importers, users, and operators of nuclear or other radioactive plants, installations,
apparatuses or other radioactive materials.

4PUPUN(J[
Regulations that have a bearing on OSHAs functions that have been made under the Mining Act of 1998 are administered
by the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources to control and regulate all OSHA activities in the mining sector.
-PYLHUK9LZJ\L:LY]PJLZ(J[
;OL-PYLHUK9LZJ\L:LY]PJLZ(J[PZHKTPUPZ[LYLKI`[OL4PUPZ[Y`VM/VTL(ќHPYZ;OL(J[WYV]PKLZMVYHTVUNV[OLY
[OPUNZTHUHNLTLU[VMÄYLHJJPKLU[ZHUKJVU[YVSYLZJ\LZLY]PJLZHUKKPZHZ[LYWYL]LU[PVU;OLZLOH]LHKPYLJ[ILHYPUN
on the functions performed by OSHA.
7OHYTHJL\[PJHSZHUK7VPZVUZ(J[
Pharmaceuticals and Poisons Act is under the Ministry of Health. This Act regulates and controls the sell, manufacturing
and importation of pharmaceutical products. It empowers the Board to oversee activities that also fall under OSHAs
mandate. These include: %

Control of registration, manufacturing; importation, exportation, distribution, transport, labeling, packaging,
storage, sale and use of all pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical products

%

Prohibiting, whenever required, the misuse of products containing poisons listed in Section 33 of the Act.

%

Registering pharmacists.

0UK\Z[YPHSHUK*VUZ\TLY*OLTPJHSZ4HUHNLTLU[HUK*VU[YVS(J[
This Act provides for the management and control of the production, importation, transportation exportation, storage,
dealing and disposal of chemicals and for matters connected therewith. It is administered by the Government Chemist
Laboratory Agency.
(ZUV[LKHIV]LK\L[V[OLKP]LYZP[`VMHYLHZ[OH[HќLJ[OLHS[OHUKZHML[`PU^VYRWSHJLZHUK[OLMHJ[[OH[[OLHYLH
which OSHA is supposed to cover is huge, other authorities perform functions that are under the charge of OSHA
as authorized by the law establishing them. For instance, health and safety issues in the mining sector are currently
attended by inspectors from the Ministry responsible for minerals.
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Regulatory Issues
i.

6]LYSHWZ!6:/(HUKV[OLY(NLUJPLZ

As shown in the above analysis while some aspects regulated by OSHA are unique, there are several others which
are similar to what other regulatory agencies regulate. A case in point is premise inspections. In the dairy sub-sector,
FDA, TDB, TBS, inspect to ensure that buildings / premises / processing are maintained in an environment that is safe
for processing food. While there is coordination between FIRE, TFDA and LGA/TDB, OSHA conducts inspections
separately from these others organs. In order to minimize the burden to the private sector, the overlaps between
mandates of institutions should be rationalized with the view of minimizing them.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ!
%

Harmonization and consolidation of OSHA inspection and other regulatory agencies should be explored. This
would include MoU to allow the report of the lead regulatory agency be recognized and accepted by the rest of
the related regulatory agencies.

%

The respective agencies should ensure effective coordination of inspections in areas, which cannot be consolidated.

ii.

OSHA Fees and Charges

One of the areas of major misgivings among the private sector stakeholders concerns the fees and charges for services
VќLYLKI`6:/(;OLJSHPTPZ[OH[[OLMLLZHYLVU[OLOPNOZPKLYLSH[P]L[V[OLZJHSLHUKUH[\YLVM[OLYLZWLJ[P]L
I\ZPULZZLZ0[PZMVYPUZ[HUJLUV[LK[OH[6:/(PZZ\LZJLY[PÄJH[LZVM,SLJ[YPJHS:HML[`0UZWLJ[PVU^OPJOPZHZZVJPH[LK
with charges for services such as Polarity test per point – 50,000/; Continuity test per point – 50,000/=; Earth
9LZPZ[HUJL[LZ[WLYWVPU[¶$"0UZ\SH[PVU;LZ[WLYWVPU[¶$",SLJ[YVTHNUL[PJÄLSK[LZ[$;OL
thrust of the complaint is that of high amount of fees and the cost in terms of time
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

OSHA should revise the charges and fees in collaboration with key stakeholders to reflect the operational costs
and regional patterns and trends.

•

Some of the compliance certificates issued, e.g. Certificate of Electrical Safety Inspection, should be consolidated
with others in the compliance license.

iii.

7YVJLZZLZMVY6I[HPUPUN6:/(7LYTP[ZHUK*LY[PMPJH[LZ

:[HRLOVSKLYZ JVUZPKLY [OL WYVJLZZ VM VI[HPUPUN 6:/( JLY[PÄJH[LZ WLYTP[Z HUK YLNPZ[YH[PVUZ [V IL \UULJLZZHYPS`
SLUN[O`0[OHZILLUVIZLY]LKMVYPUZ[HUJL[OH[PUVYKLY[VVI[HPUHJLY[PÄJH[LVMYLNPZ[YH[PVUMYVT6:/([OLPU]LZ[VY
^PSS IL LUNHNLK PU V]LY MV\Y WYVJLK\YLZ" Ä]L WYVJLK\YLZ [V VI[HPU H ^VYRWSHJL PUZWLJ[PVU 9LWVY[*LY[PÄJH[L" Ä]L
WYVJLK\YLZ[VVI[HPU4LKPJHSL_HTPUH[PVUYLWVY[Z"Ä]LWYVJLK\YLZ[VVI[HPUÄYZ[HPKJLY[PÄJH[LZMVYLTWSV`LLZ"Ä]L
WYVJLK\YLZ[VVI[HPU[OL6:/([YHPUPUN*LY[PÄJH[L"HUK[^VWYVJLK\YLZ[VVI[HPUH*LY[PÄJH[LVM*VTWSPHUJL^OPJO
is required by the TIC. It is argued, from the private sector perspective that it takes between 62 - 225 days to complete
all these steps/procedures.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

The use of ICT could simplify the procedures. It is recommended that application, submission and certification
be done online only.
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 -PYLHUK9LZJ\L-VYJL-9-

-PYLWYL]LU[PVUHUKWYV[LJ[PVUWSH`H]P[HSYVSLPUYLK\JPUN[OLPUJPKLUJLVMÄYLHUKHZZVJPH[LKKLH[OZHUKPUQ\YPLZIV[O
in domestic and commercial premises. Accordingly, Tanzania has a Fire and Rescue Force, which was established by
[OL-PYLHUK9LZJ\L(J[*(7[VV]LYZLLTH[[LYZYLSH[LK[VÄYLWYL]LU[PVUHUKWYV[LJ[PVU;OL(J[PZVWLYH[PVUHSPaLK
]PH[OL-PYLHUK9LZJ\L-VYJL:HML[`0UZWLJ[PVUZHUK*LY[PÄJH[LZ(TLUKTLU[9LN\SH[PVUZVM^OPJONP]L
[OL-9-THUKH[LZ[VWYL]LU[HUKJVU[YVSÄYLYPZRZHUKLUZ\YL[OLZHML[`VMOV\ZLOVSKZLU[LYWYPZLZHUK[OLNLULYHS
public. As noted above in the discussion relating to OSHA, there are considerable overlaps between OSHA and FRF.
%

-9-+LSP]LY`*HWHJP[`9LN\SH[VY`:LY]PJLZ*OHYNLZHUK-LLZ

;OL -9- 9LN\SH[PVUZ  YHPZLK ZPNUPÄJHU[S` [OL HUU\HS JVU[YPI\[PVUZ PUZWLJ[PVU MLLZ HUK [YHPUPUN JVZ[Z
paid to FRF, allegedly without any consultation with the business community. The increase in costs reduces the
JVTWL[P[P]LULZZVM[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYHUKWYVÄ[HIPSP[`VMLU[LYWYPZLZ4VYLV]LY[OLYLHYLJVUJLYUZ[OH[[OLMLLZHYL
charged even before FRF produce the inspection Report.
)LZPKLZ[OLPUJYLHZLPUMLLZ-9-PZJOHYHJ[LYPaLKI`ZL]LYHS^LHRULZZLZ^OPJOTHRLP[ULJLZZHY`MVYTVZ[ÄYLYLZJ\L
operations to be undertaken by the private sector. The main weaknesses are delays in responding to disasters and
ÄYLZ" PUHKLX\H[L ÄYLÄNO[PUN LX\PWTLU[ HUK [LJOUVSVN`" PUHKLX\H[L ZLY]PJLZ WHY[S` K\L [V I\YLH\JYHJ` HUK WVVY
JVTT\UPJH[PVUIL[^LLU-9-HUKLU[LYWYPZLZ"PUZ\ѝJPLU[O\THUYLZV\YJLZ"HUKT\S[PWSPJP[`VMMLLZJOHYNLKI`V[OLY
regulators.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Consider revising the level of inspection fees including introduction of performance-based charges in consultation
with the stakeholders.

•

Build the capacity of FRF to enable it to respond to incidences of fire and other rescue missions in good time.

•

Amend the law to provide for joint inspections between FRF and OSHA on fire related matters.

3.2  5H[PVUHS,U]PYVUTLU[4HUHNLTLU[*V\UJPS5,4*
The Environment Management Act (EMA) Cap. 191 establishes the National Environment Management Council
(NEMC).
EMA provides a legal and institutional framework for sustainable management of the environment,
prevention and control of pollution, waste management, environmental quality standards, public participation, and
enforcement of environmental quality regulations. The law gives power to NEMC to undertake reviews and monitoring
of environmental impacts assessments, research, facilitation of public participation in environmental decision-making,
raising environmental awareness and collection and disseminate of environmental information.
Regulatory Issues
EMA’s requirements related to Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) provide for procedures to be complied with
I`I\ZPULZZLZILMVYL[OL`JVTTLUJLVWLYH[PVUZ)\ZPULZZ^PSSILYLX\PYLK[VÄUHUJL[OL,0(^OPJOPZYL]PL^LKI`
NEMC. Prior to the review, NEMC and key stakeholders from other sectors (depending on the type of project) may
]PZP[[OLWYVWVZLKZP[LMVY]LYPÄJH[PVUVMPZZ\LZYHPZLKK\YPUN,0(HUKJVUÄYTH[PVUVMZ[HRLOVSKLYJVUZ\S[H[PVUH[[OL
proponent’s costs (transport arrangements to be done by the Developer).The following are the issues which negatively
HќLJ[[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYPUYLSH[PVU[V[OL,0(WYVJLZZPUNLULYHS!
•
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Sector specific environment requirements overlap with NEMC requirements. Even though EMA relates with
other sector laws, in operation NEMC does not recognize approvals issued by sector regulatory agencies. For
instance, the Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) approved by the Commissioner for Mining is not recognized
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by NEMC. Furthermore, the EIA process is not clearly sequenced among other sectoral regulations.
•

Even though the procedures for carrying out environmental impact assessment and environmental audit clearly
set the timeframe, the practice is characterized by excessive delays in processing EIA certificates; and

•

Unjustifiably high fees charged for EIA, which are expressed as percentage of project investment costs. The
fines are also high.
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3.2.10. Land and Human Settlement
Land is one of the most important cross cutting factors in life. It is a crucial aspect of the national economy as well as
MVYZVJPHSSPML+\L[VP[ZPTWVY[HUJL[OLYLHYPZLZ[OLULLKMVYP[[VILTHUHNLKHUKYLN\SH[LKLќLJ[P]LS`6[OLY^PZLP[
is one of the most dangerous factors of destruction to both the economy and life in general (human and livestock) if it
is not well managed and regulated.
Due to its cross cutting nature, land is governed by several laws but the main laws are the Land Act 1999, Cap. 113
HUK[OL=PSSHNL3HUK(J[*HW6[OLYZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJSLNPZSH[P]LLUHJ[TLU[ZYLN\SH[PUNHNYPJ\S[\YL[V\YPZTHUK
UH[\YLÅVYHHUKMH\UHJVUZ[Y\J[PVUI\PSKPUNZYVHKZL[JTPUPUNO\THUZL[[SLTLU[L[JHSSOH]LHKPYLJ[ILHYPUN
on land governance and regulation at the national and local levels.
The multiplicity of laws governing land and the activities related thereto has been a concern for many businesses. This
has sometimes resulted in confusion and duplication, thus causing resource wastage (time and money). For example
(i) Annual Land Rent vs. Annual Mining Rights fee in some areas; (ii) Environment Management Act vs. Land Act; (iii)
Tanroads Act vs. Land Act; (iv) Company Act vs. Land Act; (v) Planning Laws at the LGA level.
;OLJOHSSLUNLZJHUILJSHZZPÄLKPU[VMV\YIYVHKJH[LNVYPLZ;OVZLYLSH[LK[VSHUKYPNO[ZYPNO[VMVJJ\WHUJ`YLHKPS`
available land for businesses and investment, expansion of town to rural areas and duplication of land rent.
%

Land Tenure

A cross section of stakeholders view the country’s land ownership regime as discriminatory as non-citizens are not
allowed to own land by law except through the TIC. They have argued, using examples of other jurisdictions that this
Z[H[LVMHќHPYZKLWYP]LZ[OLJV\U[Y`VMLJVUVTPJHUKZVJPHSILULÄ[Z
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

There is a need for the government to engage the private sector to re-iterate the spirit, and the policy and
legislative framework behind the land law reforms that led to the present land tenure system.

i.

Availability of land for businesses and investment

There is a perception that when investors want land for investment, they are required to identify the land by themselves
and go through all processes to acquire such land at the LGA level and national level depending on the size of the land.
According to the business community, this process is cumbersome, resource consuming and sometimes frustrating.
It was noted that the current national initiatives require every region to set aside some hectors of land solely for the
purpose mentioned above, that is Special Economic Zones. Although not all regions have done so, steps taken by
ZVTLYLNPVUZZOV\SKILHWWSH\KLK6U[OLV[OLYOHUK[OYV\NOP[ZÄ]L`LHYZWSHUZHZ^LSSHZ`LHYS`WSHUZ40;0PZ
requesting funds for the establishment of “industrial parks” in which basic investment infrastructures can be built for
the purpose of facilitating investments in the country. Stakeholders noted that this initiative also needs to be supported
by the Government.
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
From the business and investment viewpoint, any investor would be attracted to invest in a country where there is
available land with basic infrastructure such as water, energy and functional roads (inlets and outlets). It is therefore
recommended that:
•

Land Bank(s) as well as zonal investable land, with basic infrastructure be established under TIC or EPZA, LGA land
for SMEs/Informal Sector or any other organ which the Government will deem fit. This needs close coordination
between MDAs responsible for land issues including the Ministries of Lands, LGAs, Natural Resources and the
AG;

•

MITI be supported financially by the Government in establishing “Industrial Parks”. )HHV WKDW JR ZLWK WKH
H[SDQVLRQRIWRZQWRUXUDODUHDV

There is an observation by some stakeholders, particularly those in the rural areas close to the cities regarding an
increase in land rent. Cities or municipalities are expanding to the areas which are used for agricultural production
whereby there is no land rent being paid by farmers and if there is any rent charged it is less than that charged in the
cities.
(Z [OL JP[PLZ VY T\UPJPWHSP[PLZ L_WHUK [OVZL MHYTZ HYL ILPUN VѝJPHSS` JVU]LY[LK PU[V OHIP[HISL WSV[Z ^OLYLI` [OL
applicable land rent is that of the city plots, which is normally higher than the previous one. This has become a great
JVUJLYU[VTHU`Z[HRLOVSKLYZLZWLJPHSS`[OVZL^OVHYLHќLJ[LKI`[OLPUJYLHZLPUSHUKJOHYNLZ
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

The Government should give proper notice, with sufficient time, to those who are to be affected before the
exercise is conducted. The government should also undertake awareness raising activities before conducting
the exercise.

ii.

+V\ISLHUU\HSJOHYNLVMSHUKPUTPUPUNHYLHZ

There is general concern on the part of investors in the mining sector regarding annual rents. Investors in the Mining
Sector are required by Land regulations/ Ministry of Lands and Human Settlement to pay annual land rent. At the
same time, by mining regulations, they are compelled to pay annual rent to the Ministry of Energy and Minerals. This is
perceived by investors to be duplicative, making investment cost unnecessarily high.
(WHY[MYVT[OPZÄUHUJPHSPZZ\LLUMVYJLTLU[VMJVTWSPHUJLPZHUV[OLYHZWLJ[[OH[PU]LZ[VYZOH]LJVTWSHPULKHIV\[
6ѝJPHSZMYVTIV[OZLJ[VYZJVUK\J[ZP[LPUZWLJ[PVUZ[VLUZ\YLJVTWSPHUJL^P[OYLN\SH[PVUZVUWH`TLU[VMHUU\HSYLU[
;V[OLT[OPZPZHUPULѝJPLU[^H`VMJHYY`PUNV\[[OLPYK\[PLZHUKP[JVZ[Z[OLPU]LZ[VYZ[PTLHUKTVUL`
0UZ\TTHY`[OLYLHYL[^VTHPUPZZ\LZPU]VS]LKOLYL;OLÄYZ[VULPZ[OLPZZ\LVM3HUK9PNO[^OPJOPZILPUNV]LYZLLU
by the Ministry of Lands and Human Settlement on the one hand and Mineral Right issue under the Ministries of Energy
and Minerals on the other.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
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•

Harmonize the two annual rents by amending the relevant laws.

•

Institute a coordination mechanism between the three ministries, that is, the Ministries if Lands and Human
Settlement, Energy and Minerals such that they can conduct inspection together.
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3.2.11. Tax Laws and Tax Administration
The tax reforms so far carried in Tanzania have been commendable in terms of design. However, frequent amendments
PUP[PH[LK MVY KPќLYLU[ HUK H[ [PTLZ JVUÅPJ[PUN TV[P]LZ LN YL]LU\L LUOHUJLTLU[ HNHPUZ[ PU]LZ[TLU[ HUK NYV^[O
motives, and at times by interest groups) have introduced substantial weaknesses in tax laws and tax administration.
These have led to inconsistence in policy intent, application and interpretation. Following are some of areas of concern:
P ;H_YLSPLMMVYWYVTV[PVUVMKVTLZ[PJPUK\Z[YPLZ
;OLYLOH]LILLULќVY[Z[VYLK\JLVYYHPZL[H_YH[LZPUVYKLY[VWYVTV[LZVTLKVTLZ[PJPUK\Z[YPLZ-VYPUZ[HUJL[OL
raw material for making animal feed such as sardines, cow bones, cow blood, and maize are exempted from VAT.
/V^L]LYJV[[VUZ\UÅV^LYHUKZV`HTLHSZTHZO\K\^OPJOHYLHSZVYH^TH[LYPHSZMVYHUPTHSMLLKWYVK\J[PVUHYL
subject to VAT. Nevertheless, both sets of raw materials have strong backward linkages to agriculture and part of
the agro-process, which is one of the national priority sectors for industrialization. In addition, small-scale domestic
processors do not have input VAT because they buy from small-scale farmers, who are VAT registered. This tends to
YLK\JL[OLPYJVTWL[P[P]LHK]HU[HNLZPUYLSH[PVU[V[OVZL^OPJOWYVJ\YLKMYVT=(;ÄYTZ
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

TRA should rationalize VAT treatment for raw materials with a view to promoting domestic industries and enhanced
industrial inter-linkage and value addition.

PP (WWSPJH[PVUVM0UKPJH[P]L7YPJLZMVY0TWVY[Z
The application of indicative prices for imports has been a bone of contention among stakeholders. It is clear that, in
VYKLY[VLUZ\YLLќLJ[P]L[H_HKTPUPZ[YH[PVUPUKPJH[P]LPTWVY[WYPJLZULLK[VILPZZ\LKPUVYKLY[VLUOHUJLWYLKPJ[HIPSP[`
of the amount of taxes the importers pay and the revenue accruing to the Government. One of the challenges however
PZ[OLYPNPKP[`VM[OLPUKPJH[P]LWYPJLZ^OPJOTHRLZ[OLTMHPS[VYLÅLJ[WYPJL[YLUKZPU[OL^VYSKTHYRL[Z-VYPUZ[HUJL
PTWVY[LYZVMÅH[YVSSLKWYVK\J[ZVMPYVU/:*VKLOH]LJVU[PU\LK[VILZ\IQLJ[[VPUKPJH[P]LWYPJLVM<:+
ton even when the price in the world market ranged between USD 320-420/ton. Before domestic production of iron
picks up, imported iron will continue to be one of the key inputs for the industrialization process and growth of the
construction sector in Tanzania. Accordingly, careful application of import policies is imperative.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

TRA should find flexible, realistic and effective approach to determining indicative prices in order to arrive at a
dutiable value, which enhances competitiveness among domestic industries.

6UL:WV[:LY]PJL*LU[LYZMVY0U]LZ[TLU[HUK;YHKL-HJPSP[H[PVU
One of the concerns from the private sectors is the costs of moving from one regulatory agency to another. Attempts
at addressing this concern include establishment of one-stop service centers and/or single-window payment systems.
The Tanzania Investment Center (TIC) and Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA) are the two agencies, which
operates as one-stop-center for investment and trade facilitation.
The Tanzania Investment Act, 1997 (No.26 of 1997) establishes and give power to TIC to create and maintain a
positive climate for private sector investment; stimulating local and foreign investments; facilitating foreign and local
investors; stimulating and supporting the growth of entrepreneurship and SMEs. TIC is also responsible for providing
and disseminating up-to-date information on investment opportunities and incentives available to investors, and
monitoring business environment and growth of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the country.
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The TIC model is that of ‘One-Stop-Shop’ investment facilitator assisting investors to obtain all permits, licenses and
visas as well as land derivative rights. One-Stop-Shop assists investors to reduce administrative and regulatory
hurdles. Government ministries/agencies represented under the TIC one-stop-center are: The Business Registration
and Licensing Agency (BRELA); the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment (MITI); the Ministry of Lands; the Ministry
of Labour; the Tanzania Bureau of Standards; Immigration Services; the Tanzania Revenue Authority; the National
Environment Management Council; the Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority; and the Architects and Quantity Surveyors
Registration Board.
The Export Processing Zones Act 2002 (as amended by the Export Processing Zones (Amendments) Act, 2006 and
the Economic Zones Laws (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act, 2011) (the EPZ Act) give powers to EZPA to serve as
One Stop Service Centre for all prospective and existing investors. The functions of EPZA include the development
VM,7AHUK:,APUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLHUKVќLYH^PKLYHUNLVMZLY]PJLZPUJS\KPUNHZZPZ[HUJL[VPU]LZ[VYZPUHJJLZZPUNSHUK
licensing, material sourcing and taxation.
Another business enabling environment related to One-Stop-Service Centre is single-window payment systems,
which require business regulatory agencies to coordinate their activities such that businesses do not have to make
multiple payments/transactions. For instance, the Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) launched the Tanzania Customs
0U[LNYH[LK:`Z[LT;(5*0:ZPUJLHZ[OLÄYZ[ZPUNSLWH`TLU[^PUKV^PU[OLJV\U[Y`;OL.V]LYUTLU[OHZHSZV
introduced an electronic Single Window System (eSWS) for payments to regulatory agencies at the Port of Dar es
Salaam. The implementation of eSWS is planned in three phases. Phase 1 is aimed to enhance electronic exchange
of data between TRA and TPA. Phase 2 will aim at enabling assessment and collection of wharfage fee through the
TANCIS system. Phase 3 will implement a single window electronic system integrating more agencies present at the
Port. The results of these initiatives include improvement in the business environment and enhanced collection of
government revenues.
;OLX\LZ[PVUVM*V]LYHNL
>OPSLMHJPSP[H[PVUVMI\ZPULZZ[OV\NOVULZ[VWZLY]PJLJLU[LYZOHZWYV]LK[VILLќLJ[P]L[OL;0*HUK,7A(JV]LYHNL
is limited by design. Investors in EPZA are required to export a minimum 80% of the production and the remaining 20%
can be sold in the local market. SEZ requires a minimum capital investment of $500,000 for foreign investors, and for
local investor the minimum capital requirement is $100,000. TIC is designed to serve only a small group of business
community satisfying the TIC’s customers’ eligibility criteria. These include foreign investors whose capital exceeds
USD 500,000 and domestic investors whose business capital is larger than USD 100,000. On the other hand, the
center is actively operating only in Dar es Salaam; and consequently serves limited to few investors. Furthermore, it is
important to note that for now the electronic Single Window System (eSWS) is targeting only the Dar es Salaam port.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
%
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Introduce and roll-out ICT –based one-stop-service centers and single-window payment systems to business
falling outside the purview of the existing one-stop-service centers and single-window payment systems.
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3.3. Sector Specific Regulatory Issues
 ;V\YPZT:LJ[VY
Tourism is an important sector to the economy of Tanzania, contributing about 14% the country’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). Each year, over one million tourist from all over the world visit Tanzania and the number is increasing
overtime. In 2015, Tanzania received US dollars 1.9 billion as revenues from international tourist visits.
The tourism sector in Tanzania is based on natural attractions such as topography (e.g. mountains), beaches, and
wildlife. As for the latter, more than 25% of the country’s total area is allocated for National Parks and protected
areas. There are 16 National Parks, 28 Game Reserves, 44 Game controlled areas, 1 conservation area and 2 Marine
Parks in the country. While Tanzania has outstandingly attractive sites and a large potential for further sector growth,
there is concern that tourism is over-regulated with the presence of duplicative and multiple fees, levies, taxes and
charges. This regulatory regime is obviously less friendly that desired and, from the perspective of the private sector
stakeholders, limits the potential for business growth in the Tourism sector.
This section covers challenges related to operating a business in Tanzania’s tourism sector. The presentation highlights
[OL THPU JOHSSLUNLZ HќLJ[PUN [OL ZLJ[VY PU NLULYHS HUK MVJ\ZLZ VU ZWLJPÄJ Z\IZLJ[VYZ UHTLS` [V\Y VWLYH[PVUZ
hotels, wildlife, hunting and infrastructure.
Laws and Regulations in Tourism Sector
The Tourism Act, 2008 and Wildlife Conservation Act, 2009 guide activities related to the sector in Tanzania with the
latter focusing on management of wildlife areas. The following are the laws and regulations which govern the tourism
activities in Tanzania:
i.
The Tourism Act, 2008
ii.

The Tourism (Tourism Development Levy) Regulations, 2012, (published under GN. No.352 dated 1 October
2013);

iii.

The Tourism (Fees and Charges) Regulations, 2009, (published under GN No.228 dated 29 June 2009);

iv.

The Tourism Operator (Registration and Licensing) Regulation, 2009 (published under GN No.229 dated 29 June
2009);

v.

The Tourism (Tour Guides) Regulations, 2009 (published under GN No. 230 dated 29 June 2009); and

vi.

The Tourism (Accommodation) Regulations, 2009 (published under GN No.231 dated 29 June 2009).

vii. Wildlife Conservation Act, 2009
viii. Wildlife Conservation (Capture of Animals) Regulations, GN 244/2010
ix.

Wildlife Conservation (Wildlife Fencing, Breeding Sites, Orphanage Centers and Sanctuaries) Regulations, GN
379/2013

x.

Wildlife Conservation (Dealers in Trophies) Regulations, GN 230/2010

xi.

Wildlife Conservation (Tourist Hunting) Regulations, GN 414/2015

xii. Forest Regulations, GN 153/2004
xiii. Forest (Amendment) Regulations, GN 324/2012
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General Challenges Facing Tourism
(KTPUPZ[YH[PVUVM;HUaHUPH;V\YPZT3PJLUZPUN)VHYK;;3)
Section 21 of the Tourism Act requires all persons owning and conducting or operating tourism facilities to obtain
a TTLB License issued by the Board of Tourism. Under the law, the Director of Tourism is empowered to regulate
registration of tourism activities and facilities while the Board of Tourism issues TTLB licenses. The TTLB license was
introduced as a document or permit to own foreign exchange during the pre-liberalization era. The aim was to permit
operators in the tourism sector to be in possession of foreign currency to enable them cater for international tourists.
According to stakeholders in the private sector, the license has outlived its purpose and its continuation is mainly for
revenue collection purposes. They also point out that it is not clear why the license is charged in foreign currency.
Other complaints relating to the TTLB license are connected with the amount charged. Stakeholders are of the view
[OH[[OLHTV\U[PZ\UQ\Z[PÄLKHZ[OL;;3)SPJLUZLPZYLX\PYLKMVYHSSZLWHYH[LHUUL_LZL_[LUZPVUZHUKUV[JOHYNLK[V
the company as stipulated in the Act. The complication of the procedure one has to go through to obtain the license
is also an issue on the part of the private sector.
Stakeholders in the tourism sector have also complained about the application for the TTLB license which requires
[VV THU` HUK `L[ K\WSPJH[L WYVJLK\YLZ *VTWHUPLZ HYL YLX\PYLK [V Z\ITP[ JVWPLZ VM JLY[PÄJH[L VM PUJVYWVYH[PVU
memorandum and articles of association and in addition evidence of holding a license from BRELA. According to
[OLTZ\JOL]PKLUJLPZHSYLHK`WYV]PKLKPU[OLJLY[PÄJH[LVMPUJVYWVYH[PVU-\Y[OLYTVYL[OL`HYLYLX\PYLK[VZ\ITP[
business plans. Thisappears to be another unnecessary documentation requirement. When it comes to the renewal of
the license there are concerns that some processes are repetitive as most of the information required is standard and
HSYLHK`H]HPSHISLPU[OLÄSLZOLSKI`V[OLYYLN\SH[VY`H\[OVYP[PLZ
The duration it takes from submitting the application form to receiving the TTLB license is another area of complaint
from stakeholders. Private sector stakeholders lament that they have in some cases waited for more than six months
before receiving their TTLB licenses. In other cases, they have been required to apply for TTLB license for the coming
year without having received the same for the current year. In such cases, they have been required to provide only
payment receipts, which to them is equivalent to the license. As a result of this, the stakeholders face challenges when
processing clearance and work permits from TIC when they intend to employ foreigners. Operators in the sector are
of the view that cumbersome renewal processes including documentation requirements are responsible for the delays.
TTLB Licensing per activity and charging license per each hotel is also adding to the cost of operating in the sector.
Currently every tourism activity - tours, hotel, mountain climbing, etc. – is charged a TTLB license separately even
when they are operated under one company. That is if a company runs a tour operating business, hotel, mountain
climbing etc. it will be required to apply for three TTLB licenses. Likewise, if a company operates three hotels under
one registered Company it must apply for three TTLB licenses. However, a Tour Operator with 200 vehicles registered
under one Company is charged one TTLB license. These contradictions and inconsistencies are unique to the tourism
business.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
i.
Charge TTLB licenses in domestic currency.
ii.

Integrate BRELA and TTLB data systems to overcome duplication in registration and sector licensing.

iii.

Streamline the processes and improve the document-handling capacity of the TTLB Licensing Unit in order to
reduce delays in issuing license.

iv.

Develop a new and automated online application process and introduce mobile payments system to reduce time
and cost of compliance.

v.

Address the inconsistence in TTLB applications, including the remove of the requirement of a license for each
component/service/extension of the company.
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i.

*VU[YHKPJ[PVUZPU9LNPZ[YH[PVU9LX\PYLTLU[ZIL[^LLU[OL;V\YPZT+P]PZPVUPU459;HUK;0*

There are inherent contradictions in the registration requirements by TIC and the Tourism Division in MNRT. While
MVYLPNUJVTWHUPLZHYLYLX\PYLK[VILYLNPZ[LYLKHUKJLY[PÄLKI`;0*HJJVYKPUN[V[OL;0*(J[[OL;0*^V\SKUV[PZZ\L
[OLJLY[PÄJH[LVMPUJLU[P]L\USLZZHI\ZPULZZOHZHSPJLUZLMYVT[OLZLJ[VYYLN\SH[VY¶;;3)SPJLUZLPU[OPZJHZL([
[OLZHTL[PTLHWHY[MYVTV[OLYZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLX\PYLTLU[ZLNOH]PUNHÅLL[VM]LOPJSLZMVY[V\YVWLYH[PVU[OL
JVTWHU`ULLKZ[VWYV]PKLWYVVM[OH[P[OHZILLUYLNPZ[LYLKHUKJLY[PÄLKI`[OL;0*MVYP[[VVI[HPU[OL;;3)SPJLUZL
Similar contradictions are also observed in other tourism sub-sectors, e.g. in registering professional hunters.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Set a general principle on sequencing the certification requirements by the Tourism Division in MNRT and the TIC.

ii.

Tourism Development Levy (TDL)

The Tourism Act, 2008 and Tourism (Development Levy) Regulations of 2013 provide that funds from tourism levy
IL \ZLK [V ÄUHUJL PTWSLTLU[H[PVU VM HJ[P]P[PLZ YLSH[PUN [V [V\YPZT KL]LSVWTLU[ PUJS\KPUN! H [V\YPZT WYVK\J[
development, quality control of tourism facilities and services; (b) marketing promotion of tourism destinations; (c)
capacity building; (d) tourism research; and (e) related activities. The concern is that the funds are note used properly
for sector development. Thus, despite the TDL, the roads in wildlife areas are dilapidated, adding to the cost of
operating tour companies in terms of time and maintenance of tour vehicles. Poor roads also limit the ability of tourists
to visit some areas. Stakeholders are of the view that such infrastructural barriers could be reduced if more funds
raised through tourism development levy are earmarked to development of tourism infrastructure.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Sensitize stakeholders on the Regulations relating to the utilization of funds from Tourism Development Levy.

•

Utilize Tourism Development Levy in prioritized areas as stipulated in the Tourism Act for the development and
sustainability of the sector.

iii.

:LNTLU[H[PVUVM;V\YPZT4HYRL[K\L[V=HYPLK3.(7H`TLU[9LX\PYLTLU[Z

Any business operations including tour companies are subjected to the by-laws of LGAs where they operate.
6WLYH[VYZPU[V\YPZTZLJ[VYHYLZ\WWVZLK[VOH]L3.(ZWLJPÄJYLNPZ[YH[PVUYLNHYKSLZZVM^OLYL[OLJVTWHU`^HZ
PUP[PHSS`YLNPZ[LYLK(WHY[MYVT)\ZPULZZ3PJLUZLYLX\PYLTLU[Z[OLYLHYLV[OLY3.(Z»ZWLJPÄJJOHYNLZHZN\PKLKI`
[OLPYI`SH^ZPUJS\KPUNZLY]PJLSL]PLZHUKT\UPJPWHSMLLZ)L`VUK[OH[[OLYLHYLV[OLYTVYL3.(ZWLJPÄJJOHYNLZ
Private sector views this practice as segmentation of the tourism market based on the varied LGA requirements to the
I\ZPULZZ;OL`HSZVVWPUL[OH[[OLWYHJ[PJLLU[HPSZT\S[PWSLJOHYNLZHUKPUÅH[LVWLYH[PVUHSJVZ[Z([[LTW[Z[VLUZ\YL
\UPMVYTP[`VM^OH[3.(JOHYNLZ[VÄYTZPU[OPZZLJ[VYJV\SKTPUPTPaL[OLZHPKTHYRL[ZLNTLU[H[PVU
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•
Review the law providing for the enactment of LGA by-laws to standardize the payment and fulfilment of regulatory
requirements.
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Sub-Sector Specific Challenges
While there are standard requirements which any business operating in the tourism sector must meet, operators in the
ZLJ[VYHYLHSZVVISPNLK[VTLL[HKKP[PVUHSZWLJPÄJZ\IZLJ[VYYLX\PYLTLU[ZHZKPZJ\ZZLKOLYL\UKLY

Tour Operators
i.

,U[Y`9LX\PYLTLU[MVY;V\Y6WLYH[VYZ

A cross section of stakeholders noted that high entry charges are a barrier to doing business in the tourism sector.
They stated that a local operator, apart from paying USD 2,000 for the TTLB license, is required to have a minimum
of 5 vehicles not more than 5 years old. A foreign operator, on the other hand, is required to pay USD 5,000 for the
TTLB License and have minimum of 10 vehicles not more than 10 years old. Also, each company’s branch of tour
operator is required to pay for the TTLB license as an individual entity. Besides, there are other charges a typical tour
company would face in business operations. Such requirements are viewed in the sector as high entry barrier and is
are constraining factors for business expansion. They noted that in Kenya, in contrast, to be in the tourism business
one needs to pay for a tourism business license at a cost of USD 100 and have at least one vehicle.
;OLYLSH[P]LS`SHYNLKPќLYLUJLZIL[^LLU;HUaHUPHHUK2LU`H[OL`UV[LKPZWHY[S`K\L[V[OLKPќLYLU[HWWYVHJOLZ[V
tourism the two countries have adopted. Tanzania has “high value- high price positioning” while Kenya has “low valuelow price positioning”. They stated that, however, a motive to maintain “high value-high price position” should not halt
businesses operating in the sector to the extent of considering exit as an optimal option. Box 3.1 below illustrates their
concerns, showing the key payment requirements to the tour operator in Tanzania.
)V_(JHZLVM;V\YVWLYH[VYPU;HUaHUPH!
Tour operator in Tanzania needs the following to be able to operate a business:
6HFWRUVSHFLILFUHTXLUHPHQW
%

Certificate of registration; business license (up to 46,000 TSH one-time fee)

%

Tanzania Tourism Licensing Board (TTLB) License (USD 2000 locals and USD 5000 foreigners paid annually)

%

Camping and climbing mountains permit

%

Municipal service

%

Work permit

*HQHUDO&RPSOLDQFHUHTXLUHPHQW DFURVVDOOEXVLQHVVHV
%

VAT

%

Corporate and withholding tax

%

Skills development Levy (SDL) where there is a feeling of no direct benefits to the operators

%

National Social Security Fund

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
%

Review entry requirements to match to secure competitiveness in the region.
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ii.

9LX\PYLTLU[ZMVY4V[VY=LOPJSL:[PJRLYZ

Each year, tour operators are required to get eight stickers for each vehicle. These are three: Tanzania Revenue
(\[OVYP[`;9(YLSH[LK9VHK3PJLUZLJVYWVYH[L[H_]LOPJSLYLNPZ[YH[PVU;;3)YLSH[LKZ[PJRLY9VHKZHML[`Z[PJRLYÄYL
department sticker, SUMATRA sticker and Insurance sticker. Tour operators have a feeling that a corporate tax sticker
has no direct relationship to licensing in general. They also feel that the total number of required stickers should be
reduced to four: Insurance; SUMATRA; TTLB and Road License.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Streamline the procedures and consolidate the affiliated vehicle regulation requirements

•

Remove the requirement for a Corporate tax sticker

iii.

/PNO-LLZMVY(]PH[PVUHUK-YLX\LUJ`9HKPV3PJLUZLZ

The charges for aviation and radio frequency are also a bone of contention. Tour companies complain that that they are
required to have and annually renew Frequency radio license, which is issued by TCRA under Tanzania Communication
Regulatory Authority Act, 2003. They pay the following fees: USD75 per frequency for Aviation; USD 500 per frequency
for aircraft operators and a minimum of 2 radios is required. According to them, these fees are too high compared to
those charged in the region..
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Review the radio fee to mirror the average in the region as a way of reducing cost burden to businesses and
enhance competitiveness

•

Consolidate aviation fee into annual registration of aircraft as the radios are compulsory

iv.

7H`TLU[[LYTZMVY)HZL:[H[PVU3PJLUZL

TCRA, guided by Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority Act, 2003, issues Base Station License. Payments
include USD 80 per station for VHF Base station; and USD 120 for HF base station. Currently, the license is paid per
station and not for the frequency. The business community feels that duplication of costs is involved here.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Payment of Base Station License should be per frequency and not per station to remove duplications in payments.

v.

4HUHNLTLU[VM7HYR-LL

TAWA, TANAPA, NCAA and MPRU charge park fees in accordance with the Non - Consumptive Wildlife Utilization
Regulations of 2016. There are concerns about appropriateness of the fee. Multiple and double entry fees are a
problem as they reduce revenue for villages and private sector operating outside the parks as it increases expense
to the visitors. Accordingly, this reduces the incentive for villages surrounding the parks to take part in conservation
activities. Fees are ALSO increased too frequently without consultation with stakeholders in the sub-sector, leading to
uncertainty in the business.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Re-introduce the multiple entry pass and institutions should monitor entries more closely.

•

Ensure that fees are predictable to the businesses by Park authorities preparing Five Year Business Plans. Also,
make consultation with stakeholders a routine practice before making major changes in fees.
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Hotel
%

9LN\SH[VY`7H`TLU[ZHUK<UJVVYKPUH[LK0UZWLJ[PVUZ

According to stakeholders, hotel operators in the country are subjected to at least 55 payments related to taxes,
SPJLUZLZMLLZHUKJOHYNLZ:VTLVM[OLZLHYL[V\YPZTZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJ6[OLYZHYLNLULYHSHUKHYLMV\UKHJYVZZHSS[OL
sectors. In general, they pose challenges to the development of the hotel industry.
Major concerns relate to opening hotels where several licenses are required, these include: (i) general hotel license; (ii)
SPJLUZL[VVWLYH[LHYLZ[H\YHU[HUKIHY"PPP3.(SPJLUZL^OPJOYLX\PYLZPUZWLJ[PVUI`OLHS[OVѝJLYMYVT[OLH\[OVYP[`"
P] ;-+( SPJLUZL" ] JLY[PÄJH[PVU YLX\PYLTLU[Z MYVT LU]PYVUTLU[HS H\[OVYP[PLZ" ]P OV[LS SL]` JLY[PÄJH[L" HUK ]PP
JLY[PÄJH[PVUMYVTPUZ[P[\[PVUZZ\JOHZ:+3=(;HUKZVJPHSZLJ\YP[`;OLMLLZHUKJOHYNLZSPZ[LKOLYLHYLV]LYZLLUI`
regulators who conduct periodic and uncoordinated inspections as shown in the table 3.1.
;HISL!5\TILYVMWYVJLK\YLZWLYTP[ZHUKMLLZ[VILHKOLYLK[VI`HULU[YLWYLUL\YWSHUUPUN[VZ[HY[
and run a tourist hotel in Dar es Salaam.
3DQHO$6WDUWLQJHVWDEOLVKLQJDEXVLQHVVLQ7RXULVP6HFWRU +RWHO
Type of permit/License/Inspection

Government Agency/
regulator including LGAs

Fees to be paid

Average time it takes
to obtain the permit
(Days)

Certificate of Incorporation

BRELA

Varies

Up to 15

TIC certification

TIC

USD 100

max 3 days

Business License (TTLB)

MNRT, Board of Tourism

USD 2,000 for locals and
USD 5,000 for foreigners

10

TFDA Business Permit

TFDA, Ministry of Health

TZS. 150,000

10

COSOTA License Fee

COSOTA

Varies

3

Accommodation License/Bedding
Levy-Hotels

Tourism Board, MNRT

USD 400

15

Business License

LGA

Varies (30,000 and up)

1

Fire and Rescue Certificate

Fire Department, Police
Force

TZS. 300,000

10

Frequency Radio License

TCRA

Varies

30

Liquor License

Municipal Council

Varies

5

Environmental Assessment Certificate

NEMC

Shop License

Municipal Council

Accommodation Facility Classification Fee

40
Varies

5
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3DQHO%'XULQJWKHGDLO\%XVLQHVVRSHUDWLRQV
Government Type of permit/License/
Inspection

Agency/regulator
including LGAs

Fees to be paid

Average time it takes
to obtain the permit
(days)

TTLB License Fee

Board of Tourism, MNRT

USD 2,000 for locals and
USD 5,000 for foreigners

10

Business License

LGA

Varies (30,000 and up)

1

OSHA Fee/ Compliance License

MoL

Varies

5

COSOTA License Fee

COSOTA

Varies (video, audio &live
music)

2

TFDA Permit

TFDA, Ministry of Health

TZS. 150,000

2

Sign Board Fee

Municipal Council

Varies

3

Camping Fees

TANAPA

Property Tax

Municipal Council (now
TRA)

Varies

2

Payroll Levy/SDL

MOL/VETA

4.5% of Payroll

32

Municipal Service Levy

Municipal Council

0.3% of Gross Revenue

7

Land Rent

Municipal Council

Varies by land size

1

Fire and Rescue Certificate

Fire Department, Police
Force

300,000

2

Frequency Radio License

TCRA

Varies

30

Liquor License

Municipal Council

Varies

5

TIC certification

TIC

USD 100

max 3 days

Work Permit Class A/B

Immigration/ Labour
Commissioner

VAT

TRA

18%

52

Corporate Tax

TRA

30%

15

Dividend Withholding Tax

TRA

Varies

Stamp Duty on Rent

TRA

1%

4

Beside taxes, fees, and charges, private sector stakeholders are also concerned about unannounced inspection
]PZP[ZMYLX\LU[S`JVUK\J[LKI`YLN\SH[VYZ;OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYHJRUV^SLKNLZ[OH[KPќLYLU[HNLUJPLZHYLTHUKH[LK[V
conduct periodic inspections to the businesses in the hotel industry. However, the issue is that such inspections are
not coordinated, each regulator undertaking inspections at time periods of their choice. This forces hotels to spend a
lot of time dealing with inspections which, according to them, cost them 1,042 hours per annum (about 130 man-days)
(TCT, 2010).
Furthermore, it has been observed that some regulators inspect multiple components in hotels. For instance
Occupational Safety and Health Authority (OSHA) conduct hygiene inspections; electrical inspections; and steam
boiler inspections. Electrical and steam boiler inspections are also conducted by other regulators. These inspections
are necessary for safety in working environment. Nonetheless, hotel operators feel that they should be coordinated
such that inspectors from these various components conduct joint inspection visits. The idea is to reduce interruptions
in business activities.
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Streamline the payment processes including setting up a one-stop-shop.

•

Set a mechanism for coordinating inspections both among regulators and across units within regulatory agencies.

%

Hotel Levy Charges

In this sector, hotels are subject to paying 10% of the turnover as hotel levy, as stipulated in the Finance Act and
enforced by LGAs. Apart from this levy, business entities are supposed to pay for a license to operate as well as pay
income tax (TCCIA, 2016). TCCIA recommends a rate of 2%, arguing that it will increase investments and employment
as well as improve compliance. In the tourism sector, hotels in Tanzania spend about 1,042 hours a year on regulatory
issues. This is equivalent to six months. Operators are also supposed to pay fees and charges as stipulated by Tourism
-LLZHUK*OHYNLZ9LN\SH[PVUZ (WHY[MYVT[OPZI\ZPULZZLZHYLYLX\PYLK[VJVTWS`^P[OV[OLY3.(ZWLJPÄJ
by-laws linked to their operations.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Review and reduce the hotel levy rate as a way of increasing investment, employment and improving compliance
and effectiveness in revenue collection.

Wildlife and Hunting
i.

*VVYKPUH[PVUVM4HYPUL7HYRZ

Concerns have been raised that while the Ministry of Natural Resource and Tourism is in charge of enforcing the
>PSKSPML>PSKSPML*VUZLY]H[PVU(J[ P[OHZUVTHUKH[LV]LY4HYPUL7HYRZ;OLTHYPULWHYRZILSVUN[VKPќLYLU[
component of tourism and are under the mandate of the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fishery as provided for
by the Marine Parks Act. Stakeholders view this setup as posing a challenge to the development of the tourism sector
as the regulations under the Marine Parks are overseen by a body structurally located outside the sector without a
coordination mechanism.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Adjust the relevant law so that regulation of all tourist attractions is managed under one Ministry; or establish a
coordinating mechanism within the law to ensure that the sectoral overlap is eliminated.

ii.

<UJLY[HPU[`PU9LUL^PUN/\U[PUN)SVJR3LHZLZ

The current set up for renewing hunting block leases appears to bring uncertainties, it has been argued by stakeholders
in the tourism sector. Regulation 16 (1) of the Wildlife Conservation (Tourism Hunting) Regulations, 2015 requires the
Minister responsible for tourism to invite hunting companies to submit their applications to renew their respective leases
by 31st December of the Third year of the hunting term. In case the Government does not wish to renew the lease, for
any reason, such position should also be communicated to the respective company on the said date. It is common
practice for such notice not to be provided within less than six month to the lease expiry date, which constrains hunting
operators in planning their activities appropriately.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Improve the coordination of Hunting Lease renewal, including timely communication of decisions to the Hunting
Companies.
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iii.

+V\ISL9LX\PYLTLU[VM;;3)3PJLUZPUNPU/\U[PUN)\ZPULZZ

The law requires Professional Hunters (PHs) to pay for TTLB licenses. According to stakeholder, the PHs are employees
for whom employers have already paid for the TTLB license. They view this as double payment for licensing hunting
activities making PHs migrate to neighboring countries which do not impose such a condition. It has also been noted
that the law requires that, for each foreign professional hunter employed, a local hunter must also be employed, as a
way of building local skills. The key assumption is that there is a reasonable supply of professional hunters in Tanzania.
Stakeholders are however of the opinion that this is not the case on the ground.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Review the regulations and remove the double licensing element in hunting tourism and review the law requiring
training of local PHs.

iv.

Confusion on the Laws Guiding National Trophies

There is an apparent lack of clarity from an implementation point of view in the hunting sub-sector with regard to
the distinction between hides and skins and national trophies. Under the Hides, Skins and Leather Trade Act, 2008,
L_WVY[H[PVUVMOPKLZHUKZRPUYLX\PYLZ[OH[HWLYTP[ILPZZ\LKI`[OL5H[PVUHS/PKLZHUK:RPUZ=LYPÄJH[PVU*VTTP[[LL
There is a misconception that skins and hides from hunting activities (“national trophy)” are regulated under this Act.
This is because the Wildlife Conservation (Dealing with Trophies) Regulations, 2010 also regulate the management of
products from hunting activities. Under these Regulations, in order to export trophies, (which include hides and skins)
one requires proof of: ownership of Trophy Dealer’s License; CITES permit as prescribed in the CITES Regulations;
HUK;YVWO`,_WVY[*LY[PÄJH[L
To add onto the apparent confusion, Regulation 22 of the Animal Diseases (Animal and Animal Product Movement
Control) Regulations provides that it is the Ministry of Agriculture Livestock and Fishery that issues Wild Animal Export
7LYTP[:[HRLOVSKLYZSHTLU[[OH[[OLYLHYLPUZ[HUJLZ^OLYLZRPUZHUKOPKLZMYVTO\U[PUN[V\YPZTOH]LILLUJVUÄZJH[LK
I`VѝJPHSZMYVT4PUPZ[Y`VM(NYPJ\S[\YL3P]LZ[VJRHUK-PZOLYPLZ4(3-K\L[V[OLJVU[YHKPJ[PVUZHUKTPZPU[LYWYL[H[PVU
of the governing laws and attendant Regulations. The misconception has been occasioned due to lack of coordination
among the Regulators in the MALF and Wildlife Division (WD) on licensing export of trophies although the law clearly
provides for the need for these two to coordinate.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Clarify on the mandates of MALF and the WD regarding handling of business relating to the export of trophies.

v.

1\Z[PMPJH[PVUMVY;YVWO`/HUKSPUN-LLZ

According to stakeholders, the government charges a fee of between USD 400 and USD 600 depending on the
package. The fee is payable on the application of the hunting permit. Stakeholders have expressed uncertainty on
why this fee is paid to Government as the intended service is not provided by it. The handling of all trophies, according
stakeholders, is done by the operators at their own cost.
It has been noted that this and other very high fees (compared to competing destinations) discourage hunters from
coming to Tanzania. These include: Hunting Permit fees (Bow & arrow), charged between USD 2000 and USD 2500
depending on the package, and Conservation Fees (Hunter & Observer) charged at USD 150 for hunter and USD100
for observer per day. The Hunting Block Fee is charged between USD 5000 and USD 60000 depending on the
Category; and the Hunting Block Transfer Fee is charged at USD 35,000.
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Reduce substantially or remove altogether the Trophy Handling Fee or justify it anew.

•

Review the hunting fees rate to make them match with the average in the region to enhance competitiveness of
the country’s hunting sub-sector.

vi.

=HYPH[PVUVM8\HSP[`VM9\U^H`4HPU[LUHUJL\UKLY;(5(7(

It has been noted that the Ministry mandated to regulate Infrastructure development sets standards on airstrip runways
in National Parks but does not have the powers to enforce them. At the same time, maintenance of the runways is in
the jurisdiction of TANAPA and this brings unnecessary bureaucracy.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Clarify the legal mandates of the Ministry charged with regulating runways and TANAPA in National Parks.
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 (NYPJ\S[\YLHUKHNYVWYVJLZZPUN
Several laws and regulations have been made to govern the agriculture sector (Table 3.2). These laws form the basis
VMTVZ[VM[OLSPJLUZLZWLYTP[ZYLNPZ[YH[PVUHUKJLY[PÄJH[PVUZHUK[OLHYLHZL[JPU[OLZLJ[VY:[\KPLZOH]LZOV^U
that some of the regulatory roles have not been pro-business and they should be streamlined to improve the regulatory
regime and enhance compliance and enforcement system. Due to weak cross-referencing in several laws, it has
been shown that compliance is unclear to business operators and there is lack of transparency among the regulatory
agencies on how they exercise their regulatory functions. Furthermore, in some of the agencies capacity is relatively
weak, resulting in additional costs in terms of delays and excessive risk aversion towards adoption of new technologies.
;HISL!3H^ZHWWSPJHISL[V[OL(NYPJ\S[\YL:LJ[VYPU;HUaHUPH
1. The Cashew Nut Industry Act of 2009
2. The Cotton Industry Act No 2 2001
3. The Coffee Industry Act No 2 of 2001 (Cap 347 RE 2002)
4. The Pyrethrum Act No 1 of 1997 (Cap 376 RE 2002)
5. Sugar Industry Act No 26 of 2001 (Cap 251 RE 2002)
6. The Sisal Industry Act of 1997
7. Tobacco Industry Act No 24 of 2001 (Cap 202 RE 2002)
8. Tea Act No 3 of 1997 (Cap 275 RE 2002)
9. Seed Act of 2003
10. Fertilizer Act of 2009
11. Food Security Act (Cap 249) No 10 of 1991
12. Tanzania Pesticides Management and Export Control Act No. 528 of 1996
13. Tanzania Pesticides Research Institute Act No 18 of 1979
14. Plant Protection Act No 13 of 1997
15. Plant Breeders Rights Act of 2012.
16. The National Irrigation Act
17. The Cooperative Societies Act of 2013
18. Export Control Act
19. The Hides and Skins and Leather Trade Act, No 18 of 2008
20. Animal (Control of Importation) Cap 247
21. Animal Breeders Rights Act of ………
22. Veterinary Act No 16 of 2003 Cap 319
23. Animal Diseases Act of 2003
24. Dairy Industry Act No. 8 of 2004
25. Tanzania Dairy Board Act of 2004
26. Fisheries Act No. 22 of 2003
27. Deep Sea Fishing Authority Act, Cap 388, 2009.
28. The Meat Industry Act No 10 of 2006
29. Livestock Identification, Registration and Traceability Act of 2010
30.The Grazing Land and Animal Feed Resource Act No. 13 of 2010
31. Tanzania Food and Drug Authority Act No. 1 of 2003
32. The Occupational Safety and Health Act N_o_._ _…._ _
33. Industrial and Consumer Chemicals (Management and Control) Act No. 3 of 2003
34. Public Health Act of 2009
35. Atomic Energy Act, No. 7 of 2003
36. Standards Act No. 2 of 2008
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37. Weights and Measures Act, No. of 1982
38. Tanzania Trade Development Authority Act, 2009
39. Export Processing Zones Act, 2002
40. Import control Ordinance, Cap (272 RE 2002)
41. Warehouse Receipt Licensing Act, of 2005
42. Fair Competition Act, No 8 of 2003
43. The Merchandise Marks Act of 1963
44. Patents (Registration) Act, Cap 217
45. Trade and Service Marks Act
46. Copyrights and Neighboring Rights Act, Cap 218
47. Industrial Licensing Act No. 10 of 1967 Cap 46 RE 2002
48. Forestry Act (Cap 323 RE 2002)
49. Beekeeping Act No 15 of 2002
50. Wattle Bark Industry Act (Cap 158 RE 2002)
51. Rufiji Basin Development Authority Act No. 5 of 1975
52. Water Resource Management Act No. 11 of 2009
53. Water Supply and Sanitation Act No. 12 of 2009
54. Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority Act, Cap 414
55. National Environmental Management Council Act
56. Advertisement Act for Tanzania

Besides the laws that govern the sector, agriculture is also subjected to the Regulations made under laws that govern
cross-cutting agencies, such as TBS, TFDA, etc. Also, LGAs intervene and collect revenues from the sector through
their respective by-laws. The agriculture sector regulatory framework also overlaps with other regulatory frameworks of
other agencies. For instance, the registration of slaughter facilities is regulated by DVS, Meat Board, and TFDA. Carrier
permits milk and products are regulated by TDB: The Dairy Industry Act, 2004, section 32 (b) and -TFDA: Tanzania
Food Drugs and Cosmetic Act, 2003 and its Regulations. Also, whereas produce cess remains an important source of
LGA revenue, it is considered by the private sector as one of nuisance taxes at the local level as many businesses face
confusion on the amount, frequency and point of payment of the cess. This unfriendly regulatory regime in agriculture
partly explains low attraction of large foreign and domestic investment in agriculture. It is estimated that agriculture has
only 3 percent of FDI stock in Tanzania.
/V^L]LY WV[LU[PHSZ L_PZ[ PU IV[O UVU[YHKP[PVU JHZO JYVWZ LN ]LNL[HISLZ VPSZ HUK ÅV^LYZ HUK [YHKP[PVUHS JYVWZ
Z\JOHZ[LHJVќLLIHYSL`THPaLJVJVHHUKJV[[VU"JVTTLYJPHSSP]LZ[VJRMHYTPUN"HUKPUW\[ZZ\JOHZZLLKMLY[PSPaLY
and pesticides; among others. This section presents in details regulatory issues facing the agriculture sector and the
recommended reforms. The analysis brings to the fore the challenges faced by businesses in the agriculture sector. It
ÄYZ[HUHS`aLZNLULYHSPZZ\LZWLY[HPUPUN[V[OLZLJ[VYILMVYLaVVTPUNPU[VZ\IZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJPZZ\LZ

9LN\SH[VY`PZZ\LZPUHNYPJ\S[\YLHUKHNYVWYVJLZZPUN
%

7YLKPJ[HIPSP[`VM7VSPJ`+LJPZPVUZVU(NYPJ\S[\YHS;YHKL

The business community has decried the ad hoc manner in which policy decisions are made with regard to trade in
agricultural produce, for example the ban on exporting food crops and import permits. They point out that export ban
HUKPTWVY[[HYPќ^HP]LYZTHRL[OLWVSPJ`YLNPTL\UWYLKPJ[HISL[VPU]LZ[VYZVYKPUHY`MHYTLYZZTHSSZJHSLHNYV[YHKLYZ
and large-scale agro-processors. They note that such decisions, though often made with good intentions, penalize
domestic producers and exporters. They also point out that there is lack of clarity on policy related to export taxes
VUZVTLWYVK\J[ZLN*HZOL^HUK/PKLZHUK:RPUZHZ^LSSHZ[OLUVUTHYRL[WYPJLZVќLYLKI`[OL5H[PVUHS-VVK
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Reserve Authority - NFRA). It should also be pointed out here that studies such as the Agriculture PER/SR 2014 have
ZOV^U[OH[5-9(WYPJPUNWVSPJ`PZUV[LќLJ[P]LPUZ[HIPSPaPUNMVVKWYPJLZI\[JH\ZLZTHYRL[KPZ[VY[PVUZHUKKPZJV\YHNLZ
the private sector. The decision of NFRA to pay prices well above the farm-gate price are unrealistic and brings in
elements of inequality because the Agency can only reach a very small section of farmers in the country.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

NFRA should not play a buffer stock role, nor should it be paying farm-gate prices well above the prevailing
market prices in order to avoid price distortions.

•

The NFRA capacity should be enhanced to attain sufficient stock so that the Government can institutionalize free
trade by encouraging policies that promote market forces e.g. through legislation.

•

There should be a sustainable strategy for surplus production so that Tanzania can establish itself as a consistent
regional exporter of maize. Surplus will be achieved if Regulations in the sector could be aligned towards ensuring
profitability of agriculture.

•

Put in place a close monitoring and evaluation process for all strategic crops in order to have a data base on the
amount of food produced, consumed, and imported or exported.

Horticulture Sub sector
i.

+\YH[PVUMVY0TWVY[PUN7LZ[PJPKLZHUK0UZLJ[PJPKLZ

The current review has established that there is some overregulation exercised by Tanzania’s Tropical Pesticides
9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L;790[OH[YLZ[YPJ[ZPTWVY[H[PVUVMºZVM[LY»HUKTVYLTVKLYUWLZ[ZWLJPÄJWLZ[PJPKLZHUKPUZLJ[PJPKLZ
such as Biological Control Agents (BCAs). According to the global trend, these technologies are key for the modern
horticulture sector. Stakeholders have complained that the registration process for newer, safer products – including
Biological Control Agents (BCAs) – is unclear, expensive and excessively long. It has been noted that in Tanzania it
takes as long as three seasons to complete trials even for standardized global products.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Review the TPRI’s import control protocol for Biological Control Agents (BCAs) to allow growth not only of the
horticulture sub-sector, but also of other crops.

ii.

;H_,_LTW[PVUMVY/VY[PJ\S[\YHS0UW\[ZHUK,X\PWTLU[

Another concern in the sub sector relates to the VAT Act 2014. It has been noted that the VAT Act does not accommodate
a range of modern horticultural inputs and equipment in its list of exemptions. These include dam liners for irrigation
technology, spare parts for greenhouses, biological control agents, agro-nets, plant protection substances, and
storage, post-harvest and cooling equipment. The exclusion of these inputs reduces the competitiveness of the subsector in the international markets.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Amend the VAT Act 2014 to accommodate a range of modern horticultural inputs and equipment in its list
of exemptions, including dam liners for irrigation technology, spare parts for greenhouses, biological control
agents, agro-nets, plant protection substances, and storage, post-harvest and cooling equipment.
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Livestock Sub sector
Livestock is an important component in agriculture in Tanzania and the potential for developing processing industries
along this sector is huge. It is in this regard that the FYDP II prioritizes livestock and livestock products such as beef,
dairy, chicken, hides and skins. From the regulatory viewpoint, however, stakeholders claim that the sector is overly
regulated, to an extent that limits its growth and contribution to the national economy and reduction of poverty. Some
of the challenges noted include:
%

6]LYSHWWPUNHUK*VUMSPJ[PUN4HUKH[LZHTVUN9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZ

Like in other sectors of the economy, stakeholders in the agriculture sector have pointed out regulatory issues relating to
V]LYSHWWPUNHUKZVTL[PTLZJVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZ-VYPUZ[HUJLP[OHZILLUUV[LK[OH[[OLYLNPZ[YH[PVUVMTHU\MHJ[\YLYZ
and suppliers/distributors of animal feeds requires sanction from the Department of Livestock Production & Marketing
(DPM as provided for by the Grazing – Land and Animal Feed Resources Act) as well as by the Tanzania Dairy Board
(TDB under the Dairy Industry Act of 2004 Section 32(b)).
There is also an overlap in the control of the import and export of animal feed (crop-by-products, e.g. soya bean cake,
maize brain) which is regulated by the Directorate of Veterinary Services (DVS) through the Animal Diseases Act of
2003 & its Regulations 2007 and the Department of Plant Protection –Phytosanitary. Import and export of milk and
milk products, on the other hand, is regulated by the Tanzania Dairy Board (TDB) and the Directorate of Veterinary
Services (DVS). Despite the overlaps, there is concern of large amount of fees - TDB charges FOB Value of 1% while
DVS charges are based on weight.
It has also been noted that there is an overlap with respect to the registration of acaricides. In practice, registration is
done by the Directorate of Veterinary Services (DVS) through the Animal Diseases Act of 2003 & its Regulations 2007.
At the same time, the Tropical Pesticides Research Institute also registers the acaricides.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ:
•

The Department of Livestock Production and Marketing (DPM) should handle registration of manufacturers and
suppliers/distributors of animal feeds.

•

The control of the import & export of animal feeds could be handled by DVS because of veterinary public
health interest. Wherenecessary in this could be done in collaboration with Department of Plant Protection and
Department of Livestock Production and Marketing (DPM).

•

DVS/TDB should levy charges per consignment on import/export of milk and milk productions DVS and consider
refraining from charging exports in order to promote exports.

•

As an interim measure, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the two departments (both under one
Ministry) should be entered into to iron out the challenges while measures are taken to change the law to reflect
the recommendations made.

•

As an interim measure, the DVS should enter into an MoU with Tropical Pesticides Research Institute on specific
functions related to acaricides registration in order to do away with noted overlaps.
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Dairy Sub sector
Studies have pointed out that Tanzania has a low annual per capita milk consumption of about 45 liters per person
(compared to 130 in neighboring Kenya). Furthermore, much of the milk currently consumed in Tanzania is raw milk,
which carries attendant health risks and quality problems. Nevertheless, dairy industry remains one of the sub-sectors
considered to be heavily regulated. Challenges in this sub-sector relate to:
i.

Overlaps among Regulators

;OLYLPZHWSL[OVYHVMYLN\SH[VYZTVZ[VM[OLTWLYMVYTPUNZPTPSHYM\UJ[PVUZ+PќLYLU[HNLUJPLZYLN\SH[L[OLZHTLPZZ\L
I\[VUS`\ZLKPќLYLU[[LYTPUVSVNPLZZ\JOHZYLNPZ[YH[PVUWYLTPZLZI\ZPULZZUHTLTHU\MHJ[\YLYZWYVJLZZVYJVTWHU`
In practice, they all mean the same. Furthermore, there are overlaps in inspection/focus areas for institutions like TDB,
TFDA, TBS and LGA, which relate to the obligation to comply to set standards and hygiene. Also, these agencies
issue permits, / licenses for regulation of products and/ premises.
The Tanzania Dairy Board also issues import permit with the objective of controlling the importation of dairy products
to Tanzania. The permit is valid for a period of only one month. The regulatory issue around this permit is that holders
of the permit are also subjected to the requirement to obtain approval issued by the Division of Veterinary Services and
TFDA. This is duplication of roles/functions.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Being mandated to promote development of the sub-sector, TDB should coordinate registration of premises/
business name(s)/ processors or manufacturers.

ii.

*SHPTZMVY=(;9LM\UKZHUK7YV[LJ[PVUVM3VJHS)\ZPULZZLZ

Stakeholders in the private sector have recommended that zero-rated VAT be changed to VAT exempted status.
This, according to them, will assist in claiming VAT refunds. Concerns have also focused on the lack of clarity in the
KLÄUP[PVUVMºWYVJLZZLK»HUKº\UWYVJLZZLKTPSR»PU[OL=(;(J[3HJRVMJSHYP[`OHZILLU[OLZV\YJLVMJVUÅPJ[
between tax administrators and processors.
Currently, ultra-heat treatment (UHT) milk is imported without being charged VAT which, arguably, does not provide the
needed protection to domestic processors. The government could recover the lost revenue if the imported fresh milk
(UHT) would be considered as processed milk and therefore liable to VAT.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Consider reverting to zero rating of the sub-sector inputs.

•

Consider amending the law to charge VAT on processed milk.

Skins and Hides Sub-sector
Tanzania is home to the 2nd largest livestock herd in Africa. The potential and importance of the leather industry is thus
high if Tanzania reforms the regulatory regime facing this sub-sector to increase domestic value addition to the hides
and skins produced. According to the National Leather Sector Development Strategy 2016 – 2020, the Government’s
vision is to have a competitive and coordinated leather industry built on high, modern technology, sustainable best
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practices and responsive to the world market. However, constraints in this sector will hamper the objective. Some of
the concerns in this sub sector relate to:
iii.

7YVK\J[PVU*VZ[ZHUK3PJLUZPUN7YVJLK\YLZ

The private sector in this sub-sector are facing high cost of production linked to licensing procedures, logistics costs
and informal costs as well as complicated licensing procedures to comply with. They are also faced with uncontrolled
dumping of cheap imported leather articles/goods in the local market.
The laws governing the sector include the Animal Welfare Act (No 19 of 2008); Meat Industry Act (No 10 of 2006);
3P]LZ[VJR0KLU[PÄJH[PVU9LNPZ[YH[PVUHUK;YHJLHIPSP[`(J[5VVM",U]PYVUTLU[HS4HUHNLTLU[(J["HUK
the Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) Act. However, the Hides, Skins and Leather Trade Act (2008) is the main law
which governs the sub-sector. The Act focuses on developing and regulating the production and preservation of hides,
skins and leather and the promotion of their trade through regular inspections and licensing requirements, in order to
improve the quality of hides, skins and leather for both domestic and international markets. The Act also aims to ensure
that production takes place in an environmentally friendly manner and with community-level participation. To achieve
this, the Act provides for the following instruments, which were noted to overlap with other instruments under NEMC,
WMA, TBS, LGAs, etc. Some of the licenses are issued in Dar es Salaam, irrespective of where the export is located,
adding to the cost of doing business. The long chain of licenses and permits that complicates matters is summarized
in Table 3.3.
;HISL3PJLUZLZHUKWLYTP[ZHJJVYKPUN[V[OL:RPUZHUK/PKLZ(J[
1

Licensing of premises

2

Hide dressers to be licensed

3

Hide graders to be licensed

4

License in respect of premises

5

Duration of premises license

6

Suspension and cancellation of license

7

Licensing authority to keep register

8

License not transferable

9

Hide dresser’s license

10

Hide grader’s license

11

Duration of hide dressing and hide dresser’s license

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Simplify and streamline the bureaucracy and licensing procedures by decentralizing issuance of permits and
licenses.

•

Explore the possibility and capacity of export permits to be handled in one centralized Department in the Ministry.

•

Revisit measures related to import and export taxes (e.g. export tax on wet-blue).
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Meat Industry
Tanzania has an estimated 22.8 million cattle, 15.6 million goats and 7 million sheep, 2.01 million pigs and 60 million
JOPJRLUZ;HUaHUPH»ZJH[[SLVMOPNONYHKLHYLZVSKHJYVZZ[OLIVYKLYZ\UVѝJPHSS`H[HULZ[PTH[LKJV\U[VM
cattle (2002). However, a large proportion is consumed domestically. The sub-sector has a number of challenges,
which hold back the performance of businesses.
%

4\S[PWSL9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZHUK,_WVY[;H_LZ

The Tanzania Meat Industry faces several regulatory constraints, which hinder it from producing meat of high quality
for domestic and export markets. In particular there is limited availability of Machinery and Equipment for abattoirs
and modern meat processing facilities. Thus, only four slaughter facilities are licensed for export (Cholo Investment
Ltd, Mwanza; TCM, Dodoma; S&Y, Dodoma; and SAAFI, Sumbawanga). Traders in live animals or in meat, for both
PU[LYUHSHUKL_[LYUHSTHYRL[ZVU[OLV[OLYOHUKHYLZ\IQLJ[[VHUVULYV\ZYLNPTLVMÄSSPUNMVYTZHUKWYVJLZZPUN
WLYTPZZPVUZ PUJS\KPUN +=: ;4) ;): HUK ;-+( 0U]VS]LTLU[ VM T\S[PWSL HUK VM[LU JVUÅPJ[PUN SLNHS PUZ[Y\TLU[Z
\UKLY[OLQ\YPZKPJ[PVUVMT\S[PWSLTPUPZ[YPLZHUKV[OLYVѝJPHSIVKPLZM\Y[OLYPTWPUNL\WVU[OLSP]LZ[VJRZLJ[VY
The main law regulating the industry is the Meat Industry Act No 10 of 2006. The Act provides for the restructuring
VM TLH[ PUK\Z[Y` [V LZ[HISPZO H WYVWLY IHZPZ MVY P[Z LѝJPLU[ THUHNLTLU[ [V LUZ\YL WYV]PZPVU VM OPNO X\HSP[` TLH[
products and for matters related therewith. Others are the Veterinary Act No 16 of 2003; the Grazing Land and Animal
-LLK9LZV\YJLZ(J[5VVM"[OL(UPTHS+PZLHZLZ(J[5VVM"[OL3P]LZ[VJR0KLU[PÄJH[PVU9LNPZ[YH[PVU
and Traceability Act No 12 of 2010; and the Hides, Skins and Leather Trade Act No 18 of 2008. Besides these, the
sector is also regulated by:
i.

The Food, Drugs and Cosmetics Act No 1 of 2003 (establishes the Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority or
TFDA);

ii.

The Tanzania Bureau of Standard’s Code No TZS 109:1987;

iii.

The Tanzania Bureau of Standard’s Code No TZS 128: 1981(E) Meat and meat products;

iv.

The Meat Slaughter Regulations;

v.

The Meat Hygiene Regulations of 1993;

vi.

The Guidelines for Slaughter Facilities as provided by Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority (2007);

vii. The Meat Transport Regulations;
viii. Food Hygiene Regulations;
ix.

Food Libeling Regulations;

x.

Food Import and Export Regulations.

The products and produce from the agriculture sector are also regulated and taxed by LGAs in several ways. But
one of the typical concerns is the issue of produce cess, which raises concerns on both the rate and the way it is
administered. Some of the procedures for processing permits and licences required in authorizing trading in red meat
are given in Box 3.2!
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)V_!7YVJLK\YLZMVY,_WVY[VM4LH[HUK4LH[7YVK\J[Z
i.

The prospective exporter should have a Company registered in Tanzania by BRELA, or need to enter into joint a
venture with a registered Tanzanian company (Need to submit Company Registration Certificate)

ii.

The exporter should be registered by the Tanzania Revenue Authority and hold Tax Identification Number (TIN) ,

iii.

The prospective exporter should hold valid export license from the Ministry of Industry and Trade which is charged
TZS. 100,000/=

iv.

The prospective exporters should register with Tanzania Meat Board as meat industry stakeholder. They should pay a
fee of TZS. 150,000/= initially and retention fee of TZS. 102,000/= every year.

v.

The prospective exporter should obtain certificate of origin from Tanzania Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture at a
fee ranging from TZS. 25,000 up to 55,000 depending on the volume of meat export.

vi.

The exporter should obtain Certificate for safety and quality compliance for products from the Tanzania Meat Board.

vii.

The exporter is required to process an export clearance Certificate from the Tanzania Meat Board at 1% of F.O.B value
of the exported meat

viii.

The prospective exporter should apply to the Director of Veterinary Services for export permit attaching the following
documents:-

ix.

They also need a Veterinary health certificate from the exporting country

x.

In addition the following requirements form part of the conditions:
% An Invoice
% Certificate for safety and quality compliance for products from Tanzania Meat Board
% Certificate of origin from the exporting country (TCCIA)
% A clearance certificate from Tanzania Meat Board
% The Director of Veterinary Services shall in turn issue a Veterinary Export Permit.

xi.

Different countries have different import requirements (e.g. Muslim countries will require d Halal certificates).
Slaughtering and processing should be undertaken in a registered and approved abattoirs only

(UV[OLYTHPUYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJ`PU[OPZZ\IZLJ[VYPZ[OL;HUaHUPH4LH[)VHYK^OPJOPZZ\LZYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[LZ"
L_WVY[HUKPTWVY[ZJLY[PÄJH[LZ^P[OHJOHYNLVM VM-V)]HS\LVM[OLPTWVY[HUK MVY[OLL_WVY[0[PZJSLHY[OH[
such charges are not meant to only cover the cost of processing the required documents. They are also a source of
revenue.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
i.

There should be a clear distinction of roles and functions between TMB and TFDA, and in areas where focus
is on food quality and safety TFDA should be the lead agency.

ii.

TMB should focus on those areas where TFDA has less comparative advantages, including areas related to
introducing and enforcing grading and sales by live weight at markets and promoting fair and competitive
farm-gate prices.

iii.

Give the mandate to inspect and issue the export license/permit/certificate to only one regulatory agency
instead of the currently three agencies. Other regulators should recognize the permits/license issued by the
mandated agency.

iv.

The Board should charge fees on exports to cover the cost associated with the documents required by
export and should not be treated as source of revenue.
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Crop/Commodity Boards
;HUaHUPH OHZ H [YHKP[PVU VM \ZPUN JYVWJVTTVKP[` ZWLJPÄJ IVHYKZ [V YLN\SH[L [YHKP[PVUHS JYVWZ ;OL HNYPJ\S[\YHS
JVTTVKP[`IVHYKZMVYJVќLLJHZOL^U\[JV[[VUZPZHS[LHZ\NHYJHULHUKW`YL[OY\T^LYLLZ[HISPZOLKI`(J[ZVM
7HYSPHTLU[ MVY [OL W\YWVZL VM WLYMVYTPUN YLN\SH[VY` M\UJ[PVUZ MVY ZWLJPÄJ JYVWZ VU ILOHSM VM [OL .V]LYUTLU[ ;OL
commodity Boards perform the following main roles:
i.

Formulating and implementing development strategies for their respective industries;

ii.

Providing regulatory services to promote good quality products;

iii.

Financing research and extension services for the respective industry;

iv.

Disseminating relevant information to stakeholders in the industry; and

v.

Promoting production, value addition and marketing of their respective crops

Several reforms have been carried out to improve the regulatory regime under the Boards. However, there have also
ILLUWVSPJ`YL]LYZHSZ^OPJOHќLJ[[OLPU[LYMHJLIL[^LLU[OL)VHYKZHUK[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VY-VYPUZ[HUJLTanzania
Pyrethrum Board (TPB) as a regulator has removed most of the fees to their customers. However, LGAs still charge
them. The Board is now considering re-introducing the fees for revenue purposes.
The following are the regulatory issues under each Board or for the crop each of the Boards regulates.
The Tanzania Tea Board
The Tanzania Tea Board is established by the Tea Act of 1997. This Act also establishes the Small-Holder Tea
Development Agency (Section 3(1). The Board was established to promote and regulate the growing and export of
Tea, and the imposition of cess on tea. Section 5 (3) provides for the functions of the Board, which include, among
others, licensing of tea factories, licensing of tea blenders and packers, regulating, controlling and improving the
cultivation and processing of tea, control of pests and diseases, licensing and control of export and import of tea,
assisting in the investigation of and research into all matters relating to the tea industry; and collection, keeping and
maintaining statistics relating to the tea industry.
Section 5 (3) empowers the Board to engage in commercial activities subject to approval of the Minister. It also allows
the board to issue licenses upon payment of the prescribed fee. Section 23 provides for types of license which can
be issued which are green leaf tea buying license, green leaf tea processing license, tea blending and packing license,
tea export permit and tea import permit. Section 24 clearly provides that application for licenses be processed within
seven working days.
Section 10 outlines the sources of funds fort he Board, which among others include monies raised by way of levy or
cess imposed by the Board. The board has the power given under section 14 to register all growers of tea whereby
they have to furnish particulars such as of the owner, occupier or manager, land and the planted tea.
Section 17 empowers authorized persons to enter and conduct inspection for the purpose of ascertaining compliance
^P[O[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZWYV]PKLK\UKLY[OL(J[:LJ[PVUNYHU[Z[OLWV^LY[VZLHYJOHUKZLPaLVѝJLYZVM[OL4PUPZ[Y`
VM(NYPJ\S[\YLVM)VHYK"HU`WVSPJLVѝJLYVYHKTPUPZ[YH[P]LVѝJLYTH`LU[LYHUKZLHYJOHU`WYLTPZLZPMP[PZILSPL]LK
that in the premises there is tea which has been illegally manufactured or possessed. They can also detain any vehicle,
vessel or other conveyance which they believe contains manufactured tea which does not have export permit.
The Tea Board through inspection controls the quality, grading and weighing of tea. It issues standards to be complied
with, such as the obligation for manufactures to produce tea which complies with acceptable international grades
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HZWLY:LJ[PVU:LJ[PVUYLJVNUPaLZ[OLYVSLVM>LPNO[ZHUK4LHZ\YLZ(NLUJ`I`YLX\PYPUNJLY[PÄJH[PVUVMHSS
weighing scales to by the Agency after inspection.
Section 25 permit the board to raise, collect cess and all manufacture of tea to pay cess at such a rate set by the
Minister. The Minister is allowed to impose annual cess per each acre of Tea. The money obtained from levy or other
sources is supposed to be deposited in the Tea Development Trust Fund as provided for under section 27. The
money in the Fund can be used to promote the welfare of small holders and the tea industry or enhance its economic
production.
The Board issues 3 types of licenses (tea processing; tea buying and processing license; tea blending license) and 2
permits (Importation permit and Export permit) and charges some fees (e.g. the board charges inspection fee of TZS
1,000,000 for building a new factory). The main challenges relating to the Tea Board are:
i.

4\S[PWSPJP[`VM9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZ

The private sector in the tea industry is subject to a multiplicity of regulatory agencies, including OSHA, TFDA, and
FIRE. These agencies have more or less the same objectives of ensuring health and safety of the consumers and the
^VYRLYZ;OLYLHYLOV^L]LYZVTLJVUÅPJ[ZPU[OPZYLNHYK-VYL_HTWSL^OPSL[OL;;)NYHU[ZL_WVY[WLYTP[Z40;0
issues export licenses and TBS comes in on quality issues.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Coordination among the respective agencies should be strengthened, commencing with MoUs in the short term.
In the medium term, coordination should be made legally binding. For example, when it comes to inspections of
office premises, OSHA could be empowered to also handle inspections relevant to FIRE.

•

The Crop Board mandated to promote the sector should be the lead agency except on matters in which the
Board does not have capacity or/and comparative advantage. For example, MITI should leave the mandate to
issue both export licenses and permits to the Board.

ii.

High urban land rent

As urban areas expand, some farms are now located within the vicinity of the urban areas and therefore attract higher
land rent charge by LGAs. Therefore for some crops, including tea and sisal, some farms are now considered to
occupy urban land, thus attracting higher land rent. The higher rent charged ultimate translates to high cost of doing
business and low competitiveness.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

From the environment conservation viewpoint, the farms in the urban areas should be considered as part of the
greenbelt to beautify the town.

•

Farms encroached by urban areas should continue to attract rural rates of land rent until such a point where it is
absolutely necessary to change the land use plan.

The Cashewnuts Board of Tanzania
The Cashew nut Industry Act No. 18 of 2009 provides for the establishment of the Cashew nut Board and provides
for the regulation of production, grading, processing and marketing of cashew nuts and kernels. The function of the
Board is to regulate functions and other activities in the cashew nut industry and to control the quality of cashew nuts,
kernels and cashew nuts by-products. (See sec 5)
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The powers of the Board include issuing licenses or permits for buying, processing and exporting of cashew nuts;
enforcing the implementation of regulations in respect of farming, marketing, processing, transporting and storage of
cashew nuts; and registering growers, buyers, sellers, processors and exporters of the crop. It also has powers to
appoint inspectors of cashew nuts farms, cashew nuts, kernels, premises, processing facilities, warehouses and any
other facility that may need to be inspected (see sec 5).
Inspectors have power to •

Supervise land preparation, cultivation, keeping of nurseries, farm management, harvesting, drying, packing,
transportation and storage of cashew nuts;

•

Inspect cashew nut farms, processing plants, marketing centers; and

•

Take samples and certify the weight and quality of cashew nuts as are provided for in this Act or as may be
prescribed by the cashew nuts regulations. (See sec 21)

The Board issues licenses for the purchase of cashew nuts at a fee of about USD 2000 and TZS 1,000,000. It also
issues cashewnuts processing licenses which are free and cashewnuts exporting permits for a tax of USD 150 per
metric tone - charged directly by TRA. Of the revenue collected, 65% is disbursed to the Cashew Fund. Co-operative
Unions in cashew growing areas have started constructing and using warehouses. The warehouses are licensed and
regulated by the Warehouse Licensing Board (Act No. 10 of 2005). However the Cashewnut Board regulates cashew
handling in warehouses, which sometime results in overlaps of the regulatory functions. Like in other crops, there are
many players engaged in regulation, including the Cashew nut Board, Co-operative Unions, the Warehouse Licensing
Board, and LGAs. However, as proposed elsewhere in this Blueprint, one strong and capable overseeing regulator
would most likely provide a better service. Other challenges in this sub-sector include:% Prohibition of Importation of Raw Cashew
Under the current legal framework, importation of cashew nuts is prohibited in order to protect the farmers (forcing
local process to source cash from domestic farmers). Cashew nut processing plants in Tanzania can only operate for
HTH_PT\TVM[OYLLTVU[OZHUK[OLYLHM[LYK\YPUNVќZLHZVU[OLWSHU[ZYLTHPU\U\[PSPaLK(SZVHSSJHZOL^U\[ZOH]L
to be routed via the cooperative unions and auction system. This means that the processor has no secure of supply
and cannot develop normal supply chain relationships with farmers and farmer groups.
Private actors complain about the current arrangement where cashew nuts can only be purchased through cooperatives.
They argue that the costs of routing a product through the cooperative unions and auctions are too high. However, the
relative market power between individual farmers (outside the cooperative union) and the cashew nut buyers justify this
kind of regulation/control, at least in the medium term.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Processors should be permitted to source raw cashew from imports during off-season. In order to avoid over
importation and ensure that domestic farmers continue to receive profitable prices, the import quota should be
based on the total installed processing capacity vs the expected domestic production.

•

The Board should continue its mandate to control cashew exports, taking into consideration the demand from
domestic processors.

The Tanzania Sisal Board
The Board issues 4 types of licenses: farming license, processing license, trader license and export license. All permits
and licenses are issued for free. Challenges facing the Tanzania Sisal Board are more or less similar to those in
othersub-sectors, which are mainly duplication and multiplicity of fees and charges.
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The Tanzania Cotton Board
The Cotton Industry Act (Cap. 201) establishes the Tanzania Cotton Board and empowers it to issue licenses or
permits of the following categories: (i) seed cotton buying license; (ii) ginning license; (iii) cotton lint or linters export
license; (iv) cotton seed or cake export permit; and (v) cotton lint export permits.
In practice it has been noted that the Board deals with issues of buying spot license (at village level) on seasonal basis
HUKL_WVY[SPJLUZLHYLVќLYLKVUHUU\HSIHZPZ,_WVY[WLYTP[ZHYLPZZ\LKMVYIH[JOLZ[VILL_WVY[LK;OL)VHYKHSZV
PZZ\LZ JV[[VU X\HSP[` JLY[PÄJH[L PZZ\LK LZWLJPHSS` [V L_WVY[LYZ HM[LY NVPUN [OYV\NO H SHIVYH[VY` PUZWLJ[PVU VM IV[O
organic and inorganic cottons. In addition the Board issues ginneries construction permits in order to guarantee
quality of the constructed ginneries. Furthermore, the Board issues cottonseed permits given to those who wish
to export cottonseeds. All the permits and licenses are given for free following issuance of a government directive.
0KLU[PÄLKJOHSSLUNLZPU[OLZ\IZLJ[VYPUJS\KL!
% >LHR,UMVYJLTLU[VM*VU[YHJ[-HYTPUN:JOLTLZ
<USPRLPUV[OLYJHZOJYVWZLNZ\NHYHUKZPZHSJVU[YHJ[MHYTPUNPU[OLJV[[VUZ\IZLJ[VYOHZILLUKPѝJ\S[[VLUMVYJL
Small-scale ginners do not invest in farmers in such schemes like out-growers or contract farmers. The ginners are not
convinced that the government has the ability/capacity to regulate such a system and protect investments.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

The necessary condition for contract farming is stringent regulation that prevents free riding by ginners who do
not invest in out-growers and contract farming schemes. This requires a regulatory body with the autonomy to
grant licenses and capacity to enforce contracts.

The Tanzania Sugar Board
The Sugar Industry Act, 2001, establishes the Tanzania Sugar Board to regulate and promote sugar industry. The
JV\U[Y`»Z Z\NHY PUK\Z[Y` PZ KP]PKLK IL[^LLU KVTLZ[PJ WYVK\JLYZ HUK PTWVY[LYZ  ;OL )VHYK VќLYZ ZL]LYHS SPJLUZLZ
including sugar milling license, sugar importation license, sugar export license, and license to produce sugar byWYVK\J[Z LN L[OHUVS :\NHY TPSSPUN SPJLUZLZ HYL NP]LU MVY KPќLYLU[ TPSSPUN JH[LNVYPLZ SHYNL ZJHSL HUK ZTHSS ZJHSL
TPSSLYZ-LLZHYLJOHYNLKHJJVYKPUN[VKPќLYLU[[`WLZVMSPJLUZLZ;OLTHPUJOHSSLUNLZPU[OPZZ\IZLJ[VYHYLHZMVSSV^Z!
i.

6]LYSHWWPUN4HUKH[LZMVY0UZWLJ[PVUZ

While the regulatory framework for domestic sugar production is considered to match the best practice, inspection
appears to be a major constraint with overlapping mandates usually at the port in respect of agencies such as TFDA,
TBS, etc. But due to shortage of capacity, inspection at border posts is inadequate and media allegations of illegal
PTWVY[H[PVUVMZ\NHYHYLUV[\UJVTTVU;OLYLHYLLќVY[Z[VIYPUNHSSHNLUJPLZYLZWVUZPISLMVY[OLZ\NHYZLJ[VY\UKLY
one roof at the port to simplify the exercise
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

The government should enhance its efforts to bring all agencies responsible for the sugar sector under one roof
at the ports and factories to simplify the exercise.

ii.

(JX\PZP[PVUVM3HUKMVY0U]LZ[TLU[

Procedures for acquiring land for huge investment constitute a major regulatory constraint facing the sector.
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

The sugar industry was one of the priority areas in the BRN and now in the FYDP II. The Government should
consider implementing the BRN recommendations in respect of the sugar industry.

;HUaHUPH*VɈLL)VHYK
;HUaHUPH *VќLL )VHYK PZ LZ[HISPZOLK I` [OL ;HUaHUPH *VќLL 0UK\Z[Y` (J[ 5V  VM  HUK JOHYNLK ^P[O [OL
THUKH[LZ[VYLN\SH[LJVќLLPUK\Z[Y`PU;HUaHUPHHUKHK]PZL[OL.V]LYUTLU[VUHSSTH[[LYZYLSH[LK[V[OLNYV^PUN
WYVJLZZPUNHUKTHYRL[PUNVMJVќLL^P[OPUHUKV\[ZPKL[OLJV\U[Y`
4VZ[VM[OLJVќLLWYVK\JLKPU;HUaHUPHPZMVYL_WVY[;OLYLHYL[OYLLMVYTHSJOHUULSZ[VL_WVY[JVќLL;OLJVќLL
H\J[PVUPZVUL^PUKV^VMJVќLLL_WVY[PU;HUaHUPH;OLH\J[PVUZHYLJVUK\J[LKL]LY`^LLRVU;O\YZKH`ZK\YPUN[OL
ZLHZVU\Z\HSS` TVU[OZ+\YPUN[OLJVќLLZLHZVUH\J[PVUZHYLJHYYPLKV\[H[[OL;HUaHUPH*VќLL)VHYKPU4VZOP
;OL ZLJVUK ^PUKV^ PZ KPYLJ[ L_WVY[ ^OLYL JVќLL PZ HSSV^LK I` [OL ;HUaHUPH *VќLL )VHYK ;*) [V IL L_WVY[LK
without passing through auction given the condition that it meets criteria for direct export. The third channel is internal
THYRL[^OLYLMHYTLYZZLSSJVќLLH[MHYTNH[LWYPJL[VWYP]H[LI\`LYZMHYTLYNYV\WZHUKJVVWLYH[P]L;OLJOHSSLUNLZ
YLSH[PUN[V[OLJVќLLZ\IZLJ[VYHYL!
% 4\S[PWSPJP[`VM;H_LZ*OHYNLZHUK-LLZ
;OL JOHSSLUNLZ MHJPUN [OL *VќLL Z\IZLJ[VY HYL ]LY` ZPTPSHY [V [OVZL MHJPUN V[OLY JVTTVKP[` JYVWZ ;OL` PUJS\KL
T\S[PWSPJP[`VMYLN\SH[VYZ^P[OV]LYSHWWPUNHUKZVTL[PTLZJVUÅPJ[PUNKLJPZPVUZHZ^LSSHZT\S[PWSPJP[`VM[H_LZJOHYNLZ
HUKMLLZ;OPZYLWVY[\ZLZ[OLJVќLLZ\IZLJ[VY[VLSHIVYH[LVU[OLPZZ\LVMT\S[PWSPJP[`VM[H_LZJOHYNLZHUKMLLZ
Table 3.4 below shows that all taxes, charges, and fees add up to 25 percent of the going prices. Since the indicative
prices are always given in band, there is a great likelihood that the incidence of multiplicity of taxes, charges, and fees
PZ[YHUZMLYYLK[V[OLMHYTLYZ;OPZLYVKLZMHYTLYZ»PUJLU[P]L[VZLSSJVќLL[OYV\NO[OLVѝJPHSJOHUULSZ
;HISL*LZZHUKV[OLYJOHYNLZVUJVMMLLPU4VZOPMVY`LHY
Clean coffee Price per KG

4500

Percent

TACRI Research fee 0.75%

33.75

0.8%

Fee to cooperatives

200

4.4%

Fee to main cooperative

100

2.2%

Coffee transportation

26

0.6%

Money transportation

9

0.2%

Crop insurance

1.25

0.0%

Money insurance

1.25

0.0%

Bank interest

150

3.3%

Local government (street) fee

135

3.0%

Processing fee (excluding VAT)

63

1.4%

Packaging Materials

65

1.4%

Health insurance

70

1.6%

VAT

23

0.5%

Value adding to coffee (organic)

50

1.1%

Pembejeo Voucher

100

2.2%

Price regulatory fund

100

2.2%

Total

1127.25

25.1%

Source: Agricultural Council of Tanzania. 2013. Study on produce cess taxation system in Tanzania. Dar es Salaam.

It is important to bring to perspective the fact that some of the regulatory challenges in the Agriculture sector have their
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origin in revenue motive of the regulatory agencies. Regulatory agencies survive and operate based on such revenue
MVSSV^PUN[OLMHPS\YLVMNV]LYUTLU[[VÄUHUJPHSS`Z\WWVY[[OLVWLYH[PVUVM[OL)VHYKZHZKPYLJ[LKI`*PYJ\SHY5VVM
2006. As a result, various Boards reverted to re-introduced charges and fees to cover operational costs of the Board.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

The government should consider addressing overlaps in Regulations as outlined for other crop Boards. Whenever
more than one regulator does similar activity, the mandate should be given to a single regulator with the best
capacity unless there is a strong justification for duplication. For example, when it comes to the export license/
permits, mandate should be given to the board while MITI only collects records of the issued licenses/permits.

•

The government could consider implementing Circular No. 25 of 2006 (after amendments, if necessary).

.LULYHSYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZVU*YVW)VHYKZ!
•

The Government should revisit the rationale for specialized crop specific research institutes with the view to
merging them/align them with other agricultural research institutions. This will also address some of the fees
charged respective crops.

•

Address the issue of multiplicity of charges and fees imposed by crop boards (e.g. Coffee sub-sector has 24
charges currently; and Tobacco Sub-sector19 charges).

Fisheries
;HUaHUPH»Z [V[HS ÄZOLYPLZ WV[LU[PHS PZ LZ[PTH[LK [V IL  [VUZ WLY HUU\T JVTWHYLK [V [OL J\YYLU[ HUU\HS
WYVK\J[PVU VM  [VUZ  ;O\Z H WV[LU[PHS L_PZ[Z MVY JVTTLYJPHSZJHSL PU]LZ[TLU[ PU ÄZOLY` ZLJ[VY *\YYLU[S`
HY[PZHUHSVYZTHSSZJHSLÄZOLYPLZHJJV\U[ZMVY  VMHSSWYVK\J[PVU;OL-PZOLYPLZ+LWHY[TLU[4PUPZ[LYPHSSL]LSPU
JVSSHIVYH[PVU ^P[O 3VJHS .V]LYUTLU[ (\[OVYP[PLZ HYL YLZWVUZPISL MVY [OL JVSSLJ[PVU HUK HSSVJH[PVU VM ÄZOLY` ZLJ[VY
YL]LU\L ;OL ÄZOLYPLZ ZLJ[VY MHJLZ H U\TILY VM PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YHS JOHSSLUNLZ PUJS\KPUN WVVY Z[VYHNL HUK [YHUZWVY[
PUMYHZ[Y\J[\YL;OLZL\UKLYTPULLќVY[Z[VHKK]HS\L[VÄZOWYVK\J[ZILMVYLL_WVY[
;OLL_PZ[PUNSLNHSHUKYLN\SH[VY`MYHTL^VYRHWWSPJHISL[V[OLÄZOLYPLZZLJ[VYPZL_WYLZZLKPUZL]LYHSSLNHSTLHZ\YLZ
enacted in the Fisheries Act Cap 279 of 2003, the Marine Parks and Reserves Act Cap. 146, the Deep Sea Fishing
Authority Act Cap. 388; and the Tanzania Fisheries Research Institute (TAFIRI) Act Cap. 280, and other related laws
HUK9LN\SH[PVUZ;OL-PZOLYPLZ(J[PZWYLZLU[S`\UKLYYL]PZPVU[VIL[[LYYLÅLJ[ILZ[PU[LYUH[PVUHSWYHJ[PJLZPUÄZOLYPLZ
governance and management. The Fisheries Regulations 2009 set out the detailed technical provisions applicable to
[OLZLJ[VY*OHSSLUNLZPKLU[PÄLKPU[OPZZ\IZLJ[VYPUJS\KL!
% Overlapping Regulations and Fish Export Royalty
Like in other areas discussed above, the Fisheries Department mandate overlaps with those of TFDA, SUMATRA, FIRE,
6:/(L[JPU[LYTZVMYLNPZ[YH[PVUVMÄZOPUN]LZZLSZ"3PJLUZPUNVMÄZOPUN]LZZLSZ"0KLU[PÄJH[PVUVMTHYRZ"HUKPZZ\HUJL
VMZWLJPHSSPJLUZLZ(UV[OLYTHPUYLN\SH[VY`PZZ\LPZ[OLÄZOL_WVY[YV`HS[`PTWVZLKVU;HUaHUPH»ZÄZOWYVJLZZVYZ\USPRL
PU2LU`HHUK<NHUKH;OLYLHYLHSZVZ\YJOHYNLZHUKSL]PLZVUÄZOPTWVZLKI`[OL3.(Z
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Rationalize and harmonize multiple laws and regulations impacting on the fisheries industry. The agency’s
mandate of promoting the sector should be assigned to another organ in order to minimize overlaps.

•

Revisit the export royalty rationale with a view to enhancing competitiveness.
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Agricultural Inputs
Apart from the marketing bottlenecks, inadequate growth in agriculture is attributed to low usage of modern inputs,
e.g. improved seeds, fertilizers, and agro-chemicals. Among the main reasons for low usage of modern agricultural
inputs is unnecessarily restrictive, lengthy and costly process in registering and certifying new inputs and technologies.
:LLK :\IZLJ[VY! 2L` YLN\SH[VYZ PU [OPZ Z\I ZLJ[VY HYL [OL (NYPJ\S[\YHS :LLK (NLUJ` (:( HUK ;HUaHUPH 6ѝJPHS
:LLK*LY[PÄJH[PVU0UZ[P[\[L;6:*0;OLZ\IZLJ[VYPZYLN\SH[LK[OYV\NO[OYLLTHPUWYPUJPWSL(J[ZUHTLS`P:LLK
Act No. 18 (2003) (and the Seed Regulations of 2007); (ii) the Plant Breeder’s Rights Act No. 22 of 2002; and (iii) Plant
Protection Act 1997. The Seed Act provides for increasing role of the private sector and generally there is no restriction
on private dealers, including importation of seeds. However, importers of seeds from already-approved varieties are
required to have:
•

An import permit from the Seed Unit in the MAFC

•

A phytosanitary certificate

•

Business license and company registration documentation; and

•

Documentation outlining the company’s business model and financial status

The main challenges in this sub sector revolve around the following issues:
i.

3LUN[O`HUK*VZ[S`7YVJLZZLZ

;OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYÄUKZP[KPѝJ\S[[VHJJLZZ[OLIHZPJºMV\UKH[PVU»ZLLKZ[OL`ULLKMYVT(:(H[[OL[PTL[OL`ULLK
them. Also, the time required for seed companies to introduce new seed varieties – up to three years – is overly long.
An independent review has show that registration of new seed varieties takes up to three years and costs at least
6U[OPZHJJV\U[WYVJLZZPUNVMZLLKYLNPZ[YH[PVUPU;HUaHUPHPZHIV\[Ä]L[PTLZTVYLL_WLUZP]LJVTWHYLK[V
[OLK\YH[PVUPUAHTIPH4VYLV]LY(:(»ZV^UJLY[PÄLKZLLKWYVK\J[PVUWYVNYHTYLWYLZLU[ZHJVUÅPJ[VMPU[LYLZ[HZP[
places ASA in direct competition with private seed companies. The way ASA executes its mandate therefore hampers
the development of an open and competitive private sector.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Review the legal framework to remove the conflict of interest between ASA as a regulatory agency and seeds
trader.

•

Review the legal framework for seed regulation which holds back the private sector from developing direct
licensing agreements to multiply basic seed with the Agricultural Research Institutes (ARIs).

ii.

:LLKZ9LNPZ[YH[PVUHUK0U[LYUH[PVUHS(JJYLKP[H[PVU

The ;HUaHUPH 6ɉJPHS :LLK *LY[PÄJH[PVU 0UZ[P[\[L ;6:*0 PZ YLZWVUZPISL MVY PZZ\PUN YLNPZ[YH[PVU JLY[PÄJH[LZ HUK
JLY[PÄJH[LVMV^ULYZOPWVMZLLKZ[VYLZLHYJOLYZYLZLHYJOPUZ[P[\[PVUZ;6:*0PZHSZVJOHYNLK^P[O[OL[HZRVMJVUK\J[PUN
+PZ[PUJ[P]LULZZ<UPMVYTP[`:[HIPSP[`+<:[LZ[Z5H[PVUHS7LYMVYTHUJL;YPHS57;HUKZLLKJLY[PÄJH[PVU([[OLZHTL
time TOSCI is required to enforce the Seed Act while TPRI is responsible for Post-entry quarantine for testing freedom
VMX\HYHU[PULWLZ[;OLSH^YLX\PYLZJOHYNPUNVMMLLMVYZ\JOJLY[PÄJH[PVUI\[PUWYHJ[PJL[OLPUZ[P[\[LKVLZUV[JOHYNL
such fees in the spirit of promoting the sector. It was noted that Tanzania has not obtained international accreditation
from the International Seed Testing Association (ISTA) and OECD. This prevents access to potential export markets for
seeds from the country.
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Strengthen institutions in the seed sub-sector to enhance their capacity and enable them obtain international
accreditation from the International Seed Testing Association (ISTA) and other organizations to enhance the
export seeds trade.

iii.

Overlapping Mandates

The Seed Sub-sector faces overlaps of responsibilities in seed issues from the seed related Agencies. These include
the Seed Unit; Plant Health Services; TOSCI; and TPRI. It is noted that: (i) The Seed Unit is responsible for registration of
seed dealers and of variety list; (ii) PHS conducts pest risk analysis and issues plant import permits and phytosanitary
JLY[PÄJH[LZ"HUK7/:LUMVYJLZ[OL7SHU[7YV[LJ[PVU(J["
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

All Units responsible for seed issues should be merged into one organ as is done in Kenya where there exists the
Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS). To minimize problems encountered by the private sector the
unified institution should be charged with the following regulatory powers:

•

Protection of plants from pests, weeds and invasive species in tandem with emerging issues in both local and
international agricultural sector.

•

Support compliance with market requirements.

•

Enhance synergies through information and resource sharing with regulatory agencies and other stakeholders.

-LY[PSPaLYZ\IZLJ[VY!According to the Fertilizer Act 2009, the Tanzania Fertilizer Regulatory Authority (TFRA) is the
main agency responsible for the regulation of fertilizer sub-sector. The Act mandates the TFRA to: (i) Monitor the
quality of domestically produced and imported fertilizer; (ii) Regulate the importation, production, storage, distribution,
sale and disposal of fertilizer; (iii) Register and issue licenses to fertilizer dealers and register their premises; (iv) Issue
import and export permits; (v) Maintain a register of all approved fertilizers; and (vi) Regulate fertilizer prices in light of
government directives and appropriate regulations.
iv.

Overlapping Regulatory Mandates

The Tanzania Fertilizer Regulatory Authority (TFRA) reports to the Agricultural Inputs Section of the Ministry responsible
for Agriculture. However, there are other regulatory agencies with completely deferent line of reporting; and these
have been the sources of regulatory confusion in the sub sector. TFRA issues one license (fertilizer dealer license) and
[^VJLY[PÄJH[LZUHTLS`!MLY[PSPaLYKLHSLYJLY[PÄJH[LHUKMLY[PSPaLYPTWVY[H[PVUJLY[PÄJH[L0UHKKP[PVU[OL`PZZ\L[^VTHPU
WLYTP[Z!PTWVY[WLYTP[ZHUKL_WVY[WLYTP[Z>OPSLHSSPZZ\LKJLY[PÄJH[LZHYLJOHYNLKZVTLMLLZ[OLWLYTP[ZHYLUV[
for the reason that the charges are not stipulated in the regulations. Players are TFRA, WMA, Tanzania Atomic Energy
Commission, and SUMMATRA.
;OL JOHSSLUNLZ MHJLK PUJS\KL JVUÅPJ[PUN THUKH[LZ ^P[O >LPNO[Z HUK 4LHZ\YLZ (NLUJ`! ^OPSL [OL` HSZV ULLK [V
weigh, TFRA does the same and oversees the packaging. In addition, SUMMATRA regulates the vessels transporting
fertilizers and charges fees for the fertilizer transported.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Review the legal framework to remove the conflicting and overlapping mandates between TFRA and other
regulatory agencies.
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v.

0U[YVK\JPUN:WLJPHSPZ[HUK*\Z[VTPaLK-LY[PSPaLYZ

The 2011 Fertilizer Regulations prohibits the introduction of new technologies to enable new investment and innovation
in the fertilizer sector. The Regulation impliedly bars companies from introducing specialist and customized fertilizers,
as well as fertilizers that harness new technologies. This has implication not only for the fertilizers dealers but also the
overall growth of the agriculture sector. Fertilizer Regulations also make the registration process for these ‘new’ fertilizers
too long and expensive for companies. Moreover, there is an argument against the registration requirement. Except
in the case of introduction of new fertilizers, most imported fertilizers are already standardized global products and all
fertilizers and/or their components are anyway tested prior to importation under the Tanzania Bureau of Standard’s
7YL,_WVY[=LYPÄJH[PVUVM*VUMVYTP[`WYVNYHTTL
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Review the legal framework to enable the private sector to effectively invest in the fertilizer sub sector.

Regulatory Role of LGAs in Agriculture and Agro-processing
LGA by-laws in the agriculture sector cut across a number of sub-sector issues requirement for payment of licenses,
fees and levies for permits. Activities regulated by most by-laws include diary, veterinary services, abattoirs dealings
in meat, hides and skin, milk and milk products. Others have targeted fees for livestock dipping, agricultural produce
fees, cess, market stalls and auctioning of livestock.
Some of the LGA by-laws, for example, have sought to charge fees for forest produce from forest reserves in their
Q\YPZKPJ[PVUZ;OLI`SH^ZHSZVHKKYLZZPZZ\LZYLSH[PUN[V[OLJVUZLY]H[PVUVMJVќLL"WYVOPIP[ZHSLVMÄZO[VMVYLPNULYZ
and non-citizens. (See: Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Mazao na Vibanda Sokoni) Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Uvinza,
(GN 613/2015). Others have addressed environmental and health standards, for example, Ilala District in Dar-esSalaam. (See: Sheria Ndogo za (Biashara ya Ngozi na Ada za Machinjio) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Ilala, (GN
592/2015)
By-laws of Mbeya City make a provision for the export of animals (livestock) to curb animal diseases, an activity also
regulated under the Animal Diseases Act, Cap. 156 (See: Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Jiji la Mbeya (Mifugo na
Uvuvi) GN339/2014).
By-laws for Shinyanga District, which also seek to regulate movement of livestock, have provision for fees on transporting
animals through the District. Incidentally, these are over and above those prescribed in the Animal Diseases (Animals
and Animal Products Movement Control) (Amendment) Regulations, 2013 (GN 225/2013) made under the Principal
Law – the Animal Diseases Act, Cap. 156 (See: Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Shinyanga (Ushuru wa
2\ZHÄYPZOH UH 2\WP[PZOH 4PM\NV) GN 7/2000). Only a handful of LGA by-laws that seek to regulate transportation
of agricultural produce have provided for format of the permits in the Schedules. An exception to this is the by-laws
for Tandahimba of 2013. (See: Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Mazao Mchanganyiko) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya
Tandahimba, GN 171 of 2013. It is suggested that other LGAs should emulate this good example.
Other by-laws levy charges for regulating activities related to cash crops such as cotton and cashew nut. These include
:OPU`HUNH+PZ[YPJ[HUK9\ÄQP+PZ[YPJ[Z:LL!Sheria Ndogo za Ushuru wa Mazao (Pamba) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya
Shinyanga GN 227/1999 and Sheria Ndogo za (Kufufua na Kutunza Mashamba ya Zao la Korosho) za Halmashauri
`H>PSH`H`H9\ÄQP, GN 392/2009), respectively. Also in this category are by-laws of Ludewa and Kyela Districts. (See:
Sheria Ndogo za (Kufufua na Kutunza Mashamba ya Zao la Korosho) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Ludewa, GN
302/2008 andSheria Ndogo za (Taratibu za Ununuzi na Uuzaji wa Zao la Kakao) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kyela
GN 175/2012), respectively.
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LGA by-laws in the agriculture sector have also addressed issues of food security (See: Sheria Ndogo za (Kilimo
Kwanza na Usalama wa Chakula) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kilolo, GN 170/2012 (Fish and Bees), Mwanza City
Council (Kirumba Mwaloni Fish Market) Fees, GN 316/2010, Sheria Ndogo za (Mifugo) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya
ya Shinyanga, GN 135/2010 and Sheria Ndogo za (Kilimo) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Shinyanga, GN 137/2010.
Most LGA by-laws in the agriculture sector issue permits to keep and transport livestock, and livestock products such
as hides and skin, meat milk. There is a wide disparity in the issuance of such permits across the LGAs. Some LGAs
issue such permits on an annual basis for each activity (e.g. auction) while others issue them for a lesser duration
HUK MVY KPќLYLU[ W\YWVZLZ 0U ZVTL 3.(Z [OL WLYTP[ PZ PZZ\LK MVY W\YWVZLZ VM W\YJOHZPUN SP]LZ[VJR HUK [V LUHISL
the owner to identify their livestock while at the auction, and to protect buyers from purchasing stolen livestock. In
other jurisdictions, such permits are issued for purposes of controlling keeping of livestock illegally and transporting
the same. In the midst of these confusions, there are several other regulators in the agricultural sector which regulate
SP]LZ[VJR^P[O[OLZHTLVIQLJ[P]LZ"MVYL_HTWSL[OVZL[HYNL[PUNZRPUTLH[HUKTPSR;OPZZ[H[LVMHќHPYZPZJLY[HPUS`
not good for business as it creates overlaps and duplications.
Other LGA by- laws make provision for issuance of permits for purposes of transporting goods and other items from
THYRL[ZLNÄZOV\[ZPKL[OLPYQ\YPZKPJ[PVUZHZ^LSSHZWLYTP[Z[VJVUK\J[^OVSLZHSLHUKYL[HPSI\ZPULZZH[[OLTHYRL[
One of the key objectives of such permits is to identify the actors and collect revenue. The permits are renewable
every year and inspections are frequent. The issue at stake here concerns the standards and measurements used.
-VYPUZ[HUJLZVTL3.(ZPZZ\LWLYTP[ZHUKJOHYNLMLLZIHZLKVU[OL[`WLVMÄZOLY`NLHYZ\ZLKI`ÄZOLYZ^OPSLMVY
traders the fees are based on arbitrary units/measurement, such as cartons, sacks, etc.
Inconsistency in the application of rates for produce cess among the LGA by-laws has also been the focus of investor’s
complaints relating to the business environment in the agriculture sector. It has been noted that after amendments to
[OL3VJHS.V]LYUTLU[-PUHUJLZ(J[[OLWYVK\JLJLZZYH[LZ^LYLÄ_LKH[ MYVT[V  PUHUK
3-5% in 2011. However, some LGAs (e.g. Moshi, Kilosa, and Mvomero continued to charge 5% instead of 3% in
^LYLUV[ÅL_PISLLUV\NO[VHKQ\Z[[OLHWWSPJHISLYH[LZ-PUKPUNZYL]LHS[OH[ZVTL3.(ZKVUV[OH]LI`SH^Z[V
guide the administration of the cess. For instance, Babati District Council has not enacted any by-law with respect to
cess rates and hence has been applying directly the Local Government Finances Act No. 9 of 1982. Also, motivated
by the revenue increase, other LGAs opt to charge the maximum applicable rate (i.e. 5 percent) regardless of the
magnitudes of other existing fees and taxes in the sector. Lack of such by-laws has resulted in some arbitrariness in
the application of the laws, which is another form of cost of doing business. Also, existence of arbitral application of
laws is not a good indicator of a business regime that is conducive.
:[\KPLZ I` [OL WYP]H[L ZLJ[VY ZOV^ [OH[ MVY [OL *VќLL :LJ[VY PU  [OLYL ^LYL JOHYNLZ HTV\U[PUN [V ;A: 
WLYRPSVNYHT^OPJOYLWYLZLU[Z VM[OL[H_WH`HISLI`JVќLLMHYTLYZZVTLVM^OPJOHYLSL]PLKI`[OLSVJHS
government (see Table 3.2). The burden of tax and other direct charges on sugarcane in Mvomero is 9.5 % of the
price payable to farmers, and the rate for cashew nuts in Mtwara is 12.3 % of the price payable to farmers; while in
SP]LZ[VJRHYLHZJH[[SLZWLJPÄJHSS`4VUK\SP[OL[H_I\YKLUHUKV[OLYJOHYNLZZ[HUKH[  VM[OLWYPJLWH`HISL[V
livestock keepers at the primary auction.
2VYVUN^L+*OHZHI`SH^^OPJOYLX\PYLZWLYTP[[VI\`*HZO*YVWZ:PZHS-VYLZ[WYVK\J[Z;LH*VќLL*HZOL^
nuts and Cardamom etc). Apparently, all these crops except Cardamom, have their regulatory boards and the LGAs
function is to control and regulate buying of cash crops within the council, including identifying reliable buyers (save for
source of revenue).
As for the produce cess, the procedures vary considerably across LGAs. In Moshi DC the buyers (i) should get the
WLYTP[MYVT[OL+PZ[YPJ[,_LJ\[P]L+PYLJ[VYHUKPP[OLI\`LYZULLK[VILPKLU[PÄLKI`[OL>HYK,_LJ\[P]L6ѝJLYVY
=PSSHNL,_LJ\[P]L6ѝJLYILMVYLILPUNPZZ\LK^P[O[OLWLYTP[;OLZLYLX\PYLTLU[ZHYLUV[HWWSPJHISL[VI\`LYZPUV[OLY
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3.(ZMVYPUZ[HUJLPU)HYPHKP(I\ZPULZZWLYZVUVWLYH[PUNHJYVZZKPќLYLU[3.(Z[OLYLMVYLMHJLZZL]LYHSJVUÅPJ[PUN
laws and regulations which increases the operational challenges. One common thing in them is that the permit ceases
after the buyer buys the crops and transports them.
It is common for business operators both in cash and food crops to be subjected to a range of payments when
[YH]LSSPUN[OYV\NOKPќLYLU[3.(Z\U[PS[OLÄUHSKLZ[PUH[PVU(I\ZPULZZWLYZVU[YHUZWVY[PUNVYHUNLZMYVT;HUNH[V+HY
LZ:HSHHTMVYPUZ[HUJLPZZ\IQLJ[LK[VKPќLYLU[3.(ZI`SH^Z[OYV\NOV\[[OL[YHUZWVY[H[PVUYV\[LKLZWP[L[OLKPќLYLU[
conditions.
Besides LGAs by-laws, food processing is also regulated by various laws and about 15 regulators at the national
level. . Many stakeholders in the private sector are of the view that regulators including the LGAs emphasize more on
revenue collection than regulating the business activities. Multiplicity of licensing and inspections, fees, delays, and
I\YLH\JYHJ`HYLZVTLVM[OLMHJ[VYZHќLJ[PUN[OLNYV^[OVMI\ZPULZZLZ
Hides and skins, by-products of the livestock sector, are earmarked as some of the priority sectors in the FYDP II –
2016/17-2020/21. However, there have been several complaints on how this sub-sector is regulated. Some of the
concerns emanate from the LGAs’ bylaws. In some LGAs businesses are, for instance, required to apply for a permit
and one of the conditions requires the applicants to hold a valid business license, premises license, and grader license.
However, the permit is valid only for one year and the amount of fee is not stated. The permit requirement acts as a
source of LGA revenue and is intended to protect public health, safety, security and environment.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

The main concern with LGA by-laws relates to variability across LGAs, uncertainty and low awareness about
which by-laws are to be complied with. The Blueprint therefore recommends that LGAs should be required to put
in public and list all relevant by-laws related to doing business in their jurisdiction.

•

With regard to concerns about high produce cess and weakness in its administration, all LGAs should cut cess
rate to 3 percent for a start and thereafter consider reducing it gradually to zero. The LGAs should also strengthen
the administration of produce cess, including introduction of e-collection methods.

•

As capacity grows, new revenue sources and administration procedures should be introduced (see Chapter 4);
including piggy-backed presumptive income taxes administered by the Tanzania Revenue Authority.

•

LGA need to be provided with capacity support to improve by-law drafting, including harmonization of clauses for
businesses that transcend wide areas, in order to bring uniformity and predictability.
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 ;YHUZWVY[HUK3VNPZ[PJZ
The Tanzanian transport sector systems consist of surface transport (roads and railways), air transport, and sea and
inland waterways (lakes and rivers) transport. The sector plays a key role in the country’s business environment and the
economy at large. On one hand, it provides investment opportunities; and improves access to jobs, education, health
and other necessary facilities to residents in the country. On the other hand, Tanzania is the international gateway for
several of its landlocked neighboring countries. Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda, DR Congo, Zambia and Malawi are all
dependent, to varying extents, on the Tanzania’s transport network for their access to global markets. Recent statistics
show that the transport sector contributes 4.3 percent of the GDP, employs 65,815 Tanzanians and grows at 12.5
percent, a much larger rate compared to the overall GDP growth rate of 6 percent (NBS, 2014; NBS, 2017).
Like other sectors in the country, the transport sector related businesses have to deal with a number of regulatory
bodies. A multi-sectoral regulatory agency, the Surface and Marine Transport Regulatory Authority (SUMATRA),
was established by an Act of Parliament (No. 9) of 2001 to regulate Rail, Road and Maritime transport services. In
addition, the Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority (TCAA) was established (under the civil Aviation Act (2006)) to regulate air
[YHUZWVY[PU[OLJV\U[Y`([HZ\IZLJ[VYHSSL]LSZZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZPUJS\KL!;HUaHUPH5H[PVUHS9VHKZ(NLUJ`
(TANROADS), Tanzania Airports Authority (TAA), Tanzania Ports Authority (TPA), Tanzania Meteorological Agency
(TMA), Tanzania Government Flight Agency (TGFA), Tanzania Electrical, Mechanical and Electronic Services Agency
(TEMESA). Other cross-cutting authorities directly or indirectly regulating the sector include LGAs, Tanzania Food and
+Y\N(\[OVYP[`;-+(6ѝJLVM[OL.V]LYUTLU[*OPLM*OLTPZ[;):;9(HUK>LPNO[ZHUK4LHZ\YL(NLUJ`>4(
There have been recent reforms in the sector, including introduction of the National Shipping Agencies, which is both
an operator and regulator.
Each of these regulatory bodies is governed by a valid legal framework, implying that any recommendation triggering
HJOHUNLPU[OLZLJ[VYYLN\SH[VY`MYHTL^VYRZOV\SKHSZVILYLÅLJ[LKPUZ\JOSH^Z(JJVYKPUN[V[OL)953HI9LWVY[
(2014), a number of laws govern the transport sector. These include the Aerodromes (Licensing and Control) Act Cap
92 RE 2002), Tanzania Airport Authority under Executive Agent Act No 30 of 1997, Civil Aviation Act 13 of 1977 (Cap
80 RE 0f 2002); Civil Aviation Authority Act No 10 of 2003. Shipping Agency Act No 13 of 2002 (Cap 415 RE of 2002),
Inland Water Transport Act (Cap 172 RE 2002), Surface Marine Transport Regulatory Authority Act No 9 of 2001 (Cap
413 RE 2002) –SUMATRA,and Transport Licensing Act No 1 of 1972 (Cap 317 RE 2002).
Due to the multitude of regulatory authorities in the transport sector and their attendant laws, a number of challenges
have been raised by members of the business community as bottlenecks to the businesses operating either in or
KLWLUKLU[VU[OL[YHUZWVY[ZLJ[VY;OPZZ\IZLJ[PVUWYLZLU[ZHKPZJ\ZZPVUVM[OLZLJOHSSLUNLZ^P[OHZWLJPÄJMVJ\Z
VU[OLHPYHUKYVHKZ\IZLJ[VYZ([[LU[PVU[V[OLZLZ\IZLJ[VYZ^HZPUÅ\LUJLKI`HU\TILYVMMHJ[VYZ6UVULOHUK
road transport is the most widely used form of transport in Tanzania, carrying over 90% of the passengers and 75%
VM[OLMYLPNO[[YHѝJPU[OLJV\U[Y`^OPSL[OL;HUaHUPHUTHYPULWVY[ZOHUKSLTVYL[OHU WLYJLU[VM[OLJV\U[Y`»Z
total exports and imports (CTI,2016; TPA statistics, 2013). On the other hand air transport is highly regulated by the
PU[LYUH[PVUHSZ[HUKHYKZ@L[^OLUL]LYHWWSPJHISLHSSZWLJPÄJJOHSSLUNLZWLY[HPUPUN[V[OLHPYHUKYHPS^H`Z\IZLJ[VYHYL
presented and discussed.

Regulatory Challenges
Tanzania’s road network currently comprises of 86,472 km of roads in the formal inventory (AfDB, 2016). While the
TANROADS is responsible for the trunk and regional roads (33,891 km long), the districts, urban and feeder roads
(52,581 km long) are governed by the LGAs through Tanzania Rural and Urban Road Agency (TARURA).
Major investors in the road transportation sub-sector comprise of (potential) owners and operators of passenger buses
and trucks coordinated under their umbrella organizations namely the Tanzania Bus Owners Association (TABOA) and
Tanzania Trucks Owners Association (TATOA), respectively.
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The following are major challenges facing the business environment operations in this sub-sector alongside their
governing regulations, responsible regulatory authorities and recommended measures to improve the business
environment in the sub-sector:
i.

5VUZ[HUKHYKPaLK3.(ZI`SH^ZNV]LYUPUN9VHKZ

As prescribed in the laws establishing LGAs, LGAs have the power to make by-laws which may prescribe reasonable
MLLZJOHYNLZ[HYPќZVYV[OLYJOHYNLZYLSH[PUN[VHU`SPJLUZLWLYTP[VYKVJ\TLU[NYHU[LK0UZL]LYHSJHZLZOV^L]LY
most of the by-laws do not state the procedures and fees associated with a particular permit. In cases where these
are provided, procedures and fees for the same permit/license vary across the LGAs. The inconsistency in the by-laws
JH\ZLZZPNUPÄJHU[KPZ[\YIHUJLZHUKJVZ[Z[V[Y\JRHUKI\ZKYP]LYZVWLYH[PUNHJYVZZ]HYPV\Z3.(Z
;Y\JRVWLYH[VYZWHZZPUN[OYV\NOKPќLYLU[3.(ZL_WLYPLUJLKPќLYLU[[YLH[TLU[Z^OLUP[JVTLZ[VNL[[PUN[OLWLYTP[Z
to use roads under the LGAs (i.e. district and feeder roads not operated by TANROADS). Also, several LGAs by-laws
neither state the amount to be paid for the permit nor the procedure to obtain it. On the other hand, truck drivers on
cross-country trips have to deal with similar permits in each LGA they pass through, leading to wastage of time and
incurring of additional costs in fees.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

LGAs by-laws need to specify the exact amount of fee associated with the permit. The Minister responsible for
LGAs should enact Regulations setting a fee range within which all LGAs’ fees will fall.

•

Create a one-window facility where there will be issued single permits to be used across the LGAs: Truck owner
should apply for a single permit which states that all LGAs are covered by the route. The respective LGAs can
then share the fee as per their respective by-laws.

ii.

9LN\SH[PVUZ.V]LYUPUN;YHUZWVY[H[PVUVM-VYLZ[7YVK\J[ZVU;YHUZP[

The Tanzania Forest Service (TFS) is an Executive Agency established under the Executive Agencies Act. Among other
functions, TFS issues permit to transport forestry products (i.e. Transit pass for forest produce from harvesting areas
[V[OLTHYRL[Z"HUK,_WVY[JLY[PÄJH[LWLYTP[NP]LU[VHKLHSLY^OVPU[LUKZ[VL_WVY[MVYLZ[WYVK\JL^P[OHJVUKP[PVU
which prohibits transportation of the forest products past 18:00 pm.
However, TRA requirements for the goods that are on transit is that the trucks should report at every earmarked station
on the stipulated time (which could sometime be beyond 18:00hrs).While trying to comply with the TFSA requirements
trucks end up breaching the TRA requirement leading to payment of penalties.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

iii.

Harmonize the TRA and TFS Regulations to remove the identified contradictions. Either TRA should relax its
regulatory condition for such types of cargo (forestry products) or TFS should drop the prohibition against
transportation of forestry products past 18:00 hrs.

-LLZMVY[YHUZWVY[PUN*OLTPJHSZ

The Government Chemist Laboratory agency is mandated by the industrial and consumer chemicals (Management
and Control) Act (2003) to regulate the production, importation, exportation, transportation, storage and dealing in
chemicals.
>OLU P[ JVTLZ [V [OL [YHUZWVY[H[PVU VM JOLTPJHSZ [OL .*3( PZZ\LZ H YLSL]HU[ JLY[PÄJH[L HJJVTWHUPLK I` H MLL
PL JOLTPJHS [YHUZWVY[H[PVU JLY[PÄJH[L 9LJLU[S` [OL HNLUJ` JOHUNLK [OL Z`Z[LT VM JOHYNPUN [OL MLL HZZVJPH[LK
^P[OJOLTPJHS[YHUZWVY[H[PVUJLY[PÄJH[LMYVT[OLÄ_LKHTV\U[VM<:+VSSHYZWLYJVUZPNUTLU[YLNHYKSLZZVM[OL
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X\HU[P[`[V<:+VSSHYZWLYLHJO[VUVMJOLTPJHSZ;OPZOHZSLK[VHZPNUPÄJHU[PUJYLHZLPU[OLJVZ[VMHJX\PYPUN[OL
[YHUZWVY[H[PVUJLY[PÄJH[LI`[Y\JRV^ULYZHUKVWLYH[VYZ-VYL_HTWSLHJLY[PÄJH[L[V[YHUZWVY[HJVUZPNUTLU[VM
tons of chemicals would cost only USD 100 in the previous charging system but with the current system it will cost
USD 1000 (i.e. 10 times higher).
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

GCLA to revise the fee calculation formula to lower the compliance costs associated with chemical transportation
certificate. Overly large fees for the chemical transportation certificate translate into a relatively higher transportation
and logistics costs in Tanzania (for chemicals on transit) compared to the applicable rates in neighboring ports
(e.g. Mombasa), making the Tanzania transport sector in general less competitive.

iv.

6]LYSHWWPUNTHUKH[LZHTVUN3.(Z4PUPZ[Y`VM(NYPJ\S[\YLHUK;-+(PU[OLWYV]PZPVU[VWLYTP[Z[V
[YHUZWVY[MVVKWYVK\J[Z,NTPSR[YHUZWVY[H[PVUWLYTP[

While the Tanzania Food, Drugs and Cosmetics (Meat Transportation) Regulations (2006) mandate TFDA to inspect
and certify vehicles for transporting meat, some LGA by-laws and the Tanzania Meat Board (TMB) under the MALF are
mandated through the Animal Diseases Act No 17 of 2003 to charge the meat transportation fee as well as inspect
the same vehicles. The practice duplicates the exercise and fees to the responsible business community and is
HJJVTWHUPLK^P[OZVTHU`HKOVJHUK\UJVVYKPUH[LKPUZWLJ[PVUZHUKMLLZ^OPJOHYLJVZ[S`IV[OÄUHUJPHSS`HUKPU
terms of time.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

TFDA should just set the required standards for the meat transportation vehicles and leave their enforcement to
the Meat Board. The latter would issue meat transportation certification and inspect the vehicles.

v.

<UWYLKPJ[HISL=HYPH[PVUVM^LPNOPUNYLZ\S[ZHJYVZZ]HYPV\Z^LPNOPUNZ[H[PVUZ

;OLYL]PL^UV[LKJVTWSHPU[ZMYVTZVTLZ[HRLOVSKLYZ[OH[KPќLYLU[^LPNOPUNZ[H[PVUZ^V\SKNP]LKPќLYLU[^LPNO[ZMVY
YVV[HUK[\ILYJYVWZ;OLJVUJLYUPZ[OH[]HYPH[PVUPU[OL^LPNO[ZVMWHYRLKMVVKZ[\ќZK\L[VUH[\YHSWOLUVTLUVU
LNJOHUNLZPUTVPZ[\YLJVU[LU[ZVM[\ILYZPZUV[YLJVNUPaLKI`>4(VѝJPHSZ>4(HYN\L[OH[[OLJVUJLYUZHYLUV[
MV\UKLKVUZJPLU[PÄJL]PKLUJL;OPZNP]LZYPZL[VWLUHS[PLZHUKJOHYNLZ[V[OL[Y\JRV^ULYZJH\ZPUNZPNUPÄJHU[KLSH`Z
in cargo delivery and, consequently, loss of competitiveness.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

It appears that the issue could be resolved by carrying our effective awareness on the WMA allowable variations
in weights. WMA should provide a weight band to allow flexibility.

vi.

*VU[YHKPJ[PVUZVU:HML[`9LX\PYLTLU[ZMVY7\ISPJ;YHUZWVY[=LOPJSLZ

It was noted thatTRA allows importation of the LHD vehicles and collects relevant taxes and fees from the vehicle
owners. However, TBS and SUMATRA technical safety standards require that the driving wheel of the vehicle be on
the right hand side for it to be eligible for authorization to conduct business. Consequently, investors who have already
purchased the LHD buses and adhered to all TRA get stuck when they arrive at TBS and SUMATRA.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•
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vii. +PMMLYLUJLZPU9LX\PYLTLU[ZH[9LNPVUHS3L]LS
0[OHZHSZVILLUUV[LK[OH[[OLYLHYLZL]LYHSJHZLZ^OLUKVTLZ[PJ9LN\SH[PVUZJVUÅPJ[^P[O[OVZLVMV[OLYJV\U[YPLZ
[O\Z ULNH[P]LS` HќLJ[PUN JYVZZIVYKLY [YHUZWVY[ I\ZPULZZ ( NVVK L_HTWSL JP[LK PZ [OH[ YLSH[PUN [V [OL ;): HUK
SUMATRA technical and safety rules which stipulate that the length of the passenger buses operating in Tanzania not
to exceed 12.5 meters due to its limiting infrastructure while Regulations in other countries allow much longer buses
(eg. 13.5 meters in Zambia). This causes challenges for bus owners and operators in Tanzania who seek to forge
partnerships with businesses operating in other countries country.
Another example that is often cited relates to the restriction of bus movements at night (i.e. beyond the 12 hours of
day time) in Tanzania while, in Zambia (and Kenya) buses operate throughout 24 hours. While the original motive of the
restriction in Tanzania was partly to enhance safety and security of buses and passengers, TABOA feels that there has
ILLUHJVU[YHKPJ[VY`LќLJ[(STVZ[HSSI\ZLZHYLJ\YYLU[S`MVYJLK[VKLWHY[H[[OLI\Z[LYTPUHSHUKJVTWL[L[VHYYP]L
H[LZ[HISPZOLKZ[VWZ^P[OPU[OLH\[OVYPaLK[PTLMYHTL^OPSLJVUZ[YHPULKI`OLH]`YVHK[YHѝJ-VYL_HTWSL
buses depart daily from Ubungo bus terminal, the majority leaving in the morning hours.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

In the long run, there is a need to make concerted efforts to harmonize regional transport regulations

viii. 4\S[PWSPJP[`VM-LLZH[KPMMLYLU[3.(Z
Bus owners are required by LGAs by-laws to pay varying amounts of fees for using particular bus stands/stops/parking
lots as well as roads managed by LGAs. There is a feeling among stakeholders that the amount of these fees and time
taken in complying with such requirement is enormous. For example, TABOA representative has stated that a bus that
leaves Dar es Salaam for Bukoba passes through a number of LGAs and pays a total of TZS 48,000 per trip just on
the stand-use fees. This is equivalent to TZS 7,500,000 per year per bus (with an assumption that one bus makes only
13 one-way trips a month). In addition, it is not entirely clear, among bus owners, where the trunk and regional roads
(governed by the TANROADS) end and where those under LGAs begin.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Put in place a coordinated fee payment system such that bus owner can pay the entire amount of fee at the
starting point of the journey to receive a stand/stop usage permit that stipulates all the stops that the bus is
eligible to use along the route. The fees can then by shared across the relevant LGAs as appropriate.

ix.

*OHYNLZ-PULZMVY;YHUZWVY[PUN+HUNLYV\ZP[LTZHUK<UKVJ\TLU[LK0TTPNYHU[Z

Law enforcers, e.g. police force and immigration authorities prohibit buses from carrying dangerous items such as
weapons and undocumented immigrants. At the present, breach of the regulation (by the passenger) subjects the
bus owners to a penalty of TZS 600,000 per weapon found in the bus. Yet, bus operators argue that they are not
legally empowered to inspect passengers’ luggage. Moreover, there are no modern facilities to screen the luggage at
TVZ[I\Z[LYTPUHSZPU[OLJV\U[Y`6U[OLV[OLYOHUKPTTPNYH[PVUVѝJLYZHYLHIZLU[H[[OLILNPUUPUNVM[OLQV\YUL`
to inspect the citizenship status of the passengers as done at the airports. Yet the bus operators are not trained and
authorized to handle such immigration issues.
Consequently, the bus owners end up being charged penalties for things that they totally have no control of.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Amend the Regulations such that the penalty/legal charges fall on the passenger found with dangerous weapons
rather than holding the bus owners responsible.
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x.

*VVYKPUH[PUN0UZWLJ[PVU7YVJLK\YLZ

>LPNOPUNWVPU[Z7VSPJLMVYJL;(596(+:VѝJLYZ:<4(;9(VѝJLYZ3.(ZL[JPUZWLJ[HÅLL[H[KPќLYLU[WVPU[Z
VM [OL QV\YUL` MVY KPќLYLU[ YLX\PYLTLU[Z ,]LU [OV\NO [OL WLUHS[PLZ HYL Z[PW\SH[LK PU [OL SLNPZSH[PVU PU TVZ[ JHZLZ
W\UPZOTLU[Z[HUKHYKZHYLHYIP[YHY`HUKZLLTPUNS`\UMHPY[V[OLI\ZV^ULYZHZ[OL`KLWLUKVU[OLVѝJLYPUJOHYNLH[
the checkpoint.
xi.

Import Duty for Buses

;OLPTWVY[K\[`JOHYNLK[V[OLPTWVY[LKI\ZLZZPNUPÄJHU[S`PUJYLHZLZ[OLPU]LZ[TLU[JVZ[ZPU[OLZLJ[VYJVTWHYLK[V
that in other countries like South Africa who have exempted buses from such charges.
xii. 4\S[PWSPJP[`VM9LN\SH[VYZH[7VY[ZK\WSPJP[`VMJOHYNLZHUKYH[LZVMJOHYNLZ
Investors involved in either importing or exporting commodities have to go through a multiplicity of regulators who
inspect more or less the same things while each charges some fees. In most cases, a representative investor will have
[VZLWHYH[LS`NV[OYV\NOTVYL[OHUOHSMVM[OLZLYLN\SH[VY`IVKPLZQ\Z[H[[OLWVY[;OPZJVUZ\TLZZPNUPÄJHU[HTV\U[
VM[PTLHUKÄUHUJPHSYLZV\YJLZMVY[OLPU]LZ[VYZ;V[OVZLPU[OL[YHUZWVY[ZLJ[VY[OPZT\S[PWSPJP[PLZVMYLN\SH[VYZKLSH`Z
cargo departure from the port whether for export or imports resulting indirect and indirect costs associated with the
KLSH`LN[Y\JRZKVYLSH[P]LS`ML^LY¸VќSVHKPUN¹[YPWZPUH^LLR
According to a situational analysis report by the Confederation of Tanzania Industries, CTI (2016; 2014), there are at
SLHZ[YLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZHZZVJPH[LK^P[OH[SLHZ[KPќLYLU[JOHYNLZH[[OL+HYLZ:HSHHT7VY[;OLZLPUJS\KL
TRA, SUMATRA, TFDA, Weights and Measures, Railway transporters (TAZARA and TRL), TBS, Several ministerial
departments, Tanzania Radiation Commission and the Chief government Chemist. Poor coordination of port agencies
coupled with non-transparency and complexity of administrative procedures undermines Tanzania’s and the region’s
trade potential.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
% Formulate a one-stop-shop (preferably an online system) where the relevant investors can “meet” all regulators,
process the required permits and do allpayments at one place. The experience of TPA can be used: TPA in
collaborations with USAID have already established a facility which to which the majority (but not all) of the
regulators are hosted into (see TPA Cargo clearance guideline, 2017)
% Pull off from the regulatory chain some of the regulators playing exactly the same role as others out, for
example in connection with importation of sugar.
xiii.  >OHYMHNL*OHYNLZMVY*HYNVI`;7(
(JJVYKPUN[V[OL;7(YLN\SH[PVUZHZHSZVZ[PW\SH[LKPU[OL;7([HYPќIVVR;7(JOHYNLZ^OHYMHNLMLLZIHZLK
on ad valorem system on most imports and exports (note the to some items, either weight or volume or size system
is used). This makes the total fee payable to Dar es Salaam Port relatively higher compared to the rate used by its
competitor, Mombasa Port, which charges wharfage based only on the volume and weight system. The wharfage
costs amount up to 12.8% of production cost and up to 40% of total freight charges (CTI,2016), especially to new
industries in the sectors. This increases the burden to industries in Tanzania but also makes the port less competitive.
;OPZ TH` YLZ\S[ PU H YLSH[P]LS` SLZZ JHYNV VU [YHUZP[ H[ [OL WVY[ ^OPJO M\Y[OLY HќLJ[Z ULNH[P]LS` [OL PU]LZ[VYZ PU [OL
transport sector.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•
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Amend the TPA Regulations to adopt and consistently apply either the weight or volume or size charging
system of wharfage to all the imports and exports.
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xiv. 3PJLUZPUNHUK9LNPZ[LYPUN*SLHYPUNHUK-VY^HYKPUN(NLU[ZI`;9(HUK:<4(;9(
TRA issues licenses to Clearing and Forwarding agents through the Commissioner for Customs & Excise Department.
;OLÄYZ[[PTLHWWSPJHU[ZHYLYLX\PYLK[VZ\ITP[H[SLHZ[Z\WWVY[PUNKVJ\TLU[Z^OPJOYLX\PYLH[LKPV\ZWYVJLZZ
to obtain. Yet, the same licensed agents need to be registered by SUMATRA before the start of the operation. The
registration process also requires submission of several supporting documents, some of which are very similar to those
Z\ITP[[LKMVYSPJLUZPUN;OPZ\UULJLZZHYPS`K\WSPJH[LZ[OLWYVJLZZHUKJVUZ\TLZT\JO[PTLHUKÄUHUJPHSYLZV\YJLZ
(i.e. compliance costs).
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Enhance the coordination system between TRA and SUMATRA through an online application system.
TRA could handle licensing process and share the list of licensed agents with SUMATRA for registration.
SUMATRA should recognize the TRA license as sufficient for registration and retrieve all other documents
from the TRA client’s account.

xv. 0ZZ\HUJLVM+LIP[5V[LZ*LY[PMPJH[LVM*VUMVYTP[`*6*HUK0UZWLJ[PVU
According to Tanzania Freight Forwarders Association (TAFFA), it usually takes unnecessarily long between lodging for
and actual issuance of debit notes by the TBS. Even after the payment is made there is often further delay in issuing
receipts. Similarly, it takes approximately one week between the lodging of C.O.C and its release. When it comes
[V;):Z[Hќ[OLYLPZHNLULYHSL_WLYPLUJL[OH[[OL;):Z[HќZHYLUL]LYH]HPSHISLH[[OL0*+»ZVѝJLZ;OPZMVYJLZ[OL
*SLHYPUNHUK-VY^HYKPUNHNLU[Z[VSVVRMVY[OLT(SS[OLZLJVUZ\TLT\JO[PTLHUKÄUHUJPHSYLZV\YJLZ[VJSLHY[OL
cargo from the Port, making Tanzania’s Ports, especially the Dar es Salaam port less competitive compared to those
in the neighboring countries like Mombasa and Beira.
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 *VUZ[Y\J[PVU:LJ[VY
This is an important sector and one of the fastest growing sectors in Tanzania. According to the Second Five Year
Development Programme (FYDPII), 2016/2017 – 2020/2021 gross value of annual investment into the construction
industry has been about TZS 4 trillion in FYDP I period and the sector’s contribution to GDP increased from 7.8
percent in 2010 to 12.5 percent in 2014 and further to 12.7 percent in 2015. This growth is attributed to an increase in
construction and rehabilitation activities of roads and bridges and a number of other infrastructures, including the Dar
es Salaam Bus Rapid Transport System and the construction of airports, as well as residential buildings.
On the other hand, this sector is predominately foreign dominated in value terms. It has been reported in the FYDPII
that registered foreign contractors constituted less than 4% of all the registered contractors but they accounted for
over 60% in value terms.
*VUZ[Y\J[PVU>VYRZ
Section 3 of the Public Procurement Act 2011 (PPA 2011) provides that works are both goods and services whose
LUKWYVK\J[ZWLJPÄJHSS`PU[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVU^VYRPZHWO`ZPJHSVIQLJ[ILPUNHI\PSKPUNVYYVHK^OPJOPZTHKL\WVMZV
many materials such as concrete, steel, cement, timber, electricity, liquid (such as water) of gaseous form, etc. There
is also a portion of services such as consultancy services and incidental services (both regarded as intangible assets
and intellectual property that do not lead to a measurable physical output). The services include design, supervision,
training, advisory, auditing, software development and similar services provided in performance of the works. However,
the services incidentals to the supply of the goods are part of the goods themselves provided that the value of the
services does not exceed the value of the goods.
0[PZUV[HISL[OH[[OLJVUZ[Y\J[PVUPUK\Z[Y`PZYLN\SH[LKI`HU\TILYVMYLN\SH[VY`IVKPLZ^P[OPU[OLZLJ[VYHUKZWLJPÄJ
sectoral regulatory bodies in addition to those cross cutting regulatory institutions. It is in this regard that the sector has
MHJLKJOHSSLUNLZ[OH[OH]LUV[PJLHISLLќLJ[ZVU[OLI\ZPULZZLU]PYVUTLU[
i.

4\S[PWSL9LN\SH[VY`IVKPLZHUK9LNPZ[YH[PVUVM*VU[YHJ[VYZ

)LMVYL\UKLY[HRPUNHU`JVUZ[Y\J[PVU^VYRHSPTP[LKÄYTT\Z[ILYLNPZ[LYLK^P[O[OL)\ZPULZZ9LN\SH[VY`3PJLUZPUN
(NLUJ` )9,3( PU HJJVYKHUJL ^P[O [OL )\ZPULZZ (J[P]P[PLZ 9LNPZ[YH[PVU (J[ ^OLYL [OL ÄYT ^PSS IL PZZ\LK ^P[O H
*LY[PÄJH[LVM0UJVYWVYH[PVU-VYWHY[ULYZOPWHZ^LSSHZZVSLWYVWYPL[VYÄYTZ[OL`NL[UHTLYLNPZ[YH[PVU([[OLZHTL
[PTLHYJOP[LJ[ZHUKLUNPULLYZPU[OH[ÄYTT\Z[ILYLNPZ[LYLKI`[OLPYYLZWLJ[P]L)VHYKZ0U[OLJHZLVMHYJOP[LJ[ZHUK
quantity surveyors, they must be registered with the Architects and Quantity Surveyors Registration Board (AQRB),
which is mandated by the Architect and Quantity Surveyors (Registration) Act, No.4 of 2010, and engineers must be
registered with the Engineering Registration Board (ERB) under the Engineers Registration Act, No. 15 of 1997 (Ap.63).
On the other hand, the Contractors Registration Board (CRB) is a body which registers contractors in seven categories
depending on their competence. For a contractor to be registered with CRB he/she must be a member of either
AQRB or ERB. The National Construction Council (NCC) is an advocacy association for the sector. Its main duties
are research and development (R&D), training and keeping statistics. There is also the Tanzania Civil Engineering
Contractors Association (TACECA), which is basically a watchdog, advancing interests of civil engineering contractors
in the country in accordance with the Contractors Registration Act, 1997. Other watchdog associations are ACCT and
CATA.
6U[OL]HSPKP[`VM[OLSPJLUZLZVYWLYTP[Z[OL[PTLZWHUVM]HSPKP[`KPќLYZKLWLUKPUNVU[OL)VHYK»ZYLN\SH[PVUZ-VY
LUNPULLYZYLN\SH[LKI`,9)[OL]HSPKP[`VMJLY[PÄJH[LPZ`LHYZI\[MLLZHYLWHPKHUU\HSS`^OLYLHZJLY[PÄJH[LZPZZ\LK
by CRB are perpetual. Stakeholders have lamented on delays in approval processes, which result in delays in the
execution of some construction works. For example, they note that it takes a minimum of 120 days for an architect or
surveyor to be registered.
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Our analysis has established that indeed, apart from the presence of multiple of regulatory bodies, the problem of
KLSH`ZPU[OLHWWYV]HSWYVJLZZPZYLHSHUKZPNUPÄJHU[+LSH`ZPUYLNPZ[LYPUNPUKP]PK\HSZHUKÄYTZWHY[S`YLZ\S[MYVT[OL
MHJ[[OH[IVHYKZTLL[PUNZHYLOLSKVUZWLJPÄLK[PTLPU[LY]HSZPUH`LHY0U[OLJHZLVMHYJOP[LJ[Z[OL)VHYKZP[Z[PTLZ
a year, and in the case of engineers it takes 120 days to be registered. This duration discourages many would be
professionals. Such cases have for instance been noted with the Architects and Quantity Surveyors Registration Board
(AQRB) and the Engineering Registration Board (ERB).
;OL YLX\PYLTLU[ VM `LHYS` YLUL^HS ^P[O MLL WH`TLU[ MVY ZVTL JLY[PÄJH[LZSPJLUZLZ KVLZ UV[ WYVTV[L LѝJPLUJ` 0[
^V\SK IL YLHZVUHISL [V L_[LUK [OL ]HSPKP[` VM [OL SPJLUZLZ IL`VUK VUL `LHY HZ [OPZ ^PSS LUOHUJL LѝJPLUJ` PU [OL
registration process. The duration adopted in the case of driving licenses is worth emulating.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Reduce the time taken to register an individual professional or a firm. In addition, statutory measures should be
taken to cut down the time duration for registering architects and quantity surveyor from 120 days to 60 days.
This implies a review of The Architects and Quantity Surveyors (Registration) Act, 2010.

•

Harmonize the validity period of certificates and licenses for practitioners in the sector.

•

Introduce one regulatory body – the Construction Industry Development Board –, which will host CRB, ERB, and
AQRB as departments in order to enhance coordination and improve efficiency.

ii.

4\S[PWSPJP[`HUK*VUMSPJ[PUN4HUKH[LZ

9LNPZ[LYPUNHUKVYVWLYH[PUNHI\ZPULZZYLX\PYLZL]LYHSWLYTP[ZHUKJLY[PÄJH[LZMYVT]HYPV\ZYLN\SH[VY`IVKPLZ-VY
example, according to the Contractors Registration Act of 1997, every contractor (local or foreign) must register with
the Contractors Registration Board (CRB) in accordance with the types of contractors (building contractors, civil
works contractors, electrical contractors, mechanical contractors, and specialist contractors), before entering into any
JVU[YHJ[;OPZPZHSZV[OLJHZL^P[OJVTWSPHUJLLUMVYJLTLU[HZ[OLH\[OVYP[`PZZ\PUNHWLYTP[VYJLY[PÄJH[LPZYLX\PYLK
to monitor compliance.
)LMVYLZ[HY[PUNHJ[\HS^VYRVMJVUZ[Y\J[PVU[OLWLYTP[ZVYJLY[PÄJH[LZVYHWWYV]HSZSPZ[LKILSV^T\Z[ILVI[HPULK;OL
same requirements apply to the contractor for the construction of a school, hospital, hotel, petrol station, etc., except
MVYP[LTP_ILSV^;OLYLMVYLYLX\PYLTLU[ZMVYJVUZ[Y\J[PUNHZJOVVSMVYL_HTWSL^PSSUV[KPќLYT\JO^P[OYLX\PYLTLU[Z
MVYJVUZ[Y\J[PUNHOVZWP[HSVYHOV[LS;OLVUS`KPќLYLUJL^PSSILVU[OLHKKP[PVUHSZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VY`IVKPLZ-VY
L_HTWSL[VJVUZ[Y\J[HZJOVVSI\PSKPUNHJVU[YHJ[VY^PSSULLK[VOH]L[OLMVSSV^PUNSPJLUZLZWLYTP[ZJLY[PÄJH[LZVY
any other approval from a mandated before starting construction work:-
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i.

Building permit from LGA in accordance with Urban Planning Act;

ii.

Environmental Impact Assessment Certificate issued by NEMC as provided for in the Environmental
Management Act;

iii.

Approval of the design of a building from the Architects and Quantity Surveyors Board (AQRB) as stipulated
in the Architects and Quantity Surveyors (Registration) Act. No. 4 of 2010 and Architects and Quantity
Surveyors By-Laws 2015 (GN No. 377) of 2015;

iv.

Approval of the engineering and technical standards by the Engineers Registration Board in accordance with
Engineers Registration Act No. 15 of 1997 (Ap.63), Regulation 4(4) GN. No. 25/35 of January 29, 2010 and
GN No. 266 of September 6, 2013);
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v.

Approval from EWURA, through TANESCO and Water Management Authorities, in terms of electricity and
water including sanitation to ensure proper installation and utilization of those utilities (Energy and Water
Utilities Regulatory Authority Act, Cap. 414);

vi.

Assurance of Health and Safety issues by OSHA (on human resource) and FIRE brigade (on part of building,
equipment and facilities);

vii. Certification by Standards regulatory bodies such as Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) in accordance
with Standards Act No. 2 of 2009
viii. Weight and Measures Agency (WMA) in accordance with Weight and Measures Act, 2016;
ix.

Certification by Sector specific regulatory bodies to ensure compliance with building standards ; and

x.

TRA must also ensure that taxes of all building materials, utilities and equipment have been paid.

After construction work has been completed, almost all the regulators mentioned in item (ii) above will conduct
inspection, at the day and time of their own choice to ensure compliance. This means, there is no coordination
PU L_LJ\[PUN [OPZ UVISL [HZR SLHKPUN [V [PTL ^HZ[HNL VU [OL WHY[ VM [OL LU[YLWYLUL\Y ;OPZ PZ HU PULѝJPLU[ ^H` VM
conducting inspection as it makes transaction cost high for both the regulator and entrepreneur. This translates to high
cost of compliance which would ultimately be paid for by the consumer.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
;OLWYVJLZZVMYLNPZ[LYPUNHUKVWLYH[PUNHJVUZ[Y\J[PVUJVTWHU`PZJVZ[S`PU[LYTZVM[PTLHUKTVUL`ZWLU[HZLќVY[Z
HYLK\WSPJH[LKI`LHJOPUZ[P[\[PVUPZZ\PUNHWLYTP[JLY[PÄJH[LHWWYV]HSMVY[OLZHTLWYVQLJ[ZH`JVUZ[Y\J[PUNHUVѝJL
block for renting purposes. Hence, there is a need to have one institution which will have the duty of coordinating
other relevant institutions in the process of registering and operating a business and inspecting compliance. This can
ILKVULI`W\[[PUNPUWSHJLVULKVJ\TLU[[VIL\ZLKI`HSSPUZ[P[\[PVUZHUKI`ZL[[PUNZWLJPÄJ[PTLK\YH[PVUMVYLHJO
PUZ[P[\[PVUJOLJR[OLÄSSLKKVJ\TLU[(ZWLJPÄLK[PTLZOV\SK[OLUILZL[MVYHQVPU[HWWYV]HSTLL[PUNI`HSSYLZWVUZPISL
institutions. It is therefore recommended that:
•

A single body be created which will coordinate, under one roof, all the activities undertaken by other bodies such
as the CRB, AQRB, ERB, EWURA, OSHA, Fire and LGAs. This would help avoid duplication and multiplicity of
institutions involved. The task will require reviewing the legal mandates of all the responsible institutions.

iii.

/PNO[H_LZMLLZHUKV[OLYJOHYNLZJOHYNLKI`[OL;HUaHUPH9L]LU\L(\[OVYP[`;9(

Every institution, save for the TRA, has a mandatory charge for the duties they execute which the owner of the building
or the contractor, depending on the contract, has to pay. However, from the perspective of the contractors the taxes
and fees related to the Tanzania Revenue Authority are the ones perceived as burdensome to the business.
)LSV^ PZ H SPZ[ VM [OL THQVY P[LTZ ^OPJO OH]L ILLU PKLU[PÄLK HZ I\YKLUZVTL [V Z[HRLOVSKLYZ PU [OL JVUZ[Y\J[PVU
industry.
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:\TTHY`VM4HQVY;H_LZHUK;H_(KTPUPZ[YH[PVUJSHPTLK[VIL0TWVZPUNH)\YKLU[V[OL:LJ[VY
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7D[DQGRWKHUFKDUJHV
DQGDSSOLFDEOHODZ

7D[/DZDQG$GPLQLVWUDWLRQ,VVXHDQGRWKHULVVXHV

1

Corporate Tax

Income Tax loss period is limited to 3 years, thereafter the turnover is taxed regardless of
whether the corporation made a loss or not. In the construction sector, companies go for
extended number of years as loss -making entities before realizing profits. It follows therefore
that construction companies face heavy taxation on turnover rather than income.

Income Tax Act, 2004 (as
revised)

2

3

4

Value Added Tax (VAT)

Application of Credits: Clearing a credit takes a long time as it is cumbersome and
bureaucratic because it needs audit of accounts to verify. Furthermore the timeframe allowed
for clearing credits is short and requires review. In Zanzibar, it takes only one month for credit
to be cleared.

VAT Act, 1997 (as
revised)

VAT payment is required for every monthly certificate retention amount (from 5% - 10%).

Withholding Tax (WHT)

There are administrative problems in getting WHT certificates when payment is by e-transfer,
particularly when e-transfer involves multiple payments.

Income Tax Act, 2004 (as
revised)

Contractors are deemed to be service providers and are liable for 5% WHT. However,
Contractors argue that they are not service providers but similar to manufacturers and that they
deliver tangible goods such as roads, buildings, bridges, etc. For the Mining Contracts a 5%
WHT is charged on total invoice and this is supposed to be final tax – but in practice this is not
the case.

Spare Parts forCapital
Goods

Spare parts importation attracts 25% customs duty, (for example, . importation of parts for
a heavy duty vehicle engine attracts 25% duty whereas if a whole engine is imported it is
categorized as capital goods with less or no duty).

EACCM Act, 2004 (as
revised – Common
External Tariff (CET))


Pre – Shipment
Verification Conformity
(PVOC) Standards Act
No. 2 of 2009



Tax Exemptions for
Capital Investment
Income Tax Act, 2004 (as
revised)



Mining Development
Agreements and Special
Provisions for Agricultural
Investments
Income Tax Act, 2004 (as
revised)



Off – set Taxes across
different taxes
Income Tax 2004 (as
revised)



Financial condition for
Tax Appeal
Income Tax, 2004 (as
revised)



Sudden changes in Tax
laws and rates
Income Tax, 2004 (as
revised)

11

Provisional Tax: If profit exceeds 20% of provisional tax estimate, a penalty is imposed. However, it
may happen that a construction company wins a contract that pushes its profits beyond the 20% of
the estimate. If this happens, the company will be penalized and this is unfair.

Local Government and
Regulatory Authorities

TRA do not allow VAT exemptions to cover all sub-contractors.

The 15% penalty on FOB price for imports that have not undergone PVOC is high. There is
need to streamline PVOC inspection and review its application and the fine.

Tax exemptions on TIC approved construction project lead to unfair competition in the
domestic market. For example, an imported steel structure is deemed to be a capital good
under TIC and gets tax exemption on importation whereas a local contractor who is not within
TIC setting purchasing the same steel structure locally from a manufacturer will pay a higher
price due for the same steel structure because tax exemption will not apply.
These agreements and provisions provide special reliefs to capital investments in the mining
and agriculture sector. However, the nature of mining and agriculture activities, such as land
clearance, removal of arthfill and related works of civil nature, and the types of equipment used
such as excavators, dumptrucks and bulldozers, is very similar to construction activities. This
often leads to unfair competitive advantage to beneficiaries of the special reliefs against those
who do not enjoy the same.
At present, off - setting of taxes across different taxes is not allowed. This is a heavy burden to
contractors whose tax payments involves large sums of money. A big tax credit could be on
one taxable item (e.g. VAT) and a tax liability exists on another taxable item (e.g. Corporate
tax), but off - setting between the two is not allowed. This puts the companies in financial strain
and cashflow problems.
If there is dispute on the payable tax payable, a 1/3rdof the contested tax is required to be paid
if a taxpayer wants to appeal. To contractors this implies a big amount as most tax disputes
involve large sums of money.
Contractors often work on long - term contracts spanning for many years. Sudden changes
in tax laws and tax rates have serious impact on contracts that are underway. For example
change on import taxes, labor laws, etc., will have severe negative impact to the contractors.

Local taxes and Regulatory Authorities’ fees and requirements constitute the most nuisance
taxes which make the construction sector a difficult sector to operate in.

Source: TACECA Tax Harmonization Study Report, 2014
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

In view of the challenges mentioned above, it is recommended that:

•

With regard to corporate tax, allow loss to be carried forward to more than 3 years, as is the case in the agriculture
sector;

•

On VAT and tax administration, harmonize VAT administration between the Mainland and Zanzibar as they have
the same administrative procedures. Likewise, harmonize VAT credit clearance on the Mainland and in Zanzibar.
Harmonization is also needed in the area of penalty on understated provisional profits, which is currently charged
on total profit on the Mainland while in Zanzibar itis based on excess profit;

•

Review Tax appeal requirements for which the appellant is required to deposit 1/3rd of the total tax in dispute.
This is because in the construction industry huge sums of money are involved, hence deposit will also be huge
thereby constraining operation of the industry.

The recommendations mentioned above call for the review of the Income Tax Act, 2014 and VAT Act, 1997.
iv. ;OLJVU[LU[PV\ZJVUZ\S[PUNHUK^P[OOVSKPUN[H_LZVMWLYJLU[
Withholding tax is applicable to employment income, investment returns (rent, interest, dividend, natural resource
payment and royalty), service fee, insurance premium, money transfer commission and on goods supplied to the
NV]LYUTLU[VY[VW\ISPJPUZ[P[\[PVUZ^OPJOHYL^OVSS`ÄUHUJLKI`[OLNV]LYUTLU[
Section 83(1) (c) of the Income Tax Act, 2004 (ITA 2004) requires a resident person who pays to a resident or nonresident a service fee with a source in the United Republic to withhold income tax from the payment at the rate
provided for in paragraph 4(c) of the First Schedule.
Paragraph 4(c) (iii) of the First Schedule provides for income tax to be withheld at the rate of, in the case of service fees
referred to in Section 83 (1) (c), 5 per cent for a resident and 15 per cent for a non-resident.
Paragraph 5.1.2.1 of Practice Note -PN 01/2013 states as follows:
“The payment subject to withholding tax under this Practice Note is for service rendered by the recipient of the payment
through a business of that person or a business of any other person. The service fee should be for the provision of
professional or consultancy services or other services such services of an independent business character i.e. other
[OHUYLT\ULYH[PVUMVYLTWSV`TLU[;OLZLY]PJLZPUJS\KLZJPLU[PÄJSP[LYHY`HY[PZ[PJLK\JH[PVUHSVY[YHPUPUNHJ[P]P[PLZHZ
well as activities of physicians, surgeon, lawyers, engineers, architects, surveyors, dentists, accountants and auditors.”
Contractors further argue that construction work is a physical object being a building or road which is made up of so
many materials such as concrete, steel and cement just to mention a few. WHT on local service fee is only applicable
to services of professional or consultancy nature which are not listed under the exclusion list on paragraph 5.2.1.3
VM[OL75;OLJVTWVULU[VM[OLZLY]PJLVќLYLKI`[OLJVU[YHJ[VYK\YPUNWLYMVYTHUJLVM[OL^VYRZPZUV[
professional service but rather labor necessary for execution of the work, and works in entirety are more of goods
than services. The component of service within construction work is auxiliary to the materials supplied and included
in the total contract sum. Similar to the payments made to manufacturers and utility corporations, payments made
to contractors should not be subjected to withholding tax or service fee even where there is no separation of service
component from the contract sum.
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The best practice
0U [OL THU\MHJ[\YPUN PUK\Z[Y` MVY L_HTWSL [OL THU\MHJ[\YLY JVU]LY[Z YH^ TH[LYPHSZ PU[V ÄUPZOLK WYVK\J[Z 0U [OL
production process (converting raw materials), machinery and labor are used to ensure production of quality product.
;OLSHIVY\ZLKPZTHPUS`PU[OLMVYTVMLTWSV`LLZ^OVVќLYIV[OWYVMLZZPVUHSHUKUVUWYVMLZZPVUHSZLY]PJLZMYVT
whose salaries the manufacturer deducts PAYE. There may also cases where the manufacturer contracts a consultant
VYZWLJPHSPZ[[VWYV]PKLZWLJPÄLKZLY]PJLZULLKLKI`[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLY0UIV[OJHZLZ[OLSHIVYZLY]PJLJVTWVULU[PZ
HS^H`ZI\PS[\WPU[OLJVZ[VM[OLWYVK\J[ZWYVK\JLK:[HRLOVSKLYZHYN\L[OH[P[PZWYHJ[PJHSS`KPѝJ\S[MVY[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLY
to split the service component from the price of the product so that withholding tax may be applied to it.
-VY ZLY]PJLZ VќLYLK I` LTWSV`LLZ [OL THU\MHJ[\YLY KLK\J[Z 7(@, ^OPSL MVY ZLY]PJLZ VќLYLK I` JVUZ\S[HU[Z [OL
manufacturer deducts withholding tax from their payment. There is thus no obligation for the manufacturer to split the
service component from the price of the product; and withholding tax is not applied on the price of the product in the
absence of the split.
According to TACECA, the described scenario is similar to the activities of the contractor, in that the contractor
is required to produce a physical end product being a building, road or bridge by converting materials. The labor
component is mainly provided by employees or casual laborers whose tax obligations are administered through
PAYE and withholding tax, respectively. In cases where the contractor obtains professional services from engineers,
architects, technicians or quantity surveyors, the respective payments from the contractor to the consultants are
subjected to withholding tax. There should therefore be no obligation for the contractor (similar to manufacturers) to
split the service component from the contract sum; and withholding tax should not apply to the contract sum in the
absence of the split.
Another example is in the utility industry; energy and water to be exact. TANESCO, for example, has three core functions
namely generation, transmission and distribution of electrical power. All these three functions are, by nature, services;
and activities within these functions are predominantly professional services ranging from activities of engineers,
technicians and the like. However the end product (which is power/electricity) is described as a good for the purpose
of application of withholding tax on service fee (refer to paragraph 5.1.1 of PN 01/2013). The comment given on the
MVV[UV[L[V[OPZWHYHNYHWOZOV^[OH[^H[LYHUKLSLJ[YPJP[`HYLUV[UVU[YHUZMLYHISL^OPJOPZVULVM[OLRL`X\HSPÄJH[PVUZ
MVYHU`ZLY]PJL[VILJSHZZPÄLKHZ¸NVVKZ¹HUK[OLYLMVYLUV[Z\IQLJ[[V^P[OOVSKPUN[H_VISPNH[PVUZ\UKLYZLY]PJLZ
Contractors therefore argue that the above scenarios demonstrate that all service components associated with the
supply of water and electricity are not relevant just because the end product is transferable. Application of withholding
tax is however not only a matter of whether there is a service component in that supply or not. Understanding of the
nature of the whole supply chain, including the end product is key.
Contractors are deemed to be service providers and are liable to 5% WHT. However, construction works are more of
goods than services. WHT should only apply to payments made to the outsourced sub-contractors/consultants (e.g.,
consulting engineer, architect or quantity surveyor) by the contractor, and not to the payments made by clients to
JVU[YHJ[VYZ;OLYVSLZVM[OLJVU[YHJ[VYHUKUH[\YLVMJVUZ[Y\J[PVU^VYRPZ]LY`KPќLYLU[MYVT[OLNLULYHSWLYJLW[PVU
of professional services.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
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•

WHT should not apply to construction work.

•

Amend the Income Tax Act (ITA), 2004 so that WHT to exclude contractors.
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 ;OL4PUPUN:LJ[VYHUK4PULYHS7YVJLZZPUN
Mining activities in Tanzania are regulated by the Minerals Division in the Ministry of Energy and Minerals (MEM). The
Division is responsible for developing and regulating the Minerals sector of the country. Its activities include promoting
the sector; granting licenses; permitting and authorizing issues related to explosive, mineral trading, mine installations,
mineral exports and imports, exploration, mining and mineral processing. It is also required to provide support to smallscale miners. In Tanzania, mining licenses are issued in four broad mineral rights categories:
% Prospecting (prospecting license and retention license);
% Exploiting (special mining license, which is applicable for investments not less than 100 million USD, Mining license
for USD 100,000 to 100 million investments, Primary Mining License (for Tanzania but limited to investment of up
to USD 5 million granted only to Tanzanians);
% Trading (broker license only for locals, and dealer license, which allows for importation and export); and
% Processing (smelting license, other mining processes i.e. smelting and refinery).
When it comes to payments, mining companies are subjected to the following broad payments: Royalty (Gold – 4%
HUK.LTZ[VULZ ^OPJOPZZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJ"HUK;H_LZ!*VYWVYH[L0UJVTL;H_ ">P[OOVSKPUN[H_VUUVU
residents for service fees (15%); Employment tax rate 30%(Max.); VAT on export (0%); Custom & Imports Duties on
capital goods (0%) which apply to all sectors. Like other businesses, they are also subject to LGA levies.
3H^Z9LN\SH[PUN[OL4PUPUN:LJ[VY
The Mining Act, 2010 and the Explosives Act, 1963 guide the Mineral sector in the country. The Mining Act, 2010
sets out the legal framework governing mineral exploration, exploitation and marketing. It however does not apply
to the exploration for or production of petroleum. The Explosive Act, 1963 sets out legal framework for importation,
exportation, handling and application of explosives in mining activities. Regulations made under the two Acts have
been made. These provide the additional legal framework for the mineral sector and cut across the mineral subsectors. These include:
i.

The Mining (Mineral Rights) Regulations, 2010

ii.

The Mining (Environmental Protection for Small Scale Mining) Regulations, 2010

iii.

The Mining (Safe Working and Occupational Health) Regulations, 2010

iv.

The Mining (Mineral Trading) Regulations, 2010

v.

The Mining (Radioactive Minerals) Regulations, 2010

vi.

The Mining (Mineral Beneficiation) Regulations, 2010

vii. The Mining Development Agreement Model 2010
viii. The Mining (Salt production and Iodation) Regulations, 1999
ix.

The Merelani (Controlled Area) Regulations, 2002

x.

The Mining (Diamond Trading) Regulations, 2003

xi.

The Explosives Regulations, 1964

Other Regulations that are relevant to the Mineral Sector but made under other sector laws such as the Environmental
Management Act, Forest Act and the Wildlife Conservation Act should not be lost sight of.
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Regulatory Issues
Generally, from legal point of view the laws and regulations guiding minerals sector of Tanzania are clear and there is
no evidence of major contradictions. In most cases constraining issues arise in the administration and management of
regulatory activities in the sector partly due to limited capacity in human resources. The following are issues of concern
in the sector:
P ,U]PYVUTLU[HS0TWHJ[(ZZLZZTLU[7YVJLZZ
As is the case with other business operations, mining activities are subject to Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).
In the process of application for a mining license, an applicant is required to obtain environmental clearance from
NEMC. The concerns are on the duration it takes to get environmental clearance due to the prolonged EIA process.
In some cases, businesses have to wait for more than one year before getting clearance on environmental aspects.
There are concerns on NEMC discretion on the time it takes to obtain the EIA whereby some investors obtain EIA
JLY[PÄJH[LZPUHWLYPVKVMSLZZ[OHUVULTVU[OV[OLYZ[HRL\W[V[^V`LHYZILMVYLVI[HPUPUN[OLZHTL;OLJVUJLYU
is more on how the process is administered. Businesses are aware that Regulations on conserving environment are
PTWVY[HU[I\[HYN\L[OH[WYVJLZZLZULLK[VILMHZ[[YHJRLK[VHSSV^[OLTWSHU[OLPYHJ[P]P[PLZLќLJ[P]LS`0[PZWVZZPISL
for NEMC to relegate some of its inspections/operating mandates related to mining to the commissioner for minerals
in order to reduce some overlaps and duplication.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
% Improve the management of Environmental Impact Assessment process, including reduction of the time it
takes; and also eliminate possible double standards in treatment/governance of investors.
PP 7H`TLU[9LX\PYLTLU[ZPU,_[YHJ[PUN:HUK
There are many formal complaints from businesses in the sector on paying the LGA levy, particularly for large-scale
miners. However, the complaints are more pronounced by businesspersons in the sand extraction sub-sector who are
required to pay for license, royalty to the MEM and other fees charged by LGAs. Like in other sectors, e.g. agriculture,
[OLPZZ\LVMJVUJLYUPU[OLTPUPUNZLJ[VYPZVU[OL]HYPH[PVUZPU3.(MLLZHZHYLN\PKLKI`3.(ZWLJPÄJI`SH^Z
Also, there has been a concern from the exporters of Clinker for cement production. Their concerns are with regard
to radioactive fees, which they must pay for each ton of clinker exported. The fee acts as an export tax, which erodes
competitiveness of domestic producers and jeopardizes the exportation of the material.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
% Standardize LGA payments and the fees connected with activities in the mineral sector
% Review Regulations on radioactive fees subjected to the cement raw materials with the view to improving
competitiveness.
iii. Mining in Reserved Lands and Urban Areas
In areas where land is dedicated for purposes other than mining, a written consent of the responsible Minister is
needed. Such land may include reserve land regulated under the Antiquities Act, National Park Act, Forest Act (for
forest reserve), Wildlife Conservation Act (game reserves), and Ngorongoro Conservation Act. Further, for radioactive
minerals, importers and exporters are guided by the Atomic Energy Act. Exploration and or extraction of minerals
and gas in reserved lands (Game Reserves, National Forest Reserves). MEM issues exploration license to investors
but before the investor can enter the reserved land he/she is required to apply for a permit from respective authority.
However, mining activities are restricted in reserved land, which result in delays and increased cost to investors and
institution. According to stakeholders, lack of coordination among regulators complicates matters. Also, the permit to
carry out mining activities in urban areas attracts two land rents – one for mining licenses and the other for urban land.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
% Streamline the licensing process on reserve lands and in the urban areas.
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3.3.6. Utilities -Water and Energy
Water and Energy are important and necessary elements in agriculture, tourism, construction, transport, communication
and industries, among others. Hence, these two are cross-cutting sectors for which good performance of other
ZLJ[VYZKLWLUKZ[VHNYLH[L_[LU[0[PZ[OLYLMVYLPTWVY[HU[[OH[[OLZL[^VHYLYLN\SH[LKLќLJ[P]LS`HUKLѝJPLU[S`MVY
other sectors to perform well.
Both the water and energy sub-sectors are regulated on one hand by EWURA and on the other hand by their
respective sectoral laws through regulatory bodies, such as DAWASCO (water issues for Dar es Salaam); TANESCO
MVY\YIHUHUKLSLJ[YPÄJH[PVU"9\YHS,SLJ[YPÄJH[PVU)VHYKMVYY\YHSLSLJ[YPÄJH[PVU"HUK;HUaHUPH7L[YVSL\T+L]LSVWTLU[
Corporation (TPDC) (for petroleum and petroleum products).
The Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority (EWURA) Act, Cap.414
Both the energy and water sub-sectors are regulated by the EWURA Act, Cap.414 by issuing a license called “Consumer
Installation License, according to EWURA Act. On the other hand, petroleum and petroleum products sub-sector is
regulated by the Petroleum Act, 2015 and the Petroleum (Consumer Installation Operations) Rules, 2011 GN.451.
Under the EWURA Act, the purpose and objective of the license issued under it is to ensure compliance of consumer
installation facilities with national standards in terms of infrastructure in order to meet Health, Safety and Environment
(HSE) standards. Fees charged for applications for licenses and license fees for petroleum products are:
(i) Application fees range from USD 200 – USD 1,000 for mining companies, depending on the size and type of
business; (ii) License fees ranging from USD 1,000 – USD 10,000 for mining companies. A license is valid for 5 years;
and (iii) USD 1,000 for farms and other commercial facility that have immovable equipment that need petroleum
products (this fee includes application and license fees).
On the compliance issue, inspections are conducted once before granting a license, unless licensing requirements
have not been met. Periodic inspections to ensure compliance are also conducted.
The major challenges which businesses face in these sub-sectors are in respect to the following:
P 7YVJLK\YLZHUK*VUKP[PVUZMVY0ZZ\HUJLVM3PJLUZLZ
Stakeholders have decried the lengthy procedures that must be followed in applying for water and electricity. The
procedures entail (i) submission of complete application for license; (ii) conducting site inspection; (iii) preparation of an
L]HS\H[PVUYLWVY["P]JVTWSL[PVUVMHWWYV]HSWYVJLZZI`YLZWLJ[P]L)VHYKZ"]UV[PÄJH[PVUHUKJVSSLJ[PVUVMSPJLUZL
In cases where the license applied for is for petroleum products, the procedures provided for by the Petroleum Act
will apply. These include obtaining: (i) a permanent resident permit or employment permit and proof of residence or
KVTPJPSLPU;HUaHUPHPUJHZLVMHUVU;HUaHUPHU"PPJLY[PÄLKJVWPLZVM[OLYLNPZ[YH[PVUKVJ\TLU[Z^OLYL[OLHWWSPJHU[
is a body corporate; (iii) proof that the applicant is operating in any of the following activities: a commercial or industry
\UKLY[HRPUNHNV]LYUTLU[Z[VYLHUHNYPJ\S[\YLÄYTHUKHTPUL"P]HJLY[PÄLKJVW`VM[OLKVJ\TLU[ZL[[PUNV\[[OL
V\[JVTLVMHU,0(Z[\K`PUHUL]LU[[OH[Z\JOHZ[\K`OHZILLUJVUK\J[LK"HUK]HZ^VYUVYHѝYTLKKLJSHYH[PVU
that the applicant has , for a consecutive period of not less than three months prior to applying, been consuming more
than 100,000 Liters of petroleum products per month.
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
% Simplify the process of licenses issuance through online processing, especially in the petroleum and petroleum
products businesses to attract potential investors and businesses.
PP 4\S[PWSPJP[`VM0UZ[P[\[PVUZPU4VUP[VYPUNHUK0UZWLJ[PVU
It has also been noted that there is duplication in the monitoring and inspection activities performed by EWURA and
V[OLYZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VY`IVKPLZ;OPZPZWLYJLP]LKHZHUPULѝJPLU[^H`ILJH\ZLHSV[VMWYVK\J[P]L[PTLPZZWLU[
I`[OLI\ZPULZZLU[P[`PUH[[LUKPUN[V[OLYLN\SH[VY`VѝJPHSZ
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
% Introduce a jointly coordinated inspection by all responsible institutions. This is an administrative issue.
PPP 3HJRVM2UV^SLKNLI`,U[YLWYLUL\YZ
Stakeholders admitted that they lack knowledge on matters pertaining to procedures, regulations, and charges or fees
HWWSPJHISL[VSPJLUZLZWLYTP[ZVYJLY[PÄJH[LZ;OL`UV[LK[OH[[OPZPZK\L[VSHJRVMW\ISPJP[`VU[OLWHY[VM9LN\SH[VYZ.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
% Publicize necessary information with regard to issuance of permit/certificate/license, operation of a business and
inspection processes and put in place awareness raising campaigns to stakeholders.

Water sub-sector
Water is a very critical resource for socio-economic development in any country. Water is used in the households
HUKPULJVUVTPJHJ[P]P[PLZPUIV[OY\YHSHUK\YIHUHYLHZ;OLYLMVYLH]HPSHIPSP[`VMHKLX\H[LJSLHUZHMLHUKHќVYKHISL
water and sanitation services has impact on improving the standard of living of people as well as contributing to
economic growth and environmental sustainability through ecosystems regenerations. Increase in human population,
construction, industries, and other human activities demonstrates the need to properly manage water resources for
extraction, distribution and usage.
It is from this background that proper systems are put in place to regulate and administer this scarce but important
resource in accessing water supply and sanitation services in rural and urban households, industries and social
amenities. As pointed out in the FYDP II, “aspirations of increasing water supply services for domestic, industrial,
irrigation and other socio-economic needs have to be accompanied by increased investments in water sources
and resources management in order to ensure that water resources are available and utilized in an environmentally
sustainable manner”.
The following are major challenges facing entrepreneurs in the sub-sector together with their governing legal mandates
and regulatory institutions, as well as recommendations for improving the business environment.
P 4\S[PWSL9LN\SH[PVUZHUK*LY[PÄJH[LZ7LYTP[Z
Water resource is regulated by a number of legal mandates for the purpose of managing, controlling utilization of,
monitoring and regulating water resource. These are: The Water Resources Management Act, No. 11 of 2009 and
Water Supply and Sanitation Act, No. 12 of 2009.Regulations made under the Water Resources Management Act are
also relevant. These are:
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i.

Water Abstraction, Use and Discharge Regulations, GN. No. 190 0f 2010;

ii.

Groundwater Regulations, GN. No. 219 of 2013;

iii.

Dam Safety Regulations, GN. No. 237 of 2013; and

iv.

Registration of WUA Regulation, GN. No. 22 of 2010.

There are also eleven certificates/permits that are issued under the law. These are:
i.

Certificate of the Creation of an Easement;

ii.

Grant of Temporary or Final water use permit;

iii.

Grant of Discharge permit;

iv.

Grant of permit to sink or enlarge a well or borehole;

v.

Grant of Groundwater Exploration License;

vi.

Grant of Drilling License;

vii. Grant of Driller License;
viii. Dam Construction Permit;
ix.

Tailings Dam Construction permit;

x.

Certificate of Dam registration; and

PP*LY[PÄJH[LVM><(9LNPZ[YH[PVU
Regulations made under the Water Supply and Sanitation Act No. 12 of 2009 are also relevant. The Registration of
Community Owned Water Supply Organization Regulations, GN. No. 21 of 2010 is relevant in this regard in the sense
[OH[[^VPTWVY[HU[*LY[PÄJH[LZHYLPZZ\LK\UKLY[OLZL;OLZLHYL!
% Licensing of Authorities (Water Supply and Sanitation Authorities); and
% Certificate of Registration Community Owned Water Supply Organizations.
;OL PZZ\PUN H\[OVYP[` VM [OLZL JLY[PÄJH[LZ HUKVY WLYTP[Z PZ [OL 4PUPZ[Y` VM >H[LY HUK 0YYPNH[PVU :WLJPÄJHSS` [OL
following directorates within the Ministry are responsible for issuance of the permits: Directorate of Water Resources;
Basin Water Boards; Directorate of Rural Water Supply and Sanitation; and Directorate of Urban Water Supply and
Sewerage. The applicable fees charged for issuance of the permit range from TZS 50,000 to TZS 300,000 depending
on the use and amount of water. The permits are valid for a period of one year depending on the nature of the project
or its use. Respective Basin Boards set the validity period.
The numerous legal instruments such as regulations from various institutions coupled with the hassle involved in
VI[HPUPUNV[OLYULJLZZHY`KVJ\TLU[ZMYVT]HYPV\ZH\[OVYP[PLZLN,0(JLY[PÄJH[LWLYTP[MYVT3.(Z,><9(L[J
have been noted to be a cause of confusion to some applicants, and hence cause delays in obtaining permits or
JLY[PÄJH[LZPU[PTL
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
% Reduce the number of permits by combining or removing some of them. For example, a single form can be used
for both water and electricity with the view to facilitating issuance of a single permit for both water and electricity.
Alternatively, an LGA can coordinate this activity using a single document in which requirements for each institution
are enumerated. This would also apply to the monitoring and inspection. Implementation will involve reviewing and
revising some of the regulations in order to determine their necessity.
PPP(WWYV]HS7YVJLZZPU0ZZ\PUN7LYTP[Z*LY[PÄJH[LZ
It has been noted that legal requirements for the approval of permit is 40 days. However, in practice, it may take more
or less days depending on the boards meeting schedules and receipt of comments from stakeholders. Submission of
Environmental Impact Assessment, feasibility study and detailed design are the documents that should be attached to
the application. It takes a lot of time to obtain these documents.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
% Reduce the time taken to process permits by: (i) liaise with LGAs in order to solicit quick and prompt feedback
from stakeholders; (ii) Revise Board meeting schedules with the view to increasing the number of meetings. This
measure can reduce the number of days to less than 40.

Energy Sub-Sector
Energy is recognized as a key factor for Tanzania’s sustainable socio – economic development. Issues related to
energy and environment such as renewable energy, energy saving technologies, clear energy development in the area
of wind energy, bio-fuels, biogas, geo-thermal, and solar which are vital to environment management.
;OLTVZ[YLJVNUPaLK[`WLVMLULYN`PU;HUaHUPHPZLSLJ[YPJP[`^OVZLWYVK\J[PVUPZPUJYLHZPUNS`ILPUNKP]LYZPÄLK[V^HYKZ
the use of natural gas. According to the FYDP II, natural gas accounted for 34 percent of electricity production in 2015,
a marked departure from the previous domination of hydroelectric power. There is certainly a need to undertake policy
and operational reforms to support industrialization.
;OLWYPUJPWHSZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJSLNHSPUZ[Y\TLU[PU[OLLULYN`Z\IZLJ[VYPZ;OL,SLJ[YPJP[`(J[;OPZ(J[WYV]PKLZ
for the facilitation and regulation of generation, transmission, transformation, distribution, supply and use of electric
LULYN`[VWYV]PKLMVYJYVZZIVYKLY[YHKLPULSLJ[YPJP[`HUK[OLWSHUUPUNHUKYLN\SH[PVUVMY\YHSLSLJ[YPÄJH[PVUHUK[V
provide for related matters. Apart from empowering the Minister to promote the development of the electricity subsector, including the development of indigenous energy resources, Section 4(2) of this Act provides that the Minister
has also to coordinate emergency responses in close coordination with the “Authority”.
The “Authority” in this case includes EWURA, which regulates this sector through the Energy and Water Utilities
Regulatory Authority Act, Cap 414; Tanzania Electricity Supply Company (TANESCO) through their regulations and
HYL YLZWVUZPISL MVY \YIHU LSLJ[YPÄJH[PVU HUK UH[PVUHS [YHUZTPZZPVU SPULZ" 9\YHS ,ULYN` (NLUJ` ^OPJO PTWSLTLU[Z
9\YHS,ULYN`(J[9,((J[5VVM[OYV\NO9\YHS,SLJ[YPÄJH[PVU7SHUHUK:[YH[LN`"HUK;HUaHUPH7L[YVSL\T
Development Corporation (TPDC) through Petroleum Act, Cap. 392.
The major challenge in the sub-sector, the governing legal instruments and recommendations to improve business
environment in the sub-sector are as follows:
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4\S[PWSL9LN\SH[PVUZHUK*LY[PÄJH[LZ7LYTP[Z
There are eight licenses that are issued under the Electricity Act, 2008. Section 8 (1) (a-h) provides a list of activities
which need a license and Sect 8 (2) emphasizes the need for any person intending to conduct any of those activities
listed above to have a license. The activities which should have a license are:
i.

generation;

ii.

transmission;

iii.

distribution;

iv.

supply;

v.

systems operation;

vi.

cross-border trade in electricity;

vii. physical and financial trade in electricity; and
viii. electrical installation.
On charges, Section 14 (7) emphasizes that the licensee has to pay license fees to the Authority pursuant to this Act
HUK[OH[VM,><9(;OLWYPJLZHUKJOHYNLZHYLZ\IQLJ[[V[HYPќYLN\SH[PVU:LJ[PVU0[MVSSV^Z[OLYLMVYL[OH[[OL
SPJLUZLLPZH[[OLTLYJ`VMH[SLHZ[[OLZL[^V(J[ZMVY\YIHUHYLHLSLJ[YPÄJH[PVUHWHY[MYVTHU\TILYVMYLN\SH[PVUZ
6U[OLV[OLYOHUKPMP[PZY\YHSLSLJ[YPÄJH[PVU,><9((J[HUK9,((J[HYLPU]VS]LK;OL7L[YVSL\T(J[HUK,><9(
Act will be involved if the issue is petroleum or gas.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
% Put in place one-stop-center, operated through an online system, where an entrepreneur can be attended by all
the regulators and where permits can be processed and fees collected.
% Prices and charges must stabilize for a longer periods. Predictability of availability of the energy resource at given
stable prices and charges is critical for business.
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 /LHS[O:LJ[VY
The Tanzanian Private Health Sector has grown over the years. It currently provides at least 40% of the healthcare services
in Tanzania through outlets of more than 2,000 health care facilities (Hospitals, Health Centers, and Dispensaries), over
900 Pharmacies and more than 8,000 Accredited Drugs Dispensing Outlets (ADDOS). Furthermore, 64% of all Mid
*HKYL4LKPJHS;YHPUPUN*VSSLNLZPU;HUaHUPHHYLWYP]H[LHUKV\[VM[OLUPUL\UP]LYZP[PLZVќLYPUNOPNOLYTLKPJHS[YHPUPUN
six are private.
Besides the crosscutting regulatory frameworks (TBS, WMA, LGAs, etc.), the private health sector is subject to 2
OLHS[OZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VY`4+(Z(Z\TTHY`VMZVTLVM[OLRL`YLN\SH[VYZPU[OLOLHS[OZLJ[VYHUKZ\TTHY`VM
private sector concerns on their respective regulatory roles and mandates follow henceforth:
1. The Private Hospital Advisory Board (PHAB): Established under Private Hospitals (Regulation) (Amendment)
Act, 1991, the PHAB is an advisory body with limited power to enforce and monitor the performance of the operators
PU [OL ZLJ[VY ;OL )VHYK SLH]LZ V[OLY HJ[VYZ [V ÄSS [OL LUMVYJLTLU[ HUK TVUP[VYPUN M\UJ[PVUZ PU H ]LY` K\WSPJH[P]L
HUK^LHRS`JVVYKPUH[LKTHUULY-VYL_HTWSLKLZWP[L[OLMHJ[[OH[HOLHS[OMHJPSP[`PZSPJLUZLKHM[LYM\SÄSSPUNHSS[OL
requirements, there are other agencies which separately regulate laboratories in the hospitals. There is also a regulatory
body for radiation to regulate the x-rays. At the same time, the Pharmacy Council regulates the pharmacy in the same
OLHS[OMHJPSP[`0UVYKLY[VM\SÄSSHSS[OL7/()YLX\PYLTLU[Z[OLYLNPZ[YH[PVUWYVJLZZYLX\PYLZ[OLJSPLU[Z[VHSZVNV[OYV\NO
)9,3(;*<MVYH\[OLU[PJP[`VMJLY[PÄJH[LZVM[OLWYVMLZZPVUHSZL[JHUKTHU`V[OLYZYLN\SH[VYZ;OLRL`JOHSSLUNLZ
faced by the health sub-sector are summarized in Box 3.2.
)V_!*OHSSLUNLZMHJPUN7YP]H[LI\ZPULZZPU[OL/LH[O:LJ[VY
The PHAB’s operations stifle the growth of private sector in the sector, as outline here:
•

The Board sits on a quarterly basis and receives applications approved by the District Medical Officer and the
Regional Medical Officer. It is alleged that approvals at this stage take some months.

•

The applications approved by District Medical Officer and the Regional Medical Officer are submitted to the Board
Secretariat for screening before presenting them to the Board.

The application process takes take between 3 to 6 months to go through the bureacracy. However, during all this time,
the investor is required to have all the staff contracted (employed) and the premises fully furnished. Note however that
the investor cannot start operating until after the Board has sat and approved the application.

 ;YHKP[PVUHS HUK (S[LYUH[P]L 4LKPJPUL 7YHJ[PJL *V\UJPS: The Council is established by the Traditional and
Alternative Medicines Act, 2002. It focuses mainly on regulating practitioners and some of their products. To be
YLNPZ[LYLK WYHJ[P[PVULYZ ULLK WYVVMJLY[PÄJH[L VM OH]PUN ILLU [YHPULK PU H YLJVNUPaLK PUZ[P[\[PVUZ  9LNPZ[YH[PVU PZ
THUKH[VY`MVYIV[O;HUaHUPHUHUKUVU;HUaHUPHUKVJ[VYZHUKLHJONYV\WH[[YHJ[ZKPќLYLU[ZL[ZVMYLNPZ[YH[PVUMLLZ
Fees are also distinguished according to rural and urban locations for Tanzanian practitioners. The Council works
closely with TFDA, the body which is mandated to register some equipment (e.g. Chinese testing tool) and imported
(alternative) medicine.
One of the challenges faced by business in the Traditional and Alternative Medicine sector relates to registration, which
PU]VS]LZHT\S[PWSPJP[`VMHNLUJPLZ-VYPUZ[HUJLSVJHSTLKPJPULZHYLYLNPZ[LYLKI`[OPZ)VHYKHUKI`V[OLYKPќLYLU[
agencies (e.g. NIMRI, University, etc.). The registration process is complicated in terms of the procedures, which are,
HJJVYKPUN[VZ[HRLOVSKLYZM\SSVM\UJLY[HPU[PLZ0[OHZHSZVILLUUV[LK[OH[W\[[PUN[YHKP[PVUHSTLKPJPULHUKVѝJPHS
TLKPJPUL\UKLY[OL[^VKPќLYLU[)VHYKZJV\SKWV[LU[PHSS`ILHZV\YJLVMKL[YPTLU[HSV]LYSHWHUKJVUÅPJ[
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 9HKPVSVN` )VHYK! This Board works closely with TFDA and TAIR and is responsible for registering radiology
equipment. While TAIR and TFDA deal with equipment, the Board registers personnel/experts in radiology and related
HYLHZ:VTLV]LYSHWZHUKTHUKH[LJVUÅPJ[ZOH]LILLUUV[LKIL[^LLU[OL)VHYKVUVULOHUKHUK5(*;,HUK;*<
VU[OLV[OLY0[OHZHSZVILLUUV[LK[OH[[OL)VHYKJOHYNLZOPNOMLLZPUVYKLY[VÄUHUJLP[ZVWLYH[PVUZ
7OHYTHJ`*V\UJPS: This Council issues a number of permits, including for retail practices, premise registration
and university operations among others. The Council works closely with TFDA and has recently delegated some of its
K\[PLZ[V3.(ZVѝJLZ
;OLYL PZ HWWHYLU[ JVUÅPJ[ VY K\WSPJH[PVU VM YVSLZ IL[^LLU [OL 7YP]H[L /VZWP[HS )VHYK HUK [OL ;HUaHUPH 7OHYTHJ`
agency at the operational level due do weak coordination and overlapping mandates.
.V]LYUTLU[*OLTPZ[3HIVYH[VY`(NLUJ`.*3(: The agency registers all stakeholders in the chemical sector
(manufacture and traders, exporters and importers, as well as users). In the course of doing this the agency issues
JLY[PÄJH[LZM\SSYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[L`LHYZHUKWYV]PZPVUHSJLY[PÄJH[L`LHYZLHJOJOHYNLK<:+.*3(VќLYZ
KPќLYLU[WLYTP[Z!PTWVY[WLYTP[ZHUKJOHYNLZ<:+WLY[VUL_WVY[WLYTP[ZHUKJOHYNLZ<:+WLY[VUHUK
transportation permits (and charges 1 USD per ton). The charges are considered to be on the high side. TFDA and
.*3(\Z\HSS`^VYRVUKPќLYLU[PZZ\LZI`KLÄUP[PVUVM[OLPYYLZWLJ[P]LTHUKH[LZ
;HUaHUPH-VVKHUK+Y\N(\[OVYP[`;-+(: TFDA main role is to regulate food, cosmetics and medicine. There
have been several complains on TFDA overlap with TBS in some procedures/inspections. For example on drinking
^H[LY ;-+( PUZWLJ[Z [OL WYVK\J[ IHZLK VU KVTLZ[PJ Z[HUKHYKZ VќLYLK I` ;): HUK `L[ ;): YLN\SH[LZ [OL ZHTL
“client”. To resolve this, TFDA and TBS have recently signed an MoU to minimize the level of overlaps. However,
stakeholders view the MoU as only an in interim measure while awaiting full review of their respective mandate and
legally binding coordination between the two agencies.
7YP]H[L/LHS[O3HIVYH[VYPLZ)VHYK7/3)! PHLB, established under the Private Health Laboratories Regulation
Act 1997, is responsible for registering private laboratories (owned by private individuals, religious institutions, etc.)
The main concern of the stakeholders with this Board is that its roles overlap with those of TFDA, Private Hospital
Advisory Board, etc. particularly with respect to import permit for diagnostic and pharmacy equipment. The Board
issues the following: (i) Permit to import health laboratory products/supplies for new technology trials/evaluation; (ii)
Permit to operate as representative retailer/dealer for health laboratory and supplies; (iii) Permit for manufacture of
OLHS[OSHIVYH[VY`WYVK\J[ZHUKZ\WWSPLZ"HUKP]*LY[PÄJH[LMVYYLNPZ[YH[PVUYLYLNPZ[YH[PVUVMOLHS[OSHIVYH[VY`MHJPSP[`
Apart from overlap of mandates there are other concerns relating to fees charged by the Board, ranging from application
fees and monitoring fees to quality assurance fees. The fees are considered to be relatively high and duplicative. For
instance, for the group C laboratory (village level laboratory) a business is required to pay TZS 120,000 as application
fees and TZS 70,000 as quality assurance fee (quality of equipment, buildings, etc. in relation to standards) upon which
[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYYLJLP]LZSHIVYH[VY`X\HSP[`JLY[PÄJH[L
Based on the discussions above, we summarize the regulatory issues in the health sector and the respective
recommended solutions as follows:
P7YVJLZZPUN3PJLUZLZHUK7LYTP[Z!
The procedures summarized in Box 3.2 cause unnecessary delays in obtaining the relevant permits/licenses to operate
health facilities. It is noted that investors have to provide evidence of contracts with employees and premise owners
before being issued with permits to operate facilities. Also they are required to pay the relevant fees at the bank, but
HYLHSZVYLX\PYLK[V[YH]LSHSS[OL^H`[V+HYLZ:HSHHT[VNL[VѝJPHSKVJ\TLU[ZMYVT[OL4PUPZ[Y`PUJS\KPUNHYLJLPW[
and the letter notifying them to start operations at their Centers.
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Review the legal framework to allow temporary permits/licenses and decentralize decision making for those
aspects that are still performed by the Ministry at the Headquarters.

•

The legal review should consider the option to delegate some licensing mandates to the LGA level in order to
improve access to the licensing process.

ii. Administration of VAT
Although Medical Equipment and services, as per the present VAT Act, are tax exempt, businesses are required to pay
=(;ÄYZ[HUK[OLUJSHPTHYLM\UK0[PZJSHPTLK[OH[[OLYLM\UKWYVJLZZPZMY\Z[YH[PUNK\L[VJ\TILYZVTLWYVJLK\YLZ
and delays.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Streamline VAT administration to speed up the refund process and create a friendly taxation environment that
will attract more direct foreign investment for infrastructural development and a robust hospitality and tourism
industry to take advantage of international patients.

PPP6]LYSHWWPUNHUK*VUÅPJ[PUN4HUKH[LZ
Like in other sectors, businesses in health sector face a multiplicity of regulatory agencies. For pharmaceutical imports/
L_WVY[ZHUKTHU\MHJ[\YPUN[OLYLN\SH[VYZHSZVJOHYNLZPNUPÄJHU[HTV\U[VMMLLZ;OLZLPUJS\KLK;-+(7/3);):
WMA TPA and Internal Container Depots (ICD). They also confront LGAs and NEMC. As noted above, these regulators
OH]LZL]LYHSV]LYSHWZ^OPJOJV\SKILYLK\JLKI`JVVYKPUH[PVUVM[OLPYYVSLZHUKM\UJ[PVUZ:WLJPÄJHSS`[OL7OHYTHJ`
Council is inspecting and imposing fees for selling medical devices, while TFDA and other authorities have approved the
same devise, and relevant taxes have been paid to TRA and Local Councils. Also, after the registration of consumables
with sector regulatory agencies, the Weights and Measurements Agency (WMA) also comes in to review products like
syringes, vacuum containers, liquid containers, etc., adding to more charges, procedures and time wastage.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Review the legal framework such that agencies mandated to regulate the sector take distinct regulatory roles
according to their respective mandates.

•

In the medium term, agencies with related mandates, e.g. PHLB and Private Health Laboratories Board could be
put under one agency.

P]-LL:[Y\J[\YLZHZ9L]LU\L*VSSLJ[PVU0UZ[Y\TLU[Z
Sector fees and those imposed by crosscutting agencies such as TBS are considered exorbitant and raise the cost
of doing business. Also, the containers remain at the port attracting more storage costs as TBS test products from
JLY[PÄLKT\S[PUH[PVUHSJVTWHUPLZPU[LYUH[PVUHSIYHUKZ
9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
•

Rationalize the fee structure to reflect the costs of processing the documents required by laws.

•

TBS and other inspection agencies should devise approaches, including strengthening the collaboration with
other international bodies, in order to minimize test requirements for products from multinational companies and
marketed worldwide brands.
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3.3.8. Creative industry
;OLJYLH[P]LPUK\Z[Y`PZVULVM[OLWYPVYP[`ZLJ[VYZPU-@+700HUKP[ZNYV^[OPZJVU[PUNLU[VULќLJ[P]LULZZVM9LN\SH[PVUZ
which protects works of art and other intellectual property (IPRs, patents, copy rights, etc.) in order to attract and
promote investment in the sector. The protection of the artistic and literary works is provided for in the Copyright and
Neighboring Rights Act of 1999. The Act is under review in order to accommodate recent development in the sector.
;OLWYVJLZZVMHTLUKPUN[OL(J[PZYH[OLYZSV^"P[Z[HY[LKPU HUKOHZUV[ILLUÄUHSPaLK
Regulatory issues in Creative Industry
The industry is regulated by the following Regulations made under the Copyright and Neighboring Rights Act of 1999.
•

The Copyright and Neighboring Rights (Registration of Members and their Works) Regulations, 2005, Government
Notice No.6 published on 20th January 2006.

•

Copyright and Neighboring Rights (Production and Distribution of Sound and Audiovisual Recordings) Regulations,
2006, Government Notice No.18 published on 10th February 2006.

•

The Copyright (Licensing of Public Performances and Broadcasting) Regulations, 2003, Government Notice
No.328 published on 10th October 2003.The Copyright and Neighboring Rights (Licensing of Reproduction and
Rental Rights) Regulation, 2014, Government Notice No.234 published on 11/07/2014.

•

The Films and Music (Tax Stamps) Regulation, 2013. Government Notice No.244 published on 9th August 2013.
and

•

The Copyright and Neighboring Rights (Copyrighted Works-Communication tothe Public) Regulations, 2015,
Government Notice no. 29 published on 8th January 2016.

Apart from the challenges in implementing these Regulations and gaps resulting from lack of Regulations in some
areas, a number of regulatory issues remain and need to be addressed. These are:
•

There is conflicting interest in COSOTA functions, as under the current Act, COSOTA is both a Collective
Management Organization (CMOs) and a copyright office.

•

Although COSOTA’s mandates are confined to issues related to IPRs, COSOTA operations and those of other
agencies, e.g. National Arts Council (BASATA) which focus on music contents, appear to be duplicative of the
private sector (hotel sector) specifically in entertainment halls due to lack of coordination.

•

The Films and Music (Tax Stamps) is enforced by TRA in collaboration with COSOTA, BASATA and The Tanzania
Film Board (TFB) through the Formalization of Film and Music Committee that is under three Ministries; Ministry
of Industry, Trade and Investment, Ministry of Finance and Planning and the Ministry of Information, Culture,
Arts and Sports. However, the motives of these four agencies are different depending on their legal statutory
mandates and functions. While TRA is interested in collecting revenue and making sure that all works sold have
TRA stamps, COSOTA is interested in protecting the intellectual property rights. BASATA on the other hand is
interested in monitoring the music content and is involved in registering all those dealing with arts while TFB is
interested in monitoring and regulating audio visual contents.
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

Separate the two roles of COSOTA so that they are performed by two independent offices – the Copyright Office
and the Collective Management Organizations, which will operate as private entities supervised by the Copyright
Office. The CMOs will be responsible for administering the rights of their respective members. The Copyright
Office will be a government body supervising and issuing licenses to the Collective Management Organizations,
creating copyright awareness and fighting against piracy.

•

Coordinate the operations of COSOTA, BASATA, TRA, BASATA, TFB and related agencies to minimize costs/
time burden on the private sector.

3.4.

Capacity Issues Affecting Regulatory Framework and Outcomes

;OLWYLZLU[YL]PL^OHZHSZVYL]LHSLKZPNUPÄJHU[JHWHJP[`ZOVY[HNLPUIV[O[OLYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZHUKWYP]H[LZLJ[VY
organizations. The capacity gaps include expertise (human resources), facilities, coordination, institutional setup, etc.
6U[OLVULOHUK[OLNHWZOPUKLYLќLJ[P]LHUKLѝJPLU[KLSP]LY`VMYLN\SH[VY`ZLY]PJLZ[OLYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZHYL
Z\WWVZLK [V VќLY  6U [OL V[OLY OHUK [OL` OPUKLY [OL HIPSP[` VM WYP]H[L ZLJ[VY HZZVJPH[PVUZ [V LќLJ[P]LS` LUNHNL
[OL NV]LYUTLU[ PU ZOHWPUN [OL WVSPJ` HUK YLN\SH[VY` MYHTL^VYR  ;OPZ ZLJ[PVU WYLZLU[Z HKKP[PVUHS ÄUKPUNZ^OPJO
ULLKHKPќLYLU[UH[\YLVMJHWHJP[`KL]LSVWTLU[PU[LY]LU[PVUZILZPKLZZ[YLHTSPUPUNI\ZPULZZSPJLUZPUNHUKYLN\SH[VY`
framework. The presentation dwells on capacity gap and development recommendations on the overall capacity of
the regulatory MDAs as well as that of the private sector.

 *HWHJP[`.HWZPU9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZ
The issue of compliance with the legislative regime of the regulatory process has been contentious and riled with hurdles
in terms of capacity of the regulatory agencies themselves. The capacity shortage, which includes expertise (human
resources), facilities, coordination, institutional setup, varies across regulatory agencies. For instance, the Tanzania
4LH[ )VHYK HUK [OL ;HUaHUPH -LY[PSPaLY 9LN\SH[VY` (NLUJ` Z\ќLY MYVT Z\IZ[HU[PHS JHWHJP[` ZOVY[HNL 3PRL^PZL [OL
AVUHSTPULVѝJLZHUK;4((^OPJOHYLTHUKH[LK[VYLN\SH[LKL[LYTPULHUKJVSSLJ[YL]LU\LMYVT[OLTPUPUNZLJ[VY
Z\ќLYMYVTHZOVY[HNLVMO\THUHUKV[OLYYLZV\YJLZ
;OLJHWHJP[`ZOVY[HNLJV\WSLK^P[OJVYY\W[PVU[LUKLUJPLZHUK\UULJLZZHY`I\YLH\JYH[PJWYVJLZZLZOH]LHSZVHќLJ[LK
compliance. As noted elsewhere in this review, there are cases whereby lack of coordination among some of the
regulatory agencies is the real issue, which needs to be addressed. Furthermore, the delivery capacity by some LGAs
has raised concerns from a cross section of stakeholders in the private sector. This section provides selected cases
and some recommendations for corrective actions.
P:OVY[HNLVMTHUWV^LY!:RPSSZ,_WLY[PZLHUK7YVWYP]H[L:LJ[VY([[P[\KL
Except for a few cases, regulatory authorities have raised the issue of under-resourcing in terms of skills and tools/
equipment/facilities that are necessary to ensure compliance. To address this, the Government should carry out
detailed needs assessment in MDAs with regulatory roles to establish the needed resources, skills and expertise gaps
as a basis for building capacity for MDAs in order to ensure the proposed reforms are matched with requisite capacity
in the respective regulatory agencies. The attitude towards private sector/pro-business should also be emphasized
in order to bring out change of mindset. Regulatory agencies should strive to abide by their Client Charters and
framework as stipulated in the Regulations.
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PP+LZPNU0UZ[P[\[PVUHS:L[\W*HWHJP[`MVY,ɈLJ[P]LHUK,ɉJPLU[9LN\SH[PVUZ
For some agencies, the institutional setup limits their capacity to carry out regulatory functions and results in a vacuum,
^OPJOH[[YHJ[[OLLTLYNLUJLVMU\TLYV\ZV[OLYHNLUJPLZ[VÄSS[OLNHW;OL^LHRULZZPUPUZ[P[\[PVUHSZL[\WYLZ\S[ZPU
a gap between policy objectives and actual outcomes.
In the health sector for instance, the Act which establishes the Health Sector Advisory Board, does not provide for a
robust mechanism for establishing and managing executive agencies in ways that are demonstrably superior to normal
government operations. The institutional setup of the Ministerial Advisory Boards leaves the Permanent Secretary as
[OLLќLJ[P]LKLJPZPVUTHRLYVUZ[YH[LNPJWVSPJ`TH[[LYZVM[OLZLLTPUNS`YLN\SH[VY`HNLUJ`
Similarly, under the Wildlife Conservation Act, 2009 the Minister responsible is granted powers to allocate hunting
ISVJRZ (S[OV\NO [OL WYVJLZZ PU]VS]LZ [OL /\U[PUN )SVJRZ (SSVJH[PVU (K]PZVY` *VTTP[[LL P[ PZ KPѝJ\S[ [V LZ[HISPZO
whether or not block fees are competitively set.
It is recommended that, as an integral part of BEE reforms, the Government reviews the legal and operational status
of regulatory agencies and create robust entities capable of operationalizing the regulatory roles comprehensively in
order to minimize the need multiplicity of agencies.
PPP0TWSLTLU[0*;*HWHJP[`+L]LSVWTLU[MVY*VU]LUPLUJL*VTWSPHUJLHUK7H`TLU[Z
;OLYLOHZILLUZPNUPÄJHU[WYVNYLZZPU[OPZHZWLJ[I\[[OLYLPZZWHJLMVYPTWYV]LTLU[)(9(^OPJOHZUV[LKLHYSPLY
was not put into operation, had aimed at ensuring that most of the procedures are handled electronically. However in
some sectors, e.g. health sector, lands, investors are still required to appear at the ministerial headquarter or LGA. As
such, important registries relating to regulatory issues are still operated manually. Weakly operated national database/
registries imply a weak understanding of the tax bases.
BEE reforms should strive to synchronize and allow interface among data/database systems of the related agencies
(e.g. TRA, BRELA, RITA, NIDA, Land Administration, etc.) so as to reduce duplications in documentation. The Blueprint
recommends that reforms that ill enable regulatory agencies to employ more ICT-based systems, including payment
modalities that would allow payments from anywhere in the country through various means, e.g. deposit into a Ministry’s
bank account and e-transfers via mobile telephones. A clear phasing in this aspect is required to ensure requisite
capacity is in place.
,NV]LYUHUJLZOV\SKILJVUZPKLYLKHZVULVM[OLLќLJ[P]LTP[PNH[PVUTLHZ\YLZHNHPUZ[YL]LU\LSVZZLTHUH[PUNMYVT
the reforms proposed herein. The Government, particularly at LGA level, does not have robust systems to track and
collect potential revenue.
It is therefore recommended that the Government implements a comprehensive, time-bound strategy to shift to
LNV]LYUHUJLPUHSSP[ZYL]LU\LOHUKSPUNWYVJLZZLZHUKLUZ\YLLќLJ[P]LVUSPULZOHYPUNVMKH[HMVYSLHYUPUNHUKJYVZZ
validation.
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 *HWHJP[`.HWZPU7YP]H[L:LJ[VY6YNHUPaH[PVUZ
;OL4PUPZ[Y`VM0UK\Z[Y`;YHKLHUK0U]LZ[TLU[PUJVSSHIVYH[PVU^P[OV[OLYZ[HRLOVSKLYZOH]LTHKLJVUJLY[LKLќVY[Z
to improve and create a conducive environment for doing business in the country. The aim has been to put in place a
vibrant private sector and investors system which is the engine of economic growth, employment creation and income
generation. Despite economic reforms that have breathed renewed life into private economy, the Tanzania’s business
environment has critical shortcomings, which result in slow growth of private business. A weak private sector results in
PULќLJ[P]LWHY[PJPWH[PVUPU[OLYLMVYTWYVJLZZ,]LU[OV\NO[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYWHY[PJPWH[LZPUKPќLYLU[YLMVYTPUP[PH[P]LZ
LN)953HIVU)\ZPULZZ,U]PYVUTLU[P[OHZKLTVUZ[YH[LKZ\ѝJPLU[JVVYKPUH[PVUHUKLUHISLKLJVUVTPJYLMVYTZ
to happen.
In the BEE reform process, the Government needs a strong private sector, in terms of coordination, ideas, etc.
Individually and through the private sector organizations play a great role in representing and defending the interest of
their members by participating in collecting and coordinating opinions as an input to the national budget. In addition,
they help government in creating and implementing various policies related to business environment by identifying
challenges facing the sector and suggest recommends. However, this review has noted that the business community
has a number of shortcomings that limit their contributions to the reform agenda and reform implementation.
The Business Environment Regulatory Licensing Reform (BRLR) committee acknowledges the contribution of the
facts in business environment from the Private Sector Associations. , The Committee prepared questionnaires and
KPZ[YPI\[LK[V[OL7YP]H[L:LJ[VY(ZZVJPH[PVUZZV[OH[[OL`JHUÄSSPU0UKLLK[OPZ*VTTP[[LLL_WLJ[LK[VYLJLP]L[OL
ÄSSLKPUX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ[PTLS`/V^L]LY[OPZ^HZUV[[OLJHZL;OLYLZWVUZLYH[L^HZYH[OLYSV^HZVUS`HML^7YP]H[L
:LJ[VY(ZZVJPH[PVUZYL[\YULK[OLPYK\S`ÄSSLKPUX\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ[V[OL*VTTP[[LL
The low rate of response may have reduced comprehensiveness of the analysis of the issues on the ground in as far
as the business environment is concerned. As a result, the Blueprint analysis of the views of the private sector is based
on consultations with private sector and reports commissioned/undertaken by private sector. However, it was noted
that some of these Associations’ reports raised issues which lacked evidence and proof.
The analysis points to the need to support capacity strengthening across the private sector organizations so that they
JHUOH]LLќLJ[P]LKPHSVN\LVUPZZ\LZYLSH[PUN[V[OLPYYLZWLJ[P]LTLTILYZHJYVZZWYP]H[LZLJ[VYVYNHUPaH[PVUZHUK
other stakeholders, as well as dialogue between the private sector and the Government. The capacity of the Tanzania
National Business Council (TBNC), and similar such associations, should be covered as one of the “supportive”
reform priority areas. It is recommended that private sector should be supported to strengthen, (i) representation; (ii)
coordinating bodies for representation; (iii) training for dialogue; and (iv) preparation for dialogue. It is recommended
that the following aspects be strengthened:
•

Increase capacity to aggregate diversity of interest of different businesses and individuals they represent to
strategic priorities of the business community;

•

Build capacity to transform values, views, and issues of different members in their respective constituencies
towards policy recommendations to the government;

•

Strengthen analytical capacity to build up a reservoir of experience, expertise, and practice for effective
engagement in the P-P dialogue; and

•

Strengthen institutional capacity to engage with the government formally and eliminate the vacuum and
loopholes, which encourage informal networking that provide avenues for undeserved privileges and
corruption.
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0UIYPLMP[PZLTWOHZPaLK[OH[LќLJ[P]LPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVM[OLZLYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZYLX\PYLZ[OH[[OLNV]LYUTLU[W\[Z
PUWSHJLHULќLJ[P]LYLN\SH[VY`JHWHJP[`HZ^LSSHZHZ[YVUNWYP]H[LZLJ[VYPUJS\KPUNH^PKLYHUNLVMH\_PSPHY`PUZ[P[\[PVUZ
that promote business and provide various types of support services, such as trade associations, chambers of
commerce and industry, metrology laboratories, standardization bureaus, and similar organizations.
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4

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
OF THE PROPOSED
REFORMS
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4.1. Overview
Regulatory agencies in Tanzania have gradually and increasingly embed the role of revenue collection for their use and
also contributed to the National Exchequer. Legally, most of the regulatory authorities are supposed to be self reliant in
[LYTZVMÄUHUJPUNHIPSP[`HUKPUZVTLJHZLZM\SS`M\UKLKI`WYV]PKLYZVMYLN\SH[LKZ\WWSPLZ;OLYLMVYLSL]PLZHUKMLLZ
imposed on regulated entities have been set with this motive in mind. Furthermore, the law requires the regulatory
agencies to remit 10% of their collections/revenues to the Exchequer, which also adds more pressure on the business
LU]PYVUTLU[:PUJL[OLILNPUUPUNVM[OLÄZJHS`LHYTVZ[VM[OLHNLUJPLZOH]LILLUYLX\PYLK[VYLTP[HSS[OLPY
revenues to the Exchequer. In this context, the issue of revenue retention is critical. The proposals in this Blueprint
have implications that go to the root of the revenue collected by the Agencies and LGAs. This Chapter analyses the
indicative revenue implications of the reforms proposed by the Blueprint.
The analysis is based on historical data from annual reports of MDAs and data collected through the questionnaire,
which was served to LGAs and MDAs with business regulatory functions as well as the private sector. The estimated
YL]LU\LPTWSPJH[PVUZHYLPUKPJH[P]LILJH\ZL[^VTHPUYLHZVUZ-PYZ[ZVTLYL]LU\LÄN\YLZPU4+(Z»HUU\HSYLWVY[
HUK 3.(Z ^LYL HNNYLNH[L ^OPJO THKL P[ KPѝJ\S[ [V HZZVJPH[L P[ ^P[O ZWLJPÄJ WLYTP[Z  ;OLYLMVYL [OLYL JV\SK IL
ZVTLV]LYLZ[PTH[PVUVM[OLYL]LU\LSVZZ^OLYL[OL)7[OLLU[PYLHNNYLNH[LÄN\YLZZPULZVTLVM[OLWLYTP[ZSPJLUZLZ
^PSSJVU[PU\L[VL_PZ[L]LUHM[LYYLMVYTZ:LJVUK[OLHUHS`ZPZVM[OL3.(ZPZIHZLKVU[OLZHTWSL(S[OV\NOLќVY[
^HZKVULLUZ\YLZ\ѝJPLU[YLWYLZLU[H[PVULNTP_PUNY\YHS]Z\YIHU3.(ZHUK3.(Z^OPJOIVYKLYULPNOIV\YPUN
countries vs. interior ones, statements which generalize for the entire countries should be interpreted with care. In view
of these caveats, the PB appeals to the Principle for Reforms when making the recommendations.

4.2. Potential Loss of LGA Revenue
;OLYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZMVYYLMVYTZJVU[HPULKPU[OPZ)S\LWYPU[HYLJLY[HPUS`NVPUN[VOH]LZ\IZ[HU[PHSÄZJHSPTWSPJH[PVUZ
on LGAs, especially in the short run. The reforms will however eventually lead to rapid economic growth. Haidar (2012)
IHZLK VU  JYVZZJV\U[` WHULS KH[H LZ[PTH[LK [OH[ LHJO YLMVYT HZ KLÄULK PU [OL >VYSK )HUR +VPUN )\ZPULZZ
Report, results in 0.15 percent increase in growth rate of GDP. Therefore, in the long run, the expanding economy and
MVYTHSPaH[PVUYLZ\S[PUNMYVT[OLYLMVYTZPZTVZ[SPRLS`[VVќZL[[OLSVZZ
;OL[YHKLVќIL[^LLU[OLZOVY[Y\USVZZHUK[OLSVUN[LYTK`UHTPJNHPUULLKZ[VILTHUHNLKHZP[^HZKVULPU
similar reforms in the past. It should be borne in mind that the Government has also demonstrated similar commitment
following the decisions which made the provision of basic education and health care free. After implementation,
estimate shows that user fees from secondary education and basic healthcare amounted to TZS 120 billion nationally,
VY VM[OL3.(YL]LU\LZPUZLL7,9Z[\K`VUÄZJHSPULX\HSP[`3PRL^PZLWYVWLY[`[H_^OPJO\ZLK[VIL
HZPNUPÄJHU[ZV\YJLVMYL]LU\LMVY\YIHU3.(ZOHZZPUJLILLUZOPM[LK[V;9(;OPZYLMVYT^HZPTWSLTLU[LKKLZWP[L
[OLMHJ[[OH[[OL7VSPJ`7HWLYVU3VJHS.V]LYUTLU[9LMVYTHPTZ[VMVZ[LYÄZJHSKLJLU[YHSPaH[PVU[OYV\NOPUJYLHZLK
LGAs’ own revenue collection.

4.2.1. Analysis of Potential Overall Revenue Loss to LGA
Historical data show that own-source revenues (excluding the Compensation/General Purpose Grant) represent close
to 9% of LGAs revenues (2005/06) and has increased modestly to 11% in 2014/15 (Table 4.1). Over the past 10 years,
V^UZV\YJLZOH]LJVU[YPI\[LK[VVUS` WLYJLU[VM3.(ÄUHUJLZ6^UZV\YJLYL]LU\LZJVTLMYVT[H_LZMLLZHUK
other charges that are articulated in the LGAs by-laws. The proposed reforms do not eliminate all LGA own sources.
This analysis implies that if the Central Government can increase its budgetary allocation or grant to LGAs by less
[OHU VM[OL3.(I\KNL[[OLÄUHUJPHSPTWSPJH[PVUZ^V\SKUV[ILIHKVU[OL3.(;OPZPZILJH\ZL^P[OTH[JOLK
PUJYLHZLPUNYHU[ZMYVT[OL*LU[YHS.V]LYUTLU[[OL3.(Z^PSSILHISL[VÄUHUJLTVZ[VM[OLPYYLJ\YYLU[L_WLUKP[\YLZ
and they can therefore do away or reduce most of the nuisance taxes, cess, and other charges. This initiative will be a
NVVKPUJLU[P]LMVYPUJYLHZLKI\ZPULZZLZHUKPU]LZ[TLU[;OPZ^PSSPU[OLZOVY[Y\UHќLJ[.V]LYUTLU[YL]LU\LI\[[OL
gains that will be realized from increased businesses and investment in the long run will exceed the short run losses.
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;HISL!*VTWHYPZVUVM3.(0U[LYUHS9L]LU\LZHNHPUZ[9LJ\YYLU[,_WLUKP[\YLTPSSPVU;A:
/*$5HFXUUHQW([SHQGLWXUH











/*$,QWHUQDO&ROOHFWLRQV ([SHQGLWXUH&RYHUHGE\/*$5HYHQXHV 

1,189,977

93,546

8

1,465,771

110,852

8

1,823,788

137,416

8

2,153,972

184,344

9

2,277,053

236,716

10

2,746,334

268,949

10

3,264,872

353,515

11

3,569,213

409,100

11

Source: Table 1 - Government Budgetary Operations (Bank of Tanzania Nov 2016 Monthly Report).

;OLYL]LU\LZKLYP]LKMYVT3.(ZV^UPUP[PH[P]LZJVTLMYVTKPќLYLU[ZV\YJLZKLWLUKPUNVUYLZWLJ[P]L3.(ZLJVUVTPJ
bases. However, for most rural LGAs, agricultural levies play a fairly important role, contributing about 43.9% of LGA
own source. This source is followed by other own revenues (20.5%) and fees & charges (12.0%). On the other hand,
the major revenue contributor for LGA in urban areas is service levy, which contributes 33.1%, followed by other own
revenues (22.0%) and fees & charges (19.1%).
Although the overall contribution to the total LGA revenue is not substantial, the produce cess and service levies have
ILLU[OLZV\YJLVMJVTWSHPU[ZPUY\YHSIHZLK3.(ZHUK\YIHU3.(ZYLZWLJ[P]LS`;OLJVTWSHPU[ZVMHќLJ[LKWLVWSL
are based on the rate and administration, including paying multiple fees, levies and other charges, such as produce
cess particularly among those living in rural areas and engaged in agricultural activities, such as farming. As a result,
produce cess and service levy are seen by many as a milking cow for the LGAs.
Produce cess being a major contributor to LGAs revenue in rural areas explains the outcry by many a people in rural
areas who complain about being compelled to pay so many charges, cess being one of them. It is unfortunate that
produce cess is not uniformly applied across all agricultural produce and at the same rate across LGAs. As one aspect
VMKLJLU[YHSPaH[PVUHUKPUVYKLY[VYLÅLJ[[OLSVJHSJVU[L_[P[PZHWYLYVNH[P]LVM3.(Z[VZL[[OLPYV^UYH[LZVMWYVK\JL
cess.
It will work better for the country, rural population, investors and business community in general if there will be
incentives such as reduced produce cess together with associated agricultural levies. This initiative will stimulate
business activities and investment, as well as increase agricultural activities and employment, especially in rural areas.

4.2.2. :WLJPMPJ(YLHZVM9L]LU\L3VZZ
P-LLZ*OHYNLZMVY7LYTP[Z[V)\`VY:LSS*YVWZ
There is wide practice that the issuance of permits to purchase some crops is done by the respective crop Boards
HUK[OL3.(Z-VYL_HTWSL4IPUNH;*PZZ\LZHWLYTP[[VI\`HUK[VZLSSJVќLL^OLYLHZ[OL;HUaHUPH*VќLL)VHYK
(TCB) issues buyer license and seller license, apparently having similar purposes as the permits issued by the TC. The
Blueprint recommends that TCB issues both licenses while LGAs recognize such licenses issued by the crop Board.
In order to reduce the multiplicity of charges, fees, and taxes on crops, the Blueprint recommends that the mandate to
issue the crop purchase/sell permit should remain with respective crop Boards, whenever applicable. If this happens,
there will be loss of revenue for the LGAs involved. Some examples are illustrative:
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•

Kahama TC issues an average of 500 permits per annum on crops regulated by the Board. This implies an
average loss of TZS 64.8 million per annum to Kahama TC.

•

Masasi TC which in 2015/16 issued 750 permits generating a total of TZS 305.5 million will have a potential
annual loss of more or less similar amount with that of Kahama TC noted above.

•

Nachingwea DC has a potential annual revenue loss from removal of the permit issuance equal to TZS 32.8
million.

PP-VYLZ[Y`7LYTP[MVY/HY]LZ[PUN;YLLZ-VYLZ[7YVK\JL
Permits for harvesting trees and forest produce are issued by both the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism,
through the Forestry and Bee Keeping Division, and LGAs thereby being perceived as multiplicity and duplication of
duties. Even then the charges are used as instrument for environmental protection/conservation, its administration costs
justifying their existence. The Blueprint recommends that the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism should issue
permits for harvesting trees and/or forest produce and LGAs should recognize those harvesting permits accordingly.
)`KVPUNZV3.(ZZ[HUK[VSVZLYL]LU\L;OLPTWSPLKYL]LU\LSVZZPZL_LTWSPÄLKILSV^!
•

Missenyi DC through the LGA by-law (Ada na Ushuru) Section 4(1) part VII, has been issuing the above-mentioned
permits whereas the Forest and Beekeeping Division at the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism issues
similar permits.

•

Through issuance of permits for harvesting trees and forest produce including timber, poles, log and charcoal
Missenyi DC realized TZS 125.2 million as revenue in the year 2015/2016. The amount represents potential
annual revenue loss to Missenyi DC once its mandate to issue permits is removed.

PPP3P]LZ[VJR=HS\L*OHPU
Meat inspection and its attendant fees
0U[OLTLH[Z\IZLJ[VY;-+(PZZ\LZ^OH[PZRUV^UHZMVVKYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[L6U[OLV[OLYOHUK[OL;HUaHUPH
Meat Board (TMB) registers meat consignment, while the Directorate of Veterinary Service (DVS) also conducts
registration of meat. At the same time, LGAs do registrations, inspections and issue permits for meat. In return they
realize revenue through a fee known as abattoir slaughter fee. Tarime TC provides a good example where through their
by-laws, which also empower them to inspect and certify slaughter facilities and charge some fees for these services.
The TFDA and TMB also provide similar services and charge for the same bringing unnecessary multiplication of fees
charged to the businesses/actors in the meat sub-sector.
It is recommended that the mandate to regulate meat and related matters should be left with TMB. It is further
YLJVTTLUKLK[OH[+=:HUK;-+(ZOV\SKYLJVNUPaL[OLJLY[PÄJH[LPZZ\LKI`;4)PU[OPZYLZWLJ[
Registration for Slaughter Facilities and Issuance of Slaughter Permits
9LNPZ[YH[PVUHUKPUZWLJ[PVUJLY[PÄJH[PVUVMZSH\NO[LYMHJPSP[PLZPZKVULI`3.(Z[OL;HUaHUPH4LH[)VHYK+PYLJ[VYH[L
of Veterinary Services and TFDA as is the case with issuance of slaughter permits. Such practice is observed in
Korogwe TC for example. The Blueprint recommends that the mandate to regulate meat and related matters be left
with the TMB, including registration of slaughter facilities as well as issuance of slaughter permits.
•

Removal of slaughter permits from LGAs will not have a significant effect as it does not have major revenues
implications. Accordingly, LGAs, DVS and TFDA should recognize certificates or permits issued by TMB.
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Livestock Movement Permits
+PYLJ[VYH[LVM=L[LYPUHY`:LY]PJLZHUK;HUaHUPH4LH[)VHYKIV[OWYV]PKLYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[LZ[V[OVZLLUNHNLK
in the business of moving livestock. LGAs also issue livestock movement permits. The Blueprint recommends that
VUS`;HUaHUPH4LH[)VHYKZOV\SKOH]L[OLTHUKH[L[VPZZ\LV^ULYZOPWVMSP]LZ[VJRWYVK\J[PVUYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[L
^OPJOPTWSPLZ[OH[WLYTPZZPVUMVYTV]LTLU[VMSP]LZ[VJR0M[OLYLJVTTLUKH[PVUPZ\WOLSK[OLYL^PSSILHZPNUPÄJHU[
revenue loss for LGAs, as illustrated below:
•

Issuance of the above-mentioned permit generated TZS 2.8 million annually to the Bukoba Municipal Council,
which is a potential revenue loss if the power to administer permit issuance is removed.

•

As for Kilindi DC, the removal of the permit requirement will lead to a potential loss of revenues of approximately
TZS 23.6 million per annum.

P]-PZOPUN:\IZLJ[VY
*LY[PÄJH[LVM9LNPZ[YH[PVUVMH-PZOPUN=LZZLS
:<4(;9(PUZWLJ[ZHUKPZZ\LZHSPJLUZL[VVWLYH[LHÄZOPUN]LZZLS([[OLZHTL[PTLZVTL3.(ZPZZ\LYLNPZ[YH[PVU
JLY[PÄJH[LZHZ^LSSHZWLYTP[ZSPJLUZL[VÄZOPUN]LZZLSZ-VYL_HTWSL4^HUaH**PZZ\LZÄZOPUN]LZZLSSPJLUZL;OL
)S\LWYPU[YLJVTTLUKZ[OH[[OLTHUKH[LHUKYVSL[VYLNPZ[LYHUKSPJLUZLÄZOPUN]LZZLSZILSLM[^P[O:<4(;9([HRPUN
into account the requirements of the Fisheries Division for vessels to be 12 meters and above. LGAs and the Fisheries
Division should only monitor compliance. LGA should continue to register small size vessels. This measure will result
inpotential loss of revenue on the part of the LGAs which are endowed with lakes, dams, etc. and under whose
Q\YPZKPJ[PVUÄZOPUNHJ[P]P[PLZHYLJVUK\J[LK
Fishing License
The Fisheries Division of the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries issues a License for Fishing or License for
Dealing in Fish and Fishery Products. LGAs also issue similar licenses. The Blueprint recommends that the mandate
[VPZZ\LÄZOPUNSPJLUZLZZOV\SKYLTHPU^P[O[OL-PZOLYPLZ+P]PZPVUVUS`0UKVPUNZV3.(Z^PSSPUJ\YWV[LU[PHSYL]LU\L
losses.
In 2015/16, for example, Ulanga DC guided by its by-law 2012 GN NO 79, issued 166 licenses at a price of TZS
48,000 per a license, thereby realizing TZS 7.97 million in revenue. Hence, the removal of license requirement from
LGAs will have a potential annual revenue loss of about TZS 8 million to Ulanga DC. Similarly, Kilwa DC which issues
and renews about 1,000 licenses per annum will have a sizeable revenue loss each year.
(v) Health
TFDA/Pharmacy permit
LGAs also register and issue pharmacy licenses whereas the Pharmacy Council registers and issues pharmacy premise
registration licenses, as it is with the case in Korogwe TC. A fee is charged for this service. The Blueprint recommends
that the role of registering and issuance of pharmacy licenses should remain with the Pharmacy Council and LGAs
should only issue business licenses. If this recommendation is implemented, there is potential revenue loss tothe LGAs.
For example in 2015/2016Korogwe DC issued 183 permits at an application fee of TZS 1,000 per permit. Removal of
the permit under consideration will result in potential revenue loss of about TZS 183,000 to Korogwe TC, which is not
ZPNUPÄJHU[
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]P

,U[LY[HPUTLU[:\IZLJ[VY

LGAs issue permits for performances related to music and culture. At the same time the National Arts Council (BASATA)
also issues permit to perform cultural shows at a fee payable to LGAs. Mbinga TC, for example, issues permit for
playing music and discotheques. The Blueprint recommends that only BASATA should be mandated to issue permits
for cultural shows and playing discotheques and that LGAs should recognize the permits issued by BASATA. The
cultural show performer can be required to pay some service fee instead. This measure will result in potential revenue
loss for the LGAs.
In the given example Mbinga TC, collections from issuance of permits for cultural shows amounted to TZS 1.5 million.
Removal of permits for cultural shows will lead to a loss of about TZS 1.5 million per annum to this TC.

4.4. Potential Loss of MDA Revenues
;OLYLTV]HSHUKVYYLK\J[PVUVMMLLZHUKJOHYNLZYLSH[L[VSPJLUZLZWLYTP[ZJLY[PÄJH[PVUL[J^PSSHSZVHќLJ[YL]LU\LZ
of the MDAs. As noted earlier, the general principle is that license charges should aim at regulating and tracking
records of those involved in the sector and not solely for raising revenues. Thus, based on the recommendations
VM [OPZ )S\LWYPU[ MVY [OL MLLZ SL]PLZ HUK JOHYNLZ [V IL YL]PL^LK VY YLTV]LK H[ 4+( SL]LS [OLYL HYL ZVTL ÄZJHS
PTWSPJH[PVUZPU]VS]LK;OPZ7HY[JV]LYZ[OLÄZJHSPTWSPJH[PVUZVMYLTV]PUNHUKVYYLK\JPUN]HYPV\ZMLLZHUKJOHYNLZPU
selected MDAs.

Cross Cutting Agencies
•

SUMATRA

In 2014/15, Surface and Marine Transport Regulatory Authority (SUMATRA) collected TZS 33.2 Billion as its revenue
from various fees, levies and interest from its short-term investments. Shipping service fee which is the most important
source to SUMATRA contributed to about 44 percent of its revenues in 2014/15. From business operators’ point of
view, there are no concerns with shipping service fees. The concerns are on the so-called miscellaneous Port service
license charged by the Authority.
4PZJLSSHULV\Z7VY[:LY]PJLZ3PJLUZL!These are provided by TPA and SUMATRA (Miscellaneous Port Services)
Rules, 2015. TPA issues the permit (Merchant License) and MITI issues the Business License (Miscellaneous Port
Charges). The Blueprint recommends that the mandate to issue licenses should remain with SUMATRA which in
any event should only charge a service fee to business entities. Currently the fee generates about TZS 13 billion
for SUMATRA. The amount is equivalent to 60 percent of what SUMATRA earned in terms of revenues in 2014/15.
Moreover, the electronic single window system, when fully operationalized, will allow all payments to be made at one
counter.

•

TBS

0U;):YHPZLK;A:IPSSPVUHZYL]LU\LZMYVTPZZ\PUN)H[JO*LY[PÄJH[LZ*LY[PÄJH[LVMJVUMVYTP[`HUK;):
4HYR3PJLUZL ;LZ[LK7YVK\J[*LY[PÄJH[L;7*;OL[OYLLJVTWVULU[ZJVU[YPI\[LK[V WLYJLU[WLYJLU[
and 11.3 percent of the revenues, respectively. Most of the fees relate to services, which TBS provides, and there is
Q\Z[PÄJH[PVUMVY[OLT[VJVU[PU\LJOHYNPUN[OLMLLZ/V^L]LY[OLYL]LU\LSVZZ^PSSYLZ\S[MYVTHYLHZ^OLYL;):^PSSIL
YLX\PYLK[VYLJVNUPaLJLY[PÄJH[LZPZZ\LKI`V[OLYZHNLUJPLZLN;-+(

•

OSHA

In 2013/14, OSHA collected TZS 1.7 billion as revenues from fees and levies. Workplace registration accounted for
39.3 percent of the revenues. The main concern with OSHA operations is with regard to their procedures and not on
[OLHTV\U[JOHYNLK;OLYLJVTTLUKLKYLMVYTZ^PSSUV[OH]LZPNUPÄJHU[YL]LU\LPTWSPJH[PVUZ
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•

EWURA

In 2015/16EWURA collected a total of TZS 40.5 billion from regulator levy, license fees and application fees. Regulator
fees were the main source of revenue for EWURA, contributing to 97.4 percent of its revenue collection. There were
UVZPNUPÄJHU[JVTWSHPU[ZVU[OLTVKLVMJVSSLJ[PVUI`,><9(ZPUJL[OLJOHYNLZHYLTHPUS`WLNNLKVUZLSSPUNWYPJLZ
There were however concerns with the following:
*VUZ[Y\J[PVU(WWYV]HSMVY37.Z[VYHNLMHJPSP[`!EWURA is empowered under Section 126 of the Petroleum
Act, Cap 392, Section 7 of EWURA Act, Cap 414 to issue construction approval for the LPG storage facility. LGAs,
OSHA and the Fire Department are also charge for related services. LGAs issue building permits, OSHA and the Fire
+LWHY[TLU[PZZ\LZI\PSKPUNHUKZHML[`JLY[PÄJH[LZ;OL)S\LWYPU[YLJVTTLUKZ[OH[3.(ZZOV\SKIL[OLVUS`LU[P[`
[VPZZ\LI\PSKPUNWLYTP[Z^OPJOJVUZPKLYZHSSULJLZZHY`YLX\PYLTLU[ZPUJS\KPUNZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLX\PYLTLU[Z:LJ[VY
ZWLJPÄJHUKJYVZZJ\[[PUNYLN\SH[VYZZOV\SKZ\ITP[[OLPYYLX\PYLTLU[Z[V3.(ZHUKYLJVNUPaL[OLWLYTP[ZPZZ\LKI`
LGAs. To EWURA, this move represents a loss in revenue equivalent to TZS 1.34 million, which ideally would be
captured by LGAs.
(WWYV]HSZMVY*VUZ[Y\J[PUN7L[YVS:[H[PVUZ!With regard to the construction of petrol stations, a situation similar
to the approval of construction of LPG storage facility applies, where EWURA, OSHA, LGAs and the Fire Department
HYL PU]VS]LK /LYL OV^L]LY 5,4* JVTLZ PU [V PZZ\L ,0( JLY[PÄJH[LZ ;OL )S\LWYPU[ YLJVTTLUKZ [OH[ [OL 3.(
should remain the custodian of issuing building permits. On the average, EWURA issues 15 construction Approvals
per annum at a unit cost of USD 200. The decision to remove that mandate from EWURA will lead to revenues loss
of about TZS 7 million per annum.
7L[YVSL\T9L[HPS3PJLUZL!EWURA issues Petroleum Retail Licenses under the law. The Blueprint recommends that
LGAs issue the business license and EWURA continues to conduct necessary inspections. EWURA issues and renews
approximately 280 licenses annually at a price of USD 700 per a license. In terms of revenue, this source generates
HIV\[;A:TPSSPVU[V[OL(\[OVYP[`LHJO`LHY;OLÄN\YLYLWYLZLU[ZHZPNUPÄJHU[SVZZPM,><9(Z[VWZPZZ\PUN[OL
license.

•

TFDA

In 2015/16 TFDA collected TZS 19.6 Billion as its revenue from various sources, including issuance of annual local
MVVK THU\MHJ[\YLY I\ZPULZZ WLYTP[Z JVZTL[PJ PTWVY[ WLYTP[Z MVVK PTWVY[ WLYTP[Z MVVK YLNPZ[YH[PVU JLY[PÄJH[LZ
7OHYTHJL\[PJHS0TWVY[WLYTP[ZHUK7OHYTHJL\[PJHS*VZTL[PJZYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[LZ7OHYTHJL\[PJHS0TWVY[WLYTP[Z
are the main source of TFDA revenue, contributing to 47 percent of the total revenue it generates. Pharmaceutical/
*VZTL[PJZYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[LZMVSSV^NLULYH[PUNJSVZL[VWLYJLU[VM[OLYL]LU\L.LULYHSS`MVVKYLSH[LKWLYTP[Z
HYLSLZZPTWVY[HU[[V;-+(PU[LYTZVMYL]LU\LNLULYH[PVU>P[O[OLL_JLW[PVUVM-VVKYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[LZ^OPJO
account for about 7 percent of the revenue, individually the rest of the food permits account for less than one percent.
Reforms in this area will therefore only have modest revenue loss to the Authority.

•

TCRA

In 2015/16 TCRA collected TZS 49.3 billion from issuing Frequency User Licenses. As pointed out earlier, the current
SPJLUZLJVZ[WLYMYLX\LUJ`PZ<:+9LK\J[PVUVMWLYJLU[VU9HKPV-YLX\LUJ`-LLPZYLJVTTLUKLK[VYLÅLJ[
the regional pattern/trend. This will reduce the license fee to USD 250 per frequency. The average in East Africa region
is USD 140 for a two-set frequency, which is the minimum requirement by Regulations. The recommended reduction
will mean a loss of annual revenues of TZS 24.65 Billion to TCRA. Apparently, Frequency User License contributes to
about 66 percent of the authority’s revenues.
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Sector Agencies
•

Tourism

The main sources of revenues of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism are collected from administration and
general services, wildlife, natural resources and tourism development. In tourism, the key revenue components are:
;V\YPZT+L]LSVWTLU[3L]`;+3";V\YVWLYH[PVUZLY]PJLZ"/V[LSJSHZZPÄJH[PVU"(JJVTTVKH[PVUZLY]PJLZ"(U[PX\P[PLZ
(receipts from research fee); Antiquities (receipts from entrance fee); and Miscellaneous receipts.
In 2015/2016, the revenue generated from issuing various licenses and permits in the tourism sector was close to
Tanzanian Shillings 15.2 Billion. Tourism Development Levy and Tanzania Tourism Business License (TTBL) are the
major revenue components in the sector with the former contributing 62.4 percent and the later 37.5 percent of the
total revenue. As was pointed in Chapter Three, there are issues of concern with TTLB license and one of them is
the amount charged for the license being too high compared to what is charged by other countries in the region. The
recommendation is to reduce TTLB license fee to match the regional average of around USD 200. The main argument
is that reduction in TTLB license fee will increase both competitiveness and compliance of business operators in the
sector. The implications are outlined below.
i. Reduction of TTLB License Fee by 50 Percent
In 2015/2016 a total of 1,310 TTLB licenses were issued to business operators, to both local and foreign companies.
The average of issuance has been 1,130 licenses per annum for the past 3 years. A reduction of 50 percent on TTLB
license fee has been recommended as an immediate action and gradually continuing towards the regional average
of USD 200. Cutting the fee price by 50 percent implies loss in revenues to the MNRT of TZS 2.9 billion in year one.
This is viewed as a short run loss and in the medium to long run the reduction will enable licensing of the currently
estimated 1,000 businesses in tourism, which operate without TTLB license. Compliance is expected to increase with
the reduction in TTLB fee.
ii. Reduction of Hotel Levy to 5 Percent
For most LGAs the average collection from the Hotel Levy is about TZS 25 million per annum. The reduction of the
levy to 5 percent will reduce the LGAs revenue from this source by 50 percent. It is estimated that TZS 2.1 billion will
be the average overall loss to the LGAs.
iii. Removing the Trophy Handling Fee
On average, 700 hunting licenses are renewed annually and for each license the Trophy Handling Fee has to be paid at
a rate between USD 400 and USD 600, depending on the package. Removal of Trophy Handling Fee has implications
for revenue losses to MNRT equivalent to TZS 937 million per annum.
iv. Management of Park Fee
The Blueprint recommends the re-introduction of multiple-entry passes into parks. The current practice, which does
not allow multiple entry, does not add much to the revenues as they contribute to an estimate of TZS 400 million per
annum, which is less than one percent of total collections in the tourism sector. However, it is one of the sources of
inconveniences to the tourists. The removal of multiple entry fee will reduce revenue to less than TZS 400 million per
annum but will promote development of the sector and spills over income to the communities around the Parks who
in turn are responsible for protecting and preserving the parks/sites. TANAPA collects up to TZS 68 billion from fee
source.
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•

Agriculture and Agro-processing

i. Milk/milk products Import permit
The Tanzania Dairy Board, which regulates (import and export of milk and Milk Products) issues Import permits. TFDA
also issues import permits. The BLUEPRINT recommendation is that import permits should only be issued by TFDA.
As for TBS, the BLUEPRINT recommends that TBS should set standards and leave TFDA to deal with enforcement.
MITI should continue issuing import licenses for records/data collection purpose at a very minimal fee. The estimated
revenue loss would amount to revenue of TZS 193 million per annum to the MALF/Dairy Board.
ii. Milk/milk products Export permit
The Dairy Industry Act, Cap 262 mandates the Diary Board to regulate the quality and quantity of the exports for
dairy products and in so doing it issues export permits (under Regulation 22 of the Animal Diseases (Animal & Animal
Product Movement Control)). The Board should issue export permits. On average, MALF issues 130 permits per
annum at a unit price of USD 150.The potential loss to the Ministry due to abolition of export permits is equivalent to
TZS 43.49 million per annum.
iii. Game Trophy Export Permit
Regulation 22 of the Animal Diseases (Animal & Animal Product Movement Control) guides the process. The
MITI and MNRT issues Export licenses and Export permits, respectively. The mandate to issue trophy export
permits should remain under the MNRT and MITI should continue issuing licenses without or with only little fee.
A total of 281 permits were issued for an application fee of TZS 30,000. The revenue collected was TZS 8.43
million, which represents the potential loss to be borne by MALF if the permit is removed from the Ministry.

•

Fisheries Division

i. Permit for Movement of Fish and Fishery Products
;OL -PZOLYPLZ +P]PZPVU PZZ\LZ TV]LTLU[ WLYTP[Z >OPSL ;-+( PUZWLJ[Z HUK JLY[PÄLZ ÄZO [YHUZWVY[H[PVU ]LZZLSZ [OL
-PZOLYPLZ+P]PZPVUHSZVPZZ\LZ(WWYV]HS*LY[PÄJH[LVMTLHUZVM;YHUZWVY[MVY-PZOHUK-PZOLY`7YVK\J[Z^OPJOZLY]LZ
similar purposes. The recommendation is to remove the Permit requirement by Fisheries Division. Currently, the Division
charges TZS 50,000 per permit. The loss in revenue is negligible as the permit contributes to below 0.5 percent of
the total revenue of the Division. The most important revenue components to the Division are Export Royalties, Import
Royalties, and Exclusive Economic Zone Fishing Licenses, which collectively account for about 94 percent of the total
revenues.
PP*LY[PÄJH[LVMYLNPZ[YH[PVUVMH-PZOPUN=LZZLS
;OL *LY[PÄJH[L VM 9LNPZ[YH[PVU VM -PZOPUN =LZZLSZ PZ PZZ\LK I` -PZOLYPLZ +P]PZPVU :<4(;9( HUK 3.(Z HYL HSZV
involved where the former licenses Fishing Vessels while the later issues Fishing Vessel permits. The BLUEPRINT
recommendation is that the function of registering and licensing the Vessels should be left to SUMATRA while LGAs
and the Fisheries Division should just monitor compliance of the Vessel owners. In a period of three years since
2013/14, the Division has issued, on average, 165 licenses per annum. The maximum amount of fees charged by the
Division is USD 120, which is for a Vessel with description 50.1 to 150 GRT. To the Fisheries Division this represents
on average a loss of TZS 44.2 million per annum.
iii. Permit for Import of Fish and Fishery Products
The permit is issued by Fisheries Division but there is some duplication as TBS, TFDA, TAEC, MITI are also involved in
regulating this sub-sector. The Fish importation license is issued by both MITI and TFDA. TAEC monitors radioactivity
PUPTWVY[LKHUKL_WVY[LKMVVKZ[\ќHUKPZZ\LZHJVTWSPHUJLJLY[PÄJH[LIHZLKVU[OL0(,()HZPJ:HML[`:[HUKHYK
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The Blueprint recommends that TBS only sets standards and TFDA be mandated to inspect pre-test and issue the
importation permit. The mandate to issue the import permit should be removed from the Fisheries Division and MITI
should continue to issue the import license without, or only with little fee. The Division issued 620 licenses in 2015/16
from 246 and 251 licenses in 2013/14 and 2014/15, respectively. Removal of the permit is likely to lead to a loss of
less than 1 percent of the MALF’s total revenues.
iv. Permit for Export/Import of Fish and Fishery Products
The permit is issued under Regulation 75 of Fisheries Division and is valid only for a particular batch/consignment. The
ÄZOL_WVY[H[PVUSPJLUZLPZPZZ\LKI`IV[O;-+(HUK40;0HUKZOV\SKILYLUL^LKHUU\HSS`;OL)S\LWYPU[YLJVTTLUKZ
that the Fisheries Division continues with its mandate to inspect, pre-test and issue the export permit. The mandate to
issue the import permit should be removed from the Fisheries Division and MITI should continue to issue import license
and could charge appropriate taxes/fees to protect domestic producers. In 2015/16, the Division issued 8,000 Export
permits resulting in revenue to the tune of aboutTZS 200 million to the Fisheries Division. The revenue is less than one
percent of the Ministry’s annual revenues.
]/LHS[O:HUP[HY`*LY[PÄJH[LZMVY-PZOHUK-PZOLYPLZ7YVK\J[Z
;OL-PZOLYPLZ+P]PZPVUPZZ\LZ[OPZJLY[PÄJH[L;):HUK;-+(HSZVJVTLPU[V[OLWPJ[\YL;-+(PUZWLJ[Z[OLWYLTPZLZ
and issues a registration permit to premises that deal with selling of food. Such inspection includes sanitary facilities,
OLHS[OTLHZ\YLZJSLHUPUNVM\[LUZPSZL[J;OL)S\LWYPU[YLJVTTLUKZ[OH[[OL-PZOLYPLZ+P]PZPVUYLJVNUPaLZJLY[PÄJH[LZ
PZZ\LK I` ;-+( HUK [OL +P]PZPVU VUS` LUMVYJLZ JVTWSPHUJL  ;OL YLTV]HS VM [OL THUKH[L [V PZZ\L [OL JLY[PÄJH[L
from the Fisheries Division will result in a loss of revenue amounting to TZS 24 million, which is what was collected
by the Division in year 2015/16. A loss of TZS 24 million to the Division is negligible compared to the constraints the
requirement causes to the businesses in the Fisheries Industry.
vi. License for Fishing or Dealing in Fish and Fishery Products
TFDA, MITI and LGAs are involved in this license - MITI provides business license; TFDA issues business license to
sell food products including Fish; and LGAs issue business license. The responsibility to issue business license should
remain either with MITI or LGAs and TFDA should continue safeguarding safety standards for the premises and food.
6UH]LYHNL[OL-PZOLY`+P]PZPVUPZZ\LZSPJLUZLZWLYHUU\T;OLJVZ[VM[OL3PJLUZLKLWLUKPUNVU[`WLVMÄZOLYPLZ
product, ranges from USD 3.12 for citizens to USD 504 for non-citizens. The revenue potentials for the permit is TZS
7.9 million, which is rather negligible.
vii. Wild Animal Import and Export Permit
MALF issues the Wild Animal Import Permit. The Wildlife Division issues the animal import permit and MITI issues the
import license. Mandate to issue the wildlife importation permit should be left to DVS. MITI should also continue to
issue the license for record purposes without, or with only little fee and minimum procedural/documents requirements.
The removal of permit issuance will lead to negligible loss in revenue, equivalent to TZS 1.33 million.
As is the case for Wild Animal Import permit, the Blueprint recommends removal of Wild animal export permit now
issued by MALF and the mandate to issue the permit be left to the Wildlife Division. The loss in terms of revenues is
negligible.
viii. Import License on Sugar
The Sugar Board of Tanzania licenses importation of sugar in the country. MITI and TFDA also issue licenses and
permits, respectively to import sugar. The permit issued by MITI is a duplication. The Blueprint recommends removal of
the mandate of MITI in issuing import permits. Currently the Board collects TZS 4 billion from the permit.
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ix. Ginnery Expansion/Extension License
The license is issued by Tanzania Cotton Board. LGAs are also involved in issueing the building permit; OSHA and the
-PYL+LWHY[TLU[HSZVPZZ\LI\PSKPUNPUZWLJ[PVUHUKZHML[`JLY[PÄJH[LZ3.(ZZOV\SKIL[OLJ\Z[VKPHUVM)\PSKPUN7LYTP[
PZZ\HUJL[HRPUNJHYLVMHSSULJLZZHY`YLX\PYLTLU[ZPUJS\KPUN[OVZLZWLJPÄJ[VZLJ[VYZ:LJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VYZLN
Cotton Board) and cross-cutting regulators should submit their requirements to LGAs and recognize the permit issued
by LGAs. Only one license was issued in the period 2015/16. Removal of the license will have negligible implication for
the Cotton Board revenues.
_*VɈLL^HYLOV\ZPUN3PJLUZL
;OPZSPJLUZLPZPZZ\LKI`[OL;HUaHUPH*VќLL)VHYK:PTPSHYS`[OL;HUaHUPH>HYLOV\ZPUN3PJLUZPUN)VHYK(\[OVYP[`
issues warehouse license under the warehouse receipt system. The Blueprint recommends that the mandate to set
Z[HUKHYKHUKSPJLUZPUNVM^HYLOV\ZLILSLM[[V[OL;>3)HUK[OL*YVW)VHYKZILYLX\PYLK[VYLJVNUPaLJLY[PÄJH[LZ
PZZ\LK I` [OL ;>3) >OLYL [OLYL HYL JYVWZWLJPÄJ YLX\PYLTLU[Z [OL` ZOV\SK IL LUMVYJLK I` ;>3) ;OL *VќLL
Board issues and renews about 26 licenses each year at a charge of USD 500 and application fee of USD 24 per a
SPJLUZL;V[OL*VќLL)VHYK[OPZYLWYLZLU[ZYL]LU\LSVZZVMHIV\[;A:TPSSPVU
xi. Beef, Goat & Mutton Export Permit
4(3-PZZ\LZ[OPZWLYTP[([[OLZHTL[PTL[OL4LH[)VHYKPZZ\LZ[OL*SLHYHUJL*LY[PÄJH[L^OPSL;-+(PZZ\LZ[OL
*LY[PÄJH[LVMMVVKL_WVY[;OLTHUKH[L[VPZZ\L[OLL_WVY[WLYTP[ZOV\SKILSLM[[V[OL4LH[)VHYK40;0ZOV\SK
only provide the license for the purpose of keeping records and leave the fees to be charged by the Cashew Board.
;-+(\Z\HSS`PZZ\LZ[OLJLY[PÄJH[LVMMVVKL_WVY[ZVUS`PMYLX\LZ[LKI`[OLJV\U[Y`VMKLZ[PUH[PVU0U[OL
Tanzania Meat Board collected TZS 383.7 million as revenues from various charges. The main revenue sources
^LYL0TWVY[SPJLUZLZWLYJLU[HUKL_WVY[SPJLUZLZWLYJLU[

•

Health Sector

Private Health Laboratory Board collected TZS 1.9 billion shillings from fees and levies in 2015/16. The Import Permit
fee was the most important component contributing to about 84.5 percent of the revenues. Most of the fees charged
PU[OLZLJ[VYHYLQ\Z[PÄHISL;OLYLHYLUVT\JOÄZJHSPTWSPJH[PVUZPU[LYTZVM[OLYL]LU\LZPU[OLOLHS[OZLJ[VYNP]LU
that the import permit fee, which by standard must be there, is the most important source of revenue to the sector.
;HISL!:V\YJLZVM9L]LU\LZMVY:LSLJ[LK4+(Z^P[O9LN\SH[VY`-\UJ[PVUZ
,QVWLWXWLRQ
680$75$

6RXUFHRIUHYHQXH





16,921,028,000

14,571,401,000

Road Transport Licensing Fees

8,018,390,000

6,641,941,000

Service Provider Annual Levy

6,809,061,000

6,250,959,000

311,297,000

275,816,000

Other Income

5,510,645,000

4,446,237,000

Grant Income

199,626,000

38,643,000

Interest from Short Term Investments

1,578,409,000

1,019,991,000

Rental Revenue from K’nyama House

3,000,000

3,000,000





Social Security Levy

8,232,642,182

8,311,739,258

Government Subversion - PE

1,341,070,000

2,073,643,100

183,823,827

335,250,982





Shipping Services Fees

Marine Safety Fees

727$/
665$

)LQDQFLDO\HDU

Other Income include deferred income
727$/
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7%6

Batch Certificate

9,192,483,902

11,100,437,985

14,188,833,323

US $ 1,698,825

US $ 1,815,480

$ 3,913,561.23

2,788,240,538

1,208,158,816

2,929,394,244

Application

-

840,000

600,000

Registration

25,930,000

2,935,000

10,063,000

Import

-

201,309,421

214,773,681

Export

-

59,792,060

158,244,837







-

220,000

330,000

Certificate of Conformity (COC)
TBS Mark License &Tested Product
Certificate (TPC)
727$/
7DQ]DQLD0HDW%RDUG
70%

727$/
7:/%::5%

Business License Application fees
Operator License application fees

-

180,000

350,000

Business License fees

-

8,000,000

2,520,000

Operator License fees

-

17,040,000

9,560,000

47,256,060

91,152,131

143,413,503

Administration fees
Warehouse inspector operation fees

-

600,000

600,000

Training contribution

-

18,000,000

42,107,113

Charges from Performance Bond.

-

33,622,869

59,511,417

Inspection Contribution/charges

-

-

20,271,000

Other charges (OC)

131,853,000

58,990,000

83,508,000

Personal Emoluments (PE)

207,728,000

132,138,000

121,821,000

30,000,000

-

-

727$/







Workplace registration

664,000,000

Potential Annual fee

920,000,000

677,348,412

1,550,819,974

Development Fund
26+$

Accident investigations

2,800,000

Compounded offenses

80,000,000

Risk Assessment

24,000,000

727$/
3ULYDWH+HDOWK

/DERUDWRU\%RDUG

Importation Permit fee

749,376,530

Dealer/Whole fee

46,698,334

53,166,666

50,635,000

Application fee

11,820,000

14,002,500

17,180,000

Registration fee

22,265,000

39,001,763

41,723,333

Quality Assurance fee

41,011,339

50,121,348

51,112,502

Monitoring Fee

44,181,663

80,144,744

85,509,665

Retailer fee

2,354,167

3,145,833

1,250,000

Representative fee

4,800,000

4,200,000

4,800,000

266,000

495,000

562,000

Safety Rules
Standard Guide line for Evaluation

200,000

200,000

85,000

Export Permit fee

2,745,100

3,238,401

-

New Technology Trial fee

2,090,000

9,063,002

14,190,190

-

-

17,736,000







Fine
727$/
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(:85$

Regulator Levy

29,595,558,000

34,145,408,000

39,417,143,000

397,403,000

555,773,000

798,970,000

84,887,000

122,162,000

260,637,000







3,575,629,927

3,666,586,702

5,714,064,000

Temporary permit for additional
vehicles &Overland Truck

-

-

1,320,000

Fees for grading or re-grading of
Tourism Accommodation Facilities

-

-

15,750,000

Tourism Development Levy

1,860,475,280

4,163,541,673

9,501,158,702

727$/







1,193,334,000

984,880,700

440,956,449

8,198,030

40,324,449

19,164,535







883,753,316

849,479,581

1,152,543,572

License fee
Application fee
727$/
77/%

Tanzania Tourism Business License
(TTBL)

0LQLVWU\2I7RXULVP$QG Entrance fees
1DWXUDO5HVRXUFHV
$QWTXLWLHV'LYLVRQ

2.Research fees
727$/

0LQLVWU\2I+RPH$IIDLUV Fire Arms Licenses
32/,&(

Identification Fees
Motor Vehicles Inspection fees
Police Traffic Notifications of Offence
Receipts from Sales of Stores
727$/

(QYLURQPHQWDO

Practicing License Fees

51,105,156

80,834,40

140,975,327

776,831,150

1,176,678,500

1,133,243,900

23,250,530,000

30,615,530,000

44,283,914,304

1,719,000

8,803,750

1,642,500







95,400,000

22,780,000

15,240,000

80,000

280,000

120,000

+HDOWK3UDFWLWLRQHUV
5HJLVWUDWLRQ&RXQFLO

0HGLFDO5DGLRORJ\DQG
,PDJLQJ3URIHVVLRQDOV
&RXQFLO02+&'*(&
05,3&

Enlisting fees
Enrolment fees

320,000

720,000

200,000

Full Registration fees

6,160,000

4,320,000

3,440,000

Provisional Registration

1,250,000

1,600,000

3,650,000

Temporary Registration

485,000

993,000

4,446,000







727$/
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7)'$

Annual local food manufacturer
business permit

58,902,755

21,946,476

75,646,826

Annual food outlet business permit

58,902,755

21,946,476

75,646,826

108,178,362

163,298,965

226,970,207

2,200,000

1,140,000

1,910,000

Cosmetics Import permit
Cosmetics Export Permits
Food export permit (Health Certificate)

58,902,755

21,946,476

75,646,826

942,365,583

1,499,463,187

3,214,399,857

Food registration certificate

983,734,789

1,097,719,699

1,275,656,930

Pharmaceutical/Cosmetics
manufacturer business permit

1,200,000

800,000

1,600,000

Pharmaceutical Import permit

5,226,866,283

7,017,653,859

9,222,058,211

Pharmaceutical/Cosmetics registration
certificate

5,228,066,283

7,018,453,859

5,428,869,700

Pharmaceuticals (human and
veterinary), herbal drugs and medical
devices export permits

7,500,000

8,500,000

4,500,000

727$/







USD 3,180

USD 1,780

USD 2,220

345,658,000

351,792,000

361,323,000

Food import permit

(QJLQHHUV5HJLVWUDWLRQ

Engineers, Firms &Technicians
Registration Practice License

$UFKLWHFWVDQG4XDQWLW\
6XUYH\RUV5HJLVWUDWLRQ
%RDUG $45% 

Registration Certificates

0LQLVWU\2I:RUNV
7UDQVSRUW$QG
&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
:25.6 

Abnormal load Permits

1,478,094,329

854,664,928

1,331,284, 934

7&5$

Application Services License

4,685,720,573

4,440,329,842

6,753,346,588

Courier Services License

356,450,897

23,029,276

154,981,515

Content Services License

1,744,711,100

1,477,500,043

2,872,294,607

Installation and Maintenance of
Electronic Communication Equipment
License

81,160,000

82,770,000

208,883,384

Importation of Electronic
Communication Equipment License

24,000,000

69,000,000

270,000,000

Network Facilities License

7,558,188,434

7,675,496,838

8,970,448,288

Network Services License

6,837,527,360

4,902,203,501

6,065,481,632

141,082,719

145,230,715

163,237,806

37,031,581,362

38,875,787,001

49,289,914,293

Selling and Distribution of Electronic
Communication Equipment Licenses

11,042,956

23,901,245

46,616,905

Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)
Licenses

218,560,000

100,819,000

187,032,843







%RDUG(5%

Public Postal Services License
Frequency User License

727$/
0LQLVWU\RI:RUNV
7UDQVSRUWDQG
&RPPXQLFDWLRQV
8&6$)

Universal Service Levy by holders of
communication license

6,200,000,000

7,200,000,000

9,000,000,000

0LQLVWU\RI,QGXVWU\
7UDGHDQG,QYHVWPHQW
0,7,

Business License

5,291,137,846

7,972,578,143

11,200,476,427
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4.3. Revenue Loss Mitigation Measures
Even thorough the above analysis of revenue implications is indicative, it is apparent that substantial amounts
are involved and there is need to propose measures to mitigate the expected loss and ensure that LGAs and
regulatory agencies remain effective going concerns. The following are what the BP proposes to that effective.

4.3.1. At LGA level
(ZUV[LKPU*OHW[LY[OLTHPUYLN\SH[VY`HUKÄZJHSJOHSSLUNLZMHJPUNI\ZPULZZLZPUY\YHSHYLHZYLSH[L[V[OLSL]LS
and methods of administration of the produce cess. As such, major complaints from the private sector concern cess
(produce cess in particular) and multiplicity of charges. These issues have been noted in previous studies including one
which resulted in the URT “Draft Policy Paper on Local Government Finance” in 2004. The current analysis reveals that
the 2004 recommendations are still valid. Thus the Blueprint recommends the following:
•

Simplify the processes of paying tax. The Government should consider introducing a Unified Local Business
(ULB) tax to replace the existing multitude of taxes and charges.

•

UBL Tax is a broad-based presumptive tax on business income based on gross turn over for small business
that cannot produce formal business records. The LGA should administer the tax based on centrally legislated
schedules that allow variations by type, size, and location of the business.

•

Carefully implemented, this measure should be revenue neutral. However, in practice it should be expected
to generate less due to inertia in acceptance both by the bureaucrats and businesses as well as expected
challenges along the learning curve.

•

Alternatively or complementarily, LGAs could introduce local personal income surcharges, piggybacked to the
presumptive income taxes administered by the Tanzania Revenue Authority.

>OPSL[OL.V]LYUTLU[ZOV\SKJVUZPKLY[OLHIV]LHZJVYLPU[OLYLMVYTWHJRHNLWHYHSSLSLќVY[ZZOV\SKIL[HRLU[V
plug the loopholes in the current collection systems. New challenges have emerged in the course of outsourcing
revenue collection for LGAs. It has been noted that outsourcing was adopted as a mechanism to solve the previous
problems of revenue collection which resulted into loss of local revenue, and mismanagement of the whole process.
/V^L]LY*(.9LWVY[ZPUKPJH[L[OH[ZVTL3.(ZKVUV[ILULÄ[MYVT\ZPUN[OPZHWWYVHJO0UZ[LHKP[PZ[OLJVSSLJ[PUN
agents who enjoy the returns due to weak administrative capacity on the part of LGAs. For example, the CAG Report
for2014 shows that 54 LGAs had uncollected revenue from collecting agents in the amount of TZS 4, 843, 414, 724.
In addition to CAG Reports, the PWC-PEFA study shows variability in revenue performance across the LGAs. On
the average, the LGAs collected 86.2%, 70.9% and 91% of budgeted revenues in 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14,
YLZWLJ[P]LS` ;OL JVSSLJ[PVU YH[PV ]HYPLK ^PKLS` MYVT   [V    HJYVZZ 3.(Z PU [OVZL `LHYZ ;OPZ PZ H YLÅLJ[PVU
UV[VUS`VM[OLJVSSLJ[PVUPULѝJPLUJ`I\[HSZVPUTHU`JHZLZ[OLSHJRVMYVI\Z[ULZZVM[OLTLJOHUPZTZMVYYL]LU\L
forecasting.
Based on this analysis, the following is recommended:
•

Reforms for the regulatory regime should be supported with capacity development in the area of revenue
forecasting and collection to mitigate the fiscal implications of the reforms, particularly at the LGA levels. Thus,
while attempting to establish new revenue sources at the local levels, focus should also be on strengthening
existing ones to realize their full potential.

•

Related to the above, LGAs should be supported to build fiscal automation through IT systems, including online
payment options in order to increase compliance with local tax laws and to promote greater willingness to pay
local taxes.
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•

Despite the decentralization efforts, currently LGAs’ own-revenue sources contributes about 10% of LGA total
expenditure. The Central Government can increase its budgetary allocation or grant to LGAs by 10%. In so
doing, the LGAs will be able to finance most of their recurrent expenditures and they can therefore do away or
reduce most of the nuisance taxes, cess, and other charges;

The Government can actively explore the above further as a mitigation strategy to enhance LGAs revenue expansion
HUKJVSSLJ[PVUPUJS\KPUN[YHUZMLYVMYVSLZ[VTVYLLѝJPLU[HNLUJPLZLN[YHUZMLYVMWYVWLY[`[H_JVSSLJ[PVUYVSL[V;9(

4.3.2. At MDA Level
One of the reform principles in this BLUEPRINT is separation of the regulatory roles from the revenue motives. In this
case, the licenses/permits should only attract fees necessary to cover the operating cost of the respective agencies.
The reforms will therefore impact on the revenues collected in excess of the operating costs.
In order to cushion the impact on revenue, the above-recommended reforms also include proposals on how to minimize
[OLYL]LU\LÄZJHSSVZZPU[OLZOVY[Y\U;OLZLPUJS\KL[HRPUNNYHK\HSZ[LWZPUYLK\JPUN[OLJ\YYLU[HWWSPJHISLYH[LZ
(fees, charge, etc.) until when Tanzania achieves the regional or international comparability. This approach is what is
recommended for TTLB licenses.
In the long run, however, the proposed reform will enhance private sector growth, formalization, increased government
revenue collection, and ultimatelyeconomic growth,
As a concluding remark to this Chapter, we emphasize that Government revenue sources are found in several areas/
sectors throughout the country/economy. Some of the sources are already captured in the revenue net (tax and non[H_YL]LU\LZ:VTLHYLUV[HUKLќLJ[P]LJVSSLJ[PVUVMYL]LU\LMYVT[OVZLZV\YJLZYLX\PYLZHWWYVWYPH[LZ[Hќ[VIL
posted in these areas/sectors. Furthermore, the potential for creating new non-traditional revenue sources exists. In the
tourism sector, for example, new avenues include transit tourism and air tourism. There is the realm of private sector.
However, the government through institutions like TANAPA should constantly review the sector modes of operation for
the emerging opportunities and evaluate them for implementation viability. In some cases, due to shortage of trained
personnel, the Government resorts to untrained personnel for assessment and revenue collection. This should not be
encouraged.
Overall, a critical evaluation of revenue potential is required in order to identify and rank revenue sources by order of
PTWVY[HUJLHUKKL[LYTPULHWWYVWYPH[L^H`ZMVYJVZ[LќLJ[P]LJVSSLJ[PVU;OPZZOV\SKILJVUZPKLYLKHZHZOVY[[LYT
measure and the starting point is the similar studies recently carried out/commissioned by MoFP, TRA, TAMISEMI, etc.
In the medium to long-term, the Government make adequate investment in capacity building (human resources and
V[OLYZ[VLUZ\YL[OH[YL]LU\LKL[LYTPUH[PVUHZZLZZTLU[HUKJVSSLJ[PVUPZTHUHNLKLќLJ[P]LS`
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5

IDENTIFIED AREAS FOR
QUICK-WIN REFORMS
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5.1. Overview
This Chapter presents a summary of the reform recommendations from chapter 3 with the view to identifying areas for
X\PJR^PUZHUKYLSH[LKYL]PL^VMSH^Z[VNP]LLќLJ[[V[OLWYVWVZHSZ;OLZ\TTHY`JVTTLUJLZ^P[OHWYLZLU[H[PVU
of the criteria for selecting quick-win reform areas and phasing the reforms. It also provides the basis for setting workplans for concerned/respective regulatory agencies.

5.2. Criteria for selection of quick-wins and phasing reforms
This section provides for the criteria for phasing the proposed reforms, and therefore the basis for the work-plan
for implementation of the same. The criteria are based on the revenue implications of the reforms, the capacity of
the regulatory agencies to acquire additional mandates (e.g. change in the coverage of the areas they regulate),
other government reform processes (e.g. the review of the organization structure of the Government), and the overall
NV]LYUTLU[aLHS[VZL[HZ[YVUNTVTLU[\TMVYYLMVYTZ;OLZWLJPÄJJYP[LYPHHYL!
1. ),,YLMVYTZZOV\SKZ[HY[^P[OJSLHYHYLHZVMX\PJR^PU^P[OTPUPT\TÄZJHSPTWSPJH[PVUZ
The preparation of the BLUEPRINT comes to an end when the Government National Budget Process is at an advanced
Z[HNL;VH]VPKKPZY\W[PVUPU[OL5H[PVUHS)\KNL[7YVJLZZ[OLYLMVYTZHJ[P]P[PLZMVY[OLÄZJHS`LHYZOV\SK
IL [OVZL ^OPJO ^PSS UV[ KLTHUK ZPNUPÄJHU[ HS[LYH[PVU VM [OL I\KNL[  ;OPZ ^V\SK PUJS\KL YLMVYTZ ^OPJO JV\SK IL
implemented though the Finance Bill and/or by way of Miscellaneous Amendments, e.g. addressing overlaps across
regulators and consolidating revenue collections. The government should then gradually shift focus to implementing
YLMVYTZ^OPJOOH]LZPNUPÄJHU[ÄZJHSPTWSPJH[PVUZPUZ\IZLX\LU[ÄZJHS`LHYZ
2. :LSLJ[¸IPNIHUN¹YLMVYTHYLHZ[VZL[[OLWVSP[PJHS[VULVMNV]LYUTLU[»ZJVTTP[TLU[[VYLMVYTZHUK[V
sustain the reform momentum.
Reforms take time and it is important that, apart from the quick wins, the government implements reforms in selective
key results/big impact areas to send political signals of the sustained commitment to reform. Areas with such impact
HYL[OVZL^OLYL[OLV\[JY`OHZILLUZ[YVUNLZ[^PKLZWYLHKHUKHZZVJPH[LK^P[OTHQVYLќLJ[ZVULJVUVTPJNYV^[O
HUK ^LSSILPUN VM THU` ;HUaHUPHUZ  ;OLZL ZOV\SK IL HYLHZ ^OLYL [OL ÄZJHS PTWSPJH[PVUZ JV\SK IL THUHNLK LN
SPJLUZPUNWYVJLK\YLZPU[OL[V\YPZTZLJ[VYÄZOLYPLZJYVWHUKSP]LZ[VJR]HS\LJOHPUZ
3. (KKYLZZPZZ\LZVMJHWHJP[`VM[OLYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZHUKL_PZ[PUNWYLWHYLKULZZ
Some of the proposed reforms call for a shift and consolidation of some mandates from one agency to another in
VYKLY [V HKKYLZZ JVUÅPJ[PUN HUK V]LYSHWWPUN THUKH[LZ  0UZ[P[\[PVUHS ZL[\W VM [OL YLJPWPLU[ HNLUJ` HZ ^LSS HZ [OL
[LJOUPJHSJHWHJP[`PZRL`[VLќLJ[P]LYLN\SH[PVU0M[OPZPZUV[KVUL[OLYLMVYT^V\SKSLH]L]HJ\\TZ^OPJOJV\SKIL
easily exploited and raise the risk of reform reversal. Therefore, some reforms will have to be held in abeyance pending
further analysis/capacity development.
4. (SPNU),,YLMVYTZ[VV[OLYUH[PVUHSHUKPU[LYUH[PVUHSPMHU`WYVJLZZLZ
Besides forging alignment to the national budget process, the BEE reforms should be pursued within the context and
timeframe of other key national and international processes and agreements to which Tanzania is a member or has
YH[PÄLK[OLT(JHZLPUWVPU[PZ[OLVUNVPUNWYVJLZZVMWYLWHYPUNHUVYNHUPaH[PVUHSZ[Y\J[\YLVM[OL.V]LYUTLU[
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5.3. Areas for quick-wins and phases for reforms
Based on the above criteria and the analysis of the preceding Chapter, the following are the areas with potential quick
win:-

Area Set 1: Invoke and Evoke the Statutory Powers of Ministers to
Control Regulatory Agencies/Boards
Phase Category: Quick win
The following analysis clearly illustrates that some of the challenges facing both the government and private sector
in relation to doing business could be addressed by Ministers who have powers under the law establishing them.
Initiatives could be taken to address the challenges in the short term while long term solutions are being sought.
Ministers are statutory agents recognized by legislative enactments that establish Ministries as departments of
NV]LYUTLU[ 0[ PZ PU [OPZ YLNHYK [OH[ [OL KPќLYLU[ SH^Z LZ[HISPZOPUN YLN\SH[VY` H\[OVYP[PLZ HUK HNLUJPLZ YLJVNUPaL
Ministers and provide for their functions, roles and duties.
Generally the powers of Ministers to regulate Authorities/Agencies/Boards under their command cuts across matters
YHUNPUNMYVT[OLHWWVPU[TLU[VMTLTILYZVM)VHYKZHUKRL`WLYZVUULSKLZPNUH[PVUVMVѝJLZHUKH\[OVYPaH[PVUVM
local authorities to perform similar functions. Ministers are also given the mandate of regulating permits, licenses and
levies after consulting the respective Authorities or Boards. They also have an upper hand in the course of issuing
directives to such Board and Authorities in discharging functions other than the regulatory functions and approval rules
with respect of code of conducts. The Boards and Authorities are sometimes required to consult Ministers prior to
making Rules and Regulations.
The above powers and functions given to Ministers by law may conveniently be used to address some of the challenges
relating to the roles of regulatory Authorities/Agencies/Boards and LGAs in creating a good atmosphere for doing
I\ZPULZZPKLU[PÄLKPU[OL)S\LWYPU[;OL4PUPZ[LYPHSWV^LYZHYLVM[^V[`WLZ6U[OLVULOHUK[OLYLHYL[OVZLWV^LYZ
[OH[HYLJVUÄULK[VZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJPZZ\LZJVUÄULK[VPU[LYUHSTH[[LYZ^P[OPU[OL4PUPZ[YPLZ6U[OLV[OLYOHUK[OLYLHYL
JYVZZZLJ[VYPZZ\LZ^OPJO[YHUZJLUK[VV[OLY4PUPZ[YPLZ:WLJPÄJL_HTWSLZVM[OL\ZLVMSH^ZLTWV^LYPUN4PUPZ[LYZ[V
[HRLHJ[PVU^V\SKZ\ѝJLH[[OPZQ\UJ[\YL!

Specific Quick Win Areas
Some laws give powers to Ministers to address challenges to sectors directly under this mandates. The Standards
(J[PZHNVVKL_HTWSL:LJ[PVUVM[OPZ(J[LTWV^LYZ[OL4PUPZ[LY[VPZZ\LKPYLJ[P]LZVUHNLULYHSVYZWLJPÄJUH[\YL
[V[OL;HUaHUPH)\YLH\VM:[HUKHYKZ)VHYK;OPZWYV]PZPVUM\Y[OLYYLX\PYLZ[OL)VHYK[VNP]LLќLJ[[VL]LY`KPYLJ[PVU
given by the Minister. This provision could be employed by the Minister giving directives to the Board to give
LɈLJ[[V[OLYLJVTTLUKH[PVUZVM[OPZ)S\LWYPU[[OH[OH]LHILHYPUNVU[OL;):
*OHSSLUNLZ PKLU[PÄLK PU [OL )S\LWYPU[ [OH[ OH]L H ILHYPUN VU PZZ\LZ YLSH[PUN [V >LPNO[Z HUK 4LHZ\YLZ JHU HSZV IL
addressed by the Minister directly. For example, section 17 of the Weights and Measures Act empowers the Minister
to appoint the Weights and Measures Committee. This Committee is required to advise the Minister on any matter
arising out of the operation of the Act. ;OPZWYV]PZPVUJHUIL\ZLKI`[OL4PUPZ[LY[VIYPUNWVZP[P]LLɈLJ[PU
promoting the business environment. The Minister can re-organize the composition of the Committee to
PUJS\KLWLYZVUULSMYVT(\[OVYP[PLZ)VHYKZ^P[OZLLTPUNS`JVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZ[VLUZ\YLZ\JOJVUÅPJ[Z
are eliminated.
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Another example in this category relates to OSHA. Section 2 of the law establishing OSHA gives mandate to the
Minister to exempt the application of the Act in certain work places and factories. Stakeholders who feel that the
application of the OSHA Act to their business is unwarranted have the option of making a strong case and apply to the
Minister for exemption under this provision. In view of the challenges faced by OSHA due to lack of personnel
to cover the expansive area of the country, the Minister is empowered by section 5 to designate OSHA’s
functions under the Act to be performed by any local government authority. This provision has indeed
been used in some cases as noted in this Blueprint.
The Dairy Industry provides yet another example where the Minister’s powers may be invoked to address some of
[OLPKLU[PÄLKJOHSSLUNLZPU[OLZLJ[VY[OH[OH]LPUOPIP[LKI\ZPULZZVWLYH[PVUZPU[OLJV\U[Y`:LJ[PVU VM[OL+PHY`
Industry Act, for example, gives powers to the Minister to appoint the Chairperson of the Tanzania Diary Board and
5 other members to advise him on matters of diary policies and strategies. The power of Ministers to review the
recommendations of the Board in relation to terms and conditions for registration provided for in section
20 (2) of the Act can also be deployed to ensure a tranquil atmosphere for doing business in the Diary
industry sub-sector. Similarly, the Minister’s powers to make Regulations on the advice of the Board,
provides more room for addressing challenges faced by the Board.
The Minister’s power to exempt any class of persons from all or any provisions of the Act by section 34 is critical.
;OPZWYV]PZPVUTH`HSZVIL\ZLK[VHKKYLZZZVTLVM[OLPKLU[PÄLKJOHSSLUNLZHUKJVTWSHPU[ZMYVTHJYVZZZLJ[PVUVM
stakeholders in this sub sector. These can apply for exemption on short, medium or long terms exemptions depending
on the nature of their cases.
Some legislative enactments limit the powers of Board or Authorities to make certain decisions, including those related
to licenses, without consulting the Minister. A case in point is EWURA. Section 7 (3) of the law establishing EWURA
provides that the Authority shall not award or cancel certain licenses without consulting the Minister. Moreover,
the Ministers are also given power which may be used to address matters that are over and above the functions
of Authorities by the law. Section 7 (4) of the law establishing EWURA illustrates this. It gives power to the
4PUPZ[LY[VNP]L[OL(\[OVYP[`KPYLJ[P]LZVMHZWLJPÄJVYNLULYHSUH[\YLV[OLY[OHU[OVZLPUYLSH[PVU[VP[Z
regulatory functions.
The Tanzania Food and Drug Authority Act provides a good example of laws that do not give the general powers for
4PUPZ[LYZ[VNP]LKPYLJ[P]LZI\[LTWV^LYZ[OLT[VKVJLY[HPUHJ[ZVUZWLJPÄJPZZ\LZ\UKLY[OLPYTHUKH[LZ
Section 42 of the Tanzania Food and Drug Authority Act is a good example. This section requires the Minister
responsible for Health (on the advice of the Director of TFDA and after consultation with the Minister responsible for
livestock development) to make regulations relating to premises for slaughter of animals or birds and sale of meat
for human consumption as well as inspection. This provides an opportunity to address the challenges noted
between TFDA and Meat Board.
:LJ[PVUVM[OL:[HUKHYKZ(J[JV\SKIL\ZLK[VHKKYLZZZVTLVM[OLPKLU[PÄLKJOHSSLUNLZVMPTWSLTLU[PUN[OL(J[H[
the LGA level. This provision empowers the Minister (after consultation with the Minister responsible for LGAs) to make
by-laws for implementation of the Standards Act at the LGA level.
The law establishing SUMATRA also provides a good example in this area. Under this enactment, the Minister
YLZWVUZPISLMVY[YHUZWVY[PZLTWV^LYLK\UKLYZLJ[PVU[VNP]L[V[OL(\[OVYP[`KPYLJ[PVUVMHZWLJPÄJVYNLULYHS
JOHYHJ[LYVUZWLJPÄJPZZ\LZ other than in relation to the discharge of the regulatory function arising in any sector,
MVY[OLW\YWVZLZVMZLJ\YPUNLќLJ[P]LWLYMVYTHUJLI`[OL(\[OVYP[`VMP[ZWVSPJ`M\UJ[PVUZHUKJVTWSPHUJL^P[O[OL
code of conduct.
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Some laws make it mandatory for some Authorities to consult Ministers fromother sectors where decisions of the
Authorities are likely to impact on other sectors. Section 7 (3) of the law establishing EWURA provides a good illustration
of this. The section limits EUWRA from awarding or canceling certain licenses without consulting Ministers of the
sectors concerned. This cross-sector reference is laudable and should be emulated by other legislation to
LUZ\YLJVVYKPUH[PVU[VH]VPKZVTLVM[OLPKLU[PÄLKWP[MHSSZ[OH[OPUKLYPUP[PH[P]LZ[VPTWYV]LKVPUNI\ZPULZZ
in the country. This could be achieved in the medium term.
;OL(UPTHS+PZLHZLZ(J[WYV]PKLZNVVKL_HTWSLZVMJYVZZYLMLYLUJPUNVMTHUKH[LZHTVUNKPќLYLU[ZLJ[VYZPUYLSH[PVU
to the power of Ministers. Section 3 of this Act empowers the Minister to appoint a veterinarian in public service to be
the Director for veterinary services. Section 4 (1) on the other hand gives power to the Minister to appoint veterinarians
VY WHYHWYVMLZZPVUHSZ \UKLY [OL =L[LYPUHY` (J[  PU [OL W\ISPJ ZLY]PJL [V IL PUZWLJ[VYZ MVY ZWLJPÄJ HYLHZ MVY H
ZWLJPÄLK[PTL;OL=L[LYPUHY`(J[WYV]PKLZMVY[OLYLNPZ[YH[PVUVM[OL]L[LYPUHYPHUZLUYVSSTLU[VYLUSPZ[TLU[VM
paraprofessional and paraprofessional assistants and for the establishment of the veterinary Council and other related
matters.
The Animal Diseases Act also has a direct link with the Wildlife Conservation Act where it makes reference to wild
HUPTHSZ;OLSPURPZULJLZZHY`[VLUZ\YL[OH[TLHZ\YLZ[VJVU[YVSKPZLHZLZVM[OLHUPTHSZPU[OL^PSKHYLPULќLJ[;OL
mandate of this lies with the veterinarians or paraprofessionals (as they are the ones with the expertise to control the
diseases and verify whether the animals are disease free or not) and inspectors as per The Animal Diseases Act and
the Veterinary Act. This cross-reference of the laws requires coordination among the Ministers charged with
the dockets of wildlife, veterinary and livestock.
;OLWV^LYVM[OL4PUPZ[LY[VPZZ\LSPJLUZLZMVYOH[JOLYPLZHUKHY[PÄJPHSPUZLTPUH[PVU*LU[LYZ\UKLYZLJ[PVUVM[OL
(UPTHS+PZLHZLZ(J[M\Y[OLYHTWSPÄLZ[OLWVPU[;OL4PUPZ[LY»ZWV^LY[VKLSLNH[LWYL]LU[PVUHUKJVU[YVSVMKPZLHZLZ
issues to LGAs under section 47 of the Act can also be used to address challenges pointed out in relation to this sub
sector.
The need for consultation among Ministers is also captured by the Act in Section 60, which provides consultation
IL[^LLU[OL4PUPZ[LYHUK[OL4PUPZ[LYPUJOHYNLVMÄZOLYPLZ^OLUTHRPUN9LN\SH[PVUZMVYWYL]LU[PVUHUKJVU[YVSVMÄZO
diseases.
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Area Set 2: Reforms which entail Legal Review
Phase Category: Quick win (QW) /Medium Term (MT)
Some conclusions and recommendations given in Chapter 3 require amending some sector laws and re-aligning
others. Apparently, some of the recommendations related to legal issues are of a general nature, cutting across most
sectors and regulatory agencies. Examples are the overlaps at the business licensing and registration stages, and
V]LYSHWZHUKJVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZHTVUNUH[PVUHSSL]LSYLN\SH[VY`HNLUJPLZ[OH[KLHS^P[OZ[HUKHYKZ^LPNO[ZHUK
TLHZ\YLZZ\JOHZ;):>4(HUK;-+(0UZ\JOJHZLZ[OLV]LYSHWZHUKJVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZHYLTVYLWYVUV\UJLK
at the operational level. These challenges are not very acute in terms of the legal mandates of the Agencies/Authorities/
Board. In other cases, the provisions in the laws that require coordination are not complied with, leading to complaints
from stakeholders. A large part of this is addressed under Area Set 1 above.
The summary that follows focuses on recommendations for reforms in the legislative framework discussed according
to the sectors that the Blueprint covers, to wit, immigration, labour, social security, tourism, transportation and logistics,
agriculture, health, mining and construction. (Reform Annex A1 presents a summary of issues from the sector laws that
were reviewed with and the proposed recommendations).

Tax Laws and Tax Administration
-YLX\LU[HTLUKTLU[ZPU[H_SLNPZSH[PVU!Stakeholders are of the view that frequent amendments have introduced
substantial weaknesses in the tax laws and tax administration leading to inconsistency in policy application and
interpretation, intent and applications.
It has been noted that raw materials for animal feed production are subject to VAT whereas small scale domestic
processors do not have input VAT because they buy from small-scale farmers, who do not charge VAT.
Recommendation - QW
•

Amend Regulations to enable TRA to rationalize the VAT treatment for raw materials with the view to promoting
domestic industries and enhanced industrial inter-linkage, value addition.

(WWSPJH[PVUVM0UKPJH[P]L7YPJLZMVY0TWVY[Z!
The application of indicative price for imports has been a bone of contention from amongst stakeholders. It is clear
[OH[PUVYKLY[VLUZ\YLLќLJ[P]L[H_HKTPUPZ[YH[PVUPUKPJH[P]LPTWVY[WYPJLZV\NO[[VILPZZ\LKPUVYKLY[VLUOHUJL
predictability of the amount of taxes the importers pay and revenue accruing to the Government. One of the challenges
OV^L]LYPZ[OLYPNPKP[`VM[OLPUKPJH[P]LWYPJLZ^OPJOTHRLZ[OLTMHPS[VYLÅLJ[WYPJL[YLUKZPU[OL^VYSKTHYRL[Z
Recommendation - QW
•

TRA should find flexible, realistic and operational approach in determining indicative prices in order to arrive at a
dutiable value, which makes domestic industries competitive.

Immigration and Labor Sectors
Issue: Inspection of Work Permits
;OL5VU*P[PaLUZ,TWSV`TLU[9LN\SH[PVU(J[LTWV^LYZPTTPNYH[PVUVѝJLYZWVSPJLVѝJLYZHUK^VYRVѝJLYZ[V
inspect work permits of foreign employees. However, it does not stipulate any boundaries regarding the circumstances
\UKLY^OPJOLP[OLYVM[OLVѝJLYZZOV\SKNV[VPUZWLJ[(ZHYLZ\S[HSS[OLZLHNLU[ZLUK\W]PZP[PUNPUKP]PK\HSÄYTZH[
KPќLYLU[WVPU[ZPU[PTL[VJHYY`V\[[OLZHTLL_LYJPZL^P[OV\[HU`JVVYKPUH[PVU
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Recommendation - QW
•

Amend (by way of a Miscellaneous Amendment) the Non - Citizens (Employment Regulation) Act to give the
routine inspection mandate to only one agency, preferably the labor officer. The provision envisaged should allow
either immigration officers or police officers to be used for such purpose, but not both.

Issue: Fees for Processing Residence and Work Permits
The total amount of fees required to process both residence and work permits have increased from USD 2,000 to a
range of USD 2500-3000 per person within two years, depending on the type of permit.
;OPZOHZSLK[VHZPNUPÄJHU[PUJYLHZLPU[OLJVZ[VMWLYTP[ZLZWLJPHSS`MVYI\ZPULZZLZ^P[OTHU`MVYLPNULTWSV`LLZ
Recommendation- MT
•

Review law to rationalize and harmonize fees payable for Work/Residence Permits to reduce the cost of doing
business.

0[OHZHSZVILLUUV[LK[OH[^OPSLYLZPKLUJLWLYTP[ZPZZ\LK[VMVYLPNU^VYRLYZYLZ[YPJ[[OLPYTV]LTLU[Z[VWYLZWLJPÄLK
regions within the country (where the main business activity resides), work permits allows them to work in any region
in Tanzania. The current setting implies that an employee working for a company with several branches across regions
TH`ULLKKPќLYLU[YLZPKLUJLWLYTP[Z[VTV]LMYVTVULVѝJL[VHUV[OLYIYHUJOVM[OLZHTLI\ZPULZZ
Recommendation - MT
•

Amend the Immigration Act and harmonize the conditions for the two permits to allow their validity throughout
the country.

Issue: Temporary Work Permits
The review has established that the Immigration Department issues temporary work permits to foreigners who stay in
the country for a period not exceeding three months. However the Labour Commissioner does not recognize these
WLYTP[Z;OPZOHZJH\ZLKZPNUPÄJHU[KPZ[\YIHUJLZHUKPUZVTLJHZLZJOHVZHZSHIVYVѝJLYZHYYLZ[MVYLPNU^VYRLYZHUK
investors who have temporary permits from the ImmigrationDepartment.
Recommendation - QW
•

Amend (by way of a Miscellaneous Amendment) the Immigration and Employment and Labor Relations Acts to
remove the conflict so that the temporary permits issued by Immigration are recognized by labor officers.

Issue: Duration of Issuing Work Permits and Clarity for Renewal Applications
It has been noted that the Non-Citizens (Employment Regulations) Act does not place a ceiling on the duration it should
take to issue permits from the date an application is made. On the other hand, it is not clear whether the applicants
who seek renewal of their permits should remain or leave the country as they wait for a decision.
Recommendations - QW
•

Amend (by way of a Miscellaneous Amendment) the Non-Citizens (Employment Regulations) Act to incorporate
clarity on the time it takes to get a permit from the time of application submission. Also, the amendment should
state that renewal applications be made from within Tanzania and provide a clarification on the legal status of
applicants whose applications for renewal are pending.
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Social Security and Labor Issues
Issue: Coordination of Social Security Schemes
It has been established that the Social Security sector in the country lacks co-ordination at the national level since each
7LUZPVU-\UKYLWVY[Z[VHKPќLYLU[4PUPZ[Y`^P[OKPќLYLU[Y\SLZVMVWLYH[PVUHUKWYVJLK\YLZ(ZHYLZ\S[JVVYKPUH[PVU
among them is virtually absent.
Recommendations - MT
•

Amend the Social Security Laws to provide for coordination of all social security schemes under one Ministry with
exception of NHIF, which should remain under the Ministry of Health.

•

Revise laws by merging the Schemes into two main Funds: one for the Private Sector and another for the Public
sector.

Issue: Synchronizing Data for Social Security Schemes, Tanzania Employment Services (TAESA) and BRELA
The Data systems of the three institutions that regulate social security demonstrate duplicity leading to extra costs of
doing business.
Recommendations - MT
•

Amend the law by synchronizing/allowing interface between the data systems of the agencies to reduce
duplications in documentation requirements and also harmonize the procedure so that company registration
is done by a single agency and the Labor Division is provided with relevant information for regulation purposes.

Issue: Remittance of Funds to Pension Schemes
;OLYLPZUVJLU[YHSPaLKWH`TLU[Z`Z[LTSLHKPUN[VLTWSV`LYZILPUNYLX\PYLK[VYLTP[KPќLYLU[Z[H[\[VY`JVU[YPI\[PVUZ
to multiple schemes in accordance with the law.
Recommendations - MT
•

Amend the law to centralize and automate employers’ registration and remittance of contribution collections and
harmonize deduction rates among all the social security schemes that will be retained after the reforms.

Issue: Exclusion of Informal Sector in Schemes
0[OHZILLUVIZLY]LK[OH[[OLRL`JOHSSLUNLMHJLKI`[OL::9(PU[OLJV\YZLVML_LJ\[PUNP[ZM\UJ[PVUZPZPKLU[PÄJH[PVU
of the businesspersons given the size of informal sector of the country, which currently has a labor force of more than
20 million people. This is a potential area for generating government revenue.
Recommendations - MT
•

Amend Sect 31 of SSRA Act, 2008, Cap. 135, R.E. 2015 to allow the Informal Sector into Schemes and
establishing centralized payments to informal sector groups.

National Environment Management Council (NEMC)
+\YH[PVUVMJVUK\J[PVU,0(!0[OHZILLUVIZLY]LK[OH[ZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJLU]PYVUTLU[YLX\PYLTLU[ZV]LYSHW^P[O5,4*
requirements. Stakeholders are also concerned that the EIA process takes unnecessarily long time and the fees are
\UQ\Z[PÄHIS`OPNOJV\WSLK^P[OOPNOÄULZMVYUVUJVTWSPHUJL
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Recommendations - MT
•

For the sake of reducing overlaps and duplicity, NEMC should assign some of its regulatory mandates and
its requirement to sector regulators to enforce, such as the mining sector, which also impose environmental
requirements.

•

Introduce a cap on the fees charged in order to reduce excessive high burden for relatively large projects; and

•

Provide a time frame in the law within which the EIA process should be completed.

Land and Human Settlement Issues
Ownership of Land: It has been noted that stakeholders view the land tenure regime as discriminatory as noncitizens are not allowed to own land except through the TIC.
Recommendation MT
•

There is a need for the government to engage the private sector to re-iterate the spirit, and the policy and
legislative framework behind the land law reforms that led to the present land tenure system.

Tourism Sector
Issue: Duration of Permits for Strategic Investments
0[OHZILLULZ[HISPZOLK[OH[[OLYLPZHUHWWHYLU[JVUÅPJ[YLSH[PUN[V[OLK\YH[PVUVMPU]LZ[TLU[WLYTP[ZPZZ\LKI`>PSKSPML
Division of MNRT and Tanzania Investment Centre. This is because under the Tanzania Investment Act, 1997 strategic
investments (including hunting tourism) permits can be awarded for up to 30 years. However, the Wildlife Division can,
under the Wildlife *VUZLY]H[PVU ;V\YPZT /\U[PUN 9LN\SH[PVUZ  VќLY H ZPTPSHY [LU\YL WLYTP[ MVY H TH_PT\T
WLYPVKVMÄ]L`LHYZ;OPZJVU[YHKPJ[PVUJH\ZLZJVUM\ZPVUSLHKPUN[VJVTWSHPU[Z
Recommendation - QW
•

Synchronize the Wildlife Conservation (Tourism Hunting) Regulations and the Tanzania Investment Act, 1997 to
remove the contradiction in permit issuance.

Issue: Payment of TTLB for Professional Hunters (PHs)
The law requires PHs to pay for the TTLB licenses. The PHs are usually employees and their licenses are paid for by
the employer.
Recommendation - QW
•

Review the Hunting Regulations and remove the double licensing element in the hunting tourism.
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Agriculture Sector
1. Issue: Tax Exemption for Horticultural Inputs and Equipment
It has been noted that the VAT Act does not accommodate a range of modern horticultural inputs and equipment do
not qualify for exemptions under the VAT Act 2014. This exclusion reduces the competitiveness of the sub-sector in
the international markets.
Recommendation – QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendment) the VAT Act to accommodate a range of modern horticultural
inputs and equipment in its list of exemptions, including dam liners for irrigation technology, spare parts for
greenhouses, biological control agents, agro-nets, plant protection substances, and storage, post-harvest and
cooling equipment.

2. Issue: Overlaps in Registration of Animal Feeds
There is duplicity in the registration of manufacturer and supplier/distributor of animal feeds under the Grazing – Land
and Animal Feed Resources Act and its Regulations and The Dairy Industry Act of 2004 Section 32(b)). Overlaps are
also evident in charges relating to the control of the import and export of animal feeds under the Animal Diseases Act
of 2003 & its Regulations 2007 and the Department of Plant Protection –Phytosanitary.
It has been observed that import and export of milk and milk products is regulated by the Tanzania Dairy Board (TDB)
and the Directorate of Veterinary Services (DVS). Whereas TDB charge FOB Value of 1%, DVS levies its charges based
on weight. It has also been noted that there is an overlap with respect to the registration of acaricides. In practice,
the registration is done by the Directorate of Veterinary Services (DVS) through the Animal Diseases Act of 2003 & its
Regulations 2007. At the same time, the Tropical Pesticides Research Institute also registers the acaricides.
Recommendations - MT
•

Amend the law to ensure that DPM handles registration of manufacturers and suppliers/distributors of animal
feeds and DVS to regulate control of the import & export of animal feeds and, where necessary, in collaboration
with the Department of Plant Protection.

•

Amend the law to ensure thatDVS/TDB charge per consignment on import/export of milk and milk productions
and DVS should refrain from charging consignments for the export market.

3. Issue: Duplication of Roles in Issuing Import Permits
The Tanzania Dairy Board also issues one-month Import Permits with the objective of controlling the importation of
dairy products to Tanzania. These Permits are also subjected to approval of the Division of Veterinary Services and
TFDA.
Recommendation - QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendment) the applicable laws to provide that TDA is responsible for
coordination of the registration of premises/ business name(s)/ processors or manufacturers.

4. Issue: VAT exemption for zero-rated VAT and Protection of Domestic Processors of UHT
It has been observed that there is a need for change from zero-rated VAT to the VAT exempted status to enable
I\ZPULZZWLYZVUZ[VJSHPT=(;YLM\UKZ(SZV[OLSHJRVMJSHYP[`PU[OLKLÄUP[PVUVMºWYVJLZZLK»HUKº\UWYVJLZZLKTPSR»
PU[OL=(;(J[OHZJH\ZLKJVUÅPJ[ZIL[^LLU[H_HKTPUPZ[YH[VYZHUKWYVJLZZVYZ*\YYLU[S`</;PZPTWVY[LK
without being charged VAT. This situation does not protect domestic processors. The government may recover the lost
revenue by classifying the imported fresh milk (UHT) as processed milk and therefore liable to VAT.
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Recommendation: QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendment) the VAT Act to revert to zero rating the sub-sector inputs and
charge VAT on processed milk.

5. ,VVXH&RQƃLFWVLQOLQHRI5HSRUWLQJ
It is noted that the Tanzania Fertilizer Regulatory Agency (TFRA) reports to the Agricultural Inputs Section of the Ministry
responsible for Agriculture. However, there are other regulatory agencies with completely deferent line of reporting,
SLHKPUN[VJVUM\ZPVUPU[OL;-9(YLNHYKPUNJOHYNLZMVYSPJLUZLZJLY[PÄJH[LZHUKWLYTP[ZMVYMLY[PSPaLYZ;OLJVUM\ZPVU
relates to the roles of key players - TFRA, TBS, WMA, TAEC and SUMMATRA.
6. Recommendations - MT
•

Review the legal framework establishing the roles of key players to remove the conflicting and overlapping
mandates between TFRA and other regulatory agencies.

Transportation and Logistics Sector
1. Issue: Inconsistency in LGA By-Laws
LGAs by-laws do not state the procedures and fees associated with a particular permit. In cases where these are
WYV]PKLKWYVJLK\YLZHUKMLLZMVY[OLZHTLWLYTP[SPJLUZL]HY`HJYVZZ[OL3.(Z;OLPUJVUZPZ[LUJ`JH\ZLZZPNUPÄJHU[
disturbances and costs to truck and bus drivers operating across various LGAs.
0[OHZHSZVILLUUV[LK[OH[;Y\JRVWLYH[VYZWHZZPUN[OYV\NOKPќLYLU[3.(ZL_WLYPLUJLKPќLYLU[[YLH[TLU[PUYLSH[PVU[V
the permits to use roads under jurisdictions of LGA (not that of TANROADS). The LGAs by-laws do not provide for the
amount to be paid for the permit nor the procedure.
Recommendations - MT
•

The Minister in charge of LGAs should issue Regulations directing LGAs bylaws to specify the exact amount of
fee associated with Permits and provide for an indicative fee range within which all LGAs’ fees will fall.

•

Review the law to establish a one-window Facility that deal with issuance of single permits to be used across the
LGAs. Truck owners should be able to apply for a single permit which states that all LGAs are covered by the
schedule. The relevant LGAs can then share the fee as per their respective by-laws.

2. Issue: Hours of Operation for Transportation of Forest Products
Findings reveal that TFS issues permit to transport forestry products (i.e. Transit pass for forest produce from harvesting
HYLHZ[V[OLTHYRL[Z"HUK,_WVY[JLY[PÄJH[LWLYTP[NP]LU[VHKLHSLY^OVPU[LUKZ[VL_WVY[MVYLZ[WYVK\JL^P[OH
condition which prohibits transportation of the forest products past 18:00 pm. At the same time TRA Regulations
provide that transit goods trucks should report at every earmarked station on the stipulated time (which could go
beyond 18:00hrs). In the course of trying to comply with the TFS requirements truck drivers end up breaching the TRA
requirement leading to payment of penalties.
Recommendation - QW
•

Remove such controversies by harmonizing e the TRA and TFS Regulations. Either TRA should relax its regulatory
condition for such types of cargo (forestry products) or TFS should relax the requirement prohibiting transportation
of the forestry products past 18:00 hrs.
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Recommendation - QW
•

Amend laws to harmonize the safety and quality standards by TBS, TRA and SUMATRA such that the requirements
for importation and operation of commercial public transport vehicles are consistent across the three Regulators.

3. Issue: Transboundary Transportation
6\YÄUKPUNZYL]LHS[OH[9LN\SH[PVUZYLSH[PUN[V[YHUZIVYKLY[YHUZWVY[H[PVUPU[LYTZVM[LJOUPJHSHUKZHML[`Y\SLZMVY
I\ZLZHUKYLZ[YPJ[PVUZVM[YH]LSK\YPUN[OLUPNO[HYLPUJVUÅPJ[^P[O[OVZLVMV[OLYJV\U[YPLZ;OPZOHZULNH[P]LPTWHJ[Z
on the transport business.
Recommendation -MT
•

Review laws to harmonize the country’s domestic transport Regulations with those of the region.

4. Issue: Variation of LGA fees
It has been established that bus owners are required by LGAs by-laws to pay fees for using a particular bus stand/
stop/parking as well as the use of roads managed by LGAs at every LGA and involving varying amounts of fees and
other charges.
Recommendation - QW
•

The Minister responsible for LGAs should enact Regulations to put in place a coordinated fee payment system
such that bus owner can pay the entire amount of the fee at the starting point of the journey to receive a stand/
stop usage permit that stipulates all the stops that the bus is eligible to use along the route. The fees can then by
divided across the relevant LGAs.

5. Issue: Prohibition of Carrying Dangerous Items in Buses
The Transport Licensing (Road Passenger Vehicles) Regulations (2007) issued by SUMATRA prohibit buses from
carrying dangerous items such as weapons and undocumented immigrants. Bus operators have been held liable in
instances where passengers violate the Regulations.
Recommendation - MT
•

Amend the Regulations such that the penalty/legal charges are incurred by the passenger found to have violated
the Regulations.

Construction Sector
Issue: Duration of Registration of Quantity Surveyors and Architects
;OLU\TILYVMKH`Z[HRLU[VYLNPZ[LYPUKP]PK\HSWYVMLZZPVUHSZVYÄYTZPU[OLZ\IZLJ[VYPZ\UULJLZZHYPS`SVUN;PTL
WLYPVKMVY[OL]HSPKP[`VMJLY[PÄJH[LZSPJLUZLZHUKWLYTP[ZMVY,UNPULLYZZOV\SKHSZVILL_[LUKLK
Recommendations – QW
•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendment) the Architects and Quantity Surveyors (Registration) Act, 2010 to
address the concern;

•

Amend (by way of Miscellaneous Amendment) the Engineers Registration Act, No. 15 of 1997 (Cap 63) to
address the concern of Engineers.
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Mining Sector
Issue: Variation of Fees at the LGA level
Businesspersons in sand extraction sub-sector are required to pay for a license, royalty to the MEM and other fees
charged by LGAs. Like in other sectors, e.g. agriculture, the issue of concern in the mining sector is on the variations
PU3.(MLLZHZHYLN\PKLKI`3.(ZWLJPÄJI`SH^Z(SZV[OLMLLZWHPKI`L_WVY[LYZVM*SPURLYMVYJLTLU[WYVK\J[PVU
erodes competitiveness of domestic producers. This jeopardizes the exportation of the material.
Recommendation - MT
•

The Minister responsible for LGAs to enact Regulations to standardize LGA payments and fees concerning
activities in the mineral sector and address the concern on radioactive fees.

Health Sector
Issue: Procedures for Licenses to Operate Health Facilities
The procedures summarized for obtaining the relevant permits/licenses to operate health facilities are considered
cumbersome by stakeholders in this sub-sector.
Recommendations - MT
•

Review the legal framework to allow temporary permits/licenses and decentralize decision making to minimize
time and related costs for applications to operate health facilities.

Creative Industry:
Amending relevant laws in the Industry: The current review has revealed that the process of amending the Act
^OPJOOHZJH\ZLKJVUÅPJ[PUNHUKV]LYSHWWPUNTHUKH[LZOHZILLU\UULJLZZHYPS`WYVSVUNLKHUK[OH[[OLHIZLUJLVM
Regulations also complicates matters.
Recommendations - QW
•

MITI in collaboration with the Attorney General should fast track the process of amending the relevant laws to
remove conflicting and overlapping mandates
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5.4. Other Areas for Reforms
:JHSL\WVWLYH[PVUHSPaH[PVUVM6UL:[VW.V]LYUTLU[:LY]PJLZ
Center (OGSC) and Single Window Payment Systems (SWIPS)
TThis study has revealed that compartmentalization and manual delivery of business regulatory services and respective
payment systems add considerably to the cost of doing business. Establishment of TIC and EPZA one stop service
centre and introduction of systems such as TANCIS and electronic Single Window System (eSWS) are some of the
PUP[PH[P]LZ[VHKKYLZZ[OLJVTWHY[TLU[HSPaH[PVUHUKZPSVZTLU[HSP[`PUNV]LYUTLU[ZLY]PJLKLSP]LY`;OLILULÄ[ZHJJY\PUN
to this initiative has prompted this section of the Blueprint on how the OGSC and SWIPS could be operationalized
countrywide.
There are several recommendations elsewhere in the BP which call for interventions to bring related regulators under
one roof/shop/center in order to reduce costs both in the private sector and the government. This section provides a
recommendation on the proposed OGSC and SWIPS by borrowing an experience of similar initiatives in Tanzania and
elsewhere in emerging and developing economies.
9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
•

The government should re-engineer, automate and integrate the existing OGSC and SWIPS to handle all sectors
of the economy and make it accessible to all prospective investors through different administrative points such
as TIC, EPZA and LGAs. However, the scope of harmonizing some aspects of their policies, including incentive
structures and sector-based incentive schemes (e.g. in mining sector), should be explored.

•

Carry out phased introduction and scaling-up of OGSC/SWIPS facilities to all LGAs. The following concept and
approach can be considered.

7YVJLZZYLLUNPULLYPUNH\[VTH[PVUPU[LNYH[PVUHUKYVSSPUNV\[VMKPNP[HSZLY]PJLZ
This will involve strategic investment in integrating databases of various agencies. The process could start immediately
using the existing physical one-stop-facilities at TIC, EPZA and LGAs. However, these facilities should be reengineered to facilitate virtual /online accessibility of regulatory services from one-stop-shop centres whereby the
MVSSV^PUNNV]LYUTLU[ZLY]PJLZ^PSSILYLUKLYLK!0ZZ\HUJLVM5H[PVUHS0KLU[PÄJH[PVU*HYKZ"9LNPZ[YH[PVU[V[OL:VJPHS
Security Services; Business Name and Company registration; Business License (group A and B); All tax services;
7LYTP[ZMYVTKPќLYLU[NV]LYUTLU[Z4+(ZHUK(NLUJ`;-+(;):6:/(3HUKHUK7YVWLY[`L[J":[\KLU[3VHU
application (HESLB) and University admission (TCU); General Social Services (Water, Health, Welfare, Social Security,
IPY[OKLH[OHUKTHYP[HSZ[H[\ZJLY[PÄJH[LZL[J"9LWVY[PUN,[OPJZHUKJVYY\W[PVU7**)(ZZ\JO[OL^LIZP[LJV\SK
be administered under these institutions interlinked to web pages of other regulatory authorities (i.e. e-government).
The lessons and experiences from the pilot cases should support re-engineering, automation, integration and roll-out
VMKPNP[HSZLY]PJLZPUYLZWLJ[P]L3.(Z^OLYLI`[YHKLVѝJLYZ^PSSIL\ZLKHZRL`MVJHSWVPU[Z
In prioritizing which business regulatory aspect to start with, consideration should be given to the following:
i.

8\PJR0TWHJ[!Services that will support realization of low-hanging fruits and potential quick-win benefits
that lead to early results. So far, BRELA system has proved that it is possible to introduce online facilities on
business licensing and registration.

ii.

)YVHK:VJPVLJVUVTPJPTWHJ[ZHZ^LSSHZZVJPHSHUKLJVUVTPJZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`! Services that will address
technology challenges in high impact sectors and contribute significantly to employment creation; forward and
backward linkages; SMEs growth; foreign exchange earnings (enhance export in the regional and international
market); effective utilization of local raw materials and natural resources, etc.
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 9LMVYTZ[V,UOHUJL*HWHJP[`VM9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZHUK7YP]H[L
:LJ[VY6YNHUPaH[PVUZ
*HWHJP[` NHWZ! 0[ OHZ HSZV ILLU UV[LK [OH[ [OLYL PZ ZPNUPÄJHU[ JHWHJP[` ZOVY[HNL PU IV[O [OL YLN\SH[VY` HNLUJPLZ
HUKWYP]H[LZLJ[VYVYNHUPaH[PVUZ^OPJOOPUKLYLѝJPLUJ`PULUNHNPUNNV]LYUTLU[PUZOHWPUN[OLWVSPJ`HUKYLN\SH[VY`
framework.

*HWHJP[`.HWZPU9LN\SH[VY`(NLUJPLZ
Recommendations – MT
i.

Government should carry out detailed needs assessment in MDAs with regulatory roles to establish the needed
resources, skills and expertise as the basis for building capacity for MDAs in order to ensure the proposed
reforms are matched with requisite capacity in the respective regulatory agencies and in line with their Client
Service Charters.

ii.

Government should review the legal and operational status of regulatory agencies and create robust entities
capable of operationalization of the regulatory roles comprehensively in order to minimize the need multiplicity of
agencies.

iii. Government should implement ICT capacity development strategies for convenience and compliance payments.
iv. Government should implement a comprehensive and time-bound strategy to shift to e-governance in all its
revenue related operations and ensure there is effective online sharing of data for learning and cross-validation.

*HWHJP[`.HWZPU7YP]H[L:LJ[VY6YNHUPaH[PVUZ
Recommendations – MT
The Private sector should be supported to:
i.

Strengthen capacity of the private sector to engage and dialogue with government.

ii.

Increase capacity of private sector organization to aggregate diversity of interest of different businesses to strategic
priorities of the business community;

iii. Build capacity to transform values, views, and issues of different members in their respective constituencies
towards policy recommendations to the government;
iv. Strengthen analytical capacity to build up a reservoir of experience, expertise, and practice for effective engagement
in the P-P dialogue; and
v.

Strengthen institutional capacity to engage with the government formally and eliminate the vacuum and loopholes
which encourage informal networking that provide avenues for undeserved privileges and corruption.
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4 ,-YHTL^VYRMVY)S\LWYPU[0TWSLTLU[H[PVU

The preparation of the Blueprint was participatory and involved wide consultations. As a result, some of the reform
WYVWVZHSZOH]LHSYLHK`ILLU[HRLUVUIVHYKPU[OLÄZJHS`LHYLNYLTV]HSVMZVTLPULѝJPLU[YLN\SH[VY`
requirements, charges and fees in agriculture sector, MoU between TBS and TFDA aimed at reducing bureaucracy,
etc. It may be recalled that, the Government has had similar attempts in the past as demonstrated in such programs as
the Business Environment Strengthening Tanzania (BEST), BRN Business Environment Lab, core reforms, and sector
reforms. These programs had their M&E frameworks even though the reporting and coordination remained weak. As
HYLZ\S[[OLYLOHZILLUHZSPKLIHJR^P[O[OLLќLJ[[OH[[OLYLN\SH[VY`YLX\PYLTLU[ZJOHYNLZHUKMLLZ^OPJO^LYL
removed in the 2000s were re-stated.
In the light of the above, therefore, the Blueprint proposes a framework for monitoring and evaluating the implementation
in order to ensure that the Government and other stakeholders keep track of what is implemented and consistently
evaluate the impact on business environment. A robust M&E of the Blueprint at national, regional and LGA level as
well across regulatory agencies is key to avoiding the eventuality of sliding back. Such M&E framework is in line with
the spirit of the Second Five Year National Development Plan (FYDP II) in respect of M&E. The FYDP II calls upon the
Government to closely monitor progress in improving business environment, including the introduction of the Local
)\ZPULZZ ,UHISPUN ,U]PYVUTLU[ ),, :\Y]L` [V VI[HPU PUMVYTH[PVU VU SVJHS JVUKP[PVUZ HUK YLN\SH[PVUZ [OH[ HќLJ[
businesses.
The proposed Business Enabling Environment Monitoring and Evaluation Framework (BEEM) will guide the M&E
WYVJLZZPUJS\KPUNZ[HRLOVSKLYZ»KPHSVN\LV\[W\[ZHUKMLLKIHJRTLJOHUPZTPUPTWSLTLU[PUN[OL)S\LWYPU[:WLJPÄJ
areas of this proposed framework are:
i.

Specific/Special implementation report by all MDAs, as well as RS, and LGAs consolidate by PO-RALG. These
reports could generate an unbiased and objective process, including an Organizational Performance Index (OPI)
in order to rank performance of across agencies and over time.

ii.

Preparation of National Annual Ease of Doing Business Report (à la World Bank Report), in order to show progress
at national, regional, and LGA levels.

iii. Conduct stakeholders’ dialogue on BEE at various levels to complement existing forums such as TNBC, etc. to
serve as one of the feedback mechanism on BEE.
iv. System/process to implement (i) – (iii) above.
Based on the above:
i.

Tanzania will produce its own national ease of doing business report, including Organizational Performance Index
(OPI), which could be used to evaluate BEE initiatives at national, regional, and LGA levels.

ii.

The National Ease of Doing Business Report could be prepared annually by independent national think-tanks but
under the leadership of the Government.

iii. Tanzania could consider introducing BEE competition at LGA and Regional levels based on the finding of the
National Ease of Doing Business Report. The aim is to capture aspects of BEE that are governed by LGA by-laws
that are likely to detract/enhance national progress in improving its ranking in the global doing report.
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Preparation of the National Ease of Doing Business Report will adopt, among others, the WB indicators, Organizational
Performance Index (OPI), and will introduce additional ones to suit the national context. The adoption of WB
indicators will allow Tanzania to assess the extent to which the national level evaluation marries with the international
ranking statistics.
The National Ease of Doing Business Report, which has to serve as BEE evaluation tool, is expected to provide
independent and fair assessment of the status and process in BEE. In this case, a report will be produced by an
independent or a consortium of independent research organizations such as Universities, ESRF, REPOA, Uongozi
Institute,etc.

* VUJS\KPUN9LTHYRZ
From a legal point of view, the conclusions and recommendations that have been drawn from this review generally
require amending some sector laws and re-aligning others. There is no recommendation that has far reaching
consequences calling for radical measures in terms of repealing any sector law. However, the amendments to be
made may require overhauling some legislative enactments.
It should also be pointed out that there is an element of bias in focus, as emphasis is made on principle laws in the
recommendations. This is mainly due to the fact that by-laws and regulations are made on the basis of principle law
and it follows that once the principle law is amended, the by-laws and Regulations must follow suit to conform to the
amendment.
The analysis above has provided highlights on the principle laws of selected sectors that need to be reviewed or
HTLUKLK[VHKKYLZZPKLU[PÄLKJOHSSLUNLZ^P[O[OL]PL^[VPTWYV]PUN[OLWYVJLZZVMKVPUNI\ZPULZZPU[OLJV\U[Y`0U
isolated cases, the recommendations call for enactment of regulations to achieve this objective.
In the process of incorporating the amendments, there may be a need for the drafter of the amendments to amend
ancillary laws (Principle laws and Regulations) of other sectors which were not the focus of the Blueprint but which,
implicitly, would have to be cross referencedtoo. The cross referencing should therefore be done in a manner that will
not lead to losing the intended objective of facilitating an enabling environment for business entities to operate in a
tranquil atmosphere and in an equitable regulatory regime. Prosperity of business entities will enable the government
to collect the much needed revenue that will make it achieve its development aspirations.
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Reform Matrix
9LMVYT4H[YP_(!:\TTHY`VM7YVWVZLK9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ
:L[!0U]VRLHUK,]VRL[OL:[H[\[VY`7V^LYZVM4PUPZ[LYZ8\PJR^PU
:5 Relevant
Law(s)

Power To The Minister

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

Responsible Timeframe
Authority

1

The Act empowers the Minister
to issue directives on a general
VYZWLJPÄJUH[\YL[V[OL
Tanzania Bureau of Standards
Board.

This provision could be
employed by the Minister
by giving directives to
[OL)VHYK[VLќLJ[[OL
recommendations of
this Blueprint that have a
bearing on the TBS.

TBS

2017/18

Weights and
Measures
Agency

2017/18

The
Standards
Act
(Section 31)

This provision further requires
[OL)VHYK[VLќLJ[L]LY`
direction given by the Minister
2

Weights
and
Measures
Act
(Section 17)

The Act empowers the Minister
to appoint the Weights and
Measures Committee, which is
required to advise the Minister
on any matter arising out of the
operation of the Act.

The Minister can use
this Act to re-organize
the composition of the
Committee to include
personnel from Authorities/
Boards with seemingly
JVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZ[V
LUZ\YLZ\JOJVUÅPJ[ZHYL
eliminated

3

OSHA Act
(Section 2)

The Act gives mandate to
the Minister to exempt its
application to certain work
places and factories.

Stakeholders who feel
OSHA
that the application of the
OSHA Act to their business
is unwarranted have the
option of making a strong
case and apply to the
Minister for exemption under
this provision

OSHA Act
(Section 5)

This section empowers the
minister to designate OSHA’s
functions under the Act to
be performed by any local
government authority

This provision has already
been used in some cases as
noted in the Blueprint

The Diary
Industry
Act
(Section 9)

The Act gives powers to
the Minister to appoint the
Chairperson of the Tanzania
Diary Board and 5 other
members to advise him on
matters of diary policies and
strategies

This power can also be
deployed to ensure a
tranquil atmosphere for
doing business in the Diary
industry sub-sector.

4
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Diary Board

2017/18

2017/8
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5

The Diary
Industry
Act
(Section 15)

This section gives the
Minister power to exempt
any class of persons from all
or any provisions of the Act
undersection 34 .

Stakeholders have
the option to apply for
exemption on short,
medium or long terms
exemptions depending on
the nature of their cases

EWURA
Act
(Section 7)

The Act provides that the
Authority shall not award or
cancel certain licenses without
consulting the Minister.

Minister can use the
power to give the Authority
KPYLJ[P]LZVMHZWLJPÄJVY
general nature other than
those in relation to its
regulatory functions.

In addition, the Ministers are
given power to address matters
that are over and above the
functions of Authority by the law

This power can be used to
save time and resources in
addressing some regulatory
issues not so well articulated
in the Act.

This section also limits EWURA
from awarding or canceling
certain licenses without
consulting Ministers of the
sectors concerned

EWURA

This cross-sector reference
can be used to avoid some
VM[OLPKLU[PÄLKWP[MHSSZ[OH[
hinder initiatives to improve
doing business in the
country

2017/18

2017/18 –
2019/20

6

TFDA Act
This section requires the Minister
(Section 42) responsible for Health (on the
advice of the Director of TFDA
and after consultation with
the Minister responsible for
livestock development) to make
regulations relating to premises
for slaughter of animals or
birds and sale of meat for
human consumption as well as
inspection.

This provides an opportunity TFDA, Meat
to address the challenges
Board
noted between TFDA and
Meat Board, especially
those related to duplication/
overlapping mandates,
procedures and fees

2017/8

7

SUMATRA The Act empowers the Minister
Act (section responsible for transport is to
6(4))
give to the Authority direction of
HZWLJPÄJVYNLULYHSJOHYHJ[LY
other than in relation to the
discharge of the regulatory
function arising in any sector,
for the purposes of securing
LќLJ[P]LWLYMVYTHUJLI`[OL
Authority of its policy, functions
and compliance with the code of
conduct

This provision could be used SUMATRA
by the Minister to address
HWWHYLU[JVUÅPJ[Z[OH[OH]L
ILLUPKLU[PÄLKPU[OPZZ\I
sector

2017/18
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:L[!3LNHS9L]PL^
Sn

Relevant Law(s) Emerging Issues

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

Responsible
Authority

Time
Frame

TBS AND SECTOR RELATED AGENCIES
1.

1. Standard
Act No. 2,
2009

1. Overlapping mandates
in relation to standards,
weights and measures.

2. Weights and 3. *VUÅPJ[PUNHUK
Measure
duplicating mandates
Act No. 20,
between the EWURA
1982
and TBS relating to the
monitoring of standards
and quality of Petroleum
products and equipment
in the country.

140

1. EWURA Act has been
drafted to eliminate the
overlap of mandate
with other bodies.
Sect 37 provides for
inconsistencies with
other sector laws.

TBS

2017/18

4. ;VLUZ\YLJVUÅPJ[Z
are avoided during
inspections(coordinate
their inspection exercise.
For example, OSHA
could also be mandated
to inspect (on behalf)
aspects under the FRU).

WMA

2017/18

5. Tanzania
6. TBS has the power
7. Whenever sector
Food
to set standards and
ZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VYPZ
and Drug
inspect compliance to
legally mandated to
Authority Act
the standards it sets
monitor compliance to
No.1, 2003
(Sections 4(1) (k) and 24).
standards; TBS role
Other sector regulatory
should remain at the
Authorities are mandated
setting of the standards
by their establishing Acts
but enforcement of
to monitor quality and
compliance be left to
standards of products
the sector regulator
and services,e.g. Sec.
considering the
5(1) (h) of TFDA mandates
regulator’s capacity
TFDA to inspect
standards.

TFDA

8. Energy and
Water Utility
Regulatory
Authority Act
No. 11, 2001

EWURA

9. Occupational
Safety and
Health Act
No.5, 2003

OSHA

10. Environment
Management
Act No. 20,
2004

NEMC
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Sn

Relevant Law(s) Emerging Issues

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

Responsible
Authority

Time
Frame

IMMIGRATION AND LABOR ISSUES
2.

Non Citizen
Employment
Regulation Act
No.1, 2015

No boundaries regarding the
1. Amend the law to give
IMMIGRATION
circumstances upon which
the routine work permit
either of the immigration
inspection mandate
VѝJLYZWVSPJLVѝJLYZVYSHIVY
to only one agency
VѝJLYZZOV\SKNV[VPUZWLJ[
(particularly the labor
VѝJLYHUK^OLUL]LY
[OLYLPZSHJRVMZ\ѝJPLU[
personnel from the labor
VѝJL[VHKTPUPZ[LY[OL
inspection, the regulation
should) allow either
PTTPNYH[PVUVѝJLYZVY
WVSPJLVѝJLYZ[VIL\ZLK
for such purpose, but
not both.

2017/18

2. For emergency
POLICE
inspection coordination
needs to be between the
police force, immigration
VѝJLHUKSHIVYVѝJLY

2017/18

3. Rationalization and
harmonization of work
permit fees.

2018/19
–
2019/20

MINISTRY OF
LABOUR

4. Harmonize the
conditions for the two
permits to allow their
validity throughout the
country.

2018/19
–
2019/20

5. Amend legislation to
YLTV]L[OLJVUÅPJ[ZV
that the permit can be
recognized by the labor
VѝJLYZ

2017/18

6. Legislation should be
amended to incorporate
clarity on the time it may
take an application from
the time of launching
to the time of permit
release.

2017/18
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Relevant Law(s) Emerging Issues
Social Security
Regulatory
Authority Act
No. 8, 2008

SSRA Act No.
8, 2008

1. No coordination as the
1. Coordinate all social
6 mandatory Pension
security schemes under
Fund Schemes reports
one Ministry except
[VKPќLYLU[TPUPZ[YPLZ^P[O
NHIF which should be
KPќLYLU[VWLYH[PVUY\SLZ
within the Ministry of
and procedure.
Health, Community
development, Gender
Elderly and Children.

Responsible
Authority

Time
Frame

SSRA

2018/19
–
2019/20

2. Inspections by the
pension funds at
workplaces with regard
to social securities matter
include registration of
workers and submission
of related contributions.

3. Review social securities
policies and laws

2018/19
–
2019/20

4. The SSRA Act gives
ÅL_PIPSP[`[VLTWSV`LLZ[V
register to the schemes
of their choice and be
managed according to
the Acts establishing the
selected scheme.

5. Collapse the schemes
to two main funds;
private and public sector
separately.

2018/19
–
2019/20

6. Inspections on
registration to the
schemes should be
coordinated under the
auspices of SSRA in the
mean time, pending the
amendment of the laws.

2017/18

1. The SSRA requirements
needed for registering
a company/employer
are almost the same as
those of BRELA, hence
duplications as the
data systems are not
synchronized.
2. Tanzania Employment
Service Agency is
responsible for registering
agencies dealing with
employment services
therefore there are
JVUÅPJ[PUNPZZ\LPUYLSH[PVU
to charging for registration
to BRELA and TAESA.

142

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

1. Synchronize the
data systems of the
two agencies to
reduce duplications
in compliance to
documentation
requirements.
2. Harmonize the
procedure so that
company registration
can be done by a single
agency, and provide
the labor division with
relevant information for
regulation.

SSRA
BRELA

2018/19
–
2019/20

TAESA

2018/19
–
2019/20
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Relevant Law(s) Emerging Issues

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

Responsible
Authority

Time
Frame

Social Security
Regulatory
Authority Act
No. 8, 2008

1. Centralize and automate
employers’ registration
and remittance of
contribution collections

SSRA

2018/19
–
2019/20

1. Remitting funds to
pension schemes is a
problem as there is a lack
of a centralized payment
system hence employers
are required to remit such
contributions to multiple
schemes. The rates to be
KLK\J[LKKPќLY

2. Merge the social security
funds into two schemes,
one for government and
another for private sector

2018/19
–
2019/20

3. Harmonize deduction
rates among all social
security schemes.

2018/19
–
2019/20

4. Create a conducive
environment to
encourage employees in
the formal sector to join
schemes.

2018/19
–
2019/20

5. Amend Sect 31 of SSRA
Act, 2008 Cap 135 to
allow informal sector into
schemes.

2018/19
–
2019/20

6. Establish centralized
payments to informal
sector groups.

2018/19
–
2019/20

TOURISM SECTOR
The Wildlife
Conservation
(Tourism
Hunting)
Regulations,
2015,

Duration of investment
permits issued by the Wildlife
division under MNRT and TIC
KPќLYPU]HSPKP[`WLYPVKZHZ
up to 5 years and 30 years
respectively. This contradiction
causes confusion among the
business community.

Review the guiding laws
of Wildlife division and TIC
respectively to remove legal
contradiction in issuing
hunting permits.

Tanzania
Investment
Centre

2017/18

The Tanzania
Investment Act
No.7, 2007

Double payment in TTLB
licensing of hunting as
professional hunters are
required to pay while their
employers are also supposed
to pay for TTLB license.

Review regulations and
remove the double licensing
element in hunting tourism
and review the law requiring
training of local professional
hunters.

MNRT

2017/18
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Relevant Law(s) Emerging Issues

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

Responsible
Authority

Time
Frame

1. Amend the VAT Act
2014 to accommodate
modern horticultural
inputs and equipment
in its list of exemptions,
including dam liners for
irrigation technology,
spare parts for
greenhouses, biological
control agents, agro
nets, plant protection
substances, and
storage, post harvest
and cooling equipment.

TRA

2017/18

AGRICULTURE SECTOR
1. VAT Act No.
24, 2007

144

1. The Act does not
accommodate a range
of modern horticultural
inputs and equipment
in its list of exemptions,
including dam liners for
irrigation technology,
spare parts for
greenhouses, biological
control agents, agro
nets, plant protection
substances, and storage,
post harvest and cooling
equipment.

Grazing Land
2. Overlap in the control
and Animal Feed
of import and export
Resources Act
of animal feeds (crop
No 13, 2010
byproducts-soya bean
cake, maize brain), which
is regulated through
the Animal Diseases
Act of 2003 and its
Regulations of 2007 and
the Department of Plant
Protection Phytosanitary.

2. DPM to handle the
issue of registration
of manufactures and
suppliers/distributors of
animal feeds.

The Dairy
Industry Act
No.8, 2004

3. DVS/TDB should import/
export of milk and
milk production based
on consignment; and
consider refraining from
charging exports.

3. The Importation and
exportation of milk and
milk products is regulated
by the Tanzania Dairy
Board (TDB) and the
Directorate of Veterinary
Services (DVS) and
JOHYNLZKPќLYZHZ[OL
TDB charges FOB value
of 1% while DVS charges
are based on weight in
kgs.

2018/19
–
2019/20

The control of the import
and export of animal
feeds could be handled
by DVS in the interest
of veterinary public
health, where necessary
in collaboration with the
Department of Plant
Protection.

TDB

2018/19
–
2019/20
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Relevant Law(s) Emerging Issues

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

Responsible
Authority

Time
Frame

4. As an interim measure,
TDB and DVS (both
under one Ministry)
should enter an MoU to
iron out the observed
challenges while
measures are taken to
JOHUNL[OLSH^[VYLÅLJ[
the recommendations
made herein.

TFRA

2017/18

Animal Diseases
Act No.17, 2003

4. *VUÅPJ[PUNK\[PLZ^P[O
TBS on quality aspects.

Tanzania
Fertilizer Act No.
9, 2009

5. Overlap with respect
5. TDB should be
to the registration of
responsible for
acaricides where the
coordination of
registration is done by the
registration of
Directorate of Veterinary
premises/business
Services through the
names/processors or
Animal Diseases Act while
manufacturers.
the tropical pesticides
research institute also
registers the acricides.

DPM

2017/18

6. The TDB also issues
6. Revert to zero rating of
import permit to control
the sub-sector inputs
the importation of dairy
products. However the
holders of this permit are
also subjected to approval
issued by the Division of
Veterinary Services and
TFDA.

Ministry of
responsible for
Agriculture

2017/18

7. Lack of clarity in the
7. Amend the law to charge
KLÄUP[PVUVM¸WYVJLZZLK¹
VAT on processed milk.
and “unprocessed milk” in
the VAT Act, 2014.

2017/18

8. (UV[OLYJVUÅPJ[PUN
8. Review the legal
agency is the Weights and
framework to remove
Measures Agency. Where
[OLJVUÅPJ[PUNHUK
TFRA plays the same
overlapping mandates
role as that of WMA,in
between TFRA and other
addition to foreseeing
regulatory agencies.
packaging

2018/19
–
2019/20
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Relevant Law(s) Emerging Issues

9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

Responsible
Authority

Time
Frame

TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS
1. Local
Government
(District
Authorities)
Act No. 7,
1982

1. LGAs by laws to specify
LGA
the exact amount of
fees associated with
the permit. The Minister
responsible for LGAs
should institute regulations
to direct an indicative fee
range within which all
LGAs’ fees will fall.

2. Local
2. Inconsistencies in the bylaws.
Government
(Urban
Authority) Act
No. 8, 1982

2. Create a one-window
facility which will issue
single permits to be used
across the LGAs.

TFS

3. Tanzania
Forest Act
No. 7, 2002

3. Harmonizing the TRA
and TFS regulations
to remove such
controversies. Either TRA
should relax its regulatory
condition for such types
of cargo or TFS should
relax the requirement
of no-transportation of
the forestry products
beyond18:00 pm.

LGA

4. TRA Act No.
11, 1995

5.
SUMATRA
Act No. 9, 2001
6.
Standard
Act No. 2, 2009
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1. LGAs have the power
to make by-laws which
may prescribe reasonable
MLLZJOHYNLZ[HYPќZVY
other charges relating
to any license, permit or
document granted.

3. LGAs by laws do not state
the amount to be paid
for the permit, neither the
procedure to be followed.

4. TFS issues permits for
transportation of forestry
products while prohibiting
transportation of forest
products beyond18:00
pm. At the same time
TRA requires hat trucks
with transit goods should
report at every earmarked
station at a stipulated
time which is sometimes
beyond 18:00 hrs. In
complying with TFS
requirement trucks can
end up breaching the TRA
requirement leading up to
penalties.

TFS
TRA
SUMATRA
TBS
TFS
LGA
TFS
TRA
SUMATRA
TBS
TFS

2018/19
–
2019/20
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9LJVTTLUKH[PVUZ

Responsible
Authority

Time
Frame

1. The Architects 1. Unnecessarily Long time
[HRLU[VYLNPZ[LYHÄYTVY
and Quantity
professional.
Surveyors
(Registration)
Act No. 4,
2010

1. Reduce the time taken
to register an individual
WYVMLZZPVUHSVYHÄYT

CRB

2017/18

2. Engineers
Registration
Act No. 15,
1999

2. Multiplicity of regulators
some with duplicative/
JVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZ

2. ,_[LUK[OLJLY[PÄJH[L
license/permit validity
MYVTVUL`LHY[VÄ]L
years in the case
VMLUNPULLYZÄYTZ
and technicians by
reviewing the Engineers
Registration Act.

1. Local
Government
(District
Authorities)
Act No. 7,
1982

1. There are variations
in LGAs fees on sand
extraction sub sector as
they are guided by LGA
ZWLJPÄJI`SH^Z

1. Standardize LGA
Local
payments and fees
Government
concerning activities in the
mineral sector

2. Local
Government
(Urban
Authorities)
Act No. 8,
1982

2. The radioactive fees
which are paid for each
ton of exported clinker
act as export tax, thus
eroding competitiveness of
domestic producers and
jeopardizing exportation of
the material

2. Review regulations
on radioactive fees
subjected to the cement
raw materials with
the view to improving
competitiveness.

Relevant Law(s) Emerging Issues
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR

2017/18

MINING SECTOR
2018/19
–
2019/20

2018/19
–
2019/20

HEALTH SECTOR
Private Hospitals Unnecessary delays in
obtaining the relevant permits/
(Registration)
licenses to operate health
Act, 1997
facilities

Review the legal framework
to allow temporary permits/
licenses and decentralize
decision making for those
aspects that are still
performed at the Ministry
Headquarters.

Ministry of
Health

2018/19
–
2019/20
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9LMVYT4H[YP_(!(J[PVU7SHUMVYLZ[HISPZOTLU[VM6ULZ[VWJLU[LYZPU;HUaHUPH
Phase I (Phase
of initial set
up of the OSS
facilities)- Shortterm

Component

+LZJYPW[PVU

(J[P]P[PLZ

Responsible
institution

Zonal One
stop Shops
(One door
model)

One stop facility
with mandates
to approve/reject 1
equivalent to the
MDAs.

Setting up
facilities

TAMISEMI

-Availability of physical
VѝJLZWHJL^P[OPU
which the One
stop facility shall be
established

2

Equipping the
facilities with
necessary
infrastructures

Regulatory institutions
and other MDAs

>LSSLX\PWWLKVѝJL
spaces with necessary
infrastructures (both
hard and soft) to
provide regulator
ZWLJPÄJZLY]PJLZ

3

Hiring, training
and deployment
of human
resources

Regulatory institutions
and other MDAs/
7YLZPKLU[VѝJL
(Utumishi)

Well trained human
resources from
respective regulators/
MDAs are on the zonal
work station

4

Launching
of one shop
centre in the
selected zones
(start operation)

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

5

Monitoring and
evaluation

PO –
UTUMISH,TAMISEMI
and respective MDAs

Citizen are highly
ZH[PZÄLKI`ZLY]PJLZ
VќLYLKPU.V]LYUTLU[
one stop shop

1

Setting up
facilities

TAMISEMI

-Availability of physical
VѝJLZWHJL^P[OPU
which the One
stop facility shall be
established

2

Equipping the
facilities with
necessary
infrastructures

Regulatory institutions
and respective MDAs

>LSSLX\PWWLKVѝJL
spaces with necessary
infrastructures (both
hard and soft) to
provide regulator
ZWLJPÄJZLY]PJLZ

3

Hiring, training
and deployment
of human
resources

Regulatory institutions
and other MDAs/
7YLZPKLU[VѝJL
(Utumishi)

Well trained human
resources from
respective regulators/
MDAs are on the zonal
work station

4

Launching
of one shop
centre in the
selected zones
(start operation)

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

Citizens are able to get
all key Government
services in one stop
shop.

5

Monitoring and
evaluation

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

Citizen are highly
ZH[PZÄLKI`ZLY]PJLZ
VќLYLKPU.V]LYUTLU[
one stop shop

LGA level (in
the districts)
one window
stop centers
in all districts
within Dar es
Salaam and
Mwanza

148

One window
facility with
only a few
representative
Z[HќZHK]PZL
verify the
applications,
collect and
submit them
to the regional
one door stop
facilities

Time
frame

JULY
1,
2018

6\[W\[PUKPJH[VYZ

Citizens are able to get
all key Government
services in one stop
shop.
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Phase II
(Phase of expanding authorization services
to regional level

Component

+LZJYPW[PVU

(J[P]P[PLZ

Responsible
institution

Regional One
door stops
centers in Dar
es Salaam and
Mwanza

1
One stop
facility with
representative
Z[HќZMYVTHSS
[OLPKLU[PÄLK
regulators/
institutions, who 2
will have no
direct contact
with customers
but receive and
forward back
documents from/ 3
to LGA’s One
Window Stops

Setting up
facilities

TAMISEMI

-Availability of physical
VѝJLZWHJL^P[OPU
which the One
stop facility shall be
established

Equipping the
facilities with
necessary
infrastructures

Regulatory institutions
and respective MDAs

>LSSLX\PWWLKVѝJL
spaces with necessary
infrastructures (both
hard and soft) to
provide regulator
ZWLJPÄJZLY]PJLZ

Hiring, training
and deployment
of human
resources

Regulatory institutions
and other MDAs/
7YLZPKLU[VѝJL
(Utumishi)

Well trained human
resources from
respective regulators/
MDAs are on the zonal
work station

4

Launching
of one shop
centre in the
selected zones
(start operation)

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

Citizens are able to get
all key Government
services in one stop
shop.

5

Monitoring and
evaluation

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

Citizen are highly
ZH[PZÄLKI`ZLY]PJLZ
VќLYLKPU.V]LYUTLU[
one stop shop

1

Setting up
facilities

TAMISEMI

-Availability of physical
VѝJLZWHJL^P[OPU
which the One
stop facility shall be
established

2

Equipping the
facilities with
necessary
infrastructures

Regulatory institutions
and respective MDAs

>LSSLX\PWWLKVѝJL
spaces with necessary
infrastructures (both
hard and soft) to
provide regulator
ZWLJPÄJZLY]PJLZ

3

Hiring, training
and deployment
of human
resources

Regulatory institutions
and other MDAs/
7YLZPKLU[VѝJL
(Utumishi)

Well trained human
resources from
respective regulators/
MDAs are on the zonal
work station

4

Launching
of one shop
centre in the
selected zones
(start operation)

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

Citizens are able to get
all key Government
services in one stop
shop.

5

Monitoring and
evaluation

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

Citizen are highly
ZH[PZÄLKI`ZLY]PJLZ
VќLYLKPU.V]LYUTLU[
one stop shop

Medium term

LGA level (in
the districts)
one window
stop centers
in all districts
within Dar es
Salaam and
Mwanza

One window
facility with
only a few
representative
Z[HќZHK]PZL
verify the
applications,
collect and
submit them
to the regional
one door stop
facilities

Time
frame

6\[W\[PUKPJH[VYZ
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Phase III (with
possibility of
skipping other
phases)

Component

+LZJYPW[PVU

Regional One
door stops
centers in Dar
es Salaam and
Mwanza

One stop
facility with
representative
Z[HќZMYVTHSS
[OLPKLU[PÄLK
regulators/
institutions

(Phase of heavy
investment
in integrating
databases
of various
agencies)

(J[P]P[PLZ

Responsible
institution

1

Commence the
construction of
ICT facilities by
phases

TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

2

Construction
and strengthen
of ICT
Infrastructure

TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

3

automation,
TAMISEMI and
integration and respective MDAs
roll-out of digital
services

applications
are submitted
and processed
electronically

1

Setting up
facilities

TAMISEMI

-Availability of physical
VѝJLZWHJL^P[OPU
which the One
stop facility shall be
established

2

Equipping the
facilities with
necessary
infrastructures

Regulatory institutions
and respective MDAs

>LSSLX\PWWLKVѝJL
spaces with necessary
infrastructures (both
hard and soft) to
provide regulator
ZWLJPÄJZLY]PJLZ

3

Hiring, training
and deployment
of human
resources

Regulatory institutions
and other MDAs/
7YLZPKLU[VѝJL
(Utumishi)

Well trained human
resources from
respective regulators/
MDAs are on the zonal
work station

4

Launching
of one shop
centre in the
selected zones
(start operation)

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

Citizens are able to get
all key Government
services in one stop
shop.

Monitoring and
evaluation

PO –UTUMISH,
TAMISEMI and
respective MDAs

Citizen are highly
ZH[PZÄLKI`ZLY]PJLZ
VќLYLKPU.V]LYUTLU[
one stop shop

Long termReengineering,
automation,
integration and
roll-out of digital
services
LGA level (in
the districts)
one window
stop centers in
all districts in
the country

150

One window
facility with
only a few
representative
Z[HќZHK]PZL
verify the
applications,
collect and
submit them
to the regional
one door stop
facilities

Time
frame

6\[W\[PUKPJH[VYZ
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152
Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Antiquities Act
1964, Cap.333

Antiquities Act
1964, Cap.333

Antiquities Act
1964, Cap.333

Antiquities Act
1964, Cap.333

Architects and
Quantity Surveyors
(Registration) Act
No.4 of 2010

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Antiquities
Division

Antiquities
Division

Antiquities
Division

Antiquities
Division

Architects
and Quantity
Surveyors
Registration
Board (AQRB)

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Excavation /
collectors License

Export Permit/
License

Treasure
Investigation
License

Filming Permit

Registration
FHUWLðFDWHV

1

2

3

4

5
120

5

5

5

7

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

TCRA and
BASATA

MITI

None

None

TCRA and
BASATA do not
issue any permits
YLSH[LK[VÄSTPUN
but inspect the
content. COSOTA
registers the
copyright

Export license

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

9LMVYT4H[YP_(!0U]LU[VY`VM3PJLUZLZHUK7LYTP[ZHUK(ZZVJPH[LK9LJVTTLUKLK9LMVYTZ

KEEP: Registration of
professions is an important
regulatory act

KEEP: These should coexist

KEEP

KEEP: MITI should stop
issuing this export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Cashewnut Industry
1
Regulation 29(2)(c)

Cashewnut industry
7
regulation 29(2)(b)

Cashewnut industry
1
regulation 29 (2)(a)

60

40

Water and
Sanitation Services
License
Section 8 of
the Electricity
Act, 2008,The
Electricity (General)
Regulation, 2011,

BRELA

Cashewnut
Board of
Tanzania

Cashewnut
Board of
Tanzania

Cashewnut
Board of
Tanzania

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Export Permit

Processing
License

Buying License

Water and
Sanitation
Services License

Electricity
operation
license(Cross
Border Trade of
Electricity)

6

7

8

9

10

11

5

The National
Industries
(Licensing and
Registration) Act
Cap. 46 R.E.2002

Temporary
Industrial License
-three years,
Permanent
Industrial licenselifetime

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI issues export
license and TFDA
inspects and
issues exportation
JLY[PÄJH[L

None

None

None

None

KEEP

KEEP: But EWURA should
reduce the time taken to
issue the license

KEEP: Cashew Board to
issue the permits and LGAs
to recognize the mandate
enforce compliance to their
use

KEEP

KEEP: MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal (in
the mid-term)
None

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None

LGA (e.g.
Masasi
Permit to Buy
Municipal
Council also
crops
issues Permit to
buy crops)

None

MITI, TFDA

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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154
None

None

Rule 4(1),6(1) of The
electricity (electrical
40
installation services)
Rules

40

30

Section 8 of
the Electricity
Act, 2008,The
Electricity (General)
Regulation, 2011,

Section 126 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
EWURA Act, Cap
414, Rule

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

LPG Wholesale
Business License

Electrical
Installation
Licenses Class A,
B, C, D, S1, S2,
S3, S4, L

Electricity
operation license
(Transmission)

Construction
Approval for LPG
storage facility

12

13

14

15

None

None

60

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

LGA, OSHA,
Fire department

None

None

LGA/MITI

KEEP

REMOVE: LGA should
be the only custodian for
building permits issuance
which caters for all
necessary requirements
PUJS\KPUN[OVZLVMZWLJPÄJ
ZLJ[VYZ:LJ[VYZWLJPÄJ
regulators (e.g. EWURA)
and cross-cutting
regulators should submit
their requirements to LGAs
and recognize the permit
issued by the latter.
LGAs issue a
building permit,
OSHA and Fire
Department also
issue building
inspection and
ZHML[`JLY[PÄJH[L

KEEP

KEEP: EWURA is better
equipped to regulate the gas
industry. LGA/MITI should
stop issuing the export/
import license for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal (in
the mid-term)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None

None

Business License

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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60

30

60

60

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA Act

Section 126 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
EWURA Act, Cap
414.

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Construction
Approval for
Petrol Stations

Energy and
Petroleum Storage Water utilities
Business License Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Petroleum
Lubricant
Distribution
License

17

18

19

Pipeline License

16

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

LGA

None

Business License

LGAs issue a
building permit,
OSHA and Fire
LGA, OSHA,
Department also
Fire department, issue building,
NEMC
inspection and
ZHML[`JLY[PÄJH[L
NEMC issues an
,0(JLY[PÄJH[L

KEEP

KEEP: EWURA is better
equipped to regulate
the petroleum industry.
LGA can retain issuing
of business licenses for
record purposes but with
less or no fee

REMOVE: LGA should
remain the custodian for
building permits issuance
and should cater for all
necessary requirements
PUJS\KPUN[OVZLVMZWLJPÄJ
ZLJ[VYZ:LJ[VYZWLJPÄJ
regulators (e.g. EWURA)
and cross-cutting
regulators should submit
their requirements to LGA
and recognize the permit
issued by the latter.

LGA

Business license

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: EWURA is better
equipped to regulate the
petroleum industry. LGA
can maintain issuing of
business license for record
purposes but with less or
no fee

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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155

156
40

60

40

60

Section 8 of
the Electricity
Act, 2008, The
Electricity (supply
services) Rules,

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA

Section 8 of
the Electricity
Act, 2008,
The Electricity
(distribution
services) Rule

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA Act

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Electricity
operation license
(Supply)

Petroleum
Lubricant
Wholesale
Business License

Electricity
operation license
(Distribution)

Energy and
Water utilities
Petroleum
Wholesale License Regulatory
Authority

21

22

23

20

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI

None

LGA/MITI

None

KEEP

KEEP: EWURA is
technically better
positioned to regulate
the quality of imported
petroleum products.
However there is a need to
speed up the process. MITI
to continue to issuing the
license for record purposes
without or with only little
fee.

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: EWURA is technically
better positioned to regulate
the quality of imported
petroleum products.
Business/
However there is a need
Importation license
to speed up the process.
MITI to continuing issue the
license for record purposes
without or with only little fee.

None

Business License

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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40

60

60

Section 8 of the
Electricity Act,
2008,The Electricity
(generation
services) Rule

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA Act

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA Act

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Electricity
operation license
(Generation)

Petroleum Retail
License

LPG Distribution
License

25

26

24

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

LGA

None

None

Business license

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: licensing for the
gas distribution pipeline
(local) should remain
under EWURA. However,
if distribution is relaxed to
also allow transportation
of LPG cylinders from one
point to another then there
shall be a duplication with
the SUMATRA (goods
transportation license)

REMOVE: Business
licenses issued by LGA
ZOV\SKZ\ѝJL,><9(
should continue with the
necessary inspections
(associated with charges/
fees) to enforce quality and
safety compliance

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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157

158

Engineers
Registration
Board

Engineers, Firms
& Technicians
Registration
Practice License

Environmental
Health
Practitioners
Practicing License
Registration
Council
(EHPRC)

28

29

30

Section 20 of the
Act,Regulation 7 of
the EHPR (General)
Regulations GN
388 of 3
14

7

60

Section 131 &
Section 133 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
the EWURA Act

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Consumer
Installation
License

Section 10, 11,
12 of Act No.15 of
1997. (Cap 63 )

30

Section 126 of the
Petroleum Act, Cap
392, Section 7 of
EWURA Act, Cap
414.

Energy and
Water utilities
Regulatory
Authority

Construction
Approval for
Petroleum Storage
Depots

27

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP: but the authority
should speed up the
process

LGAs issue
building permits,
OSHA and Fire
LGA,OSHA, Fire Department also
department,
issue building
NEMC
inspection and
ZHML[`JLY[PÄJH[L
NEMC issues an
,0(JLY[PÄJH[L

None

KEEP: EWURA is best
suited technically to assess
the eligibility criteria for the
depots. LGA should require
both EWURA and NEMC
licenses for issuance of
building permits. However;
OSHA and Fire Department
should submit their
requirements to LGAs to be
considered for issuance of
building permit

None

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Regulation 83

Export License for
Fisheries
Fish and Fishery
Division
Products

Approval
&HUWLðFDWH
for means of
Transport for
Fish and Fishery
Products

32

33

Fisheries
Division

Regulation 13

Permit for Import
of Fish and
Fishery Products

31

Regulation 91(C)

Fisheries
Division

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

14

1

7

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

TBS, TFDA,
TAEC, TRA

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

SUMATRA

KEEP: While SUMATRA
issues a very general
JLY[PÄJH[L[OL-PZOLYPLZ
Division is more specialized
on carrier requirements for
ÄZO[YHUZWVY[H[PVU

KEEP: MITI should stop
issuing the license. TFDA
\Z\HSS`PZZ\LZ[OLJLY[PÄJH[L
of food exports only if
requested

MITI issues export
license and TFDA
inspects and
issues exportation
JLY[PÄJH[L

SUMATRA issues
JLY[PÄJH[LZMVY
vehicles carrying
goods

REMOVE: TBS should
only set standards. TFDA
should be mandated to
inspect,pre- test and issue
the importation permit.
REMOVE the Fisheries
Department mandate to
issue import permits. MITI
should stop issuing export/
import license on the same.

Fish importation
license by both
MITI and TFDA.
TAEC monitors
radioactivity
in imported
TBS,TFDA,
and exported
TAEC,TRA, MITI MVVKZ[\ќZ
and issues a
compliance
JLY[PÄJH[LIHZLK
on the IAEA Basic
Safety Standard
115.

MITI,TFDA

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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159

160
Regulation 95

Regulations: 11,
12 & 13

Fisheries
Division

Fisheries
Division

Health/Sanitary
&HUWLðFDWHV)RU
Fish and Fishery
Products

Permit For Export
of Fish and
Fishery Products

Fishing Vessel
License

34

35

36

Regulation 75

Fisheries
Division

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

4

1

1

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

SUMATRA

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

SUMATRA,
LGAs

MITI, TFDA

TBS, TFDA,
OSHA

REMOVE: Fisheries
division to recognize
JLY[PÄJH[LZPZZ\LKI`
TFDA. The Division should
only enforce compliance.
Some of the components
inspected by OSHA (e.g.
ventilation, sewage system,
etc.) are covered by the
;-+(JLY[PÄJH[L0UZ\JO
cases OSHA should also
be used to monitor and
enforce compliance

KEEP: MITI should stop
issuing of the license
. TFDA usually issues
JLY[PÄJH[LVMMVVKL_WVY[Z
only if requested

REMOVE: The mandate
[VPZZ\L[OLÄZOPUN]LZZLS
license should be left to
SUMATRA.

MITI issues export
license and TFDA
inspects and
issues exportation
JLY[PÄJH[L
SUMATRA
inspects and
issues a license to
VWLYH[LHÄZOPUN
vessel. Some
LGAs (e.g.Mwanza
**PZZ\LÄZOPUN
vessel licenses

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

TFDA inspects
the premises
and issues a
registration permit
to premises that
deal with selling
of food. The
inspection includes
sanitary facilities,
health measures,
cleaning of
utensils, etc

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Fisheries
Division

Fisheries
Division

Fisheries
Division

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Permit For
Movement of
Fish and Fishery
Products

License for
Fishing or Dealing
in Fish and
Fishery Products

Approval
&HUWLðFDWHðVKHU\
Establishment

37

38

39

Regulation 77 (11),
80(7), 81 (7)

Regulation 75

Regulation 93(6)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

14

14

1

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

TBS, TFDA

TFDA,

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

TBS,TFDA

TFDA,
MITI,LGAs

TFDA, Fisheries
division

REMOVE: Issuance of
(WWYV]HS*LY[PÄJH[LMVY
means of Transport for Fish
and Fishery Products by
the same agency would
ILTVYLLѝJPLU[;-+(
should set the standards
applicable to transporting
vessels and the , Fisheries
Division should issue
permits based on the
stipulated standards
REMOVE: Issuance of
business licenses should
remain with either MITI
or LGAs. TFDA should
continue playing the role
of safeguarding safety
standards for the premises
and food.
KEEP: The mandate to
HWWYV]LHUKYLNPZ[LYÄZOLY`
establishment should be
SLM[[V[OLÄZOLYPLZ+P]PZPVU
TBS and TFDA should only
set the standards to be
applied by the division.

MITI provides
business license;
TFDA also issues
business license to
sell food products
PUJS\KPUNÄZOLY`
products; LGAs
also issue business
licenses
TFDA inspects
the premises and
issues registration
permits for
premises that deal
with selling of food.

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

TFDA inspects
HUKJLY[PÄLZÄZO
transportation
vessels. Fisheries
Division also
issues Approval
*LY[PÄJH[LZMVY
means of Transport
for Fish and
Fishery Products,
which saves the
same purpose

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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161

162
Regulation 75

Regulation 3,

Regulation 10

Fisheries
Division

Government
chemist
Laboratory
Agency
(GCCLA)

Government
chemist
Laboratory
Agency
(GCCLA)

&HUWLðFDWHRI
registration for
ðVKLQJYHVVHOV

Permit For Export
of Fish and
Fishery Products

Permit on export

Permit on import

40

41

42

43

Regulations: 4, 8,
11, & 13

Fisheries
Division

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

3

3

1

14

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

SUMATRA

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI

MITI

MITI,TFDA

SUMATRA,
LGAs

REMOVE: Registration and
licensing of vessels be left
to SUMATRA. LGAs and
Fisheries Division to only
monitor compliance of
vessel owners

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

MITI also issues
the importation
license

MITI issues export
licenses

KEEP: MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP: MITI should stop
issuing the export/import
licenses for the same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal
(in the mid-term)

KEEP: MITI should stop
Fish importation
issuing the license. TFDA
licenses are issued
\Z\HSS`PZZ\LZ[OLJLY[PÄJH[L
by both MITI and
of food exports only if
TFDA.
requested

3PJLUZPUNVMÄZOPUN
vessels is done by
SUMATRA while
WLYTP[ZMVYÄZOPUN
vessel are given by
LGAs

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Section 11,
12, 13,14 , 15
& 29 Industrial
and Consumer
Chemicals
(Management and
Control) Act, No.3
of 2003

Regulation 10

The Immigration Act
(Cap.54) GN.262

The Immigration Act
(Cap.54) GN.262

Government
chemist
Laboratory
Agency
(GCCLA)

Government
chemist
Laboratory
Agency
(GCCLA)

Immigration
Department

Immigration
Department

Transport permit

&HUWLðFDWH

Permit on-transit

Residence permit,
Class A.

Residence permit,
Class C.

44

45

46

47

48

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Government
chemist
Laboratory
Agency
(GCCLA)

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

1

90

1

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: but there is a
need to harmonized the
geographical coverage of
the permit (as stipulated in
the Immigration Act,1995;
sect 19(2)(a)) with that of
the working permit; there
is also a need to speed up
the processing time

KEEP: but there is a
need to harmonized the
geographical coverage of
the permit (as stipulated in
the Immigration Act,1995;
sect 19(2)(a)) to that of the
working permit; also a need
to speed up the processing
time

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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164

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

Tax Driving
License

Business License

Livestock
movement Permit

51

52

53

None

None

Business Licensing
Act

The Animal and
Disease Control
Act, 2013
1

None

By-Laws on
transportations of
goods and services.

LGAs

Fees and Charges
for goods and
services permits

50

None

None

The Immigration Act
(Cap.54) GN.262

Immigration
Department

Residence permit,
Class B

49

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

KEEP: but whenever sector
ZWLJPÄJI\ZPULZZWLYTP[
is issued LGAs should
recognize the permit and
lower or remove the fees
for their respective licenses
and ease the requirements

Several: e.g.
TFDA for food
related business,
Meat Board for
meat, dairy board,
MALF-Directorate
of veterinary
services,etc.)

They both provide
a registration
JLY[PÄJH[L
for livestock
producers

:LJ[VYZWLJPÄJ
business
permits (e.g.
TFDA, Meat
board, etc.)

Directorate
of Veterinary
Services,
Tanzania Meat
Board

REMOVE: Possession
of livestock production
YLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[L
should imply the
permission to move the
livestock

KEEP

KEEP

None

None

None

KEEP: but there is a
need to harmonized the
geographical coverage of
the permit (as stipulated in
the Immigration Act,1995;
sect 19(2)(a)) with that of
the working permit; also
a need to speed up the
processing time

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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LGAs

Fees and Charges
on Parking

Liquor License

Building Permit

55

56

57

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

Fishing License

54

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

2

Urban planning Act
No 8 of 2007

None

None

2

None

Liquor Licensing
Act, No 28/68

The Fishing Act of
2003

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

1

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Sheria Ndogo za
Ada na Ushuru za
Halmashauri ya
Wilaya ya Chunya

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

KEEP

KEEP: but simplify the
procedures, consolidate
fees and extend the period
of validity from 6 to 12
months.

KEEP: LGAs should
continue issuing building
permits. However, all
ZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJHUKJYVZZ
cutting regulatory agencies
(e.g. OSHA, TIC,etc.)
should decentralize
their requirements on
operations or standards,
in collaboration with LGAs,
to avoid duplication (of
procedures, requirements
and ultimately permits)

Same LGA issue
Business Licenses
to Bars; TFDA
PZZ\LZJLY[PÄJH[LZ
BUT the Liquor
License Act No.28
of 1968 clearly
states that the
License need to be
issued by LGAs
:LJ[VYZWLJPÄJ
regulators
(e.g. Fisheries
Division) issue
building approval
*LY[PÄJH[LZ"6:/(
also issues
approvals for
factory/ premises
drawings
TIC issues
Construction
permits,

TFDA,LGA

:LJ[VYZWLJPÄJ
regulators
LNÄZOLYPLZ
division),
OSHA,TIC

REMOVE: The mandate
[VPZZ\LÄZOPUNSPJLUZLZ
should remain with the
Fisheries Division

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None

None

Fisheries
division

The Fisheries
Division issues a
License for Fishing
or Dealing in
Fish and Fishery
Products

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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166

Fees and charges,
LGAs
permit to buy
Crops

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

Livestock permit

Bus stand fees

Permits for Hostel
business

Permits for Crop
Transportation

58

59

60

61

62

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

7

7

Sheria Ndogo
aH(M`HUH<ZHÄ
wa mazingira)
2015-Rejea kifungu
cha 20(1)(3) na a
Sheria Ndogo za
Halmashauti ya
wilaya ya Korogwe
(Ushuru wa mazao)
(Marekebisho)

None

None

By-laws on bus and
stand fees

None

None

None

None

None

None

Kilindi District
Council (LGA)
None

Directorate
of Veterinary
Services;
Tanzania Meat
Board

1

They both issue
registration
JLY[PÄJH[LZ
to livestock
producers

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

Stated in the by-law
Sheria Ndogo za
(Ada na Ushuru) za 1
Halmashauri ya Mji
wa Ka

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators
None: but the
procedures related
to the charging are
adhoc, a maximum
5% rate is charged
on gross value of
the crops instead
of net value,
which is too high;
exact rates vary
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`HJYVZZ
LGAs and several
LGAs. By-laws do
not articulate the
rate size.

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

REMOVE: Possession
of livestock production
YLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[LZ
should imply permission to
move the livestock

KEEP: but simplify the
procedures, lower the
maximum rate size and
each LGA should stipulate
[OLÄN\YLPU[OLPYYLZWLJ[P]L
By-Laws

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

TFDA/Pharmacy
permits

Market fees

Meat Inspection
fees

Bus stand fees

Parking fees

Land Rent

Service Levy

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

2

Korogwe town
council by-laws

2

Sheria Ndogo za
Maegesho
2

2

Government notice
no 495 of 2010

Sheria Ndogo

2

2

2

Sheria Ndogo za
Machinjio

TFDA Act 2003

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

TFDA

TFDA

TFDA

TFDA

TFDA

TFDA

TFDA

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

TRA

None

None

KEEP
KEEP: TRA and LGAs to
consolidate assessment
procedures and payment
of Corporation taxes and
Service Levy

TRA charges
Corporate Income
taxes and LGAs
charge Service
Levy

KEEP

KEEP

None

None

None

REMOVE: The mandate
to regulate the meat and
related matters should be
left with TMB only. OSHA,
DVS, and TFDA should
YLJVNUPaL[OLJLY[PÄJH[LZ
issued by TMB

TFDA issues
Food registration
JLY[PÄJH[LZ";4)
handles Meat
registration; DVS
issue registration
JLY[PÄJH[LZ

TFDA,
Directorate
of Veterinary
Services,
Tanzania Meat
Board

None

KEEP

None

Pharmacy council
issues premise
registration
licenses

REMOVE: The
responsibility to register
and issue pharmacy
licenses should remain
with the pharmacy council.
LGAs should only issue
business licenses

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None

TFDA,
Pharmacy
council

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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167

168

LGAs

LGAs

Hotel Levy

Permit for market
levies

72

73

LGAs

Transport Permit

71

LGAs

Crop Cess

70

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

2

1

1

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Government Notice
no. 480 of 2010

Kwimba produce
cess by-law of
2009
The Local
Government
Finance Act, Cap
290 RE 2002
Sheria Ndogo za
Ushuru

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

Ministry of
Tourism
and Natural
Resources

None

None

None

Ministry of Tourism
charges the same
I\[[VHKPќLYLU[
category of hotels

None

None: But the
procedures relating
to Cess charging
are adhoc; the
maximum rate of
5% is charged
on gross value of
the crops instead
of net value,
which is too high;
exact rates vary
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`HJYVZZ
LGAs and several
LGAs; By-laws do
not articulate the
rate size.

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP

KEEP: to be charged only
on the relevant category
(i.e. guest houses) but
reduce the current levy rate
of 20% of revenue

KEEP

KEEP: But simplify the
procedures, lower the
maximum rate size, make
it constant across LGAs,
and each LGA should
Z[PW\SH[L[OLÄN\YLPU[OLPY
respective By-Laws

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Permit for Cultural
LGAs
shows

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

Permit for Disco

Permit for Music

Permit for
business
promotion

Permit for
purchasing mixed
crops

Permit for
SXUFKDVLQJFRσHH

Permit for selling
mixed crops

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Sheria Ndogo za
burudani

30

1

Sheria Ndogo
Sheria Ndogo
za mazao
mchanganyiko

1

1

Sheria Ndogo za
burudani

Sheria Ndogo
za mazao
mchanganyiko

1

Sheria Ndogo
za maonesho ya
utamaduni

1

1

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Sheria Ndogo

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Permits/Licenses

None

Permit for disco
performance

permit for music
performance

Sector regulator Permit/license

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL)\`LY
Board
license

Relevant crop
boards

None

LGA-Mbinga

LGA-Mbinga

The National
Arts Council
(BASATA)

BASATA also
issues Permits to
perform cultural
shows (i.e. vibali
vya kuendesha
matamasha)

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

Reduce some of permits
where possible.

REMOVE: LGAs should
recognize the licenses
issued by the crop boards
for the same purpose.

KEEP: but whenever a
JYVWZWLJPÄJIVHYKWLYTP[
is issued, LGAs need to
recognize the permit and
lower or remove the fees
for their respective license
and ease the requirements

KEEP

REMOVE: The permit to
play disco seems to also
capture the music aspect

KEEP: LGAs should
harmonize this fee with that
payable for music; there
is no clear cut separation
between the two

REMOVE: The LGAs
should recognize the
permits issued by BASATA.
Cultural show performers
may need to pay some
service fee.

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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169

170
2

85

LGAs

Forest and bee
keeping division
Missenyi
at the Ministry
District bylaws
of Natural
2011
resources and
tourism

LGA by-law
(Ada na Ushuru)
Section 4(1) part
VII, Guideline for
sustainable bee
keeping

Permit

REMOVE: LGAs should
recognize the harvesting
permits issued by the forest
and Bee Keeping Division

KEEP: But LGAs should
recognise permits issued
by BASATA

Permit For
Harvesting
Trees/Forest
Produce(Poles)

Missenyi
District bylaws 2011

Missenyi
District bylaws 2011

The National
Arts Council
(BASATA)

None

84

BASATA also
issues Permits
for cultural
shows (i.e. vibali
vya kuendesha
matamasha)

Section 4(1) of the
sec(Sheria Ndogo
Ndogo za Ada and
Ushuru), Missenyi
DC

Permit

Cultural
Activities (Disco,
LGAs
Promotions, Video
Show Activities)

2

LGAs

REMOVE: LGAs should
recognize the harvesting
permits issued by the forest
and Bee Keeping Division

Forest and
Bee Keeping
Division at
the Ministry
of Natural
Resources and
Tourism

83

LGA by-law
(Ada na Ushuru)
Section 4(1) part
VII, Guideline for
sustainable bee
keeping

Permit

Permit For
Harvesting Trees/
Forest Produce
(Charcoal)

2

LGAs

REMOVE: LGAs should
recognize harvesting
permits issued by the
Forest and Bee Keeping
Division

Forest and
Bee Keeping
Division at
the Ministry
of Natural
Resources and
Tourism

82

LGA by-law
(Ada na Ushuru)
Section 4(1) part
VII; Guidelines for
sustainable bee
keeping

None

Permit For
Harvesting Trees/
Forest Produce
(Timber)

30

REMOVE: LGAs should
recognize the license
already issued by the board
to the sellers

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLLZLSSPUN
Board
license

LGAs

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

81

Sheria Ndogo za
mazao

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Permit for selling
FRσHH

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Blueprint For Regulatory Reforms To Improve The Business Environment

LGAs

Permit For
Harvesting Trees/
Forest Produce
(Log)

Permit For
Harvesting Trees/
Forest Produce
(Firewood)

86

87

Local plant Levy

Property Tax

90

91

Billboard Levy

89

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

LGAs

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

88

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Sheria Ndogo

2

2

LGA by-law
(Ada na Ushuru)
Section 4(1) part
VII, Guideline for
sustainable bee
keeping

Sheria Ndogo za
Ushuru

2

LGA by-law
(Ada na Ushuru)
Section 4(1) part
VII, Guideline for
sustainable bee
keeping

2

2

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Sheria Ndogo za
mabango

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

Missenyi
District bylaws 2011

None

None

BRELA

Ministry of
Tourism
and Natural
Resources

None

None

BRELA requires
business owners
to dispay bill-board
signs for the name
of the business.
LGAs need to
only charge for
the billboards
larger than those
ZWLJPÄLKPU)9,3(
requirement. In
addition, there is
HZPNUPÄJHU[MLL
variation among
boards of the
same features
across LGAs

Permit

Permit

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

Forest and
Bee Keeping
Missenyi
Division at
District bylaws the Ministry
2011
of Natural
Resources and
Tourism

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP: the fee should
apply only to the boards
which are larger than the
BRELA stipulated size.
,ќVY[[VZ[HUKHYKPaL[OL
fee size across LGAs for
boards with similar features
could reduce the existing
confusions.

KEEP and harmonise
the roles of the Ministry
responsible for natural
resources with those of
LGAs.

REMOVE: LGAs should
recognize the harvesting
permits issued by the
Forest and Bee Keeping
Division

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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171

172
1

Sheria Ndogo ya
madini ya ujenzi ya
Halmashauri ya Mji
Tarime ya mwaka
2015 kifu

Local construction
LGAs
materials

99

1

Local Government
Finance Act

LGAs

Service Levy

98

None

None

None

1

LGAs

Abattoir slaughter
fee

Sheria Ndogo
ya kuchinja ya
Halmashauri ya mji
Tarime ya mwaka
2015, kifungu cha
GN 107/2015

97

None

1

Sheria Ndogo za
Afya

LGAs

Health permit

96

None

LGAs

Permit on
Entertainment
Activities

Sheria Ndogo
za Halmashauri
ya Manispaa ya
Sumbawanga (Vibali
vya Burudani), GN
183/2013

95

None

LGAs

94

By-laws on produce
cess GN 169 dated 1
12/06/2009

License to buy
crops

None

By-laws on produce
cess GN 169 dated 1
12/06/2009

LGAs

Permit to
transport crops

93

None

92

1

LGAs

Fishing Vessel
License

Sheria Ndogo za
Uvuvi

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

Tanzania
Meat Board,
Directorate
of Veterinary
services

None

None

None

Both inspect and
certify slaughter
facilities on some
fees

None

None

crop buyer license

Various crop
boards (eg.
Cashew nut
Board)

None

None

=LZZLS*LY[PÄJH[L

None

SUMATRA

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP: Tanzania Meat
Board should only deal
with large scale slaughter
facilities and delegate,
without overlap, small scale
slaughter to LGAs

KEEP

KEEP

REMOVE: LGAs should
recognize licenses issued
by the crop boards for the
same purpose.

KEEP

KEEP; but there should
be proper coordination
between LGAs and
SUMATRA

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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14

The Non – citizens
(Employment
Regulation) Act,
2015

Labor
Department

Work Permit
Class D

101

14

The Non – citizens
(Employment
Regulation) Act,
2015

Labor
Department

Work Permit
Class B

100

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

KEEP: but harmonize the
geographical coverage
ofwork and residence
permits; lower the total
processing fee; coordinate
the inspection process
between the Tanzania
Police force, Immigration
Division and Labor Division.

KEEP: but harmonize the
geographical coverage
by work and residence
permit; lower the total
processing fee; coordinate
the inspection process
between the Tanzania
Police force, immigration
division and labor division.

None; BUT some
KLNYLLVMJVUÅPJ[Z
exists between
residence and
work permits
issued by Ministry
VM/VTL(ќHPYZ
and Ministry of
Labor. While
residence permit
restricts a person
to only a few
regions, work
permit is applicable
in the country as
a whole. Also the
total fee charged
for the two is
relatively too high.

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None;but some
KLNYLLVMJVUÅPJ[
exists between
residence and
work permits
issued by the
Ministry of Home
(ќHPYZHUK4PUPZ[Y`
of Labor. While
residence permit
restricts a person
to only a few
regions, work
permit is applicable
in the whole
country. Also the
total fee charged
in both cases is
relatively high.

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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173

174
14

The Non – citizens
(Employment
Regulation) Act,
2015

Labor
Department

Work Permit
Class C

103

14

The Non – citizens
(Employment
Regulation) Act,
2015

Labor
Department

Work Permit
Class A

102

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

none

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

KEEP; but harmonize the
geographical coverage
of work and residence
permits; lower the total
processing fee; and
coordinate the inspection
process between the
Tanzania Police force,
immigration division and
labor division.

KEEP: but harmonize the
geographical coverage
by work and residence
permit; lower the total
processing fee; coordinate
the inspection process
between the Tanzania
Police force, immigration
division and labor division.

none BUT some
KLNYLLVMJVUÅPJ[Z
between residence
and work permits
issued by Ministry
VM/VTL(ќHPYZ
and Ministry of
Labor, respectively.
While residence
permit restricts a
person to only a
few regions, work
permit is applicable
in the country as
a whole. Also the
total fee charged
for the two is
relatively too high.

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None; BUT there
is some degree of
JVUÅPJ[IL[^LLU
residence and work
permits issued by
Ministry of Home
(ќHPYZHUK4PUPZ[Y`
of Labor. While
residence permit
restricts a person to
only a few regions,
work permit is
applicable in the
whole country.
Also the total fee
charged for the two
is relatively high.

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Hides and Skin
Import permit

Pig import permit

Permit To Import
Biological Control
Agents

Rabbits Import
permit

104

105

106

107

None

Plant Protection
Act 1997; Plant
Protection
Regulations 1998

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

None

none

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

180

none

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI

MITI

MITI,Meat
Board

MITI

MITI also issues
import licenses

MITI issues import
license

MITI also issues
the importation
license, Meat
Board issues
clearance
JLY[PÄJH[LZ

KEEP: Given its regulatory
role, the Directorate of
Veterinary Services should
retain the mandate to
issueimport licenses. MITI
should stop issuing the
same

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

MITI also issues
the importation
license

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal
(in the mid-term)

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Permit to Export
Biological
Samples

176

Permit to
exportCats

Game Trophy
Export permit

108

109

110

None

None

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI; Ministry
of Natural
Resources and
Tourism

MITI

MITI

Export license and
Export permit,
respectively

MITI also issues
cat exportation
licenses

MITI issues export
licenses

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

REMOVE: The mandate
to issue trophy export
permits should remain
with the Ministry of Natural
resources and tourism.
MITI should also continue
issuing the license without,
or with only little fee

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Milk/milk products
MALF
Export permit

MALF

MALF

MALF

Cat Import permit

Registration
ofhatcheries

Hatching eggs
import permit

111

112

113

114

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

2

Section 53 of the
Animal Diseases
Act of 2003 &
Regulation 5.

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI

None

MITI

MITI, Dairy
Board, TFDA

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

MITI also issues
the importation
license

None

MITI also issues
the importation
license

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor hatching eggs.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing the export/import
license for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
MITI issues the
licenses for the same.
exportation license;
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
Diary Board
will receive data from the
issues clearance
sector regulators either
JLY[PÄJH[L";-+(
manually (in the short run)
issuesfood exports
or from a coordinated
JLY[PÄJH[LZ
online portal (in the midterm)

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

178

Semen Import
permit

Registration
&HUWLðFDWH

Permit for
importation of
Wild Animals

115

116

117

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)
None

Animal
Diseases Act,
2003. 2; The
Dairy Industry
Act,2004 no8

The grazing land
and Animal Feed
Resources Act
No.13 of 2010 Cap
180, Section 23
30

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Wildlife Division
(Ministry
of Tourism
and Natural
Resources);
MITI

MITI

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for semen. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

REMOVE: The mandate to
issue wildlife importation
permits should be left
Wildlife Division
with the Wildlife Division.
issues the animal
MITI also continues to
import permits and
issue licenses for record
MITI issues import
purposes without, or
licenses
with only little fee and
minimum requirements for
procedural/documents

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

MITI also issues
the importation
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Permits for
importation of
hides and skin

Permits for
exportation of
Goats

Application form
for registration of
Premises

Operating Permit

Registration
ofParent Sock
Farm (breeding
ñRFN

118

119

120

121

122

None

None

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

1

2

The grazing
land and Animal
Feed Resources(
Registration
of Premises)
Regulation
The grazing land
and Animal Feed
Resources Act
No.13 of 2010 Cap
180, Section 23
Regulation 8 of the
Animal Diseases
(Hatcheries and
Breeding Flock)
Regulations,

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

LGAs

OSHA, LGA,
TFDA,Fire
Department

MITI; Meat
Board

MITI

None

KEEP

REMOVE: Business
licenses issued by LGA
ZOV\SKZ\ѝJL

LGAs issue
building permits,
6:/(HUKÄYL
Department also
conduct building
inspection and
ZHML[`JLY[PÄJH[PVU
Business license,
animal movement
permit

REMOVE: MALF should
recognize the inspection
JLY[PÄJH[LZPZZ\LKI`
OSHA and the Fire
Department. There should
also be proper coordination
among all agencies
inspecting premises

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for hides and
ZRPUZ-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU
MITI will receive data from
the sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: The mandate to
issue export permitsfor
live domestic animals
should remain with to the
veterinary division (MALF).
MITI should stop issuing
the license

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Permit for
importation of
Embryo

180

Registration
ofslaughter
facilities

Permits for
exportation of
pigs

Permits for
exportation of
rabbits

123

124

125

126

None

None

None

None

2

Section 53 of the
Animal Diseases
Act of 2003 &
Regulation 5.

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI

MITI

Meat Board,
LGA, TFDA

MITI

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

MITI also issues
export license

Meat Board and
TFDA also register
slaughter facilities

MITI also issues
the importation
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor rabbits. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP: The Directorate of
Veterinary Services should
retain the mandate to issue
permits for exportation of
pigs, given itsregulatory
role. MITI should stop
issuing licenses for the
same

REMOVE: The mandate to
regulate meat trade and
related matters should be
left to TMB. LGA, DVS,
TFDA should recognize
JLY[PÄJH[LZPZZ\LKI`[OL
TMB

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing embryo export/
import licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal (in
the mid-term)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Permits for
importation of
goats

Permit for
exportation of
beef, goat &
mutton

Plant Import
Permit (PIP)

127

128

129

None

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Plant Protection
Act 1997 Plant
Protection
Regulations 1998
180

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI

MITI, Meat
Board, TFDA

MITI, Tanzania
Meat Board

MITI also issues
the importation
license

MITI issues
exportation
licenses; The
Meat Board
issues clearance
JLY[PÄJH[LZ";-+(
PZZ\LZJLY[PÄJH[LZ
for food export

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesforthe same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

MITI also issues
import license

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: The Directorate of
Veterinary Services should
retain the mandate to
import goats,itsregulatory
role. MITI should stop
issuing the same

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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181

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

182

Hatching eggs
Export permit

Animal feeds
export permit

Permit for
importation of
cattle

130

131

132

None

None

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
2
(Animal & Animal
Product Movement
Control)

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI, Meat
Board

MITI

MITI

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses forthe same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesforthe same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Permits for
importation of
dogs

Permits for
exportation of
cattle horns

Permits for
importation of
camels

133

134

135

None

None

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI

MITI

MITI

MITI also issues
the importation
license

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses forthe same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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183

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

184

Import permit for
camel

&HUWLðFDWH
of Variety
Registration

Permits for
exportation of
cattle

Permits for
exportation of
reptiles

136

137

138

139

none

none

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

none

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

1

Seeds Regulations
2007

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI

MITI, Meat
Board

None

MITI

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)
MITI also issues
the exportation
license; Meat
Board issues
clearance
JLY[PÄJH[LZ"+=:
issues Veterinary
L_WVY[JLY[PÄJH[LZ

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP

KEEP: The Directory of
Veterinary Services to
retain the mandate given
itsregulatory role. MITI
should stop issuing the
license

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

none

MITI also issues
export license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Permits for
exportation of
semen

Permits for
exportation of
amphibians

Plant Breeders’
Rights

Biological
gallstone export
permit

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Registration as
Seed Dealer

140

141

142

143

144

none

Plant Breeders
Rights Act of 2012

Seeds Regulations
2007
5

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

None

None

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)
65

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

LGA

MITI

None

MITI

MITI

KEEP: This should be
issued only for record
purposes and without fee
payment as the dealer
already has the business
license from LGA/MITI

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

LGA issues
Business licenses
for the same
purpose. If the
dealer is involved
in importation
or exportation
then MITI is
the responsible
licensor

KEEP

KEEP: The Department
of Veterinary Services
should retain the mandate
to issue the permits. MITI
should not issue them

KEEP: The Directorate of
Veterinary Services should
retain the mandate issue
semen exportation permits,
given their regulatory role.
MITI should not issue the
license

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses forthe same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

none

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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185

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Permits for
exporting parent
stock Day Old
Chick (DOC)

186

Phytosanitary
&HUWLðFDWH

Insects export
permit

Wild Animals
Export permit

145

146

147

148

None

Plant Protection
Act 1997 Plant
Protection
Regulations 1998

None

none

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

300

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Wild life Division
(Ministry
of Tourism
and Natural
resources),MITI

None

None

MITI, Meat
Board

Wildlife Division
issues the animal
export permit and
MITI issues the
export license

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

REMOVE: Mandate to
issue the wildlife export
permit should be left
to the Wildlife division.
MITI should continue to
issuing the license for
record purposes without,
or with only little fee; and
with minimum procedural
requirements

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP

KEEP: MITI should stop
issuing export licensesfor
[OLZHTL-VYVѝJL
operation, MITI will receive
data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal
(in the mid-term)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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None

None

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Milk/milk products
MALF
Import permit

Game Trophy
Import permit

150

151

MALF

None

MALF

Camel Export
permit

149

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MITI, Ministry
of Natural
Resources and
Tourism

MITI,TFDA,
Dairy
Board,TBS

MITI

MITI also issues
the importation
license

MITI also issues
import license;
Dairy Board
(mandated by The
Dairy IndustryImport and
Export of Milk and
Milk ProductsRegulations,
2011) and TFDA
also issue import
permits

KEEP:MITI should issuing
export/import licensesfor
[OLZHTL-VYVѝJL
operation, MITI will receive
data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal
(in the mid-term)

REMOVE: Mandate to
issue the import permit
should remain withthe
TFDA; Dairy Board should
not duplicate the permit;
TBS should set the
standards which TFDA
shall enforce; MITI should
not issue the license

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in short run) or
from a coordinated online
portal (in mid-term)

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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187

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MALF

MALF

MALF

MALF

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

188

Animal feeds
import permit

Permits for
importation
of Biological
Samples

Parent stock Day
Old Chick (DOC)
import permit

Embryo eport
permit

152

153

154

155

None

none

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Regulation 22 of
the Animal Diseases
(Animal & Animal
2
Product Movement
Control)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

MITI

MITI

MITI

MITI

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

MITI also issues
the importation
license

The ministry issue
import permit and
MITI issue Import
license

MITI also issues
the importation
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP: MITI also continues
to issue the license for
record purposes without
or with only little fee and
minimum procedural/
documents requirements

KEEP:MITI should issuing
export/import licensesfor
[OLZHTL-VYVѝJL
operation, MITI will receive
data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal
(in the mid-term)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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2

2

2

1

Medical
Practitioners and
Dentists Act
Medical
Practitioners and
Dentists Act
Medical
Practitioners and
Dentist Act Cap.
152 R.E 2002
S.15 of Medical
Practitioners Act
Cap. 152 R.E 2002
Medical
Practitioners Act

Medical Council
of Tanzania

Medical Council
of Tanzania

Medical Council
of Tanzania

Medical Council
of Tanzania

Medical Council
of Tanzania

Temporary
Registration For
Citizens

&HUWLðFDWH2I
Good Standing

Retention
Registration

Provisional
registration

Full Registration

158

159

160

161

162

2

2

Medical
Practitioners and
Dentists Act

Medical Council
of Tanzania

License To
Practice

157

2

156

Medical
Practitioners and
Dentists Act Cap.
152 R.E 2002

Medical Council
of Tanzania

Temporary
Registration
ofForeigners

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP

KEEP: this is issued
to citizen practitioners
who intend to practice
internship

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP: There is a need to
coordinate all agencies
related to hiring of foreign
experts including the TCU,
Immigration, and the Labor
Division. There is a general
concern that the entire
process is cumbersome
and consumes much time

KEEP: There is a need to
coordinate all agencies
related to hiring of foreign
experts including the TCU,
migration, and the Labor
Division. There is a general
concern that the entire
process is cumbersome
and consumes much time

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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189

190
Medical Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals Act

Medical Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals Act

Medical
Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals
Council

Medical
Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals
Council

Enrollment

Temporary
Registration

167

168

Medical Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals Act

Retention

166

Medical
Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals
Council

Renewal

165

Medical Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals Act,
2007

Medical
Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals
Council

Enlisting

Medical Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals Act,
2007

Medical
Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals
Council

164

Medical Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals Act
2007

Medical
Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals
Council

Full Registration

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

163

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

90

90

7

90

90

90

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

None

one

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: the council should
shorten the time to issue
the registration

KEEP: the council should
shorten the time to issue
the enrollment

KEEP

KEEP: the Council should
shorten the time to issue
the renewal

KEEP: the council should
shorten the time to issue
the registration

KEEP: the council should
shorten the time to issue
the registration

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Medical Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals Act

Section 9 of the
Explosives Act,
1963

Section 31 of
theExplosivesACT,
1963

Section 33 and 34
of the Explosives
Act, 1963

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Medical
Radiology
and Imaging
Professionals
Council

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Provisional
Registration

Permit to
manufacture
Explosives for
Experimental
Purposes

Permit to
Construct a
Magazine

License for
Explosive Store

169

170

171

172

90

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

LGAs

MITI

MITI, BRELA

one

KEEP: the Council should
shorten the time to issue
the registration

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

LGAs also issues
godown license,

MITI also issues
construction
licenses, BRELA
issues Industrial
Licenses

KEEP: LGAs also continues
to issue the license for
record purposes without,
or with only little fee and
minimum procedural
requirements

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
SPJLUZLZZHTL-VYVѝJL
operation, MITI will receive
data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal
(in themid-term)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses forthe same.
MITI also issues
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
the manufacture
will receive data from the
license, BRELA
sector regulators either
issuesthe Industrial
manually (in the short run)
License
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

Blueprint For Regulatory Reforms To Improve The Business Environment

191

192
Section 153 of
Petroleum Act,
2015

Section 32 of the
explosives Act of
1963

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

License for
Acquisition ,
possession
and disposal of
explosives

Liquefaction
License

Magazine License

License to
Manufacture
Explosives (for
industrial area)

License to
Manufacture
Explosives (within
mining sites)

173

174

175

176

177

Section 8 of the
explosives Act of
1963

Section 8 of the
explosives Act of
1963

Section 24 (1) of
the Explosives Act,
1963

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: Ministry of Energy
and Mineral is better to
regulate the explosive
industry. LGA/MITI can
maintain issuing the
business license for the
records purposes but with
less or no fee

KEEP: Ministry of Energy
and Mineral is better placed
to regulate the explosive
industry. LGA/MITI can
retain issuing of business
licenses for the records
purposes but with less, or
no fee

KEEP: Ministry of Energy
and Minerals is better
placed to regulate the
explosive industry. LGA can
retainissuing of business
licenses for records
purposes but with less, or
no fee

KEEP

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Section 154 of
Petroleum Act,
2015

Sections 14, 15 and
16 of the Explosives
Act, 1963

Section 155 of
Petroleum Act,
2015

Section 20 of
Explosives Act,
1963

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Shipping License

Import Permit of
Explosives

5H*DVLðFDWLRQ
License

Permit to
Transport
Explosives

179

180

181

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

178

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: The Ministry of
Energy and Mineral is
better equipped to regulate
the explosive industry.
LGA/MITI can retain issuing
of business licenses for
record purposes but with
less, or no fee

KEEP: EWURA is better
equipped to regulate the
gas industry. LGA/MITI can
retain issuing of business
licenses for record
purposes but with less, or
no fee

KEEP: Ministry of Energy
and Mineral is better placed
to regulate the explosive
industry. LGA/MITI can
retain issuing ofbusiness
license for record purposes
but with less, or no fee

KEEP: EWURA is better
equipped to regulate
the gas industry. LGA/
MITI can retain issuing of
the business licenses for
record purposes but with
less, or no fee

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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193

194

Ministry of
Works, Transport and Communications
(Universal Communications
Service

NSSF

Abnormal load
Permits

Universal Service
Levy by holders
of communication
licenses

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Registration
(NSSF R.2)

184

185

186

2

1

1-2 days

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

TANROADS
(Copy to be
retained at the
TANROADS
weighbridge
by
TANROADS)

None

None

None

9VHK;YHѝJ(J[
Ministry of
1973 (No. 30
Works Transport
of 1973) and
and CommuniRegulations made
cations (Works)
under sections 114

Business License

183

5

Part IV of NSSF
Act (Section 11 –
20) [CAP. 50 R.E.
2015] ,

Business Licensing
Act No. 25 of
1972 and its
amendments

Ministry of
Industry Trade
and Investment
(MITI)

Blasting
&HUWLðFDWH

182

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

Section 42 of the
Explosives Act,
1963

Ministry of
Energy and
Minerals

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Section 23 (c)
of Universal
Communications
Service Access Act,
No. 11, 2006

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

KEEP: there is a need for
improved coordination
among the social security
schemes in the country
^OLU]PZP[PUNVѝJL
premises.

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP: But whenever similar
license is issued by the
ZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJYLN\SH[VYLN
Import or export permits)
MITI should only issue the
license for record purposes,
with little or no fee

KEEP: Ministry of
Energy and Minerals is
betterequipped to regulate
the explosive industry.
LGA/MITI can retain issuing
of business licenses for
record purposes but with
less, or no fee

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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90

OHS Act No. 5
of 2003 Section
17and its
Regulations
OHS Act No. 5 of
2003 section 17and 14
its Regulations
90

1974, 1994, 1997,
2005

Regulation 5(1)
Pharmacy Act,
2011 Section
28 &29 and
The Pharmacy
(Registration,
Enrollment and

NSSF

National Food
Security Division

Occupational
Safety and
Health Authority
(OSHA)

Occupational
Safety and
Health Authority
(OSHA)

Optometry
Council

Pharmacy
Council

Approved
Business Closure
Form (NSSF R.7)

Food commodity
Imports and
Exports

Registration
&HUWLðFDWH

Compliance
Licenses

License to
practice

&HUWLðFDWHRI
enlistment

189

190

191

192

193

Chapter 2 of NSSF
Compliance Code

28

7

1

188

Chapter 2 of NSSF
SHIB Code

NSSF

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Accreditation

187

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

MITI, TFDA

None

None
KEEP

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None

None

None

None

KEEP: improve the process
to reduce the number of
days

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

REMOVE:TFDA should be
mandated to inspect,pretest and issue importation
MITI issues import/ WLYTP[VMHSSMVVKZ[\ќZ
export license
REMOVE the mandate to
and TFDA issues
issue the import permit
import/export
from Division. The Division
permit
can KEEP the mandate to
issue food export permits.
MITI should not issue the
license

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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195

196
60

90

Pharmacy Act,
2011 Section 18
and The Pharmacy
(Registration,
Enrollment
Regulation)
Pharmacy Act,
2011 Section
34 (1) & (2) and
Pharmacy Practice
Regulations, 2012

Pharmacy
Council

Pharmacy
Council

Pharmacy
Council

Pharmacy
Council

&HUWLðFDWHRI
provisional
registration

Premises
Registration
&HUWLðFDWH

&HUWLðFDWHIRU
approval as
provider (of
pharmacy and
training institution

&HUWLðFDWH
of temporary
registration

196

197

198

199

Pharmacy Act,
2011 Section 19
& 20
90

Pharmacy Act,
2002, Section 38
&The pharmacy
90
(Education and
training)Regulations,

90

Pharmacy Act,
2011 Section 36
(1) –(4)

Pharmacy
Council

Business Permit

195

90

194

Pharmacy Act,
2011 Section 16
&20

Pharmacy
Council

&HUWLðFDWHRIIXOO
registration

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

TFDA, OSHA

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

TFDA, OSHA

None

MITI/LGA

None

None

None

KEEP: TFDA (in
collaboration with the
Council) should only set
standards and leave
registration of premises to
the Council.

TFDA issues
HJLY[PÄJH[L
of premise
registration and
OSHA issues the
JLY[PÄJH[LVM^VYR
place registration

KEEP: But the council
may consider shortening
the time taken to issue the
JLY[PÄJH[L

KEEP: But the Council
needs to consider
shortening the time taken
[VPZZ\LJLY[PÄJH[LZ

KEEP

Business License
issued under
Business Licensing
Act No. 25 of 1972

None

KEEP: Introduce an
electronic system to link
Pharmacy Council and
Business License Issuing
Authorities to fast truck the
process

None

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: improve the process
towards reducing the
number of days spent to
complete the process

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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N

206

The Treasury
Registrar (Powers
and Functions) Act
,CAP 370 R.E.2002

Police Force of
Tanzania

Fire Arms
Licenses.

205

Police Force of
Tanzania

None

The Arms and
Ammunition ACT,
1991 CAP 223,
Regulations The
Arms Ammunition
(Amen

Police Force of
Tanzania

1RWLðFDWLRQRI
7UDτF2σHQFH

204

Receipts from
Sales of Stores

None

;OL9VHK;YHѝJ
ACT,1973 CAP
168 R.E 2002
5V[PÄJH[PVUVM;YHѝJ
6ќLUJLZ

None

None

None

None

1

;OL9VHK;YHѝJ
Act

Police Force of
Tanzania

Motor Vehicle
Inspection Fees

Some how
looks like it
has a link with
Road License
fees charged
by TRA

203

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

None

90

202

None

None

Pharmacy
Council

201

90

&HUWLðFDWHRI
enrollment

License to
practice
as medical
Representative

200

Pharmacy Act,
2011 Section 16
& 20 and The
pharmacy practice
(Registration
Regulation)

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Pharmacy Act,
2011 Section
24 &25 and
The Pharmacy
(Registration,
Enrollment and

Pharmacy
Council

&HUWLðFDWHRI
full registration
(of foreign
pharmacist)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

30

Pharmacy
Council

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

The Pharmacy Act
2011,Section 46

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP: But the council
may consider shortening
the time taken to issue
JLY[PÄJH[LZ

KEEP

KEEP: But the council
may consider shortening
the time taken to issue
JLY[PÄJH[LZ

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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197

198
Act No. 10 of
(1997) and Private
Health Laboratory
Regulations 2005

Act No. 10 of
(1997) and Private
Health Laboratory
Regulations 2005

Private Health
Laboratories
Board- Under
Ministry of Health,
Community
Development

Private Health
Laboratories
Board- Under
Ministry of Health,
Community
Development

Private Health
Laboratories
Board- Under
Ministry
of Health,
Community
Development

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Registration for
Health Laboratory
Products/
supplies

3HUPLW&HUWLðFDWH
to Import Health
Laboratory
Products/
supplies

3HUPLW&HUWLðFDWH
to Operate as
Representative/
Dealer/Retail
Seller forHealth

208

209

210

211

Act No. 10 of
(1997) and Private
Health Laboratory
Regulations 2005

3

3

3

None

None

None

None

3HUPLW&HUWLðFDWH
to Import/Export
Health Laboratory
3

Private Health
Laboratories
Board- Under
Ministry
of Health,
Community
Development
Act No. 10 of
(1997) and Private
Health Laboratory
Regulations 2005

None

Police Force of
Tanzania

,GHQWLðFDWLRQ)HHV

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

207

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

MITI

None

MITI

None

None

Import license

None

Import/export
license

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses the same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal (in
the mid-term)

KEEP

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal (in
the mid-term)

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Act No. 10 of
(1997) and Private
Health Laboratory
Regulations 2005

Act No. 10 of
(1997) and Private
Health Laboratory
Regulations 2005

Private Health
Laboratories
Board- Under
Ministry
of Health,
Community
Development

Private Health
Laboratories
Board- Under
Ministry
of Health,
Community
Development

Private Hospitals
Advisory Board
(PHAB)

Private Hospitals
Advisory Board
(PHAB)

Registrar of
Organizations
Prime Ministers
6ѝJL3HIVY
Youth,
Employment an

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Registration/
Re-Registration
ofPrivate Health
Laboratory
Facilities

3HUPLW&HUWLðFDWH
to Manufacture
Health Laboratory
Products

Private Health
Facilities
Registration
&HUWLðFDWH

&HUWLðFDWH
for Private
Companies to
Operate Private
Health Facilities.

Paid Leave
to exercise
Organization
duties.

212

213

214

215

216

Section 63 of Act
No 6/2004

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

90

90

3

3

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

KEEP

KEEP

Laboratories
Board,
Pharmacy
Council

None

KEEP: But there should be
proper coordination

The Pharmacy
Council issues
HJLY[PÄJH[LVM
registration of the
private pharmacy
while Laboratories
Board registers
labs within the
same hospital

None

KEEP

KEEP

None

None

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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199

200
2

The Dairy Industry
Act, Cap 262.
The Dairy industry
Section 32 (b)

220

Tanzania Dairy
Board

CARRIER PERMIT

219

30

2

Stakeholder
Registration
&HUWLðFDWH

218

SSRA Act. Na 8 of
2008

Tanzania Dairy
Board

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Registration of
Social Security
Scheme, Fund
Manager or
Custodian

217

The Dairy Industry
Act, Cap 262.
The DairyIndustry
(import and export
of milk) Regulation

SSRA

Contribution of
employer to more
than oneSocial
Security Scheme
by

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

90

SSRA

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

SSRA Act section
18

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

CMSA-Fund
Managers
and BOTCustodians

None

None

None

None

None

None

Various employer/
employees
contribution

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

Multiple Funds Multiple Funds
are involved
are involved

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

KEEP: Carrier implies
vessels used to carry
milk (eg. Containers, etc)
and therefore does not
duplicate vehicle inspection
and permits issued by
TFDA and SUMATRA

KEEP

KEEP: the current setup
which allows employees
from the same company to
ILYLNPZ[LYLKPU[VKPќLYLU[
social security funds
JVZ[ZZPNUPÄJHU[[PTLHUK
resources on employers.
SSRA could coordinate
the functioning of all these
funds

KEEP: Address
coordination issues

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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2

Section 71 of the
WC Act R.E 2015
& Regulation

Social Security
Sector,WCF

WCF Employers
Registration
&HUWLðFDWH

223

2

IMPORT PERMIT

222

The Dairy Industry
Act, Cap 262.
the dairy industry
(import and export
of milk an

Tanzania Dairy
Board

Tanzania Dairy
Board

2

The Dairy Industry
Act, Cap 262.
the dairy industry
(import and export
of milk an

EXPORT PERMIT

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

221

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

KEEP: But there is a strong
need for harmonization and
coordination of the roles of
pension funds, insurance
funds and the WCF.
Employers have a strong
feeling that they are making
ZL]LYHSKPќLYLU[WH`TLU[Z
for almost similar purposes.

TFDA issues
export permit and
MITI issues export
license

Both the social
security and
insurance funds
provide several
covers similar to
those by WCF
(e.g.disability
pension, etc.)

TFDA, MITI

Social security
funds (e.g.
NSSF, PPF),
Health
insurance
schemes (e.g.
NHIF, etc.)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesforthe same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm). TFDA usually issues
[OLJLY[PÄJH[LVMMVVK
exports only if requested by
exporter or importer in the
destination country

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

REMOVE: The mandate
to regulate the quality and
quantity of the imports for
dairy products should be
left to TFDA . MITI should
still issue the license, but
for free. The Division should
not be involved in the
issuance of export permit.

TFDA, MITI

TFDA issues
export permit and
MITI issues export
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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201

202
5

1

Reg. 25 (1) of the
Sugar Industry
Regulations 2010
(Amended

Sect. 14 (1) of the
Sugar Industry Act,
2001

Sugar Board of
Tanzania

Sugar Board of
Tanzania

Sugar
Manufacturing
&HUWLðFDWHVDQG
Licenses

Import License

225

226

2

Sect. 15 of the
Sugar Industry Act,
2001

Sugar Board of
Tanzania

Export License

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

224

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI, TFDA

MITI

MITI, TFDA

Import license/
permit

Business license
(manufacturing)

Export license,
food export
JLY[PÄJH[L

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

REMOVE: The mandate to
issue import permits should
remain with TFDA; Sugar
Board should not duplicate
the permit; MITI should
continue to issuing import
licenses for records/data
collection purposes with
no, or much less fee

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses forthe same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the sector
regulators either manually
(in the short run) or from a
coordinated online portal (in
the mid-term)TFDA usually
PZZ\LZ[OLJLY[PÄJH[LVMMVVK
exports only if requested by
exporter or importer in the
destination country

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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14

5

5

5

1

60

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

SUMATRA
(Miscellaneous Port
Services) Rules,
2015
SUMATRA Act
2001, Merchant
Shipping Act ,
2003and Merchant
shipping (Fees)
Regulation
SUMATRA Act
2001, Merchant
Shipping Act ,
2003and Merchant
shipping (Fees)
Regulation
SUMATRA Act
2001, Merchant
Shipping Act ,
2003and Merchant
shipping (Fees)
Regulation

Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory
Authority
(SUMATRA)

Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory
Authority
(SUMATRA)

Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory
Authority
(SUMATRA)

Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory
Authority
(SUMATRA)

Surface and
Marine Transport SUMATRA Act
Regulatory
2001 and Transport
Authority
Licensing Act 1973
(SUMATRA)

Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory
Railway Act, 2002
Authority
(SUMATRA)

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Miscellaneous
Port Services
License

Ship Registration
and Unregistered
Fees

Ship Survey Fee

Seafarers
&HUWLðFDWLRQ)HHV

Tricycles Road
Service License

Railway Operator
License

227

228

229

230

231

232

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

Tanzania Port
Authority,MITI

None

None

None

None

None

TPA issues the
permit (merchant
license) and
MITI issues the
Business license
(miscellaneous
port charges)

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: but the authority
should speed up the
process

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

REMOVE: The mandate
to issue business licenses
should remain with MITI.
TPA should only charge
service fees on business
entities

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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203

204
14

1

SUMATRA- The
Surface and
Surface and
Marine Transport
Marine Transport Regulatory
Regulatory
Authority Act (
Authority
Licensing of port
(SUMATRA)
terminal operators)
regulations, 2011,
Section 4, 5 and 5

Surface and
Marine Transport SUMATRA Act
Regulatory
2001 and Transport
Authority
Licensing Act 1973
(SUMATRA)

Motor Cycle Road
Service License

Licensing of
Private Port
Terminal
Operators

Carrier Road
Service License

Dry Port License

234

235

236

237

SUMATRA- The
Surface and
Marine Transport
14
Regulatory
Authority (Dry ports)
Regulations, 2016

1

Surface and
Marine Transport SUMATRA Act
Regulatory
2001 and Transport
Authority
Licensing Act 1973
(SUMATRA)

Shipping Agent
License

233

Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory
Authority
(SUMATRA)

14

Surface and
Marine Transport
SUMATRA Act
Regulatory
2001
Authority
(SUMATRA)

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

none

None

one

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI

MITI

MITI

None

None

Business license

Business license

Business license

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: SUMATRA is better
placed to regulate the
transport industry. MITI
can retain its role of issuing
business licenses for the
records purposes but with
less, or no fee. The number
of dayused to process the
document can be reduced
to 7.

KEEP: SUMATRA is better
placed to regulate the
transport industry. MITI
can retain its role of issuing
business licenses for the
record purposes but with
less, or no fee

KEEP: SUMATRA is better
placed to regulate the
transport industry. MITI
can retain its role of issuing
business licenses for
record purposes but with
less, or no fee. The number
of days used to process
the document can be
reduced to 7.

KEEP

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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240

COTTON
INDUSTRY ACT
section 38

SUMATRA- The
Surface and
Surface and
Marine Transport
Cargo
Marine Transport Regulatory
Consolidation and
Regulatory
Authority Act (
De-Consolidating
Authority
Licensing of port
License
(SUMATRA)
terminal operators)
regulations, 2011,
Section 6

239

Tanzania Cotton
Board

Ship Tallying
License

238

Seed Cotton
Buying License

SUMATRA- The
Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory Authority 14
( Ship Tallying)
Licensing Rule,
2015

Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory
Authority
(SUMATRA)

Passenger Roads
Service License

241

SUMATRA Act
2001 and Transport
Licensing Act 1973
section 11

Surface and
Marine Transport
Regulatory
Authority
(SUMATRA)

30

14

1

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

MITI

MITI

MITI,LGA

None

Business license

Business license

MITI issues
business
licensesfor long
trip buses while
LGA issues the
license to within
region transport
vessels

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: TANZANIA COTTON
BOARD is better positioned
to regulate the COTTON
industry. LGAs can
continue issuing business
licenses for records
purposes but with less,
or no fee. The number of
days used to complete the
process should be reduced
to 10.

KEEP: SUMATRA is
betterpositioned to
regulate the transport
industry. MITI can continue
issuingbusiness licenses
for the record purposes but
with less, or no fee. The
number of days used to
process the document can
be reduced to 7.

KEEP: SUMATRA is better
placed to regulate the
transport industry. MITI can
continue issuing business
licenses for the record
purposes but with less,
or no fee. The number of
days used to process the
document can be reduced
to 7.

KEEP: SUMATRA is better
placed to regulate the
transport industry. LGA/
MITI can continue issuing
business licenses for the
record purposes but with
less, or no fee

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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205

206
The Cotton
Regulation of 2011
section 51

GINNERY
EXPANSION/
EXTENSION
LICENSE

244

TANZANIA
COTTON
BOARD

COTTON
INDUSTRY ACT
section 38

TANZANIA
COTTON LINT
COTTON
EXPORT LICENSE
BOARD

243

1

1

1

COTTON
INDUSTRY ACT
section 38

Tanzania Cotton
Board

Cotton Seed/
Seedcake Export
License

242

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

none

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

LGA,OSHA,Fire
Department

MITI

MITI

REMOVE: LGA should
be the only authority
for issuance of building
permits. The permits
should consider all the
necessary requirements,
PUJS\KPUN[OVZLVMZWLJPÄJ
ZLJ[VYZ:LJ[VYZWLJPÄJ
regulators (e.g. Cotton
Board) and cross-cutting
regulators should submit
their requirements to LGA
and recognize the permits
issued by LGAs.

Export license

LGAs issue
building permits,
OSHA and Fire
Department also
issue building,
inspection and
ZHML[`JLY[PÄJH[LZ

KEEP: TANZANIA COTTON
BOARD is better placed
to regulate the COTTON
industry. MITI can continue
issuing the business
licenses for record
purposes but with less or
no fee.

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: TANZANIA COTTON
BOARD is better placed
to regulate the COTTON
industry. MITI can continue
issuing business licenses
for record purposes but
with less, or no fee.

Export license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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None

TOSCI

Seed Transport
Order

248

None

Seed Regulations of
1
2007 section 29

TOSCI

Seed Testing
&HUWLðFDWH

247

1

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

COTTON
INDUSTRY ACT
section 38

TANZANIA
COTTON
BOARD

COTTON LINT
EXPORT PERMIT

246

30

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Seed Regulations of
16
2007

COTTON
INDUSTRY ACT,
section 28

TANZANIA
COTTON GINNING
COTTON
LICENSE
BOARD

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

245

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MITI

MITI

MITI

MITI

Business license

Business license

Export license

Business license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: TOSCI is better
positioned to regulate the
Seed industry. MITI can
continue maintain issuing
business license for
record purposes but with
less, or no fee.

KEEP: TOSCI is better
positioned to regulate the
Seed industry. MITI can
continue issuing business
licenses for record
purposes but with less, or
no fee.

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP: TANZANIA COTTON
BOARD is better positioned
to regulate the COTTON
industry. MITI can continue
issuing business licenses
for records purposes but
with less, or no fee. The
number of days used to
complete the process
should be reduced to 10.

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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207

208

Field Seed
TOSCI
Inspection Results

251

252

253

TOSCI

Work Order
&HUWLðFDWH

250

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

None

Seed Regulations of
2007, section 42

20

None

Seed Regulations of
2
2007, section 30

The Private
Employment
Services
Agency

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Seed Regulations of
2007, section 42

Seed Regulations of
1
2007 Section 14

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Tanzania
Executive Agencies
Employment
Act. Cap. 245 of
Services Agency
2002,
(TaESA)

TOSCI

Authorization
of inspectors,
samplers and
analysts

Registering job
vacancies and
openings from
Employers

TOSCI

TOSCI Label

249

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

The Private
Employment
Services
Agency

MITI/LGA

MITI

MITI/LGA

None

Registration

Business License

Business license

Business license

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: Private
Employment Services
Agencies are regulated
through registration and
monitoring by TaESA.
The Agency ensures
that private employment
services agencies are
operating in accordance
with thenational laws,
regulations, policies and
other established labor and
employment standards

KEEP: TOSCI is better
positioned to regulate
the Seed industry. MITI/
LGAs can continue issuing
business license for record
purposes but with less, or
no fee.

KEEP: TOSCI is better
equipped to regulate the
Seed industry. MITI can
continue issuing business
license for record purposes
but with less, or no fee.

KEEP: TOSCI is better
equipped to regulatethe
Seed industry. MITI/
LGAs can continueissuing
business licenses for the
purpose of records but
with less, or no fee.

KEEP: TOSCI is better
placed to regulate the Seed
industry.

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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1

7

1

30

2

Executive Agencies
Act. Cap. 245 of
2002,

Section 26 (1) (a) (i)
of civil aviation Act,
Cap 80 (R.E 2006);
Regulation 3 (
Section 26 (1) (a) (i)
of Civil Aviation Act,
Cap 80 (R.E 2006);
Regulation 3 (

TaESA

Tanzania
Aviation
Authority

Tanzania
Aviation
Authority

The Standard Act
Tanzania Bureau No. 2 of 2009 and
of Standards
The Tested Product
(TBS)
*LY[PÄJH[PVU
Regulations

The Standards Act
Tanzania Bureau No.2 of 2009 and
of Standards
The Standards
(TBS)
(Compulsory Batch
*LY[PÄJH[PVU

Registration
and Preliminary
Interview for Job
Seekers

Short Term
License-Landing
ñLJKWSHUPLWV

Short Term
/LFHQVH2YHUñLJW

Tested Product
&HUWLðFDWH
(TPC) (Tanzania
Standard is
used under this
Category)

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Conformity (COC)

254

255

256

257

258

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

The Private
Employment
Services
Agencies

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

TFDA

TFDA

None

None

The Private
Employment
Services
Agencies;
Public Service
Recruitment
Secretariat
(PSRC)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: TBS should
retain its mandate to
set standards on food
related products and TFDA
to enforce them. TBS
ZOV\SKYLJVNUPaLJLY[PÄJH[LZ
issued by TFDA
KEEP: TBS to retain its
mandate to set standards
on food related products
and TFDA to enforce
them. TBS to recognize
JLY[PÄJH[LZPZZ\LKI`;-+(

TBS - issues
COC and PVoC
while TFDA issues
permits to import
and export food
products

KEEP

KEEP: Simplify the
procedures and reduce
time for issuing the permit

TBS- issuesthe
Tested Product
JLY[PÄJH[L;-+(
registers premises
and food products

None

None

KEEP: Private
Employment Services
Agencies are regulated
through registration and
Regulate and
monitoring by TaESA.
register private and The Agency ensures
public employment that private employment
service agencies
services agencies are
(TAESA)
operating in accordance
with thenational laws,
regulations, policies and
other established labor and
employment standards

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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209

210
None

None

None

30

The Standards Act
Tanzania Bureau No.2 of 2009 and
of Standards
The Standards
(TBS)
(Compulsory Batch
*LY[PÄJH[PVU

TBS Mark
License (Tanzania
standard is
used under this
category)

'U\&RσHH&KHUU\
;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
&RσHH%X\LQJ
Board
2013
License

Parchment Buying ;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013
License

*UHHQFRσHH
;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
processing
Board
2013
License ( washed )

260

261

262

263

None

None

30

%DWFK&HUWLðFDWH

259

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

The Standards Act
Tanzania Bureau No.2 of 2009 and
of Standards
The Standards
(TBS)
(Compulsory Batch
*LY[PÄJH[PVU

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

MITI/LGA

LGAs

None

None

Processing
business license

3.(ZPZZ\LJVќLL
buying business
licenses

KEEP:MITI/LGA should
stop issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP - consolidate Dry
*OLYY`*VќLL)\`PUN
License and Parchment
*VќLL)\`PUN3PZLUJL
since they are closely
related.

KEEP: LGAs may continue
to issue the license for
record purposes without
or with only little fee and
minimum procedural or
documentary requirements

None

KEEP: Simplify the
procedure by procuring
more state of the art
testing equipment for the
laboratory which may give
test result within a shorter
duration

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: Improve the
institutional capacity for
service delivery in terms of
manpower, facilities and
infrastructure

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013

/RFDO&RσHH
Roasting License

*UHHQFRσHH
,QVWDQWFRσHH
License/Roast
and Ground
&RσHHH[SRUW
license

265

266

267

268

;HUaHUPH*VќLL 0U[LYUH[PVUHSJVќLL
Board
agreements 2007

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Origin

TCCIA

*LY[PÄJH[LVM
origin issued
by TCCIA
which is a
requirement
in some
importing

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013

&RσHH
Warehousing
License

1

TWLB
issuesWarehouse
Tanzania
Licensesfor
Warehousing
warehouses under
Licensing Board
warehouse receipt
system only.
Tanzania
Warehousing
licensing
Authority
issues

REMOVE: The mandate to
set standards and licensing
of warehouses be left with
the Warehouse Licensing
Board’ crop boards to
YLJVNUPaLJLY[PÄJH[LZ
issued by the TWLB.

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses forn the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

REMOVE: The mandate
[VPZZ\L[OLJLY[PÄJH[L
of origin should remain
TCCIA also
^P[O;**0(;OL*VќLL
Issuesthe
Board may provide export
*LY[PÄJH[LVM6YPNPU
licenses to be submitted
to the TCCIA as one of the
attachments

MITI

Export business
license

None

Export business
license

None

None

None

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013

*UHHQ&RσHH
Export License

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

264

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

The export
permit issued
by the Ministry MITI
of Industry
and trade

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

Blueprint For Regulatory Reforms To Improve The Business Environment

211

212
Intoxicating Liquor
Act

None

None

*UHHQFRσHH
Liquoring License

272

2

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013

3UHPLXPFRσHH
export License

271

;HUaHUPH*VќLL
Board

MITI

*VќLLL_WVY[
warehouse
issued by
Tanzania
*VќLL)VHYK

*VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2013

MITI/LGA

None

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013

270

MITI

*UHHQFRσHH
processing
License (Non
washed )

None

None

export business
license

Processing
business license

Export business
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
3
Board
2013

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Export License

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

269

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

KEEP: Simplify the
procedure

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI/LGAs should
stop issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Courier Services
License

Installation and
Maintenance
of Electronic
Communication
Equipment
License

Frequency User
License

275

276

277

The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011

The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing)
Regulations

The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011

The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations,
2011,TRCA web

30

30

30

None

None

None

None

Ripe cherry
processing
License

274

;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

'U\&KHUU\&RσHH ;HUaHUPH*VќLL *VќLL9LN\SH[PVUZ
2
Board
2013
license

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

273

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

MITI/LGA

None

None

None

None

Processing
business license

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP:MITI/LGA should
stop issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP: Simplify the
procedure

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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213

214
60

30

30

The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011
The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011
The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011

The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011

Electronic
and Postal
Communications
Act, 2010

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Network Services
License

Content Services
License

Public Postal
Services License

Importation
of Electronic
Communication
Equipment
License

Application
Services License

278

279

280

281

282
60

60

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

BASATA

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

MITI

None

BASATA,
Antiquities
division

None

None

Import license

None

BASATA inspects
the contents and
Antiquities division
PZZ\LZ[OLÄSTPUN
license

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: But revisit the no.of
days to issue a license

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP

KEEP: But there is a need
to coordinate regulatory
agencies such that there
HYLUVJVUÅPJ[PUNTHUKH[LZ

KEEP: But there is a need
to improve service delivery
by decreasing the number
of days it takes to issue a
license

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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60

30

60

The Electronic
and Postal
Communication
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011
The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011
Cooperatives
societies Act
No.6 of 2013.
(75),Sacco’s
regulation of
Cooperatives

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Tanzania
Cooperative
Development
Commission
(TCDC)

Network Facilities
License

Very Small
Aperture Terminal
(VSAT) Licenses

Registration fee
of Cooperative
Societies.

Tanzania
Issuance fee
Cooperative
RIFHUWLðHGRU
Development
XQFHUWLðHGFRSLHV
Commission
of documents
(TCDC)

283

284

285

286

287

Cooperatives
societies regulation
of 2015(second
schedule 2015 (86).

The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations

30

Tanzania Communications
Regulatory Authority (TCRA)

Selling and
Distribution
of Electronic
Communication
Equipment
Licenses

The Electronic
and Postal
Communications
(Licensing )
Regulations, 2011

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

MITI

None

None

None

None

Business license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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215

216
None

None

None

TBS/ WMA

Cooperatives
societies Act No.6
of 2013.(53)
Cooperatives
societies regulation
of 2015, second
schedule No. 86
Cooperatives
societies Act
No.6 of 2013.
(75),Sacco’s
regulation of
Cooperatives
Cooperatives
societies regulation
of 2015, second
schedule of
regulation of 2015
Fertilizer Act
2009,Section
18& Fertilizer
Regulations
2011,Regulation
13(2))

Tanzania
Cooperative
Development
Commission
(TCDC)

Tanzania
Cooperative
Development
Commission
(TCDC)

Tanzania
Cooperative
Development
Commission
(TCDC)

Tanzania
Cooperative
Development
Commission
(TCDC)

Tanzania
Fertilizer
Regulatory
Authority (TFRA)

Amendment
of by laws of a
registered society
registration fee

Searching fee of
any document in
the cooperative
societies Register

Inspection and
supervision fee of
cooperatives

Inspection fee of
the cooperative
societyrecords or
information

Fertilizer Dealer
License

289

290

291

292

293

30

365

30

None

None

288

60

Cooperatives
societies Act No.6
of 2013. 40(1) and
(39)

Tanzania
Cooperative
Development
Commission
(TCDC)

Recognition and
registration of
pre- cooperative
society

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: But there areoverlapping of mandates
among agencies (TFRI,
TAEC,GCLA), which
need to removed.
However,TPRI, TFRA and
TOSCI;
are under the Ministry of
Agriculture

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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3

7

Forest regulations
of 2004, Pg 74
and GN No 324 of
14/08/2015 pg 18

Tanzania Forest
services Agency

Tanzania Forest
services Agency

Permit for
Prospecting or
Exploring or
Mining in Forest
Reserve

([SRUWFHUWLðFDWH
permit, Given to a
dealer who intend
to export forest
produce

Forest regulations
License to operate
of 2004, Pg. 05, 32
Tanzania
Forest
or run recreational
& 34; also GN No.
facilities in Forest Services Agency
324 of 14/08/2015
Reserves.
pg. 02

296

297

298

299

Regulation 33
and Sixteenth
Schedule of Forest
Regulations of
2004, and GN No.
3

1

Tanzania Forest
services Agency

Transit pass for
forest produce
from harvesting
areas to the
markets

295

Forest Regulations
of 2003, Pg. 28
and GN No 324 of
14/08/2015 pg. 16

Forest Regulations
Tanzania Forest of 2004, Pg 40
Services Agency and GN No 324 of
14/08/2015 pg. 8

License to fell
and collect forest
produce in forest
reserves

5

294

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Forest regulations
License to erect or
Tanzania Forest of 2004, Pg. 82
operate a saw mill
Services Agency and GN No. 324 of
in Forest Reserves
14/08/2015 pg. 14

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

LGAs/MITI

MITI

None

None

LGAs

None

KEEP:to conserve the
environment

KEEP for the sake
of controlling
unauthorizedharvesting of
forests

KEEP: For the sake of
environmental conservation
REMOVE the by-laws
imposed by LGAs

KEEP

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: Provide electronic
linkage between the
Business Licenses
Tanzania Forest Service
issued under
Agency and the Ministry
Business Licensing
of Industry, Trade and
Act No. 25 of 1972
Investment. MITI should not
issue the license

KEEP: Provide electronic
linkage between the
Business License
Tanzania Forest Service
issued under
Agency and the Ministry
Business Licensing
of Industry, Trade and
Act No. 25 of 1972
Investment. MITI should not
issue the license

None

None

By-Laws for some
of the LGAs

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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218
1

14

Meat Industry Act
No.10 of 2006
Meat Industry Act
No.10 of 2006
Under Section 17
(1)-(3
Seed Regulations of
120
2007

Tanzania Pyrethrum
Rules 2015

Tanzania Meat
Board

Tanzania Meat
Board

Tanzania
6ѝJPHS:LLK
*LY[PÄJH[PVU
Institute

Tanzania
Pyrethrum
Board (TPB)

Tanzania
Pyrethrum
Board (TPB)

Import Clearance
&HUWLðFDWH

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Registration

National
Performance Trial

Import Permit

PYRETHRUM
FLOWER
BUYING AND
PROCESSING
LICENSE

301

302

303

304

305

306

Tanzania Pyrethrum
Rules 2015, 2nd
Schedule Form
number 6

1

Meat Industry Act
No.10 of 2006

Tanzania Meat
Board

Export Clearance
&HUWLðFDWH

300

14

14

5

Forest regulations
Tanzania Forest of 2004, Pg. 47
Services Agency and GN No. 324 of
14/08/2015 pg. 18

Registration
form/Permit on
which every
forest produce
dealer has to be
registered

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

LGAs/MITI/

MITI

MALF

MITI/LGA

MITI

MITI

None

KEEP: Improve the process
to shorten time period for
issuance

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEP: Improve the process
to shorten issuing time
period. Assign the function
to register seed dealers to
TOSCI

KEEP: Improve the process
to shorten the time duration
for issuance

Business License
KEEP: Provide electronic
issued under
linkage between MITI and
Business Licensing
TPB
Act No. 25 of 1972

Business License
KEEP: Provide electronic
issued under
linkage between MITI and
Business Licensing
TPB
Act No. 25 of 1972

Seed dealer
JLY[PÄJH[L

Business license

Business License
KEEP: Provide electronic
issued under
linkage with other relevant
Business Licensing
institutions
Act No. 25 of 1972

Business License
KEEP: Provide electronic
issued under
linkage with other relevant
Business Licensing
institutions
Act No. 25 of 1972

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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Tanzania
Revenue
Authority

Tanzania
Revenue
Authority

Cashew nuts
export levy

7D[,GHQWLðFDWLRQ
Number

309

310

311

World Bank Doing
Business Reports
(Starting business
category)

14

Tanzania Pyrethrum
Rules 2015, 2nd
Schedule Form
number 7

Tanzania
Pyrethrum
Board (TPB)

PYRETHRUM
PRODUCTS
EXPORT
LICENSE

308

2

45

14

Tanzania Pyrethrum
Rules 2015, 2nd
Schedule Form
number 6

Tanzania
Pyrethrum
Board (TPB)

PYRETHRUM
FLOWER
BUYING AND
PROCESSING
LICENSE

14

307

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Tanzania Pyrethrum
Rules 2015, 2nd
Schedule Form
number 6

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Tanzania
PYRETHRUM
Pyrethrum
PRODUCTS
IMPORT LICENSE Board (TPB)

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

MITI, Cashew
nut board,
TFDA

MITI

LGAs/MIT/
BRELA

MITI

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

MITI issues export
license, Cashew
nut Board and
TFDA also issue
export permits

KEEP: Shorten issuing time
period to one day

REMOVE: To simplify the
process and to meet the
goal, Cashew Board can
charge higher fee for the
export permits issued on
raw cashew. MITI may
continue to issue the
license for record purposes
at less or no fee

None

KEEP: Provide electronic
linkage between MITI and
TPB

KEEP: Provide electronic
linkage between LGAs/MITI
and TPB
MITI/BRELA/LGAs to
charge minimum fee

Export license

Business License
issued under
Business Licensing
Act. NO. 25 of
1972
The National
Industries
(Licensing and
Registration) Act

Business License
KEEP: Provide electronic
issued under
linkage between MITI and
Business Licensing
TPB
Act No. 25 of 1972

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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219

220
Sisal Industry Act
1997 Part 5
Sisal Industry Act
1997 Part 5

Sisal Industry Act
1997 Part 5

Tanzania Sisal
Board

Tanzania Sisal
Board

Traders License

Processors
License

315

316

Growers License

314

1

1

1

1

Tanzania Sisal
Board

Export License

Sisal Industry Act
1997 Part 5

Tanzania Sisal
Board

313

4

VAT Registration
Number (VRN)

World Bank Doing
Business Reports
(Starting business
category)

Tanzania
Revenue
Authority

312

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI/LGAs/
BRELA

LGAs/MITI

None

MITI

None

KEEP: Improve the process
by providing linkage
between LGAs/MITI for
]LYPÄJH[PVUVMI\ZPULZZ
licenses

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

KEEPfor control purposes
– e.g. environment and
diseases

Business License
issued under
Business Licensing
Act No. 25 of 1972
The National
Industries
(Licensing and
Registration) Act

KEEP: Provide
electroniclinkage among
MITI, TSB, BRELA. MIT
and BRELA to charge less
fee

Business License
KEEP: Provide linkage
issued under
between MITI/LGAs and
Business Licensing
TSB
Act No. 25 of 1972

none

Business License
KEEP: Provide electronic
issued under
linkage between MITI and
Business Licensing
TSB
Act No. 25 of 1972

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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1

3

Sisal Industry Act
1997 Part 5

Sisal Industry Act
1997 Part 5

Sisal Industry Act
1997 Part 5

The Tobacco
Industry Act, No
24/2001; The
Tobacco Industry
Regulations, 2011

Tanzania Sisal
Board

Tanzania Sisal
Board

Tanzania Sisal
Board

Tanzania
Tobacco Board

Manufacturers
License

Import License

Inspection
&HUWLðFDWH

Tobacco
Pprocessing
License

317

318

319

320

1

1

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI/BRELA

MITI

MITI/LGAs/
BRELA

KEEP: provide
electroniclinkage among
MITI, TSB, BRELA. MIT
and BRELA to charge less
fee

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU

Business License
issued under the
Business Licensing
Act No. 25 0f 1972
Industrial License
issued under The
National Industries
(Licensing and
Registration) Act

KEEP: Provide linkage
between MITI,BRELA and
TTB.MITI and BRELA to
charge administration fee

KEEP: for quality control
etc.

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
Business License
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
issued under
will receive data from the
Business Licensing sector regulators either
Act No. 25 of 1972 manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

Business License
issued under
Business Licensing
Act No. 25 of 1972
The National
Industries
(Licensing and
Registration) Act

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL
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222
3

3

3

3

The Tobacco
Industry Act,
No 24/2001The
Tobacco industry
Regulations, 2011

The Tobacco
Industry Act,
No 24/2001The
Tobacco industry
Regulations, 2011

The Tobacco
Industry Act,
No 24/2001The
Tobacco industry
Regulations, 2011
The Tobacco
Industry Act, No.
24/2001,The
Tobacco Industry
Regulations, 2011

Tanzania
Tobacco Board

Tanzania
Tobacco Board

Tanzania
Tobacco Board

Tanzania
Tobacco Board

Tobacco Import
License

Dry Tobacco
export permits

Tobacco import
permits

Dry leaf tobacco
buying license

322

323

324

321

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

LGAs

None

MITI

MITI

LGAs also issues
the buying and
selling business
license

MITI also issues
the exportation
license

MITI also issues
the importation
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: LGAs should also
continue to issue the
license for record purposes
without or with only little fee
and minimum procedural/
documents requirements

KEEP: It is mainly charged
per imported batch

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses for the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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3

3

7

7

7

7

The Tobacco
Industry Act, No.
24/2001,The
Tobacco industry
Regulations, 2011
The Tobacco
Industry Act, No
24/2001; The
Tobacco industry
Regulations, 2011
Tourist Hunting
(as per the Wildlife
Conservation Act
2009 (Tourist
Hunting) Re
Wildlife
Conservation Act
No. 5/2009 and
Capture regulations
(GN No. 244, of
201
Wildlife
Conservation Act
No. 5/2009 and its
regulations (GN No.
230, 244, of 20
Wildlife
Conservation Act
No. 5/2009 and
Capture regulations
(GN No. 244, of
201

Tanzania
Tobacco Board

Tanzania
Tobacco Board

Tanzania Wildlife
Authority

Tanzania Wildlife
Authority

Tanzania Wildlife
Authority

Tanzania Wildlife
Authority

Dry leaf tobacco
selling license

Green leaf
tobacco buying

Professional
Hunters License

Capture Permit

Trophy Dealer’s
License

Trapper’s ID Card

326

327

328

329

330

325

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

LGAs

LGAs

None

None

None

None

LGAs also issues
the buying and
selling business
license

LGAs also issues
the buying and
selling business
license

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: Simplify the
procedures and shorten
the processing time

KEEP: Simplify the
procedures and shorten
the processing time

KEEP: Simplify the
procedures and reduce
time for issuing the permit

KEEP: Simplify the
procedures and shorten
processing time

KEEP: LGAs also continues
to issue the license for
record purposes without
or with only little fee and
minimum procedural/
documents requirements

KEEP: LGAs should also
continue to issue the
license for record purposes
without or with only little
fee and with minimum
procedural and document
requirements

9LJVTTLUKH[PVU
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223

7

7

7

1

Wildlife
Conservation No. 5
of 2009 sect. 4(2),
78 and Capture of
Animals Regulation

Tourist Hunting
(as per the Wildlife
Conservation
(Tourist Hunting)
Regulations,

Wildlife
Conservation Act
No. 5/2009 and
Capture regulations
(GN No. 244, of
201

Tea Act No 3 of
1997, Section 5 (5)
of Tea Industry Act
part iv, 23 (1d) of
the Act

Tanzania Wildlife
Authority

Tanzania Wildlife
Authority

&HUWLðFDWHRI
ownership

Tourist hunting
license

Export And Import Tanzania Wildlife
Authority
&HUWLðFDWHV

332

333

224

334

Tea Export Permit

Tea Board of
Tanzania

331

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI

MITI

MITI

None

MITI also issues
the importation
license

MITI also issues
the export and
importation license

MITI also issues
the tourist hunting
license

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licenses the same. For
VѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0^PSS
receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP: Simplify the
procedures and shorten
the processing time
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7

7

1

7

Tea Act No.3 of
1997, Section 5
(5) of Tea Industry
Act part iv, 23 (1c)
of the

Tea Act No.3 of
1997,Section 5 (5)
of Tea Industry Act,
Part IV, 23 (1a) of
the

Tea Act No. 3 of
1997, Section 5
(5) of Tea Industry
Act part iv, 23 (1e)
of the

Tea Act No.3 of
1997, Section 5 (5)
of Tea Industry Act
part iv, 23 (1b) of
the

Tea Board of
Tanzania

Tea Board of
Tanzania

Tea Board of
Tanzania

Tea Board of
Tanzania

Tea Blending and
Packing License

Green Leaf Tea
Buying License

Tea Import Permit

Green Leaf Tea
Processing
License

336

337

338

335

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

MITI

MITI

LGAs

MITI

MITI/LGAs
also issues the
processing license

MITI also issues
the importation
license

LGAs also issues
the buying and
selling business
license

MITI also issues
the Tea Blending
and Packing
License

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)

KEEP: LGAs should also
continue to issue the
license for record purposes
without or with only little
fee and with minimum
procedural or document
documents requirements

KEEP:MITI should stop
issuing export/import
licensesfor the same.
-VYVѝJLVWLYH[PVU40;0
will receive data from the
sector regulators either
manually (in the short run)
or from a coordinated
online portal (in the midterm)
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225

226
Section 5 (2) (c) of
the Veterinary Act
No. 16, 2003

Veterinary Act,
2003. section 22

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Recognition
for Companies
Undertaking
Veterinary
Services

Registration
&HUWLðFDWHRI
veterinarians

Registration
&HUWLðFDWH
of Veterinary
Quarantine
Stations;

340

341

342

343

Section 38 (1) of
The Veterinary Act
No 16,2003,

Section 21 of
Veterinary Act No.
16, 2003.

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

The veterinary
License of
$UWLðFLDO
Insemination
Technicians

90

90

90

90

90

339

The Veterinary
Act No. 16, 2003,
The Veterinary
(Enrolment of
Paraprofessionals a

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Enrollment for
Paraprofessional

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

none

none

TFDA

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

none

none

TFDA

None

None

none

none

TFDA also register
Retailers and
Wholesalers’
veterinary outlets

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: The Veterinary
Council is better placed
to regulate the Veterinary
sub sector; LGAs may
retain the role of issuing
the business license for the
record purposes but with
less or no fee. Processing
time could beshortened. to
30days.

KEEP: Veterinary council
is better to regulate the
veterinarians.

KEEP: The mandate
to register Companies
undertaking Veterinary
Services be left to VCT;
TFDA shouldrecognize
[OLYLNPZ[YH[PVUJLY[PÄJH[L
issued by VCT

KEEP: Simplify the
procedures and reduce
time for issuing the permit

KEEP: Simplify the
procedures and shorten
permit processing time
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90

90

90

VETERINARY ACT
No. 16, 2003.
The Veterinary
Regulations,
2011[GN
No357,358,359 a
The Veterinary
Act No. 16, 2003,
The Veterinary
(Enrolment of
Paraprofessionals
The Veterinary
Act No 16,2003,
The Veterinary
(Licensing
VM(Y[PÄJPHS
Insemination

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

Meat Inspection
License

Enlistment
&HUWLðFDWHIRU
Paraprofessional
Assistant

$UWLðFLDO
Insemination
technician license

345

346

347

348

90

Section 5 (2) d f (iii)
of Veterinary Act
No. 16, 2003

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

&HUWLðFDWHRI
Recognition for
Livestock Training
Institution

90

344

Section 38 (1) of
the Veterinary Act
No 16,2003, Third
Schedule of The
Veterinary

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

Registration
&HUWLðFDWH
of Veterinary
Hospital

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: Veterinary council
is better to regulate the
veterinary sub sector. The
days can be reduced to 30
days.

KEEP: The Veterinary
Council is better positioned
to regulate the Veterinary
sub sector. The processing
time could be reduced to
30 days.

KEEP: The Veterinary
Council is better placed to
regulate the Veterinary sub
sector. The processing time
could be reduced to 30
days.

KEEP: The Veterinary
Council is better positioned
to regulate the Veterinary
sub sector. LGAs may
retain their role of issuing
the business license for
the record purposes but
with less or no fee. The
processing period could be
reduced to 30 days.

KEEP: Veterinary Council
is better placed to regulate
the Veterinary sub sector,
LGAs may retain their role
of issuing the business
license for records
purposes but with less or
no fee. Processing time
could be shortened to 30
days.
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228

The Ministry
of Natural
Resources and
Tourism

Tanzania Tourism
Business
License, Vehicles
Permit, Tourism
Development Levy

351

352

7

90

Paragraph 25 (1) of
the Third Schedule
of The Veterinary
Act (Registration
of V

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

Registration
&HUWLðFDWHIRU
Veterinary Clinic

Tourism Act No. 29
of 2008 Sec (10) (1)
& Sec (21) (1)

90

The Veterinary
Act No. 16, 2003,
The Veterinary
(Enrolment of
Paraprofessionals

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

Registration
&HUWLðFDWHRI
Veterinary Centre

350

90

349

Section 38(1) of
The Veterinary
Act No 16, 2003.
Paragraph 24(2) of
The Veterinary

The Veterinary
Council of
Tanzania

Registration
&HUWLðFDWH
of Veterinary
Ambulatory
Services;

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

TFDA

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

TFDA

None

None

None

*LY[PÄJH[LVM
Veterinary

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

REMOVEBed night levy
since the investor pays
tourism business license.
Also reduce the TTLB
license fee for both local
and foreign investors.

KEEP: The Veterinary
Council is better placed to
regulate the Veterinary sub
sector. LGAs may retain its
role of issuing the business
license for the record
purposes but with less or
no fee. The processing
time period could be cut
down to 30 days.

KEEP: Veterinary council is
better equipped to regulate
the veterinary sub sector,
LGAs can maintain issuing
the business license for
the record purposes but
with less or no fee. The
processing time period
could be shortened to 30
days.

KEEP: Veterinary Council
is better placed to regulate
the Veterinary sub sector,
LGAs may retain their
function of issuing the
business license for the
record purposes but
with less or no fee. The
processing time could be
reduced to 30 days.
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2

10

The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219

Section 20(1)
of The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219
The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

Cosmetics Export
Permits

Pharmaceuticals
The Tanzania
(human and
veterinary), herbal Food and Drugs
drugs and medical Authority (TFDA)
devices export

The Tanzania
Annual food outlet
Food and Drugs
business permit
Authority (TFDA)

Cosmetics Import
permit issued
by The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

354

355

356

357

2

2

Section 20(1)
of The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

Food export
permit (Health
&HUWLðFDWH

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

2

Section 22(c)
of The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219

353

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: TFDA is better
positioned to regulate
importation of cosmetics.
MITI should stop issuing
the license

KEEP: TFDA is better
placed to regulate food
business. MITI/LGAs
may continue issuing the
business license for the
record purposes but with
less or no fee.

KEEP: TFDA is better
placed to regulate
exportation of
pharmaceuticals. MITI
may continue issuing the
business license for record
purposes but with less or
no fee.

KEEP: TFDA is better
placed to regulate
exportation of cosmetics.
MITI should stop issuing
the license

KEEP: TFDA is better
placed to regulate
exportation of food. MITI
may retain its role of issuing
the business license for the
record purposes but with
less or no fee.
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2

15

60

2

Section 73.of
The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219
Section 20(1)
of The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219
Section 28(1)
of The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219

Section 36 (1)
of The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

Pharmaceutical
Import permit

Annual local food
manufacturer
business permit

Food Registration
&HUWLðFDWH

Food import
permit

360

361

362

359

259

358

The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

Pharmaceutical/
Cosmetics
registration
FHUWLðFDWH

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

230
none

Food Product
Quality
JLY[PÄJH[LMVY
use on TBS
food label

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

none

TBS

None

none

Food product
X\HSP[`JLY[PÄJH[L

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: But there are unharmonized inspection
activities at the port of
entry. MoHSW and TFDA
are both conducting food
inspection with no clear
demarcation of roles and
schedules. Repetitive food
inspections by various
regulatory organs can
result in unnecessarily
bothering of food
importers/manufacturers,
leading to increased cost
of doing business in the
country.

KEEP: TBS should set
standards and leave the
enforcement to TFDA,

KEEP: TFDA is
betterpositioned
to regulate food
manufacturers,

KEEP: TFDA is better
placed to regulate
importation of
pharmaceuticals. MITI
should stop issuing the
license

KEEP: TFDA is better
placed to regulate the
pharmaceutical/ cosmetics
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7

The Tropical
Pesticides
Research Institute
Act
The Tropical
Pesticides
Research Institute
Act
The Tropical
Pesticides
Research Institute
Act
The Tropical
Pesticides
Research Institute
Act

Tropical
Pesticides
Research
Institute (TPRI)

Tropical
Pesticides
Research
Institute (TPRI)

Tropical
Pesticides
Research
Institute (TPRI)

PARTS 7
(Pesticide
Importers
&HUWLðFDWH

PARTS 5
&HUWLðFDWHRI
Analysis)

PARTS 8
(Pesticides
Formulators
&HUWLðFDWH

Tropical
PARTS 10 (Whole
Pesticides
6HOOHUV&HUWLðFDWH
Research
)
Institute (TPRI)

364

365

366

367

368

7

12

7

Tropical
Pesticides
Research
Institute (TPRI)

PARTS 9
(Fumigators
&HUWLðFDWH

4

363

The Tanzania
Food, Drugs and
Cosmetics Act Cap
219

The Tanzania
Food and Drugs
Authority (TFDA)

Pharmaceutical/
Cosmetics
manufacturer
business permit

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP:It is recommended
that the requirement for
pre-business Licensing fee
of $50 be removed

KEEP:It is recommended
that the requirement
forpre-business Licensing
fee of $50 be removed

KEEP: Government to
provide equipment and
reagents for relevant
Laboratories.

KEEP: But demarcate line
of responsibilities between
TPRI and PHS with regard
to Pesticides inspection
and plant quarantine issues
to eliminate overlaps

KEEP:It is
recommendedthat the prebusiness licensing fee f $50
be removed

KEEP: But it is
recommended that service
delivery be improved
through the use of
automated systems to
enable key players e.g.
TFDA,LGAs,MITI share
available information. The
integrated online systems
will eventually reduce and
ease up doing business in
the country.
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231

232
None

None

The Tropical
Pesticides
Research Institute
Act
The Tropical
Pesticides
Research Institute
Act
The Persons With
Disabilities Act, No.
9 of 2010. Sect.35,
37, 38, 48.

The PWDS Act, No.
9 of 2010. Section
-99
18 (1-3) Section 25
(1-4)
THE WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
(FIXED STORAGE
TANKS)
REGULATIONS
G.N. 533/1998

Tropical
Pesticides
Research
Institute (TPRI)

Tropical
Pesticides
Research
Institute (TPRI)

United Republic
of Tanzania,
Ministry of
Health and
Social Welfare
(Department o

United Republic
of Tanzania,
Ministry of
Health and
Social Welfare

WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
AGENCY

PARTS 11
(Pesticide
Retailers
&HUWLðFDWH

PARTS 2 (Permit
to Import
Pesticides)

Access to
buildings,
services,
information,
and physical
environment.

Settlements
for PWDS,
Requirement of
registration of
settlements for
PWDS

AUTHORITY TO
CONSTRUCT
STORAGE TANK

370

371

372

373

374

3

-99

1

7

None

None

None

None

369

3

The Tropical
Pesticides
Research Institute
Act

Tropical
Pesticides
Research
Institute (TPRI)

PARTS 4
(Pesticides
Registration
&HUWLðFDWH

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: Reduce/remove the
fees required upon renewal
of License

KEEP: Reduce the
processing time period

KEEP: Improve the process
and reduce the processing
time period.

KEEP:It is recommended to
remove the requirement of
pre-business Licensing fee
of $50

KEEP:It is
recommendedthat the
requirement for prebusiness Licensing fee of
$50 be removed

KEEP:It is
recommendedthat the
requirement for prebusiness Licensing fee of
$50 be removed
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14

14

THE WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
(AMENDMENT)
REGULATIONS GN
348 /2014
THE WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
(AMENDMENT)
REGULATIONS GN
348 /2014

WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
AGENCY

WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
AGENCY

LICENSE FOR
WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
PRACTITIONERS
CLASS “C”

LICENSE FOR
WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
PRACTITIONERS
CLASS “B”

379

380

377

None

None

None

None

None

THE WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
(AMENDMENT)
14
REGULATIONS GN
348 /2014

WEIGHTS AND
AUTHORITY TO
CALIBRATE FIXED MEASURES
STORAGE TANKS AGENCY

LICENSE FOR
WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
PRACTITIONERS
CLASS “A”

376

None

378

WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
AGENCY

LICENSE FOR
WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
PRACTITIONERS
CLASS “D”

375

+\WSPJH[PUN
HNLUJ`
(as per
regulators

THE WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
(AMENDMENT)
14
REGULATIONS GN
348 /2014

THE WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
(FIXED STORAGE
TANKS)
REGULATIONS
G.N. 533/1998

WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
AGENCY

LICENSE FOR
WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
PRACTITIONERS
CLASS “E”

Governing
YLN\SH[PVUSH^
By-laws

14

WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES
AGENCY

Name of
WLYTP[SPJLUZL
JLY[PÄJH[L

Time
duration
for its
PZZ\HUJL
( in days
as per
regulator)

Weight and
Measures Act

Name of
issuing
H\[OVYP[`
regulator

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

+\WSPJH[PUN
+\WSPJH[PUN
WLYTP[Z
HNLUJ`HZWLY
JLY[PÄJH[L
WYP]H[LZLJ[VY
SPJLUZL

KEEP: Reduce/remove the
fees required upon renewal
of License

KEEP: Reduce/remove the
fees required upon renewal
of License

KEEP: Reduce/remove the
fees required upon renewal
of License

KEEP: Reduce/remove the
fees required upon renewal
of License

KEEP: Reduce/remove the
fees required upon renewal
of License

KEEP: Reduce/remove the
fees required upon renewal
of License
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(UUL_!
Legislation Reviewed
3PZ[VM9LN\SH[PVUZ(UHS`aLK<UKLY:LSLJ[7YPUJPWHS3LNPZSH[PVU
1. Animal Diseases (Animals and Animal Products Movement Control) (Amendment) Regulations, GN 225/2
2. *VќLL0UK\Z[Y`9LN\SH[PVUZ.5
3. Dairy Industry (Import and Export of Milk and Milk Products) Regulations, 2011
4. Dairy Industry (Powers and Duties of Inspectors and Analysts) Regulations, 2007
5. Dairy Industry (Raw Milk Grading and Minimum Quality and Safety Requirements) Regulations, 2007
6. Dairy Industry (Raw Milk Transportation) Regulations, 2007
7. Dairy Industry (Registration of Dairy Industry Stakeholders) Regulations, 2007
8. +HPY`0UK\Z[Y`;YLH[TLU[HUK+PZWVZHSVM<UÄ[4PSR9LN\SH[PVUZ
9. Electronic and Postal Communication (Licensing) Regulations, GN 430/2011
10. Electronic and Postal Communications (Digital and other Broadcasting Networks) Regulations GN 416/
11. Electronic and Postal Communications (Radio communications and Frequency Spectrum) Regulations, GN
12. Environmental Impact Assessment and Audit Regulations, GN 349/2004
13. Executive Agencies (Government Chemist Laboratory) Establishing Order GN 106/2000
14. Fertilizer Regulations, GN 350/2011
15. -PYLHUK9LZJ\L-VYJL:HML[`0UZWLJ[PVUZHUK*LY[PÄJH[LZ(TLUKTLU[9LN\SH[PVUZ.5
16. Forest (Amendment) Regulations, GN 324/2015
17. Forest Regulations, GN 153/2004
18. Industrial and Consumer Chemicals (Management and Control) Regulations GN No. 25 of 2015
19. Kanuni za Usimamizi wa Mazingira (Ada na Tozo) GN 154/2008
20. Occupational Safety and Health (General Administrative) Rules GN 149/2015
21. 6JJ\WH[PVUHS:HML[`HUK/LHS[O5V[PÄJH[PVUVM6JJ\WH[PVUHS+PZLHZLZ0UQ\YPLZHUK+HUNLYV\Z6JJ\WH[PVU
22. Occupational Safety and Health Services (Vehicles Under Pressure) Regulations, GN 274/2016
23. 7L[YVSL\T3PX\LÄLK7L[YVSL\T.HZ9\SLZ.5
24. Plant Protection Regulations, 1998
25. Pyrethrum Industry Rules, GN 155/2015
26. Seeds Regulations, 2006
27. Sisal Industry Regulations, 2011
28. :[HUKHYKZ*VTW\SZVY`)H[JO*LY[PÄJH[PVUVM0TWVY[(TLUKTLU[9LN\SH[PVUZ.5
29. :[HUKHYKZ*VTW\SZVY`)H[JO*LY[PÄJH[PVUVM0TWVY[Z9LN\SH[PVUZ.5 :[HUKHYKZ*LY[PÄJH[L
30. Standards (Tested Products) Regulations, GN 404 of 2009
31. SUMATRA (Technical Safety and Quality of Service Standards) Passenger Vehicles) GN 14/2008
32. Tanzania Trade Development Authority Regulations, GN 338/2010
33. Tea Regulations, 1999
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34. The Immigration (Amendment) Regulations, GN 246/2016
35. The Pharmacy (Education and Training) Regulations, GN 333/2015
36. The Pharmacy (Practice) Regulations, GN 301/2012
37. The Pharmacy (Registration of Pharmacists, Enrollment of Pharmaceutical Technicians and Enlisting
38. The Pharmacy Practice (Fees Charges) Regulations, GN 299/2012
39. The Pharmacy Practice (Inspectors) Regulations, GN 300/2012
40. The Pharmacy Practice (Registration of Foreign Pharmacists) (Amendment) Regulations, GN 298/2012
41. The Pharmacy Practice (Registration of Foreign Pharmacists) Regulations, GN 43/2009
42. The Standards (Tested Products) Regulations GN 404/2009
43. ;OL>LPNO[ZHUK4LHZ\YLZ:HSLVM3PX\LÄLK7L[YVSL\T.HZ3.79LN\SH[PVUZ.55VVM
44. Tobacco Industry Licensing (Fees) Regulations, GN 108/2016
45. Transport Licensing (Motor Cycles and Tricycles) Regulation GN 144/2010
46. Weights and Measures (Amendments) Regulations GN 444/2010
47. Weights and Measures Regulations GN 339/1960
48. Wildlife Conservation (Capture of Animals) Regulations, GN 244/2010
49. Wildlife Conservation (Dealers in Trophies) Regulations, GN 230/2010
50. Wildlife Conservation (Tourist Hunting) Regulations, GN 414/2015
51. Wildlife Conservation (Wildlife Fencing, Breeding Sites, Orphanage Centers and Sanctuaries) Regulations

3PZ[VM3.(Z^OVZL)`3H^Z^LYL(UHS`aLK
1.

Newala,

19.

Kondoa

2.

Tanga

20.

Sumbawanga

3.

Tarime,

21.

Geita

4.

Mbeya

22.

Kibaha

5.

Mbozi

23.

Arumeru

6.

Ilemela

24.

Dodoma

7.

Biharamulo

25.

Muleba

8.

Iringa

26.

Shinyanga

9.

Namtumbo

27.

Ileje

10.

Bukoba

28.

Muheza

11.

Kinondoni

29.

Hanang

12.

Tabora

30.

Karatu

13.

Kisarawe

31.

Magu

14.

Moshi

32.

Nkasi

15.

Songea

33.

Kwimba

16.

Babati



9\ÄQP

17.

Kigoma

35.

Morogoro

18.

Tandahimba
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3PZ[VM3.()`3H^Z(UHS`aLK
1.

Arumeru District Council (Slaughter and Hides Dressing Fees) (Amendment) By-Laws, GN 153/2000

2.

Arumeru District Council (Slaughter and Hides Dressing Fees) (Amendment) By-Laws, GN 153/2000

3.

Biharamulo –Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Biharamulo – GN 162/2014

4.

Dodoma Municipal Council (Pick-up and Lorries Plying within the Council) By-Law, GN 185/2000

5.

Hanang District Council (Land Development Survey Fees) GN 344/2001

6.

Ilala Municipal Council (Education Levy) By-Law, GN 192/2001

7.

Ileje District Council (Produce Cess) By-Laws GN 18/2000

8.

Iringa Municipal Council (Property Rate) By-Laws, GN 211/2001

9.

Kanuni za Usimamizi wa Mazingira (Ada na Tozo) Under Ca. 191 GN 154/2008 (Made by Minister)

10.

Kinondoni Municipal Commission (Waste Management and Refuse Collection Fees) GN 353/2001

11.

Marekebisho ya Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Iringa, GN 231/2014

12.

Mbeya Municipal Council (Compulsory Education Levy) By-Laws GN 170/2001

13.

Mbeya Municipal Council (Development Levy) By-Laws GN 168/2001

14.

Mbeya Municipal Council (Entertainment) Fees By-Laws GN 183 of 2000

15.

Moshi Municipal Council (Municipal Service Levy) By-Law GN 172/2001

16.

Moshi Municipal Council (Registration of Commercial Vehicles) By-Laws GN 207/2003

17.

Mwanza City Council (Kirumba Mwaloni Fish Market) Fees, GN 316/2010

18.

Mwanza City Council (Street Parking Fees and Parking Control) (Amendment) By-Laws, GN 314/2010

19.

9\ÄQP+PZ[YPJ[*V\UJPS*VSSLJ[PVUHUK+PZWVZHSVM9LM\ZL-LLZ)`3H^Z.5 

20.

Sheria Ndogo (Ada ya Matangazo ya Biashara) za Mamlaka ya Mji Mdogo wa Newala, GN 35/2014

21.

Sheria Ndogo (Ada za Burudani) za Halmashauri ya jiji la Tanga, GN 52/2015

22.

Sheria Ndogo (Kodi ya Majengo) ya Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Bukoba GN 332/2015

23.

Sheria Ndogo (Kodi ya Majengo) ya Halmashauri ya Mji wa Tarime GN 110/2014

24.

Sheria Ndogo (Kodi ya Majengo) za Mamlaka ya Mji Mdogo wa Newala GN 34 of 2014

25.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) (Marekebisho) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Namtumbo GN 295/2014

26.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kaliua, (GN 392/2015)

27.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Ilemela GN 326/2014

28.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Ileje GN 476/2010

29.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Longido, GN 471/2010

30.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Morogoro, GN 13/2015

31.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Mvomero, GN 196/2014

32.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada na Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tandahima GN 173/2013

33.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH(KH`H<RHN\aP^H(M`HUH<ZHÄ^H4HaPUNPYH4HYLRLIPZOVaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H>PSH`H
ya Kwimba, GN 74/2000

34.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada ya Usajili wa Teksi) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Mpwapwa, (GN 139/2010)

35.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada ya Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Jiji la Mbeya, GN 381/2011
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36.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada ya Ushuru) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Mkinga, GN 269/2009

37.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ada ya Vibali vya Ujenzi) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Tabora, GN 365/2015

38.

Sheria Ndogo za (Biashara ya Ngozi na Adaza Machinjio) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Ilala, (GN
592/2015)

39.

Sheria Ndogo za (Hifadhi ya Mazingira) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Singida, GN 331/2011

40.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH/PMHKOP`H4HaPUNPYHaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H>PSH`H`H9\ÄQP.5

41.

Sheria Ndogo za (Kilimo Kwanza na Usalama wa Chakula) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kilolo, GN 170/2012
(Fish and Bees)

42.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH2PSPTVUH<OPMHKOP^H*OHR\SHaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H>PSH`H`H9\ÄQP.5 

43.

Sheria Ndogo za (Kilimo) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Shinyanga, GN 137/2010

44.

Sheria Ndogo za (Kodi ya Majengo) Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Lindi, GN 264/2014

45.

Sheria Ndogo za (Kodi ya Majengo) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Tabora, GN 366/2015

46.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH2\M\M\HUH2\[\UaH4HZOHTIH`HAHVSH2VYVZOVaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H>PSH`H`H9\ÄQP.5
392/2009

47.

Sheria Ndogo za (Kufufua na Kutunza Mashamba ya Zao la Korosho) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya
Ludewa,GN 302/2008

48.

Sheria Ndogo za (Kuhifadhi Misitu) za Halmashauri Ya Muheza By-Laws (for Conservation of Forests)–GN
249A/2001.

49.

Sheria Ndogo za (Matumizi ya Barabara) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Ilala, (GN 593/2015)

50.

Sheria Ndogo za (Matumizi ya Barabara) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Lindi, GN 259/2014 (charge for
lorries plying the road)

51.

Sheria Ndogo za (Mifugo) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Shinyanga, GN 135/2010

52.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH;HYH[PI\aH<U\U\aPUH<ZHÄYPZOHQP^H4HaHV`H)PHZOHYHaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H>PSH`H`H
Korogwe, (GN 403/2005)

53.

Sheria Ndogo za (Taratibu za Ununuzi na Uuzaji wa Zao la Kakao) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kyela GN
175/2012

54.

Sheria Ndogo za (Udhibiti wa Mifugo) za Halmashauri ya Mji wa Tarime, GN 107/2015

55.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH<ZHÄ^H4HaPUNPYHaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H1PQPSH4IL`H.5

56.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH<ZHÄ^H4HaPUNPYHaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H4HUPZWHH`H2PNVTH<QPQP.5

57.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH<ZHÄ^H4HaPUNPYHaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H>PSH`H`H4IVaP.5

58.

Sheria Ndogo za (Usajili wa Shughuli za Biashara) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Mvomero, GN 194/2014

59.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH<ZHQPYP^H=`VTIV]`H<ZHÄYPaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H4QP^H3PUKP.5

60.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Asali) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Tabora, GN 367/2015

61.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Huduma) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Kinondoni, GN 342/2015

62.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Huduma) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya yaKondoa, GN 176/2013

63.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Kituo Cha Mabasi) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Iringa, 473/2010
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64.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Kituo Cha Magari ya Abiria na Mizigo) za Halmashauri yaWilaya ya Ileje, GN
475/2010

65.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Kituo Cha Magari) za Halmashauri ya Jiji la Mbeya, GN 376/2011

66.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Madini ya Ujenzi na Chumvi) GN 520/2015

67.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Madini ya Ujenzi na Chumvi) Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Sikonge, (GN 606/2015)

68.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Madini) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kishapu, GN 247/2017

69.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Maegesho ya Magari) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kilolo, GN 166/2012

70.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Maegesho ya Magari) za Halmashauri ya Mji wa Njombe, GN 328/2011

71.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Masoko) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Kinondoni, GN 341/2015

72.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Mazao Mchanganyiko) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tandahimba, GN 171/2013

73.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Mazao na Vibanda Sokoni) Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Uvinza, (GN 613/2015)

74.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Mazao ya Misitu) Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Sikonge, (GN 578/2015)

75.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Mazao ya Misitu) Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Mpwapwa, (GN 140/2015)

76.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Mazao) Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Bariadi, (GN 26/2016)

77.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Mazao) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Iringa GN 474/2010

78.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Minada ya Mifugo) Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Sikonge, (GN 579/2015)

79.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Minara ya Simu na Redio) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Kigoma Ujiji,
GN298/2015

80.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Stendi) za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Kigoma/Ujiji, GN 321/2011

81.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Stendi) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kibaha, GN 298/2011

82.

:OLYPH 5KVNV aH <ZO\Y\ ^H =PIHV ]`H 4H[HUNHaV `H )PHZOHYH aH /HSTHZOH\YP `H >PSH`H `H 9\ÄQP
GN391/2009

83.

Sheria Ndogo za (Ushuru wa Vibao vya Matangazo ya Biashara) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kibaha, GN
294/2011

84.

Sheria Ndogo za (Utunzaji wa Barabara za Halmashauri) za Wilaya ya Urambo, GN 182/212

85.

Sheria Ndogo za (Vibali vya Burudani) za Halmahauri ya Manispaa ya Sumbawanga, GN 183/2013

86.

Sheria Ndogo za (Vibali vya Ujenzi) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kilolo, GN 169/2012 – Section 5 makes
provision for conditions for permit – maps, fee for inspection of maps

87.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH/HSTHZOH\YP4HUPZWHH`H;HIVYH<ZHÄ^H4HaPUNPYH.5

88.

:OLYPH5KVNVaH/HSTHZOH\YP`H/HUHUN(KH`H<ZHÄ^H4HaPUNPYH.5

89.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Jiji la Mbeya (Mifugo na Uvuvi) GN 339/2014

90.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Jiji la Mbeya (Mifugo na Uvuvi) GN 339/2014

91.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Karatu (Ada ya Maombi ya Viwanja, Kuonyesha Viwanja, Ukaguzi wa
Ramani, Vibali vya Ujenzi na Ukaguzi wa Ujenzi), GN 263/2001

92.

:OLYPH 5KVNV aH /HSTHZOH\YP `H 2HYH[\ (KH `H <RHN\aP <WPTHQP ^H (M`H UH <ZHÄ ^H 4HaPUNPYH .5
2936951

93.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Karatu (Ushuru wa Nyumba za Wageni na Malazi) GN 298/2001

94.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Magu (Ada za Upimaji wa Wahudumu wa Vyakula na Vinywaji) GN 366/2001
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95.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Magu (Uwekezaji Vibao vya Matangazo ya Biashara) (Marekebisho) GN
3637135

96.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Manispaa ya Moshi za (Kuzuia na Kuzima Moto) GN 204/2003

97.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Nkasi (Ushuru was Misitu) GN 362/2001

98.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Sumbawanga (Ushuru wa Mbao za Matangazo ya Biashara) GN 373/2001

99.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Arumeru (Ushuru wa Minara/Mitambo ya Simu na Redio) (GN
150/2000)

100.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Arumeru (Ushuru wa Viwanja) (GN 151/2000)

101.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Geita, (Ada na Ushuru) GN 301/2008

102.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Hai (Ushuru wa Kituo cha Mabasi) GN 311/2008

103.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Kisarawe (Ada na Ushuru) GN 482/2015

104.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Muleba (Ada ya Huduma ya Mali) (Marekebisho) (GN 166/2000)

105.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Muleba (Ada ya Huduma ya Mali) (Marekebisho) (GN 166/2000).

106.

:OLYPH 5KVNV aH /HSTHZOH\YP `H >PSH`H `H :OPU`HUNH <ZO\Y\ ^H 2\ZHÄYPZOH UH 2\WP[PZOH 4PM\NV .5
7/2000

107.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tarime, (Ushuru wa Kuogesha Mifugo) (GN 137/2000)

108.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tarime, (Ushuru wa Kuogesha Mifugo) (GN 137/2000)

109.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tarime, (Ushuru wa Kuogesha Mifugo) (GN 137/2000)

110.

Sheria Ndogo za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tarime, (Uwekaji wa Vibao vya Matangazo ya Biashara) (GN
132/2000)

111.

Sheria Ndogo za Ushuru Ngozi ya Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tarime, wa (Kuchinja, Kuchuna na
KuwambaNgozi) (GN 135/2000)

112.

Sheria Ndogo za Ushuru Ngozi ya Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tarime, wa (Kuchinja, Kuchuna na Kuwamba
Ngozi) (GN 135/2000)

113.

Sheria Ndogo za Ushuru wa (Magulio, Masoko na Minada) za Halmashauri ya Mji wa Tarimea, GN 111/2014

114.

Sheria Ndogo za Ushuru wa Madini za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Tarime, (GN 128/2000)

115.

Sheria Ndogo za Ushuru wa Mazao (Pamba) za Halmashauri ya Wilaya ya Shinyanga GN 227/1999

116.

Sheria Ndogo zaHalmashauri ya Wilaya ya Muheza (Ushuru wa Mazao) GN 297/2008

117.

Shinyanga Municipal Council (Development Levy) (Amendment) By-Laws – GN 10/2000

118.

Tanga Municipal Council (Fees and Charges) (Amendments) By-LawsGN 232/2000

119.

Tarime District Council (Street Parking Fees) By-Laws, GN 153/2009

3PZ[VM7YPUJPWHS3LNPZSH[PVU9LMLYYLK
120. Animal Diseases Act, Cap. 156
121. Business Activities Registration Act, Cap. 208
122. Business Names Registration Act Cap 201,
123. Cashew Nut Industry Act No. 18 of 2009;
124. Citizenship Act, Cap. 317
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125. *VќLL0UK\Z[Y`(J[5VVM*HW9,"
126. Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania of 1977, Cap. 1
127. Cotton Industry Act No 2 of 2001;
128. Dairy Industry Act, No. 8 of 2004
129. Decentralization of Government Administration Act No. 27 of 1972.
130. Employment and Labour Relations Act, Cap. 366
131. Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority Act Cap 414
132. Environmental Management Act, Cap. 191
133. Executive Agencies Act, Cap. 245
134. Export Processing Zones Act, Cap. 373
135. Finance Act, No. 16 of 2015
136. Fire and Rescue Force Act, Cap. 427
137. Fisheries Act, Cap. 279
138. Forest Act, Cap. 224
139. Government Chemist Laboratory Act, No. 18 of 2016
140. Grazing Land and Animal Feeds Resources Act, No. 13 0f 2010
141. Immigration Act No.7 of 1995
142. Industrial and Consumer Chemicals (Management and Control) Act, Cap. 182
143. Interpretation of Laws Act, Cap. 2
144. Labour Institutions Act Cap. 300
145. Land Act, Cap. 113
146. Local Decentralization of Government Administration (Interim Provisions) [Amendment] Act No. 12 of 1982
147. Local Government (District Authorities) Act, Cap. 287
148. Local Government (Urban Authorities) Act, Cap. 288
149. Local Government Finance Act, No. 12 of 1982
150. Local Government Finance Act, No. 9 of 1982
151. Local Government Laws (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act, No 13 of 2006
152. Local Government Ordinance (Cap. 333)
153. Municipalities Ordinance (Cap. 105)
154. National Employment Promotion Service Act, Cap. 243
155. Non-Citizen (Employment Regulation) Act. Cap. 353
156. Pyrethrum Act No. 1 of 1997 (Cap 376 RE 2002)
157. Regional Administration Act, Cap. 97
158. Regions and District (Establishment Procedure) Act, No. 12/1994
159. Regions and Districts (Establishment Proclamation) Act, No. 12 of 1994
160. Standards Act No.2 of 2009
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161. Sugar Industry Act No 26 of 2001 (Cap 251 RE 2002).
162. Surface and Marine Transport Regulatory Authority Act No. 9 of 2001
163. Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority Act No 12 of 2003
164. Tanzania Food and Drugs and Cosmetic Authority Act Cap 219
165. Tanzania Investment Center Act, Cap. 38
166. Village Land Act, Cap. 114
167. Weights and Measures Act Cap 340
168. Wildlife Conservation Act, Cap. 283
169. Written Laws (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act, No. 4/2016
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(UUL_!
4LTILYZVM9LN\SH[VY`3PJLUZPUN9LMVYT
Committee
NO.

NAME

ORGANIZATION

BARUA PEPE

Mobile

1

Faraji Mohamed

7YLZPKLU[6ѝJL9(3.

frj_mohd@yahoo.com

0714390035

2

Omary Sama

PMO-Labour&Employment

omari.sama@kazi.go.tz

0784402131

3

Fatma M.Shaaban

Ministry of Finance and
Planning

fetty92004@yahoo.co.uk

0713656362

4

Charles Mpaka

MALF- Agriculture

charles.prosper11@yahoo.com

0715273829

5

Sero H.Luwongo

MALF- Livestock

luwongo.sero162@gmail.com

0688571455

6

Koddy Melckizedeck

MALF- Fisheries

koddymk@gmail.com

0754209535

7

Mugure C.Wumbura

459;*VUÄYTH[PVU

eliamalaki@yahoo.com

0713428206

8

Dr. Mariam Ongara

MOHCDGEC

mariamdoge@yahoo.com

0754262366

9

Juliet Moshi

Ministry of Energy and
Minerals

julliemm10@gmail.com

0759240055

10

Abdallah Minduva

4PUPZ[Y`VM/VTL(ќHPYZ

minduvajunior@gmail.com

0655777455

11

Addo A. Missama

MWTC - Works

addoaddoj@yahoo.com/

0715000729

addo.missama@.go.tz
12

Asma Seleman

MWTC - Transport

asma.seleman@uchukuzi.go.tz/ 0713623564
asmaselemani@hotmail.com

13

Jasson Ndanguzi

MWTC - Communication

jasson.ndaguzi@mst.go.tz

0765709122

14

Dr. Hanifa Mohamed

MITI

hanifayuk@hotmail.com

0713470509

15

Hamida Ngororo

AGC

hamida.ngororo@gmail.com

0754263700

16

Zainab Chanzi

LRCT

zchanzi@yahoo.co.uk

0746246728

17

Moses Ngereza

Tourism Confederation of
Tanzania

mngereza2@gmail.com

0765666777

18

Gaston Kikuwi

VIBINDO Society

vibindo@gmail.com

0713294318

19

Gilead Teri

TPSF

gteri@tpsftz.org

0689222268

20

Zahra Mahmoud

TCCIA

z.mahmoud@tccia.com/

0713949216

hq@tccia.com
21

Clement Mworia

Tanzania Civil Engineering
tace ca@yahoo.com
and Construction Association
(TACECA)

22

Wolfgang Nyange

Association of Citizen
info@acct.co.tz
Contractors Tanzania (ACCT)

23

Akida Mnyenyelwa

CTI

mnyenyelwa2001@yahoo.co.uk
mnyenyelwa@cti.co.tz

054305004

; 0782805299
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(UUL_!
3PZ[VM.V]LYUTLU[:[HRLOVSKLYZ*VUZ\S[LK
(MDAs&LGAs)
3PZ[6M.V]LYUTLU[:[HRLOVSKLYZ*VUZ\S[LK+\YPUN)\ZPULZZ,U]PYVUTLU[9LMVYT7YVJLZZ
Sn

Name

Institutions

Email

Phone No.

1

Baraka Aligaesha

MITI

baligaesha@brn.go.tz

0684562382

2

Christopher Nassari

MITI

csnassari@yahoo.co.uk

0754267106

3

Peter Riwa

MITI

peter.riwa@mit.go.tz

0714726910

4

Dr. Hanifa Mohamed

MITI

hanifayuk@hotmail.com

0713470509

5

.LVќYL`3\NVUNV

MITI

glugongo@brn.go.tz

0756746385

6

Vailet Moshi

PMO

v_moshi@yahoo.com

0757315136

7

Frederick Komba

MITI

kombafrederick@yahoo.com

0713053620

8

Thobias Mkenga

MITI

9

Odilo Majengo

MITI

10

Tutubi Mangazeni

MITI

0784413131

11

Suzana A. Mwanjali

7YPTL4PUPZ[LY6ѝJL
PSCP

0719135099

12

Theophord Ndunguru

TBT DSM

tndunguru@teaboard.go.tz

0757027695

13

Bariki G. Ngailo

Bodi ya Pareto

blessngai@yahoo.co.uk

0758163000

14

Emmanuel G. Mwakatobe

TOSCI-MALF

mwakatobeemmanel@gmail.com

0762336232

15

Kanuth Komba

MALF-HQ

cgkomba@gmail.com

0784509420

16

Mdili S. Katemani

MALF-PHS

dancateman@gmail.com

0756637966

17

Habib Mkalanga

TPRI -Arusha

hmkalanga@gmail.com

0714715096

18

Eliakana Lekei

TPRI Arusha

elekei98@gmail.com

0756833135

19

Dr. Bahati Midenge

TFDA

bahati.midenge@tfda.go.tz

0754686251

20

Martha W. Ng’wiza

MALF

ngwizamartha@yahoo.co.uk

0752243811

21

Dr. Liggyle Vumilia

MOHCDGECTAHPCC

liggy@yahoo.com

0767467455

22

Joyce Mosile

PBRO-MALF

jojomosile@yahoo.com

0753143675

23

Mwahija Irika

TFRA

mimwahija@gmail.com

0786745794

24

Shauri A. Mokiwa

Cashew nut Board of
Tanzania

shaurimokiwa@yahoo.com

0713535810

25

Wilson R. Katunzi

MALF-NFS

wkatunzi@yahoo.com

0754420978
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26

Olivo G. Mtunge

Tanzania Sisal Board

olimtunge@yahoo.co.uk

0718737525

27

Kajiru F. Kissenge

;HUaHUPH*VќLL)VHYK SP]LMVYVWLYH[PVU'JVќLLIVHYKVY[a

0757105205

28

Richard J. Mwakisisya

Marine Parks and
Reserves

mwakisisyarichy@yahoo.com

0769937030

29

Koddy, Melkizedeck

MALF-Fisheries

koddymk@gmail.com

0754209535

30

Stanley N. Mnozya

Tanzania Tobacco
Board

stanleymnozya@gmail.com

0769722272

31

Erasto Kamnde

Private Healthy
Labaratory Board

kamnde@yahoo.com

0754292107

32

Justa J. Kashumba

Tanzania Diary Board

johnjusta@yahoo.com

0757685085

33

Mussa J. Mrindoko

MALF-VET Council

donmrindoko@yahoo.com

0655432166

34

Dr. Mariam Ongara

MOHCDGEC

mariamdoge@yahoo.com

0754262366

35

Dr. Anthony Gyunda

MOHCDGEC-PHAB

drgyundatony@hotmail.com

0623960002

36

Catherine Semkudi

MOHCDGEC-MRIPC

ndiwaza@yahoo.co.uk

0787004133

37

Mwangulumba E.i

Tanzania Cotton Board mwangulumba@yahoo.com

38

Emily S. Mwakibolwa

Phamarcy Council

emmympoki@yahoo.com

0766004381

39

Everlight C. Matinga

GCLA

everkyeku@yahoo.co.uk

0767388920

40

Dilliwa Togolai

Sugar Board of
Tanzania

togolays1@yahoo.com

0754560821

41

Firmina Hubert

Tanzania Tobacco
Board

ÄYTPUHO'`HOVVJVT

0769937030

42

Iddi L. Hoyange

EHPRC (MOHCDGEC) iddihoyange@yahoo.com

43

Isaya A. Nkya

TWMC

isaoo2002@gmail.com

0784654279

44

Sero H. Luwongo

Ministry of Agriculture
Livestock and
Fisheries-Livestock

luwongo.sero162@gmail.com

0688571455

46

Charles Mpaka

Ministry of Agriculuture
Livestock and
charles.prosper11@yahoo.com
Fisheries-Kilimo

0715273829

47

Nicholai Chiweka

Bodi ya Nyama

nicholai.chiweka@tmb.go.tz

0784332052

48

Veronica Ngerageza

MITI

veronica.ngereza@mit.go.tz

0715612815

49

Godwin Mutahangarwa

TANTRADE

gmuta69@yahoo.com

0767244399

50

Joy G. Maongezi

OWM-KVAU

joymaongezi@yahoo.com

077059937

51

Justine R. Mbalinga

WCF

jmtemen@gmail.com

0789414124

52

Emmanuel Elias

WCF

emmanuel.elias@wcf.go.tz

0784285686

53

Mfrtus Njeama

TANROADS

merutus.njeama@tanroads.go.tz

0754297597

54

Peter J. Ugata

TAESA

peterugata@yahoo.com

0784301987

55

Lilian Muchuruza

RTU

lilianmuchuruza@yahoo.com

0712692030

0684121231

0715784616
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56

Happy Mwaipopo

OWM

hmwaipopo@yahoo.com

0757472729

57

Omari H. Sama

OWM-KVAU

omar.sama@kazi.gotz

0784402131

58

Idda S. Moshi

OWM-KVA

iddamushi@gmail.com

0655478399

59

Sabas A. Mhina

OWM-KVA

sabasmhina@yahoo.com

0715787487

60

Charles Jerome

NIP

charles.jerome@niptz.org

0713725325

61

Joas Makwati

MNRT - TAWA

joas.makwati@mnrt.go.tz

0684848438

62

Ashraph J. Shemoka

MNRT - WILD LIFE
DIVISION

ashraph.shemoka@mnrt.go.tz

0655917764

63

Hyacintha B. Makueo

NATIONAL
CONSTRUCTION
COUNCIL - NCC

hmakileo@ncc.go.tz

0753606425

64

Abdallah Minduva

MINISTRY OF HOME
AFFAIR

minduvajuniour@gmail.com

0655777455

65

Eunice Lema

TANZANIA BUREAU
OF STANDARDS
(TBS)

eunice.lema@tbs.go.tz

078817095

66

Julieth Tibanywana

UDSM

juliethjulius@gmail.com

0713027224

67

Asma Seleman

MOWTC

asmaselemani@hotmail.com

68

Emilyo Mwidunda

CMA

mihango@gmail .com

0713677630

69

Juliet Moshi

MINISTRY OF
ENERGY AND
MINERALS

julliemms10@gmail.com

0759240055

70

Philipo J. Mathayo

MINISTRY OF
ENERGY AND
MINERALS

philipo.mathayo@mem.go.tz

0756933274

71

Mussa Abbasi

MINISTRY OF
ENERGY AND
MINERALS

mussa.abbasi.@mem.go.tz

0713653365

72

Celestine Ntagara

NSSF

cntagara@nssf.or.tz

0762801576

73

Nassor M. Nassor

NSSF

nnssor@nssf.or.tz

0764140480

74

Nuhu Ramadhani

NSSF

nramadhani@nssf.or.tz

0713623564

75

Innocent Kyara

SSRA

innocent.kyara@ssra.go.tz

0717067824

76

David Mghambi

SSRA

david.Nghambi@ssra.go.tz

0754280100

77

Deobart Bigirwa

CRB

dcbigirwa@yahoo.com

0713327112

78

Eunice E. Tesha

PMO - LYED

eunicetesha@yahoo.com

0713327112

79

Janeth O. Mwambungu

COMMUNICATION

jnthoctavian@yahoo.com

0767869801

80

Fatma M. Shaaban

MOFP

fetty92004@yahoo.com

0713656362

81

Fizeddy Moshy

TRA

fmoshy@tra.go.tz

0754333100
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82

Malaki Elia

MNRT

aeliamalaki@yahoo.com

0713428206

83

Christognas Ngivingivi

MNRT

ngivingivic@yahoo.com

0652502221

84

Cleophas T. Mangu

MNRT

mangucleo@gmail.com

0755690511

85

Ersmo A. Mbilinyi

TCRA

erasmus@tcra.gmail.com

0754280186

86

Beatrice G. Lema

TCRA

beatrice.lema@tcra.go.tz

0767345364

87

Mashaka Bundala

AQRB

mashakabundala@gmail.com

0786368700

88

Dotto Stanley

TIC

doto.deleba@tic.co.tz

0713449438

89

Aggrey A. Nsemwa

WRRB/TWLB

aggrey.msemwa@yahoo.com

0784352102

90

Fikiri S. Salla

FIRE - HQ

ZHSSHÄRPYP'`HOVVJVT

0755828262

91

Pennina W. Mganga

TBA

mpeninna@yahoo.com

0717190509

92

Addo A. Missama

MOWTC

addoaddoj@yahoo.com

0715000729

93

Mwasi Christian

SUMATRA

mwasikisawa@gmail.com

0787103121

94

Rehema J. Mwasuka

BRELA

benosigne03@gmail.com

0652781085

95

Ipyana Jengela

WMA

ipyana.jengala@wm.go.tz

0714520880

96

Hendry Akwilini

TFS

tummymakatta@gmail.com

0767779193

97

Shaban Seleman

EWURA

seleman@ewura.go.tz

0782110075

98

Erica Mtenga

UDSM DOE

ericamtenga@yahoo.com

0764457178

99

Stephen Shayo

OSHA

sabasmhina@osha.go.tz

0713836398

100

Ramadhani Msimbira

OSHA

msimbirar@yahoo.com

0754274255

101

Joyce B. Mwambungu

OSHA

joyce.mwambungu@osha.go.tz

0713339383

102

Eufrasia Bille

TCAA

ebille@tcaa.go.tz

0713281522

103

Rehema Mkecha

MOHA-IMMIGRATION

rehema.mkecha@imm.go.tz

0717178686

104

Vicent Vedasto

ERB

vedastov@hotmail.com

0715430435

105

Kapwete John

EWURA

kapwete@ewura.go.tz

0754368686

106

Amina Shamte

EWURA

shamte@ewura.go.tz

0782395515

107

Leo J. Ngowi

SUMATRA

leo.ngowi@sumatra.go.tz

0783223013

108

Andrew A. Massawe

109

Aristides Mbwasi

MITI

ambwasi@yahoo.com

0713444550

110

Emmanuel Kejo

MITI

111

Lightness Milinga

MITI

lightnessmlinga@yahoo.com

0714641674
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(UUL_!
3PZ[VM7YP]H[L:LJ[VY:[HRLOVSKLYZ*VUZ\S[LK
3PZ[6M7YP]H[L:LJ[VY:[HRLOVSKLYZ*VUZ\S[LK+\YPUN)\ZPULZZ,U]PYVUTLU[9LMVYT7YVJLZZ
Sn

Name

Institutions

1

Zahra Mahmoud

TCCIA

3

Rose Romanus

AWAN TZ/TWCC

3

Ray E. Njau

ADOLETHE HOLDINGS CO.
LTD

4

Bahja Salim

METL

5

Leo Lel

LILUM@SINA.COM

6

Briggen Rn Chonjo

REGIS ENG & CONSTR CO.
LTD

7

Mr. Njau

ADOEETO COMPANY

8

Olivia Elliot

TEXTILE DEVELOPMENT UNIT

9

Rose Blackie

EU BUSINESS GROUP

10

Calvin Mlingi

SHANTA MINING

11

Mathias Mundi

BAM INTERNATIONAL BV

12

John Wanyancha

13

Makie Englesson

ATSOKO

14

Angela Joseph

ACCT

info@acct.co.tz

0713540327

15

Clement Mworia

TACECA

taceca@yahoo.com

0713620232

16

Margaret Ngianaeli

TACECA

mngianaeli@jfm.tz

0688553757

17

Wolfgang Nyange

WCL/ACCT

info@wcl.co.tz

0754305004

18

Maembe N.e.

CTI

emaembe@yahoo.com

0754481068

19

Shabbir A. Zavery

20

Rumin B. Shah

PAN AFRICA ENTER.CA

shahnemin@hotmail.com

0713503666

21

Sandeep Agrarwal

ALAF LTD

Sandeep.agalwal@safalgroup.
com

0689119939

22

Vickrant Srivastava

ALAF LTD

vikrant.srivastava@safalgroup.com 0688727175
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23

Marsha MacattaYambi

NESJe EARTH

Marsha.yambi@tz.neshe.com

0756344450

24

Bahja Salim

MeTL

bahja@metl.net

0713155152

25

/\ZZLU:\ÄHU

BAKHRESA GROUP

hussein@bakhresa.com

0784262821

26

Ashwir V. Panmar

CHEMI@COTEX LTD

logistics@ccitz.com

0658307977

27

Subhashi M. Patel

M.M.I. STEEL MIL LTD

motison@HQ.com

0784338095

28

Elinisaidie Msuri

MEKONSULT

emsuri@mekonsult.co.tz

0784695579

29

William J. Bongo

KIOO LTD

wb@kioogl..com

0754400048

30

Leonard Mususa

MAWENI LIMESTONE

Leonard.mususa@gmail.com

0754784704

31

Evans Mlelwa

PHILIP MORRIS TZ

Evans.mlelwa@pmi.com

0784990440

32

Alex Foti GwebeNyirenda

SBC (T) LTD

foti@sbctz.com

0767640409

33

Johnson Minja

JWT

0715753883

34

Mch. Silver Kiondo

JWT

0784256592

35

Amos Obeid

JWT

0713401050

36

Philimin Chonde

JWT

0754270405

37

Fred Katawa

JWT

0754510132

38

Stephen Chamle

JWT

0715299092

39

Abdalah A. Mwinyi

JWT

0655535051

40

Michael Mahenge

JWT

0713561128

41

Silvanus T. Mande

JWT

0754810917

42

Shaban Makone

JWT

0715339371

43

Kassim Lema

JWT

0713900057

44

Juliana Ngonda

JWT

0768970877

45

Hassan A. Mushi

JWT

0713406421

46

Ramadhan M. Juma

TATOA

ramadhan@tatoa.co.tz

0713858778

45

Mr. T. Mbaga

Tanzania Agriculture Council

tmmbaga@gmail.com

0784695999
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(UUL_8\LZ[PVUUHPYL+H[H*VSSLJ[PVU
Instrument
-VYTMVY*VSSLJ[PVUVM+H[H
;OPZPZHNLULYPJN\PKLVU[OLZL[VMPUMVYTH[PVU[VILJVSSLJ[LKPUVYKLY[V\WKH[LÄUKPUNZMYVT[OLKLZR
review. Given the holistic approach to reforming the business environment, the template should be applied
and data be collected for each and every current policies, laws, regulations, licenses, levies, taxes, inspections
and other related issues pertaining business environment” administered by all MDAs and LGAs in Tanzaniamainland.
;OL[LTWSH[LPZHWWSPJHISLMVYIV[O.V]LYUTLU[SPHPZVUVѝJLYZHZ^LSSHZYLWYLZLU[H[P]LVM[OLWYP]H[LZLJ[VYZ
Where possible, the private sector representatives are encouraged to share the template with their respective
JVUZ[P[\LUJPLZ HUK JVSSLJ[ [OL KH[H  0U ÄSSPUN [OL MVYT WYP]H[L ZLJ[VY VѝJPHSZ JV\SK ZPTWS` ZRPW X\LZ[PVUZ
which are not relevant to them.
0UZ[Y\J[PVUZ!
7SLHZLÄSSV\[VULJVW`VM[OPZ[LTWSH[LMVY,(*/HWWSPJHISLWVSPJPLZSH^ZYLN\SH[PVUZWYVJLK\YLZSPJLUZLZ
levies, taxes, fees, inspections, and other related issues pertaining business environment” administered by all
MDAs and LGAs in Tanzania.
>OLYLHWWSPJHISLH[[HJOall forms required/involved.
0[PZL_WLJ[LK[OH[[OPZMVYT^PSSILÄSSLKLSLJ[YVUPJHSS`)\[PM[OPZPZUV[[OLJHZL^OLYL[OLYLPZPUZ\ѝJPLU[
space, please use additional sheets of paper as necessary.
For any questions, WSLHZLJVU[HJ[ the Secretariat of the Business Environment Regulatory Licensing Reform
Committee via baligaesha@brn.go.tz , ems_sungula04@yahoo.com , kombafrederick@yahoo.com .
NB: In the template, license/permit should interpreted to mean “policies, laws, regulations, licenses, levies,
taxes, inspections, and other related issues pertaining business environment”

5HTLVMVѝJLYJVSSLJ[PUN[OLKH[H
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name of the organization presenting the data
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Type of organization (private/government)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Question

:V\YJL9LMLYLUJL
^OLYLHWWSPJHISL
PUKPJH[L[OLZV\YJLZ
of information;
JP[H[PVUZVM[OL
ZLJ[PVUVM[OLSH^Z
regulations, bylaws,
KPYLJ[P]LZL[J

Response

Please specify the name of the license / permit/
levies/tax, etc.
Name of issuing/administering agency (i.e.
national/sectoral agencies, LGAs, etc.)
The purpose and objective of the license (e.g.,
describe in precise terms the problem the
license/permit seeks to address).
Number of days it usually takes to issue the
permit/licenses(from receiving application to
issuing permit/licenses

Number of procedures involved to get the
license/permit

Number of days
_______________________________
0Z[OLWYVJLZZPUN[PTLZWLJPÄLKPU
regulation? _____________________
The number
State the procedures

What are the conditions/ requirement for
granting the permit/licenses (state all)
Number of inspections needed both before and
after granting permit/licenses (where applicable)

Is there any duplication of the permit/licenses/
authorities related to this permit/license

before _________________________
After

_________________________

Yes/No ___ State the related licenses
/authorities
________________________________

Is this license / permit only for businesses of
certain sizes (number of employees / turnover)?
If yes, please specify.

Sectoral coverage of the license/permit (e.g.
the sector or type of business/occupation that
requires a license/permit).

Agriculture

F

Commerce

F

Employment,
Labour & Industry

F

Energy &
Water

F Environment

F

Finance

F

Health

F

IT & Telecom

F

Mining

F

Security &
Public Order

F

Tourism

F

Transport &
Infrastructure

F

(Tick wherever applicable)
Services

F

Education

F

Other, please specify: _____________________________________
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Question

Response

FLaw:
FRegulation:
FDecree (or equivalent):

The legal basis for the license/permit (e.g. valid
law or other legal instrument).

FLGA Bylaws / rules:
FOther (please specify):

In case the referred instrument is less
JVTTVULNZWLJPÄJ3.(I`SH^
kindly attach copies of the relevant
sections
For this license/permit, please provide the
NUMBER OF NEW licenses/permits issued per
year.

Specify amount application fees the license/
permits, if any

2013/14:
2014/15:
2015/16:
TZS ____________________________
USD ___________________________
NO FEE ________________________
F;OLSPJLUZLPZ]HSPKPUKLÄUP[LS`

The frequency of renewal of license/permit.

(unless revoked or holder cease to
exist)
FThe license is issued once for a
ZWLJPÄLKWYVQLJ[
FThe license must be renewed
after every ______________________
(kindly state the period)

For this license/permit, the number of licenses/
permits RENEWED EACH YEAR.

2013/14:
2014/15:
2015/16:
TZS___________USD ____________
NO FEE________________________

Specify amount of fees charged for the
issuance of the license/permits.

For government institutions, if the fee
varies kindly provide the range from
TZS____________ to _________
For government institutions, If the fee
varies kindly provide kindly attached
the schedule
Initial fee ÄYZ[[PTLHWWSPJHU[Z!
_______________________________
(TZS/USD)

Specify amount of fees charged for the
issuance of the license/permits.

Renewal fee:
________________________________
(TZS/USD)

Retention/loyalities
fee:
________________________________
(TZS/USD)

Please specify categories of fee (if any):
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:V\YJL9LMLYLUJL
^OLYLHWWSPJHISL
PUKPJH[L[OLZV\YJLZ
of information;
JP[H[PVUZVM[OL
ZLJ[PVUVM[OLSH^Z
regulations, bylaws,
KPYLJ[P]LZL[J
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Question

Response

:V\YJL9LMLYLUJL
^OLYLHWWSPJHISL
PUKPJH[L[OLZV\YJLZ
of information;
JP[H[PVUZVM[OL
ZLJ[PVUVM[OLSH^Z
regulations, bylaws,
KPYLJ[P]LZL[J

Where applicable, describe fees calculation
method
Describe total fees, charges or taxes collected
from the license.

2013/14:
2014/15:
2015/16:

Describe how the collected revenue is allocated
(shared and used)
FYes

Is there an application form for this license?

FNo

Remember to attach copies of
application forms.

Please list any supporting documents required
for the license application.
Is information about the license/permit,
application forms etc. available on-line? If so,
please specify (e.g. Web site).
What can be done to reduce the burden on businesses imposed by this permit?
(Considering the government commitment to improving business environment in the
country, you are strongly encouraged to provide your honesty opinion)
Make processing time faster
Reduce fees
Simplify requirements, remove unnecessary
requirements
Extend the period of validity
Consolidate with another permit
;\YUP[PU[VHUV[PÄJH[PVUYLNPZ[YH[PVUYLX\PYLTLU[
It is not needed at all, abolish it
The permit is not a problem , leave it as-is
Something else?
ease note here any other observations or information here:
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(UUL_!
:\TTHY`VM8\LZ[PVUUHPYLZ*VSSLJ[LK
:5

MDA; LGA; Private Entity

Number
of Forms
Comments
*VSSLJ[LK
so far

1

Tanzania Revenue Authority

4

2

Migration

3

3

Police Force

5

4

National Social Security Fund

3

5

Occupational Safety and Health Authority

2

6

PMO-Social Security Division

1

7

PMO-Registrar of Trade Unions

1

8

Social Security Regulatory Authority

1

9

Tanzania Employment Services Agency

2

10

Tanzania Bureau of Standards

4

11

Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority

12

12

Tanzania Forest Services Agency

7

13

Business Registration and Licensing Agency

1

14

Engineers Registration Board

1

15

KVAU (Disability Section)

2

16

Labour Department

4

17

Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment

1

18

MNRT-Wildlife Division

8

19

MNRT-License and Control Department

2

20

National Construction Council

1

21

Tanzania Building Agency

1

22

Workers Compensation Fund

1

23

Weight and Measures

7

24

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries; Directorate of Animal
Production and Marketing

1

25

Cashewnut Board of Tanzania

3

26

*VќLL)VHYK

14

27

Environmental Health Practitioners Council

1

28

MALF-Fisheries Division

11

29

National Food Security

1

30

Pharmacy Council

11

31

7SHU[)YLLKLYZ9PNO[Z6ѝJL

1
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32

Plant Health Services

3

33

Private Health Laboratories Board

6

34

Private Hospital Advisory Board

2

35

Seed Unit

2

36

Sisal Board

3

37

Tanzania Dairy Board

4

38

Tanzania Pyrethrum Board

5

39

Tea Board of Tanzania

5

40

Tanzania Fertilizer Regulatory Board

1

41

;HUaHUPHVѝJPHSZLLK*LY[PÄJH[PVU0UZ[P[\[L

6

42

Tropical Pesticide Research Institute

8

43

Tanzania Tobacco Board

8

44

Antiquities Division

1

45

TANTRADE

1

46

DPI Simba LTD

1

47

Veterinary Council of Tanzania

13

48

Ministry of Works, Transport and Communications (Universal
Communications Service Access Fund)

1

49

Nyanza Bottling Company Limited

12

50

Tanzania Cooperative Development Commission

7

51

Tanzania Food and Drugs Authority

10

52

Energy and Water Utilities Regulatory Authority

14

53

Tanzania Sugar Board

3

54

Tanzania Cotton Board

7

55

Livestock Directorate

27

56

Radiology Board

7

57

Government Chemist Laboratory Agency

4

58

Architects and Quantity Surveyors Registration Board

1

59

Tanzania Building Agency

1

60

Mohamed Enterprises Tanzania Ltd (METL)

1

61

Tanzania Chamber of Commerce

1

62

Contractors Registration Board

1

63

Tanzania Investment Center

8

64

Warehouse Receipt Regulatory Board

1

Private

Private

Private

Total (MDAs &Private Sector)
Total (LGAs)
;V[HS4+(Z 7YP]H[L:LJ[VY
Total (LGAs)
;6;(3!4+(Z7YP]H[L 3.(Z

292
61
353
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OBJECTIVE OF THE ASSIGNMENT

;OLVIQLJ[P]LVM[OPZHZZPNUTLU[PZ[VJVUK\J[HOVSPZ[PJHUKJVTWYLOLUZP]LYL]PL^VM[OLÄZJHSHUKYLN\SH[VY`SH^Z
and regulations, licenses, levies, tax at national and local level across sectors and propose/ recommend amendments,
repeal, removal, harmonization, aligning and or additions to the current policies, laws to the Business Regulatory
Licensing Reform Committee.
3.0

METHODOLOGY

The methodology that will be used by the Technical Team will involve literature review (Desktop research) and on
limited cases collect primary data and information. When need arises the Team in collaboration with the Reform Core
Team visit relevant Authorities/Institutions for consultation. The Technical Team will depend very much on the output
of Liaison/Diagnostic Team
4.1 SET OF DELIVERABLES
i.

Technical Report highlighting pertinent issues related to current policies, laws, regulations, licenses, levies,
taxes and other related issues pertaining business environment.

ii.

A comprehensive white policy paper entailing detailed current context, key constraints associated with the
business environment, amendments, proposed repeal/removal, harmonization, aligning and or additions
to the current policies, laws, regulations, licenses, levies, taxes and other related issues that will promote
enabling business environment for improved business climate in Tanzania.

iii.

A summary report and matrix of the conclusions, amendments, repeal/removal, harmonization, aligning
and or additions to the current policies, laws, regulations, licenses, levies, taxes and other related issues of
the current policies, laws, regulations, levies, taxes and other related issues in the white paper

iv.

A presentation proposed version of the blue print Policy paper for the PS, Minister and Cabinet Paper.
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